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dure are discussed in this Bulletin.
as regulations or arbitrary requirements. They are intended rather as
suggestions which may help the designer in evaluating his problems against

Especially is there no desire to dis
courage experimentation. New types of design and traditional plans may be
equally good, so long as this objective is constantly kept in mind: low-rent
and low-cost housing in attractive and healthful surroundings.

In the site plan, as in the building plan, economy of first costs and
economy of maintenance costs are most important. Economy of first costs is
specifically imposed by the United States Housing Act of 1937. It is evi-

that the widest possible benefits of
program can bo attained only by keeping the cost of individual units down
to the minimum.

Economy of maintenance cost will result directly in low rent. Under
the provisions of the Act, cost of maintenance is the greatest single factor

affecting rentals. The essential failure or success of the entire United
States Housing Authority program will be determined in large measure by the
degree to which the lowest possible rentals are achieved.

Compactness of layout should characterize all low-cost housing projects
even when plenty of land is available. Most items of site development cost
are almost directly proportional to the area covered, such as grading,

SITE PLANNING
I

a larger background of experience.

a low-cost housing

The objectives of good site planning and recommended methods of proce-
The recommendations are not intended

dent, moreover,
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planting, streets, walks, storm sewers and all utilities; and many mainte
nance operations are proportional in cost to the area which they cover.
Land not needed for housing is generally most useful and most economical to
maintain if it is kept in relatively large units of area, rather than broken
up into many small pieces.

In the notes which follow, no effort is made to weigh the various
items which result in a good site plan. Each plan must be evaluated indivi
dually with For ex
ample, the costs of utilities, since they influence the entire economy of

whelming majority of dwelling units does not produce a good site plan. The
designer should endeavor to achieve that balance which results in the
greatest economy and the greatest amenity.

I- The Technique of Studying a Site Flan
As soon as a site is under serious consideration the collection of data

should begin: property line maps, air maps (which may be enlarged from the
mosaic of the city has been made), utility plan,

When the site is definitely selected, a topographic survey and theetc.

requisite soil investigations should be made.
While preparation of the building schedule and studies of unit plans

neighborhood thoroughly. He should know all plans for the development of

2

a basis for formulating his ideas with respect to the

a full knowledge of its specific limiting conditions.

economical layout of utilities which results in bad orientation for an over-

• original negatives where a

the site plan, are an important over-all consideration; nevertheless, an

the neighborhood, as

are under way, the site planner should study the site and its surrounding
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principal traffic flows to Ths broad placing

Tne schematic plans should then be applied to maps of the property,
modifying the typical scheme in application to the actual topography. If

conditions, even to the point of staking out
roads or axes,

insurance against unimaginative for
malism in the site plan.

The advice of the City Planning Commission, where such authority or

advisory body exists, should be obtained with respect to changes in street

patterns or widths, appropriate densities, and the availability of school
facilities, parks, and playgrounds.

Population Densities.

Population density over the project area should be consistent with its

location in the general city pattern. On inlying sites a higher density than

is permissible in other locations may be necessary in order to realize

economically the advantages of existing transportation and other utilities,

and proximity to work, shopping, and amusement centers. Outlying sites may

be developed economically at lower densities, but a low density may increase

3

and some of the buildings, if the site is sufficiently clear.
Thorough study of the site is the best

and from the future project.
and organization of the layout should

may be helpful in arriving at the best placing.
satisfactory scheme has been drawn up, it should be taken to the

site and checked against actual

When a

topography is a

be studied coincidentally with sche
matic plans showing house-and-land patterns with various kinds of access
and servicing.

II. Relation of the Site Plan to the City Pattern

controlling factor, paper patterns of the buildings which
can be moved around
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should bo a density which permits economicalcases,
use of utilities and

standards of light, air, and open space.
Travel Routes.

The project must have
reation, Location adjacent to, but not on, a main
traffic route is most favored. Intersection of a project site by a traffic
route is clearly undesirable; even minor streets which bisect the site will
interfere with the community life of the residents and with the operation
of the project.

Where streets are closed, the other streets of the neighborhood may be
expected to carry more traffic and if these form part of the site boundary,

of ample setbacks for future widening.
Neighborhoods.

A small project, the site of which lies within an existing neighborhood,

should be planned to form part of the neighborhood.

isolated projects will naturally form neighborhoods
of their own and should therefore be planned to provide the setting for a
well-integrated neighborhood life. This means provision of space in the

plan for stores, recreation areas, elementary schools, and other facilities

whose radius of influence is the neighborhood, even if such facilities are

not provided as part of the housing program. Close cooperation between the

local authority and other departments of the local government should be

maintained so that any schools, parks, playgrounds, or other facilities

4

disproportionately the initial and maintenance costs of land development.
The objective, in all

community facilities (including schools) without over
crowding, and maintains desirable

Relatively large or

provision should be made by means

convenient routes of access to employment, rec-
and shopping centers.
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planned under the programs of these departments may be related to the

housing program.

The Superblock.

has been widely used as a basic pattern for

residential planning.

Many modifica-
and one of these may determine the type.of organi

zation of the site plan.

Diagram I: Various Types of Superblock Planning (below).

III. Topography

Relation of Buildings to Contours.

Plans should always be studied over a topographic map of the site.

Even though the land may be so flat that topography is not an essential

factor, the grouping of buildings must be studied with respect to surface

5

Often it is penetrated by cul-de-sac or dead-end
streets which branch from a circumferential traffic street.

relatively large area free from through streets which
io served by streets with clearly articulated functions (i.e., traffic,

residential, and pedestrian),

Diagrammatic plans illustrating superblocks
or traffic-free residential areas in an exist
ing city plan. "A", the area to be replanned.
"B", a true superblock, subdivided only by cul-
de-sacs. "C", turned lanes, avoiding the use
of turn-arounds and saving time in route ser
vicing. "D", lanes running through the property.
"E", similar lanes at an angle,- for aesthetic
effect or for better relation to the topography.
"E", through and turned lanes combined to secure
a large central open area. In all cases through
or fast traffic in the residential area is
diminished by providing a wide and well paved
street around the area and by using narrow pave
ments within it.

tions of it arc possible;

The superblock is not the only acceptable type of
pattern, however; each project will have its own solution.

The superblock, a
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If there isdrainage. correlation of the

use, as by avoiding steep slopes in
lawns or steps.in walks. An intelligent use of topographic variations also

plan individuality and rational organization.
A very steep or broken site may result in excessive development cost

unless dwelling spaces oi’ basements can be introduced which utilize the ex
cess walls on the lower side of the buildings. On a moderate slope the
rows of buildings should normally run parallel to the contour lines.

careful study of cross sections it ctm. be determined: (1) whether to draw
the buildings close together along ths entrance side, leaving most of the

slope to be taken up in the wider garden areas, (2) to concentrate allor

the garden area on one side (usually uphill) of the row, with only a walk

Preservation of Trees and Buildings

Existing trees should always be shown in topographic surveys, and an

effort made to preserve A few old trees add

much charm to a group of buildings, and the slight variations made in the

plan in order to save them may add a pleasing informality to the appearance

of the project.

If the site is built up, a few of the houses may be worth saving. An
imaginative handling of the design may make of an old building a very wel

come note of variety.
Orientation and Spacing of BuildingsIV.

Sun and Wind Orientation

6

By a

a reasonable number of them.

results in economy of first cost and
maintenance, and assures convenience in

any marked variety in elevation, a
site plan with the topography usually

tends to give a

on the other side giving access to the entrance front of the houses.
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Diagram Ils Development of Sloping Land

[H

Section "A", with a moderate elope, is
developed with two rows of buildings brought
close together along an access walk or drive,
and the floor elevations kept as nearly as
possible the same. With a steeper slope, "B",
the rows are spaced equally but farther apart
because more room is needed to take up dif
ferences of level. In "C", the steep slope
is taken up in part by using basement stories,
partially or completely exposed on the lower
side, and the building acts as a retaining
wall.
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The factors of

and may become the

In the north, sunlight is most successful when it makes

and
in the living except in summer, when it is better to

summer afternoons.

in parallel

even if not in the pre
ferred

or apratments should not encourage
the planner to ignore sunlight.

are to appreciate the impor-women

even though they fail to arrive at speci
fic opinions concerning preferable exposures, do recognize one room or apart
ment as being more than another.

For row houses the best compromise

although such orienta-

snow.

mid-morning, and gives an excess of sun in the afternoon.

7

the north side in winter-, preventing the melting of
The northwest-southeast diagonal admits no sun for an hour or two in

sun at midday, and too much during summer afternoons.
■bong buildings lying time east-west are to be avoided in the north because

kitchen in the morning, especially in winter,
room in the afternoon,

escape the hot sun of

they shade the ground on

Most women,

site permits a free choice
the buildings may lie. In the north the sun is

ontroxling factor; in the south, the summer wind.

orientation for
sunshine available in the

is a location with the length of the
row lying northeast-southwest, at an angle of thirty to sixty degrees off

north. Rows running north and south are acceptable,
tion lets in little

"cheerful"

sun and wind orientation should always be considered,
controlling factors when the

in the direction in which

It is obviously Impossible to get
ideal orientation in all units if the houses face-each' other

rows, but it is better

Since men are usually away from home dur
ing most days, they are less likely than
tance of orientation.

to have the sun available,
loom au the preferred time, than to have no sun. .The fact that

people will live in badly oriented houses

likely to be the c
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during the middle of the day.
Orientation to take advantage of summer breezes cannot be discussed

vary in direction and because the behavior of
wind in and around buildings is difficult to observe. In the absence of
scientific information, intelligent local opinion must be the principal
guide.

Spacing of Buildings.

Modern housing standards tend toward wider spacing than has been ob
served in the past.

For apartment buildings with their longer

65, and 75 feot apart.
At the ends, where secondary windows are involved, these distances may be
somewhat reduced.

For row houses in a series of parallel rows, an average center-to-center

spacing of about 100 feet is a reasonable standard.

or 55 and 90 feet. In a small group,
■

closer if these dimensions alternate with spaces at least 15 or 20 feet

greater.

As a general rule,

bility.

8

!

i

This may be arranged
to give alternate open spaces between rows of approximately 60 and 85 feet,

the height of the sun in summer prevents
sunlight from entering the house

a location with the length of the row running
east-west is preferred because

sides parallel, three, four,
and six story buildings should be spaced at least 60,

rows should be fairly close end to end in order to

or where minimum sparing is aimed at,
two story houses may be as close as 50 feet, and one story houses somewhat

In the extreme south,

allow liberal spacing between rows, where openness contributes most to liva-

with precision because winds
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Spacing of RowsDiagram III;

In

11
1111
11

All the land can be tenant-•
"C"

11111
I Illi
Evi
inn111 i bi

c

Diagrams showing various distributions of
space and buildings. In all cases, the number
of linear feet of buildings is the same. "A"
shows liberal spacing between the ends of the
buildings. This tends to increase development
costs (roads, walks, utilities) without much
increase in livability. In "Bn the buildings
are close together in the rows, thus permitting
the rows to be set farther apart. Development
cost goes down and there is a gain in air,
light, and privacy.
maintained if it is a row-house layout.
returns to the five rows of buildings, but the
spacing is reduced, the land thus saved being
thrown together in a usable public area.
"D" this area is increased still further and
the construction and development costs (assum
ing the site to be level) are still further re
duced by using longer buildings.
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Three basic types of proj
ect organization, using the same
number of linear feet of build
ings. "A** and "B" have 28 build
ings, "0" has 1)8. Plan "A" il
lustrates "end-access" to rows of
houses (or flats), with the build
ings set perpendicular to the
lane. In "B" the buildings are
parallel to the lanes, which must
be more numerous, but may be nar
rower and thus may save walks and
facilitate servicing. "C" is a
court plan. This type creates nu
merous large open areas and may have visual charm. It is usually
more expensive to build and to maintain, however, than a plan in
which either the project-maintained land is mainly in one large

or in which practically all the land is assigned to the ten
ants and maintained by them.
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V. Building Types
Selection.

Whether the living units comprising the project shall be single or row
houses, flats or apartments, will be determined by considerations of cost,

location of the site, local preferences and living habits, and local housing

policy.

In setting up the distribution of units by size and type, an effort
should be made to

average family size is smaller
than it has been in the past, it should be remembered that the larger fami

lies have more difficulty in finding suitable houses and are likely to be
in greater need of rent-subsidy.
Row Houses

Experience has shown that the row house offers some advantages in con

struction cost and maintenance economy over the single house. Even in those
parts of the country where the single house is the traditional form of

housing, row houses have proved s.cceptable after they were built and occupied.

The economic advantage of the row house is greatest when the rows are
long. Many architects, however, are reluctant to use long rows because they
consider them institutional and regimented in appearance.

matter of arbitrary current fashion is evidenced by the success with which

architects, from Renaissance times to the present day, have used long rows

There are many ways of varying fromin some of their most effective plans.

mechanical repetition, however; one is the use of groups composed of rows of

.fe.

accommodate a typical range of family size and composition.
Although population trends indicate that the

varying length in place of rows uniform length.

(f HRRfiCT ®\k 9

That this is a

I W
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Breaks in the alignment

effect. Such breaks are expensive and their
effect rarely justifies the An equivalent aesthetic effect may be

the introduction of a bay window or

Stepping should be avoided when possible; but the
added cost, where it

and extra grading costs.

A close intermixture of apartments, flats, and row houses is sometimes
While suchused.

and storage space, and
gives wider and more interesting views from the apartment v/indows, it
diminishes whatever element of privacy there may be in the row-house gardens

and almost inevitably results in an intricate layout of public walks. It

should, therefore, be used only to attain important practical advantages.

Two-story flats, especially when they are arranged so that each flat has its

own garden, are capable of more convenient combination with row houses than

are apartments.
VI. The Site Plan with Respect to Community Services

Administration and Community Buildings.

Provisions made for housing the project manager and for the administra

tion and operation of the project should be conspicuously straightforward

10

may be required, should be weighed against the cost of
long runs of outdoor steps plus the additional wall,
Combination of Types

expense.
achieved by the widening of a porch,
balcony, or by

an arrangement makes possible the use of apartment base
ments for heating plants, incinerators, laundries,

in order to fit a row to sloping ground is
also expensive and usually requires walls or terrace slopes at the points

where the levels break.

some other form that adds to the livability of a housing unit.
Stepping the floor level

of the front and rear walls of long rows are
often made for architectural
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and economical.

project.

centralized,

Many

many years,
street within the project may be predetermined

and fixed.

project of their mainte
nance and to provide public space for utility installation. They should be

to afford parking space on one or both sides.

Existing streets should be retained if present and future economy is
served thereby.

long for the needs of the project, and the value of the area gained by their
closing may exceed the value to the project of the existing improvements.

In some instances, existing streets may be closed to traffic and converted

11

planned economically, but must be adequate in width to serve the anticipated

traffic, to permit easy circulation and safe driving, and, in many instances,

project should be planned for dedication
to the municipality in order both to relieve the

Where available,
ment and renting offices

function each street will perform.
residential streets and their utility layouts are wastefully oversized be
cause they are designed to meet the possible future requirements of business

In a. large project, however, where the land is in single
ownership and maybe expected to remain in residential use for

New streets within a

for supervision.
Streets and Parking Spaces.

Eor purposes of economy and utility, the design of streets should be

closely related to the particular

the conditions surrounding a

Service and repair shops should be
preierably near the central heating plant, if there is one.

ommunity rooms ox building should be readily accessible to all tenants, and

also to management offices

or industry.

However, existing streets are often unnecessarily wide or

exposed basement space may be used. Manage-
should be located for convenient access from the

point of entrance to the
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into playgrounds. If expensive changes in drainage facilities are in
volved, however,

or nothing will be saved by this
procedure.

Direct vehicular

a reasonable distance from all buildings. Streets

and driveways should be arranged to permit easy access to all fire hydrants

by fire-fighting equipment.

As a means

centrated along This means that all visitors, delivery-

the postman, and even the garbage collector, will come to one entrancemen,

to the house, usually by a drive or walk (perhaps two walks) serving a pair

of rows. The opposite or garden side of the house may open upon a strictly

private yard and normally there will be no need of

these yards.

This scheme concentrates paving where it is most needed, and results in

economy, of initial and maintenance costs. In all cases, whatever form the

plan takes, the site plan should find a better arrangement than the old-

fashioned layout for row houses with a street in front and an alley behind.

Minor service drives, parking spaces,, etc., should preferably be re
Minimum widths for servicetanned by the project for purposes of control.

drives may be taken as 16 feet for two-way drives and 10 feet for one-way
Turning spaces should be at least 30 feet in width, and more if.drives.

possible.

12

access to the entrance of each building is unnecessary,
but driveways should be at

cross section, little

of simplifying construction and operation, the theoretical

ideal is a plan in which all access to each pa.ir of rows of houses is con-

a drive or walk to serve

a single channel.

°r if the present pavement will require resurfacing or

other changes in
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Provision of parking area for the cars of tenants must be made. The

a basis for planning, must be judged, independentlyas
in each case, and

Where the ratio of carper cent in Detroit.
ownership is apt to increase, space should be reserved for possible future

expansion of car ownership.

even open sheds, does not seem feasible under
the present program. The most acceptable alternative is off-street parking
in parking lots or courts. Cars owned by low-income tenants are likely to
stand unused for considerable periods, especially in winter,

which makes curb-parking along perimeter streets and project drives the
objectionable. The trend in traffic control is strongly in the direc-more

tion eliminating car parking on streets, not only to facili

tate the movement of traffic and permit full use of street pavements, but
also All-nightto promote safety and to improve the appearance of streets.

parking is widely recognized as
Opposition to this use of streetslimiting such parking or prohibiting it.

is likely to increase with time, and all projects should therefore be

planned initially with satisfactory provision for parking tenant-owned caTs.

The preferable location for off-street parking areas is around the

boundaries of the project, where the parking lots fall between the housing

units and, for example,
the best solution may be a single parking lot placedIn
offices or the heating plant, with only one entrancenear the administrative

To give thethat some degree of supervision may be exercised.
their cars at night, a few covered stalls might betenants

provided.
13

a nuisance and most cities have ordinances

a noisy thoroughfare.

a condition

a place to work on

a small project

of limiting or

may vary from nearly zero in a New York City apartment
project to nearly a hundred

To provide garages, or

to the lot, so

ratio of car ownership,
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Utilities.

Since a scattered

mandatory. Lines should ordinarily
be located in streets or drives, for ready accessibility, but may run
elsewhere when required by topography or economy of layout.

Water, gas, and electric distribution systems should be laid out

with the objective of supplying the projects with these services at the

minimum annual cost to tenants. In many cases, the lowest feasible an

nual cost may result from purchase by the project of these services on

and resale or redistribution»
to the tenants by the project. If this is under consideration the in

terest and amortization on the capital cost of the project distribution

system should be taken into account in making a final judgment.

An overhead electric distribution system costs 55 to 67 per cent

The choice of system, how-as much initially as an underground system.

ever, will depend also on soil conditions, climate, topography, and local

practice.

Playgrounds.
Play areas for children of pre-school age should be provided within

One such area, located where it may be reachedthe project boundaries.
without crossing a traffic way, should be provided for each block or group

An area of at least 1200 square feet is needed to accom-of buildings.
swings, seesaws, slides,

carts, etc.; and an

open space
14

initial and maintenance costs, closely
knit planning of utility systems is

for free play with a

a wholesale "pooled meter-reading" basis

or wide-spread layout of sewers, water, gas and
electric lines will increase both

modate the ordinary equipment, such as sand boxes,

etc. Larger play areas may be developed with a shaded area containing

park benches; a paved area for play with carriages,
soft footing.
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No fencing is

it. Shrubbery is definitely undesirable
because of the tendency of children to enter a play area from all direc
tions. Rows of trees

space use.

Wading pools and spray pools are almost universally popular but their

sidered. Generally, no more than one pool can, in any case, be supplied
in a development. It should be borne in mind that the play space in which

it is located will receive more intensive and more widespread use than

the others.

The provision of a playground for children of school age may properly

be regarded as a function of the local community, and should be included

Wherever possible, the maintenancenearby school playground, is feasible.
and operation of such a playground should be delegated to the city.

■ An area of two acres, preferably three, may bo regarded as minimCTi

for a playground which offers
Actual space requirements, however, will be governed by the facilities

and typos of play areas provided.

15

recommended around play areas unless proximity to drive
way s Ox other conditions require

a desirable range of play opportunities.

in a project plan only when no other arrangement, such as the use of a

may be found most practical for such areas.

cost of.maintenance is an appreciable item and should be carefully conA

make the best marking around play spaces, and the
arca,x> they shade may be developed as sitting areas. Such sitting areas,

skillfully placed, have been found to be among the most desirable types of

A surfacing of gravel, or even ordinary soil, somewhat sandy,
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In some cases it

quire a minimum of

Among such uses are paddle tennis,

area

all four sides. In such cases, heavy planting may be used to shield the

buildings against the noise. Surfacing material should be chosen in ac

cord with local practice, based on climatic and soil conditions, type of

activities, and location and size of area.

Garbage Collection and Disposal.

The method of collection or other disposal of garbage (an important

maintenance item) must be defined and incorporated in the site plan. Gar

bage may be collected from the yards in the usual way, it may be taken by

the tenants to large pails at collection points on vehicular ways, or it

may be carried to group incinerators.

the collection pointUhere
local custom and climatic conditions should determine the maximum distance

which tenants are expected to traverse in order to dispose of garoage.

The system should be considered practically, without too much regard for
Tenants may be expected to carry garbage out byconventional proprieties.

16

Where the project is large, a hard paved
may be developed for roller skating in warm weather and for flooding

and ice skating in winter.

participants,rather than spectators.

shuffleboard, softball, etc.

may oe desirable to supplement the provisions of. an
existing playground with additional

or group incinerator systems are used,

hazard, especially when surrounded by residential buildings abutting on

on' a selection of uses which (1) re-

A playground of two or three acres may result in noise or a damage

space for a maximum of users, and (2) will attract

facilities within the project area.
Facilities provided should be based
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of the Site
Surfaces.

.Low-rent housing projects cannot afford expensive landscape develop
ment. Landscape

In apportioning the land to various kinds of surface treatment—lawns,

playgrounds, parking areas, etc.—the cost of maintenance of each type

is an important consideration. Lawns are cheaper to build than any paved

surface. However, they are usually more expensive to maintain, and the

introduction of paved areas may reduce the upkeep by an amount large

But the cost of maintaining landenough to justify the higher first cost.

the standard of horticultural finish that is maintained.

regularly shaped lawns, enriched with shrubbery of many species, may cost

over five hundred dollars per acre per year to maintain in top condition.

lower standard of upkeep a play field several acres in extent,

of hardy shrubs, may be kept in usable shapesurrounded by trees or one row

for loss than fifty dollars an acre.

17

This- applies also to hardy shrubs and suitable topsoil,
although in some cases topsoil may be purchased at lower cost.

garbage pail in, the "front” yard if
walks, or operation will result.

scaped areas varies greatly according to the character of the plan and

A layout of ir-

or open areas should be simple and straightforward in

design, and be made serviceable and effective by

and disposition of materials.

a very limited selection

Under a

way of the living room and to keep a

economies of drives,

v11• landscape Development

Economy of maintenance is an important
factoi. The desirability and economy of preserving existing trees has
been mentioned.
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Planting should be

effect, will be found costly,
while

special care will make more demands

Grading.

A thorough study of grades is

necessary soil and surface drain
respect to landscape development.

The use of terraces to

However, economical retaining walls avoid
high initial and maintenance costs of long, steep terraces.
Walks.

of walk con-

delivery of
goods and collection of refuse. Economy of walk layouts may often be

trance with one walk from street to dwelling.

Plain concrete, divided into flags by full-depth joints (to facili-

of settlement) is recommended as the best ma

terial for walkways from the viewpoints of low initial cost and low
maintenance cost.

VIII. The Site Plan with Respect to Maintenance

House and Garden Maintenance.

As a means of reducing rents, the United States Housing Authority

recommends the policy of placing upon the tenants as much responsibility

18

Particular attention should be given to the provision

nections to service drives in order to permit convenient

tate maintenance in case

so that rearrangement will not be

adjust grades is recommended to avoid the use

of expensive retaining walls.

spaced initially

necessary. Large plants, giving immediate

unusually small sizes requiring

on maintenance.

necessary (1) to obtain a proper bal
ance of cut and fill, (2) to provide

ago and shaping of the site with

achieved without sacrifice of convenience by serving more than one en-
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Diagram V: A Costly and Poorly Handled Site Plan
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jmIII

The lawn in front of the row houses is
unattractive and practically useless, and will
require a high degree of project maintenance.
The space might better be divided into private
front yards both for greater convenience and
for lower maintenance costs.

€ •4 A;

2r r AT
&<L J

The "tree lawn" (between curb and sidewalk)
might have been reduced in width or eliminated.
The walks crossing the tree lawn are unnecessary.
There is no "berm" or level strip along the
foot of the terrace slope. Both the lawn and
the terrace will be costly to maintain. The
terrace is too steep and will probably erode;
it could probably have been omitted entirely,
thereby making possible the elimination of
the ugly, inconvenient, and expensive con
crete steps.

This sketch illustrates several points
in site planning which have been poorly handled
and will result in excessive maintenance costs.
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this means. Under most circumstances
this will result in the allotment

care in accordance with
usual American custom.

Modern patterns of land subdivision

In regions, how
ever, where the care of a private yard is customary, and an interest in
gardening is widespread, almost all of the ground area of a housing proj
ect composed of row houses, single or twin houses, or flats with private

entrances, may satisfactorily be incorporated into the yards of the tenants.

In other localities where private yards are not customary, the main-

manner consistent with the requirements of close
group housing may be a burden upon the tenant. In such cases, it may be

more economical for the management to maintain the open areas by means

power mower, provided the open spaces are organized into relatively

largo unit areas.

Maintenance of Community Services.
The physical installation for services ordinarily supplied by the

city, such as street lighting, road maintenance, garbage removal, play

ground supervision, etc., should be planned for operation by the city
In the case of cities now experiencing financialnow or in the future.

difficulties, it may sometimes be necessary to recommend operation by

the project of certain services in order to assure their satisfactory

performance.
X

19

of a maximum of the project area to the

individual tenant families for cultivation and

such as the apartment superblock

introduce difficulties in accomplishing this objective.

tenance of a yard in a

as possible for the maintenance

of a

X X

of both house and land, provided that their
actual living cost is reduced by
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Housing projects have

live in them

rents.
the architects, Hous-

Architects who seek inpurpose.

one essential objec-
tivc--low rents.

Hor is it consistent with that objective to make a site plan that is

dependent for its effect upon meticulous institutional upkeep. The proj
ect snould not be thought of as a show place where life is carried on in
neat and orderly perfection.

on to a stage-set where people sit on porches in their Sunday clothes
and never walk on the grass.

A project should be so planned that it will look well even though

the grass in public areas is worn bare, and there is as much variety in

the upkeep of the yards as there is in the yards along an average city

street.

(Sgd) NATHAN STRAUS?

Administrator.

August 4, 1938.
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to a new bridge, are likely
at moments to let their attention diverge from the

magnificent piece of civic art, or municipal
officials who wish to beautify the approach

as their sole purpose the provision of shelter
in a good environment within

Unless the rents arc low,
the local housing authority, and the United States

ing Authority will have failed in their

Escape from the slums should not be escape

their site plan to create a

the limited means of the people who will
. If the houses are decent and comfortable shelter and if

reasonable provision is made for outdoor recreation and space, the test
of success for the project will be low
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Thus, the Act clearly defines both its objectives and the limita
tions within which these objectives are to be achieved.

The notes contained therein are a basic general guide toward the
achievement of these objectives. In all instances the recommendations
set forth are intended to permit of reasonable freedom in their physical
expression. They are not intended to serve as arbitrary rules or formulae

„ United States Housing Act defines low-rent housing as "decent,
safe, and sanitary dwellings within the financial reach of families of

aCOme’ aaC!' ^eveloped and administered to promote serviceability,
e iciency, economy, and staoility . . . ." This implies good design
an arrangement, the basic standards of adequate space and privacy,
ven i avion and light, and sanitary facilities; and economy in manage-
111311 u 01?’ 3114 raaintenance. It also implies design and planning

wal1 Uuild in" these standards for the anticipated useful life
oi the dwelling units constructed under the Act.

Regional and even local differences in living habits and require
ments exist, which nay have their origin in climatic difference, differ- J
ence in racial background, or difference in custom. Architects should
plan to interpret these differences sympathetically in terms of the ob
jectives of the Act and within the limitations which it imposes. They
should therefore give careful consideration to prevailing local building
practices and methods of construction, available materials and labor
skills, and dwelling patterns. Above all they should plan for maximum
economy in first costs and maintenance costs, and the maximum durability
feasible within these costs.

$71 tho cost of construction to $1,000 per room, and$4,000^per dwelling unit, except in cities of more than 500,000 ponula-
tion where, in the discretion of the Authority, the limits may be $1,250
and $5,000, respectively.

Iv further states that loans are to be made only for projects which
are undertaken in such a manner "(a) that such projects will not be of
elaborate or expensive design or materials, and economy will be promoted
both in construction and administration, and (b) that the average con
struction cost of the dwelling units (excluding land, demolition, and
nondwelling facilities) in any such project is not greater than the
average construction cost of dwelling units currently produced by pri
vate enterprise, in the locality or metropolitan area concerned, under
the legal Building requirements applicable to the proposed site, and
under labor standards not lower than those prescribed in this Act."
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Selection of Type of Dwelling Unit

(A forthcoming bulletin
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■

Because of the annual contributions which the United States Housing
Authority is empowered to make in order to reduce rents, the costs of
operation, maintenance, replacement and insurance are the significant
factors in the determination of rents. Planning for low rents, there
fore, must carefully weigh these factors in the choice of dwelling types.
(A forthcoming bulletin on Bents will discuss this subject in detail).

Distribution of Dwelling Units by Size

Sizes and types of units
be housed and provide for

Tne selection of the type of dwelling units for a particular proj
ect whether one or two story row house, flat, apartment, or a combination
of these—must be based on a careful study of local and cost factors.

Bow houses and flats have been found to require approximately b?.lf
as much janitorial service as apartments, and, in addition, permit a
maximum of tenant maintenance of grounds. They will usually result in
lower rents than apartments (in the same locality under the same condi
tions) , especially where the arrangment of units makes possible the dis
posal or removal of garbage without a project collection system. However,
the choice of a dwelling type which requires a maximum of tenant mainte
nance of building, services, and grounds on an inlying site in a large
city where such tenant responsibility has little precedent must be very
carefully studied in order that the success of a project may not be jeop
ardized by assumptions in planning which cannot be realized in manage
ment.

dicato a -C are sul5jGct change as testing in use may in-
shoSd ^b ov °f raiSing °r lowsrin® them- may--infact,
greater nnenitv^04 through.economy in design and construction,
quired by" the Act^ ° acilievcti without sacrifice of the low costs re

should be appropriate to the families to
a normal range of living needs and family sizes.

Tne distribution of dwelling units by size should be based on an
cin.c. ysis o amily sizes in the "pool" of eligible tenants and an es-
imate.of trends in family size, adjusted to make the greatest feasible

provision for larger families and to comply with the double limitation
imposed by the Act in room costs and dwelling unit costs. Since kitchens
and oaths are the most expensive rooms in a dwelling unit, and their cost
must be prorated over the total number of rooms in order to arrive at
the average per room cost, dwelling units with multiple bedrooms will
show lower per room costs than small dwelling units. Thus, the average
cost per room over a project may be lowered at the same tine that provi-
sion is made for the larger families with children.
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Among other factors which govern the choice of dwelling unit typesare

(2) Character

customs and preferences with respect to

The following room sizes are the smallest which are acceptable to
the United States Housing Authority.

Living Room - not less than 150 square feet.
Dining Roon - not less than 100 square feet.

When added to Dining

40764 E 3
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Dining Spo.ce - (in order to be counted as a half room) not less
than 60 square feet in addition to the minimum required
area of the Living Roon or Kitchen to which it is added.

i

on an evaluation of the composite
on rents and the success of a nroject.

Minimum Dwelling Unit Requirements

code and other applicable regulations
per dwelling unit in each type.

The final choice should be based
effect of these factors

Rooms should be of adequate size and shape to accommodate the usual
furnishings and equipment, with sufficient open space left to permit
circulation and the proper use of such equipment. This requirement
should be studied carefully with respect to all door and window locations.

(1) Relation of the proposed site to the city pattern, and appro
priate density of development. (Note: Ror a discussion of
density see USHA Policy and Procedure Bulletin 11, '’Site
Planning11.)

of surrounding development.

(3) Prevailing local
dwelling unit types.

(4) Effect of building <
on the relative costs

.iach family unit should contain a living room, permanently installed
cooking facilities, and permanently installed washing, bathing, and
sanitary facilities.

Kitchen - not less than 60 square feet.
Room or Living Room, this requirement is in addition to
the minimum required area of the room to which it is
added. When a separate room, a Kitchen with area between
60 square feet and 70 square feet must be not less than
7 feet wide.

cons tract Ton ^ah^ i^°^rance costs of fire-resistive and nonfire-resistive
annual cost to" th & S^lldis<i in order to determine the lowest overallannual, lcs. to tne tenants.



First Bedroom

- not less than 80 square feet each.

In

In

Design Factors

A. Compliance with Building Codes

B. Plan Arrangement

Service en-

440764 H

Aggregate net
minimum combinations possible under i'
dwelling units with two or more bedrooms,

- not less than 90 square feet.
Third or Fourth Bedrooms

area requirements providing for more space than the
Hwpllinn- « V---------- tlle above provisions are required indwelling units with two or more bedrooms, as follows:

for the qualities and capacities of modern building materials.
where such legal requirements are in excess of the requirements of careful
planning for light, sunlight and air, substantial construction, safety
from fire hazard, or economical maintenance, and compliance may result in
substantially increased cost, every effort should be made locally to ob
tain exceptions or waivers. The United States Housing Authority cannot
empower others to disregard the requirements of local building codes.

Building codes and other regulatory ordinances may in many instances
contain arbitrary and excessive requirements 'when applied to projects
planned under the Act since they are often unrelated to large-scale plan
ning practice and are based on requirements which have not been adjusted
for the qualities and capacities of modern building materials. In cases

a family dwelling unit with three or more bedrooms, the
total not area of the Living Soon and Kitchen, together
with any dining space which may be provided, should be
at least 260 square feet.

a family dwelling unit with two bedrooms, the total net area
of the Living Hoorn and Kitchen, together with any dining
space which noy be provided, should be at least 240 squarefeet.

—cheneote -. (in order to be counted as a half room) a space
containing permanently installed cooking facilities with

•-iTf? than 3 feet of clearance passage in front of such
iaci_ities. When added to Dining Hoorn or Living Hoorn,

r®(lYj’remen1:’ i*1 addition to the minimum required
area of Uie room to which it is added.

In general, care should be exercised not to introduce those fads and
fancies of plan and design which do not add to livability,
trances, entrance halls, foyers, and similar plan elements may well be
minimized or eliminated wherever feasible in low-rent housing. Nor should
plan arrangmonts which have been adopted through lack of choice or for

not less than 120 square feet.
Second Bedroom



c. Circulation and. Privacy

D. Ventilation and. Light

cross) will result.
or

540764 H

or ducts,
Mechanical
Through

simple and. compact, requiring minimum s-pace for
The rooms themselves should make the "best possible

Bedrooms should open directly on to a common hall without passagethrough another room.

* J.------------------- ------------------Cj -------- “ — b-' A. XS XS XS —

The rooms themselves should make the best .
^rrangment of space for furniture, movement, and

. °? ana.y^ndow locations should be carefully studied to give
5 variety of interior arrangements and relate into—

ffreatoqf —-m. In general, the room which permits thegreatest flexioility of use is the best room.

Plans should be
halls and corridors.
use in dimension and
access.
the greatest possible
rior^spaces to the out-of-doors.

„ use is the best

nnlJ - e accePted-.as inevitable patterns. A dining room which is
tn tbn lrit°b accas^°nis wasteful planning, whereas dining space added
serviceable1 °r lvin® room nay make both these rooms appreciably more

Windows must provide, in addition to ventilation, ample light and
' .. ’ ’  . • The total glass area in eachsunlight penetration without undue glare.

room except kitchens should generally be at least 15 per cent of the net
floor area with the window head as close to the ceiling as possible and
the sill no less than 30 inches from the floor line. Kitchens should
have a glass area equal to 20 per cent of the floor area.

Direct sunlight in each room at some period of the day is highly
desirable. (Dor planning with respect to sunlight, see USHA Policy and
Procedure Bulletin 11, "Site Planning".)

L1Ylng r°oms which are expected to be used for sleeping should be
arranged to give privacy to the sleeper. This may be accomplished in
rcany cases by providing alternate passage to bedrooms and bath throughthe kitchen.

Bathrooms should be located conveniently to bedrooms and open on
to a common hall.

Bach room should have direct outside exposure with a window or
windows so placed in relation to interior doors, other windows,
that good natural ventilation (through or cross) will result.
ventilation is not acceptable in place of natural ventilation.

cross ventilation for each family unit is highly desirable.

Sit s SiUK
era ion s ould be given to the placement of furniture and its effect
upon circulation. Kitchen equipment should be arranged for minimum
travel, stooping and reaching, and maximum efficiency.



circulation.

F. Exterior Design

Economy of Materials and. Construction

Use of Stock SizesA.

"modular" systema

should, he followed.

640764 H

Floor
which make

handling of mass, p-
without the need for

|

The choice of materials and structural systems should he based on
comparative analysis of initial costs, costs of installation and main-

In

Economy in initial costs demands the maximum allowable structural
use of materials, and this influences the arrangement, general design,
and to sone extent, the sizes of dwelling units.

For reasons of economy in labor and materials,
of planning, based on standard, stock sizes of materials and fabricated
equipment,

joists should, in general, be uniform in depth and of sizes
the most economical use of materials. They should be of

stock lengths used without overlap except as required for bearing.

Pleasing design may be achieved economically through a skillful
proportion, placing of openings, color, and textures

add unnecessarily to Xts7’ C°rniC6S’ Otl-er ^^llishments which

Repetition of building types need not result in monotony. Buildings
may be so adapted to topography and related to each other as to result
m orderly variety as well as economy of capital cost.

Buiiaings should probably not exceed 200 feet in length as expan
sion joints are advisable beyond this length to guard against damage
to the structure from unequal thermal or shrinkage movement, or from
unequal.settlement, The initial and maintenance costs of such expan
sion joints will probably outweigh any savings effected by the use of
greater lengths.

tenance, probable length of life, and suitability for the purpose.
such analysis, local materials may generally be given preference but
careful study of existing uses of materials should be made to justify
in demonstrable experience the assumed useful life of the structures
to be built.

mined by unit siZes of^teSs^houirte XSrm SXgho^S

E. Ceiling Heights



lumber.

depth.

B.

C. Partitions and. Doors

expense.
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■

are s
fore be minimized.

Story heights and. window
mentioned to suit units of
studding as required.

and door sizes and locations should be di
masonry or standard lengths and spacing of

incinerators and plumbing slots should be
--- --- j in order to maintain continuity

i

In fireproof
in spans and duplicationconstruction the plan should be arranged for uniformity

"n+ion of slabs and beams both for span length and

The elimination of doors not required for privacy does not reduce
the livability of a room and materially lessens its cost (when all items
of door framing, fitting, hardware, and finish are considered). Simi
larly, the omission of the front wall on bedroom closets is a decided
saving in initial costs and does not increase maintenance costs. This
leaves to the tenant the furnishing of an inexpensive hanging to cover
the closet opening.

Straight interior partitions are economical in construction and add
to the orderly appearance of rooms. External angles require corner beads,

subject to damage and continual maintenance costs, and should there-

Partitions which are not needed for privacy are an unnecessary
In certain instances the kitchen may be treated as an extension

of the living room by the use of a minimum of partition work and a maxi
mum width opening without a door. Where the partition between the two
spaces is a bearing partition, the opening should be limited to about
7'-6" as the cost of special framing beyond this width may exceed any
savings.

mits°the 2 »uH4i„g per-
utillzos thes" sizes 12 14 feGt lonS< srG the loading
depths Of joists tw T-0 * t0 caPaclty- Longer spans require greater
preciable item of y lncrcasinS_the area of exterior walls (an ap-
lumbor * Or Sreater width with a less economical use of

Stair and Incinerator Framing

ty?~s“ory units of frame construction, a placing of stairs paral
lel with tne joists will avoid the introduction of long headers and per
mit simple and economical framing. This arrangement should be followed
wherever it will permit a livable and otherwise economical plan.

In mo.sonry construction, iucineraio
placed out of the line of interior beams
of framing.



D. Plumbing Stacks

dwelling unit

B. Basements

840764 H

In fireproof
that the slots j— 
tures snould be placed along

■

Where no basement is constructed, the first floor level should be
as close as possible to finished grade, but careful consideration should
be given to surface water conditions in order to insure proper drainage
and prevent condensation on Joists. Pipe spaces, where a central heating
system is used without fully excavated basements, should be as shallow
as possible, but allow for easy installation of mechanical work. If the
number of lineal foot of space required is great, it may be desirable to
raise the first floor one foot or more above grade, depending on the
thickness of the first floor construction, thus requiring less excavation
and permitting the venting of space with vent blocks above grade. Ade
quate ventilation should be provided and vents equipped for closing in
winter in order to avoid cold floors in first floor units.

Areaways, grates, etc. add to basement costs and in general base
ment walls should bo carried up sufficiently above grade to provide win
dows above grade.

Where grade conditions require deep foundation walls on one side,
all or a portion of the space they inclose may be used economically for
basement area. In some cases, a partial basement may be constructed
economically by the use of a dwarf wall as a retaining wall and the
space over the unexcavated area used for storage and circulation of air.

While the particular conditions surrounding a project—climatic,
soil, costs of excavation—and its special requirements with respect to
common or service spaces will influence the extent and location of base
ment areas, these elements should all be studied concurrently as the
relative cost of basement space may influence the character and loca
tion of these facilities.

construction, bathroom fixtures should be placed so
with the slad reinforcing. Bathroom fix-

g one wall, for economy of plumbing lines.

each dwellti^UF^ hea*inS system ased requires basement space under
each dwelling unit, basement areas should be consolidated and so far as
economically feasible, minimized or eliminated. Some basement area will
the provld° space for a central or group heating plant, if used,not S requirements of tenants, project storage, maintenance and re-

laundrlcs ^d drying space, and indoor recreational fa-
separate tutuLgs^" "Dc located S^de or in

achieved'bythe plSin^ofJ1USt *e ^Sidly ^served. This may be
to-back and wti,, S klbchens, baths, or kitchens and baths back-
all the’fixtures . al-y aligned. Wherever feasible, an arrangement of
control valve is ptferabl^11^ StaCk °ne Water supply
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F. Parapets

i

G.

must be of the most economical design

Common Services and Facilities

The extent to which certain services

Provision for Tenant StorageA.

940764 H

Storage space will generally be required in buildings over two
stories in height or where individual basements are not available.

The type and extent of community facilities should therefore be
studied concurrently with unit and group plans.

Where code
for reasons of i
wall, thus

■■

may be extended beyond the face of the
need for flashing, copings, etc., and mini-
Where parapets cannot be eliminated they

----- constructed economically.

dwelling unit and
They may most

Requirements for tenant storage beyond that supplied within the
dwelling unit will vary with local conditions and habits of the group
to be housed. Space allotted should be sufficient for essential storage
only.

Canopies, where provided,
possible.

The disposition of project facilities, such as laundries, storage
space, garbage disposal and collection, and individual or central and
group heating plants, located within the unit or elsewhere, will have
direct bearing on the planning of the unit. The disposition of other
facilities, such as management, social, education, and health, will have
an indirect bearing on the planning of the unit.

! requirements permit, parapet walls should be avo ided
economy. Roofs

eliminating the
mizing the danger of leaks.
should be reduced to a minimum and

Porches and Entrance Projections

Porches add appreciably to the livability of
make Doth interior and c ' ‘
nomically be provided by m^ing '
vide adequate area for sitting out
should be built ’
cracks at the juncture in the

a
exterior space more useful. They may most eco--
- j entrance platforms large enough to pro-

. - Concrete platforms or terraces
independently of the main structure in order to avoid

rm fm ,,-s+w 1 j? , ’  evon'fc °f future settlement; slabs may reston fill without foundation walls, if feasible.

, . -----  —----are provided for common useand maintained by the project—or left to the individual tenant's re
sponsibility—will affect the choice of unit types, the design of units,
and the relation of the units to ground areas. For example, the choice
between community and individual laundry facilities may affect the lay
out and equipment of the kitchen, its location in the dwelling unit, and
the provision of laundry drying rooms or drying yards, or both, in the
site plan.



per family requiring such space is considered.
either in basements

B. Laundries
Provision for laundering

C. Garbage Removal
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In a project of both row houses and apartments, the incinerators nay
be made available to the row house dwellers by building them on the outer
walls, but careful consideration should be given to climatic and other
local factors in order to determine whether tenants may reasonably be
expected to carry their garbage outside the buildings for disposal, and
how far.

Wherever feasible, garbage disposal should be so arranged that the
tenant handles the garbage to the point where it is collected by an out
side agency. Disposal of tenant garbage for apartment buildings, three
stories and higher, may be achieved at lowest.cost and with maximum sani
tation by the use of incinerators built into the structure. Operation
and maintenance costs of incinerators will vary within a wide range with
the number of families served by one incinerator.

evprv n ■La“m!ierlng and drying operations should be made in
P no general rule concerning such provision

LateU: Project must base its choice of (1) central laun-

trays, or combinations of any of these on a careful
. yof fisting practices and preferences: In general, the provi

sion oi outc.oor drying facilities is recommended in every case, and
where common facilities are provided, they should be adequate to permit
use by every family for approximately one half day per week.

. . . ° snould.be remembered that central laundries may increase both
initial and maintenance costs, and unless they are used intensively
enough to justify this added expense in rent, their provision is an un
necessary burden on the tenants. Apartments and flats, as a rule, re
quire some form of central laundry since kitchens are small and access
to outside drying space is difficult from them. The most economical ar
rangement which is acceptable to the tenants is the most desirable ar
rangement.

Garbage disposal for row houses and flats may be (1) the collection
point type in which the tenants deposit their garbage at properly pla.ced

etc11sbouldSbphle Storage sPace for perambulators, bicycles, kiddie cars,

accessible mir T °'lblon’ centralized tenant storage space which istrunks UndGr raanagenient superintendence should be provided for
fo/this nuXC fCeu pSr family re^ing such space is considered

screens etc -ia Project storage for yard maintenace equipment,
stations where basemen? gC^s ™

snould.be


2. Recreational, Educational, and Health Facilities

1140754 H

Office space for management will likewise vary with size of project
and with the extent to which management control is centralized in the
local housing authority’s offices. Space should he provided for (1)
manager’s office, (2) public space, (3) general work space, (4) book and
storage vault, and (5) toilet facilities. Larger projects may require,
in addition, a conference room. Such space should be accessible both
for renting of units and rent payment when the project is in operation.

Srth^groin^nSSpT renoval W. the city or private agencies, or
each groun of b-niiA- & °r with incinerators located conveniently for!tct SZ 2d iS“S\eXCept in those cases where city will col-
streets. 36 dlrectly ^ron houses facing on or backing on

Minimum community facilities for adult and juvenile recreation, and
pre-school and adult education, should be provided on the site or in the
immediate neighborhood to ensure the stability and increase the livabil
ity of the project. These nay include an assembly room of modest size,
clubroom space, vocational workshop space, kindergartens and/or nurseries.
These nay be provided in one or more dwelling buildings, in basement
space, or in large projects, in a separate building.

Where pre-school educational facilities are provided by local au
thorities, consideration should be given to a kindergarten or nursery

Management and Maintenance Space

naintenonCOj'lsidera^ions in tile location and design of management andmaintenance space are discussed in USHA Policy and Procedure Bulletin 11,
"bite Planning." ■

... nt llu?na!1C° ana. repair space requirements will vary almost directlytn the size of the project and with the management policy. Space
should be provided to house (1) a general repair shop for carpentry,
sheet metal, roofing, glazing, plastering, ironwork, etc., with easy
access to the outside, preferably by ramp, and to electric power outlets;
12) a separate plumbing, heating, and electrical repair shop (except in
smal_ projects where the two shops may be combined); (3) a paint shop
for storage and mixing of paints, enclosed with a fire-resistive wall;
(4) a stock room or rooms for storage of heavy materials, fittings, small
fixtures, and scaffolds; (5) superintendent’s office, located adjacent to
stock room if possible (except in small projects); (6) locker space for
superintendent and other employees with toilets and showers; and (?) jan
itor stations with water connections in apartment projects.



August 15, 1938.
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public health clinic in a project should be
of the local housing authority.

IlATHtf STHA.US,
Administrator.

Incorporation of a p All
governed by need and the policy

school designed to <------  ■
providing for the study, •play,
children.

operate on the basis of a seven to eight hour day,
-> eating, and sleeping activities of young
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This bulletin has authorities and archi-
and specifications for low

specifications.

The first part contains

proval of same and general suggestions as to the preparation of plans and
specifications.

Hie second part hereafter referred to as the Appendix contains de

tailed information as to the job program, preliminary and final drawings,

preliminary and final specifications, outline specifications and working

drawings.
General Requirements - Cooperation - Review and. Approvals1.
As indicated in the publication on "Terms and Conditions" accompany

ing the contracts of loan and annual contributions, the final plans,

specifications and contract documents for the construction of a project

13 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

*6 AND SPECIFICATIONS

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY
■BULLETIN NO.

procuring the approval of the United States

Housing Authority of such plans and

general information as

PREPARATION of DRAWIti

S/ e

^16. A \ 3
in a- 13
4? 1

to the requirements of the United States Housing
Authoiity, the relationship between the United States Housing Authority

and the local authorities with respect to submittal of documents and ap-

This bulletin is divided into two parts.

rent housing projects
m accordance with the applicable provisions of the United States Housing

1937 and the loan contract between local authorities and the United

a s Housing Authority and outlingmg the procedure in connection with
the submittal of plans and

been prepared to aid local
tects in drafting plans
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must meet with the may
To facilitate and aid the

■

and its Architect, the following points are sug
gested:

(a) During the

and with published documents on standards and
so forth.

(b) As an important step, as soon as feasible after the loan con
tract is executed,

During the course of
the preparation of the Job Program, staff members of the USHA will be

available to cooperate with the Local Housing Authority and its staff,

and it is hoped that, by this process of collaboration, when the Job Pro

gram is formally submitted, it will be substantially ready for formal ap

proval, and that, once approved by the Local Housing Authority and the

USHA, it will constitute a clearly defined basis for the specific project
(Note: Where convenient,plans, specifications and contract documents.

the Job Program may be -prepared any time after the application for finan

cial assistance has been completed in final form and before the contracts
of loan and annual contributions have been executed, but, in order to

avoid misunderstandings, it is suggested that this be done only with the

2

that portion which is prepared by the
Architect should be as outlined in this bulletin.

it is suggested that the Local Authority prepare and
submit to the USHA a Job Program;

approval of the USHA before construction contracts
be awarded by the Local

concurrence of tho USHA.)

period of the entire production of plans, specifica—
viono, estimates and contract documents, the staff of the USHA is avail
able to assist with advice

Housing Authority.
Local Housing Authority
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(c) The contract anticipates that the

drawn in ink At the option of the

purposes of taking bids and awarding
contracts. In such

ment in the Architect's contract, the pencil working drawings may consti
tute the permanent record. But regardless of whether pencil working draw
ings or ink working drawings are used for the purposes of taking bids and

awarding construction contracts, the plans, specifications and contract

documents must have the approval of the USHA before bids are taken.

(d) During the preparation of the working drawings, specifications

and contract documents, the assistance of the staff of the USHA will be

available to the Local Housing Authority and its staff and, as in the

case of the Job Program, it is hoped that, by collaboration the working

plans, specifications and contract documents, when submitted for formal

approval, will be in shape for approval without delay.
Throughout the period from loan contract to construction oon-(e)

tract, the officers of the USHA will be in a position to give informal

the work, the

3

a matter of record during the life of the Archi

tect's contract with the Local

working approvals of plans and specifications as they are developed.

of authority delegated to them, and in order to expedite

pencil working drawings, if fully adequate for

the purpose, may be used for the

Within the degree

staff members of the USHA may give such informal working

ink on

suggested form of Architect's

final plans will be

cases the pencil working drawings may be traced in

tracing cloth as

on tracing cloth.

Local Housing Authority,

Housing Authority or, if the Local Author

ity so desires and subject to the USHA's approval of an equitable adjust-
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approvals in the field.
Likewise, on matters which

such informal working approv
als can he

review of plans or other docu
ments.

(f) The review and

essential in

The

are designed to facilitate the work
of the Local

(g) As indicated in this bulletin, the USHA requests ten whole

completion. For
purposes of a formal acceptance of the final working drawings, specifica
tions and contract documents, the USHA requires six complete sets of the

drawings and the other documents but, in order to facilitate and expedite

her be increased to eight complete sets. In the case of the drawings,

it is further requested that the prints provided be sufficiently clear so.

that reproductions can be made by the USHA in Washington in the event

that additional copies are needed for the USHA staff work. Good, clear

In the case of specifications, itblue prints will serve this purpose.

is requested that at least one of the copies be carbon-backed, on thin

4

copies of the Job Program when submitted by the Local Housing Authority
for formal approval, after it has been worked over to its

of the Local Housing Authority or its staff
or by letter following the

the terms of the United States Housing Act.
procedures suggested in this bulletin

housing Authority and the USHA, and should be interpreted and
used for that purpose.

review and formal acceptance, the USHA strongly recommends that this num

approval of plans and so forth by the USHA are
carrying out the responsibility of the USHA to determine that

the project complies with

as the work progresses.
require review and discussion in Washington,

given during visits
in Washington,
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paper, so that, if

The USHA will

The above refers only to the number
of copies of Job Program

specifications and
acceptance prior

to taking bids.

are submitted to Washington for purposes

of securing informal

light of circumstances at that time, but it

or

purposes exceed eight. It is sug

gested that the number of copies of contract documents

suggested form of Architect's Contract, be made to conform to the above.

(h) No approval, formal or informal, by the USHA shall be construed

to relieve the Architect of his responsibility to the Local Housing Au-

The Architect should submit, with his final workingtract documents.

drawings and specifications, a statement to the effect that all drawings

have been carefully checked for accuracy of dimensions, structural

strength, space requirements and materials, that the specifications have

that the requirements of the local Building Department and of other agen-

exemntions to existing requirements have been obtained.

5

J

approval and suggestions, the number of copies will

have to be determined in the

case will the number of copies of drawings

other documents submitted for these

to be supplied by
the architect, and for which blank spaces are provided in Section 6 of the

and of complete sets of construction plans,

contract documents submitted for final

During the

as structural design

been properly coordinated within themselves and with the drawings, and

cies, public or private, having jurisdiction, have been complied.with, or

is anticipated that in no

copy of such material
computations and miscellaneous data.

thority as to the accuracy and completeness of the plans and other con-

necessary, blue prints can be made from this copy.
need only one.

process of development of the drawings and
specifications and whenever these
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(i)

the local authorities refrain from
talcing up with

low in
surance rates on low rent United States.
2. Construction Costs

loan contract. It is obvious that Ar
chitects must design within these limits. The cost estimates used in Job

to

These, however,

costs attainable in his locality consistent with good construction and

The Act specifies "(a) that such projects will not be ofgood planning.

elaborate or expensive design or materials, and economy will be promoted

both in construction and administration and (b) that the average construc

tion cost of the dwelling units (excluding land, demolition and non

dwelling facilities) in any such project is not greater than the average

construction cost of dwelling units currently produced by private enter

prise, in the locality or metropolitan area concerned, under the legal

6

The United States Housing
cost per room and

stage, but that they get in touch with
Project Planning Division,

taken by the United States

the working drawings should be low enough
allow for a margin of about five per cent to
tion.

as steps are now being
Housing to attempt to obtain uniformly

housing projects throughout the

Program and those based on

Act of 1937 sets a maximum limit on the
per dwelling unit, and a further limit on the total cost

of a project is established in the

It is suggested that,
sistent with all

to obtain the lowest insurance rate con-
the factors involved,

any local insurance exchanges or brokers any plans or
specifications during the formative

representatives of the

cover extras during construc-
are to be regarded as maximum cost limits, and do

not relieve the Architect of his responsibility to design for the lowest
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■building requirements
applicable to the proposed site, and under labor

standards not lower

3.

specifications, so that all street
utility work which is

other outside agency, may be shown It will be the Ar- .
chitect’s drawings with plans to be pre—

of his drawings' for street -and utility
work to be performed in City streets or

dedicate to the City.

4. Gcnci-al Suggestions

The following observations, while in a sense self evident, are made

in the hope that they will promote

work of all of the architects operating under the program of the United

States Housing Act, and that this, in turn, will facilitate the review of

the plans and specifications by the USHA.

(a) The drawings should indicate completely the scope of the work

to be executed, while the specifications should only cover that which the

The drawings should be carefullydrawings are not competent to explain.

coordinated with the specifications to avoid omissions, repetitions, in

consistencies and contradictions; likewise the several parts and divisions

should be coordinated within themselves.of the specifications

7

statement from the Local

the work to be

prescribed in this Act."

connection with the housing project; further,

to obtain from the City approval

a certain degree of consistency in the

on land which it is proposed to

on his drawings.

responsibility to coordinate his

pared by other agencies in

not to be performed by the City or

than those

Scope of the Architect's Work

The Architect should
obtain, at the outset of his work, a definite

Housing Authority setting forth the limits of

covered oy his plans and

improvement and
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specific as to extent of work.

avoid, naming exact varieties of mate
names.

Examples:

Say "Screen Cloth," not "16 mesh bronze

Screen."
The above, cannot always be observed to the

avoid many conflicts between plans
and specifications.

(c) Drawings should include complete Door, Window, and Interior Fin

ish Schedules, placed on drawings where most available for reference. A

schedule of buildings, dwelling units and rooms should also be included.

Schedules should be carefully checked with drawings and specifications.

(d) Each drawing should be properly described in the legend or index

and should be dated and numbered to facilitate handling, recording and

filing.

Attached to and made a part of this bulletin is an Appendix contain

ing a discussion of the following:

(a) Job Program

8

like all general rules,

letter, but consistent observance will

Say "wood," not "White Pine."

Say "Metal," not "Wrought Iron."

Say "Sieet Metal," not "16 ounce Copper."

Say "Brick," not "Face Brick."

("b) Notes on the drawings should be
and kinds of materials, but should
rials or trade
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(b) Pencil

and

(c) Outline specification.

(cl) Working drawings.

P

August 18, 1938

9

NATHAN STRAUS,
Administrator.

working drawings, ink working drawings
specifications.
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APPENDIX
Section A.
JOB PROGRAM

(See Section

I. General

II.

(a) Property line survey.
(b) Existing street utilities and their sizes.

(c) Existing and proposed streets, named or identified.
(d)

(e) Contours and other data influencing site plan.

(f)

(g)

10

Buildings proposed and to be retained, indicating num
ber of stories of proposed buildings, and identifying
buildings.

Approximate finished grades sufficient to give a clear
conception of the extent of cut and fill, if extensive
grading operations are contemplated.

Existing a.nd proposed alleys, parking areas, walks,
parks, play and recreation areas.

Site plan of entire property at
larger if sheet will permit.
by 42 inches to cutting lines.

a decimal scale of 1" = 100' or
Preferred size of sheet is 30 inches

Site plan should show:

th®.^as^s ^or the working drawings and
“ sufficiently comprehensive to show the scope

> to supply the information
and to indicate compliance with mandatory
-- be prepared on tracing paper at least

--- as the sheet determined

Architectural Work Included in Job Program

_Ten each of the following items, bound in sets to form booklets, are
required by the USHA (see B 3., relative to submission of items by groups):

(1) Architectural Site Plan

3’ Paragraph (a) in suggested form of
Architect’s Contract”)

Since the Joh Program i
specifications, it should, he < *
of the work and the character of construction"
to estimate construction costs, ; ’ ■ - --
requirements. All drawings should be i
18 “ Size Preferably the same^size
upon ior final working drawings.
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(h)

(i)

(j)

than or on more

(2) Unit Plans

(3)

(4) Cross Section of Typical Building

and indi-

(5) Wall Section of Typical Building

(6) Utilities Distribution Site Plans

11

Site plans of entire property, at same scale as architectural site
plans, as follows:

typical building of each construction
The plans should

Wall section of typical building at scale of not less than 3/4"
equals l'-0" for all building types contemplated, sufficient to in
dicate type of constriction, materials, interior trim, proposed
ceiling and window heights, etc.

(a) Electrical, showing all buildings and indicating the proposed
electric distribution system, yard lighting, and the point or

Cross section of typical building at scale of not less than eauals
l’-0” with dimensioned story heights, notes on materials,
cation of types of footings, etc.

Plans and elevation of one 1 
tj'pe at scale of not less than 1/S" equals l'-0".
show over-all dimensions only.

direction of prevailing winds, and

<^e dSZininSrmatJ°n may bS Sh°™ °n a sir«le site Pi™.one drawing if preferred.

Unit plans at scale of equals l'-0" of each dwelling unit fully
mendone , include by line indication the contemnlated system of

framing, kitchen equipment, plumbing fixtures, doors, windows,
stoves, flues, etc., and location of all electric outlets and radi
ators, and showing possible furniture layout.
Typical Buildings

facilities* central or g*°up heating plants, social
space lownd anagei','ent maintenance and repair
pace’ laundries, stores, etc.

and^sohed6!37 °r„othfr designation each building
fvinp- dweiv16 Of.bulldln£ and dwelling units, identi-
roomf f'/elll.n« unita ln each building, and number of
rooms m each dwelling unit.
A graphic scale,
north point.
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(c) Utilities, - indicating:

3.

(?) Existing Conditions - Site Plan

Plan showing all existing basements, etc., when this complete infor
mation is not covered by architectural site plans.

(3) Landscape Plan

If considered neces-

(9) Outline Specification

J

12

boiler
tion system.

if underground,
diagrams are

such as trees,

Plan of the entire property, at same scale as architectural site
plan, indicating the type and extent of the proposed landscape de
velopment and the intended uses of all land.
nary to illustrate the work more fully, a separate drawing of a
typical block plan may also be submitted.

An outline specification in sufficient detail to explain the scone
of the proposed improvements, including all buildings, yard and
street .improvements, utilities, mechanical work, incineration or
other method of garbage disposal, access to project for fire protec
tion, landscaping, etc. It should describe the proposed system of
construction, materials and finish to be used, call attention to
any special conditions which may be anticipated, such as excess
foundations (including with this statement reports on immediate and
proposed soil investigations and condition of existing buildings),

^xis„mg sewers, water mains and gas mains in public'
rights-of-way crossing or bordering the project site,
and existing grade contours, if not covered by archi-
tectural site plans.

Proposed sewers, water mains and gas mains to be in
stalled in connection with the project, but not to bo
included in the architect's plans and specifications.

Proposed.sewers, water lines and gas lines, including
all service lines, to be covered by the architect’s
plans and spe-ciiications. Definite sizes and grades
are not required.

system -i-fP C,a service lines. The telephone conduit
si" ’ ,undeaground, should also be indicated. No feeder
Trnnnj -^a-grams are required. Indicate obstructions above
ground, such as trees, etc., which are to be retained.

(b/ Heating,. showing all buildings and indicating the proposed

room orjooms, the machine rooms, and the distribu
te pipe sizes or radiation need be figured.
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(10) -•ork “21 Covered by Architect's Contract

(11) Tabulation of Dwelling Units

(12) Won—dwelling Buildings and Equipment

(13) Itemized Estimate of Development Costs

(14) Itemized Estimate of Annual Costs and Dents

Submission of Items by GroupsIII.

13

proposed development is in accordance with
or, if not, whether excep-

To assist in the prep-.

A complete description of non-dwelling buildings and equipment, in
cluding arrangements for garbage disposal, maintenance of streets,
driveways, parks, playgrounds, etc.

An estimate, prepared by the Architect or by other employees of the
Local Housing Authority, broken down as to all annual costs and as
to rents including utility charges to tenants.

An itemized tabulation of the dwelling units with room ratios and
room areas.

An estimate as set forth under Section 3, Paragraph (a) in the sug
gested form of "Architect's Contract."

and state whether the p—-- — -
building codes, zoning ordinances, etc.,

, . av® I’sen obtained or are required.
Specif-5 rati ^tem> . there is appended hereto a form of Outline
terial s -nv °n ‘Ppendix "A"). All major items of construction ma-
out iteru- skhuld- be checked against this outline, crossing
no+ iuj-L b applicable to the project and adding important items.
s+p4-prlo j. .On, . S Preface the outline specification with a .
foot ti-.e ea wtth unusual and special conditions which may af—
linp =' I?a!'eri^ls 0214 methods of construction proposed in the out-

lcation, such as special local conditions, unusual site
.1 _on.3, unusual local constructions and materials, and code andzoning requirements.

Certain of the items may be grouped and submitted in advance of the
remainder if considered desirable in order to expedite approval; these
items consist of Nos. (1), (2), (3)> (4), (5), (9), (11) . and (12).

A description of any work to be done other than by construction con-
ract with Local Housing Authority, together with conies of agree—

ments pertinent thereto.
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Section B.

I. PENCIL WORKING- DRAWINGS

1. General

ished titles.

Use of pencil Working Drawings for Bidding and Contract Purposes2.

FINAL SPECIFICATIONSII.
(FIRST DRAFT)

General1.

14

All of the provisions
INGS" should govern f ...

■ • s of the foregoing section "PENCIL WORKING DRA.W--
the preparation of the first draft of the final

The USHA does not undertake to prescribe the exact manner in which
the drawings shall be prepared, the various scales to be used, the number
of sheets required or any other details as to presentation, leaving such
matters to the judgment of the Architect in conformity with his contract
with the. Local Housing Authority. However, to the extent which its nec
essary review demands, the USHA requires that the plans be logical, clear,
accurate, complete and in conformity with good architectural and engineer
ing practice. It is the intent that these drawings, together with the
specifications and the other contract documents, will constitute an in
strument whereby accurate bids may be received and the work properly exe
cuted without undue difficulty. See Appendix "B" containing suggestions
relative to the number and size of sheets, scales to be used, grouping
and numbering of drawings and all related matters.

See Section A 1., Paragraph (c) in which it is stated that "at the
option of the Local Housing Authority, pencil working drawings, if fully
adequate for the purpose, may be used for the purposes of taking bids
and awarding contracts." In such event, the pencil working drawings, as
described in the foregoing Section 0 1., should be carried to the degree
of completion described hereinafter under Section E 1.

er ormal approval of the Job Program, the next step in the do
ve opmen o the project is the preparation of pencil xvorking drawings. .

ese saould be prepared in such manner and in such number of sheets as
may.be required to illustrate fully the entire scope of the work, the ma-
erials to be employed and tho exact details of construction, finish,

mecnanical work, landscape work and all other items comprised by the
formally approved Job Program. These drawings, when ready for submis
sion for approval, should be in shape for tracing and hence should be
complete in every respect except with respect to such matters as cross
hatching and other material indication, minor details and notes, and fin-
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INK WORKING DRAWINGSIII.

FINAL SPECIFICATIONSIV.

(SECOND DRAFT)

15

cations are not
i s made and.

These are the duplicated copies of the corrected
TIONS (FIRST DRAFT)".
one cover,

"FINAL SPECIFICA-
It is suggested that Parts I and II "be bound under

with title page and index for ready reference.

this bulletin,
indication, minor details and notes, finished titles,
and all other notes and indications necessary to make
every respect. See Appendix "B".

consist of . f Part 1 of the Specifications; Part II should
consist of the technical specifications.

Mimeographed or printed copies of this draft of the final specifi-
xecommended; this should be deferred until final review

approval given.
i

The USHA contemplates Issuing a ■
ncations covering most of the various
general kind of construction.
ity, for such use

These are the tracings of the pencil working drawings; they should
be prepared with black waterproof ink on good tracing cloth. They should
include, in addition to the suggested requirements noted previously in
this bulletin, such items as suitable cross hatching and other material

sheet numbers, etc.,
them complete in

bulletin containing suggested speci-
u trades normally required in this

It will be issued to Local Housing Author-
as they may care to make, upon publication.

NOTE. .See APPENDIX "B", item (15) relative to nreparation of sen-
arate contract documents for Landscape Work.
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Section C.

0 UT L HE SPECIF I C A T I 0 N

DATE

PROJECT NO. 

 HOUSING PROJECT

City State

ARCHITECTS

 CHIEF ARCHITECT

Location of Project

Project Consists of a total of Buildings

Story Apartment Buildings,
No.

Story Group House Buildings,
No. of StoriesNo.

Flat Buildings,
No. of StoriesNo.

 
Other Buildings

Dwelling Units Rooms

Community Facilities* 

Administration Unit* 

Heating Facilities*

Maintenance and Repair* 

*State if in separate buildings.

(Slum)Describe nature of site: (Vacant)
16

containing
No.
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kOCAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS

1. CODE REQUIREMENTS,

2. ZONING- ORDINANCES.

3. UNUSUAL OR LOCAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS.

CONTEMPLATED.

GENERAL

1. ACCESS TO PROJECT FOR FIRE PROTECTION.

INSURANCE RATES.2.

17

4. NEW METHODS OR MATERIALS (IF ANY)
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SITE CONDITIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

18

Will surplus dirt have to be
removed from site?

Will it be necessary to fill
any portions of site?

Will rock be
cavations? .
other water

Basements: C
of existing basement
wet or dry.

General condition
— —ST)Etces*

Are there trees on site, if so
state kinds, sizes and disposi
tion.

Will piles or deep foundations
be required? (if required)
Timber or concrete riles? Sub
stantiate by subsoil data.

i encountered in ex-
Are there springs or
courses on site?

Is any portion of ground ever
flooded?

Are utilities available on or
at borders of site? (Water,
Sewer, gas, elec.) Are they
of adequate capacity?

If project site is encumbered
oy existing buildings, describe
oriefly the types.

Is all or part of the project
filled land, if so state ap
proximate average depth and
material of fill.
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TYPE 0? CONSTRUCTION

1. Fireproof

Semi-fireproof2.

3. Non-fireproof

NOTE: G-ive brief description.

PRINCIPAL CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
NOTE:

1. FOOTINGS:

Concrete: Plain - Reinforced.
Concrete piers and grade beams.
Concrete Piles: precast - steel casing.

Timber Piles: plain creosoted.

FOUNDATION WALLS:2.

Concrete; Concrete Block; Brick; T.C. Tile; Cinder Block.

Dampproofing; Waterproofing; Foundation Drain Tile.

SUPERSTRUCTURE WALLS (EXTERIOR):3.

Solid Brick; Brick facing with Tile or Masonry Unit Backing.
Brick Veneer with Stud Backing; Concrete Block painted.

Cinder Block, Painted; Stucco on Tile or Masonry Unit Backing.

T. C. Block, Painted.
C. Block (No Finish).T.

Outside Walls dampproofed on Inside Surfaces.

19

Cross out items not used. Insert after each
heading explanatory remarks, brief descriptions
and any material or items not listed.
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Mastic Type dampproofing.

4. SILLS;

Brick; Stone; Cast Stone; Slate; Metal; Wood.
Lug sills; Slip sills.

5. FLOOR CONSTRUCTION:

Wood Joist, Concrete Flat Slab; Combination Slab;

Precast

S. ROOF CONSTRUCTION:

Flat Type; Pitched Type.

Timber Construction; Concrete Slab; Metal Construction.

Bar Joists with Wood Deck.

Bar Joists with Concrete Slab on Metal Lath.

Suspend Ceilings.

Attached Ceilings.

No Plastered Ceilings.

Copper Flashings; Zinc-coated (Galvanized) Flashings;

Tin Flashings.

Gutters; Downspouts.

ROOFING MATERIAL:7.

Sheet Metal; Composition (No. of Piles); Slate; Tile;

Shingle; Mineral Surfaced Felt.Asbestos

20

Bar Joists, with Metal Lath Concrete Slab;
concrete joists with concrete slabs on Metal Lath
Precast tile joists with tile and cement slabs.

Cut-back Asphalt Type dampproofing.

Outside Walls furred.
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8. COPINGS:

Stone; Glazed Tile;

9.

10. INTERIOR PARTITIONS:

Gypsum Tile; T, C. Tile; Solid Plaster Partitions.
11. CEILING FINISH:

Plaster as for Walls; Fiber Board; Plywood.

Concrete surface; unfinished; painted.

12. INTERIOR FINISH:

Plaster, unpainted; Plaster, painted; Plaster Soard.
Plywood; Painted; stained; papered.

FLOORING MATERIALS:13.

WINDOWS:14.

15. DOORS:

21

Double-hung wood; Weighted or sash balance; Wood casement;
Weatherstrips; Steel casements; Screens.

Stock, 4 panel; 5 panel; 6 panel; flush veneered 1-3/8 inch
thick; 1-3/4 inch thick.

Cement; Hardwood; Softwood; Asphalt Tile; Composition Tile;
Linoleum; Ceramic Tile in Bathrooms.

Wood Scuds; Metal Lath and Plaster; Gypsum Lath and Plaster;
Wood Lath with Gypsum Plaster.

Metal; Brick; Precast Concrete.

STAIR CONSTRUCTION:

Wood; Concrete; Steel and Concrete; Steel and slate.

Treads; Cement fill; Checkered Plate; Asphalt Tile Covering;

Safety Treads; Alunidum aggregate in top of treads.

Fire Escapes.
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16. INSULATION:

2" of loose fill; 2" blanket; 2" Bats; Insulating Lath 1/2"

one inch fiber board roof insulation;

Wall Insulation: one inch blanket; 2" blanket or Bat.

17. PAINTING:

coat; primed and two coats;

Metal: primed and two coats; primed and three coats.

Plaster: Casein paint; Lead and Oil paint - 2 coats;
Papered; Unpainted.

18. KITCHEN CABINETS:

open

19. KITCHEN EQUIPMENT:

Ranges; Stoves; gas; electric; wood; coal.
Refrigerators; ice; gas; electric.

20. GARBAGE DISPOSAL:

Incinerators; garbage cans.

Individual collection.

Group stations.

PLUMBING:21.

Enamel iron sink; Cement laundry trays;
Combination sink and laundry trays; recessed bath tub;

22

Roof Insulation:
2" fiber board.

Syphon jet W. C.J Wash down type W. C.;.Enamel iron
lavatory;

Wood cabinets with doors; no doors; metal cabinets;
shelving.

Wood: primed and one <
stained and one coat.

Gelling Insulation; insulated with 4" of loose
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NOTE:
22. HEATING:

Warm air; Stoves;

Gravity 2 pipe H. W. system;

Vacuum system;

Central Heating Plant;

Group Heating Plant;

Individual plants for each building;
Space heaters; Electric heating;

Individual tank for hot water;
Fuel - Oil; Gas; Coal; Coke; Wood.

Give brief description of each item.NOTE:

ELECTRICAL WORK23.

BX conduit; Steel tube conduit; non-metalic cable;

outlet for electric

GiveNOTE:

23

Outlet for electric range;
water heater;

Outlets for refrigerators.

brief description of each item.

Overhead distribution; Underground distribution;
Rigid conduit;

2 pipe Gravity steam up-feed system;

Single pipe Gravity steam up-feed system;

enameled steel plumbing fixtures; Copper tubing;

Galvanized steel piping; Galvanized wrought iron piping.

Give brief description of each item;
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Section D.

WORKING- DRAWINGS
1. General

2. Size of Drawings - Scale

The following numbering system of drawings is recommended:

X—1 to X-10 - Surveys.

- Architectural Drawings.1 to 299
- Utility and Site Improvement Drawings.300 to 399
- Structural Drawings.400 to 599

600 to 799

- Landscape Drawings.800 to 899
- Details.899 to

24

suggestions contained '
----- 1 presentation of the f

USHA and this,

- Mechanical, Heating, Plumbing and
Electrical Drawings.

to the cutting lines is r1
he greater than 36" x 50",
on the left side.

The r----  •
suit in a uniform j---
tate their review by the
fit to all concerned.

The above numbers
llgll lipit llptl

The scale of plans, except plot plans and surveys,
than 1/8";.plot plans and surveys should be at as large
sible within the limits of sheets of reasonable size.

- Numbering System

In order to.facilitate filing, a standard size sheet of 30" x 42"
- - -j recommended; in no event should the sheet sizes

, and a binding margin of should be provided

should be preceded by the letters "A", "S",
etc., indicating Architectural, Structural, Heating,

^2 APPen(iix will, if adhered to, re-
-- drawings which will greatly facili-

, in turn, should be of mutual bene-

should be not less
—--D- a scale as pos

sible within the limits of sheets of reasonable size. The scale of draw- '
ings of every class should be 1/32", 1/16", 1/8", 1/4", 1/2", 3/4", 1-1/2",
3" or full size, except in the cases of survey maps and site, block and
planting plans, for which decimal scales may be used.

drawingsWbu+ th + th® set-uP «iven is for the final working
not required in^ho^6^^0113 noted to cover items or Parts of itemsnot required in the submission of Pencil Working Drawings.
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3.

The complete set of
(1)

sheet.

(3)

city block area) at a scale of

25

. „ . These
drawings include more than one of the

In the

(4) Block Plans, fully dimensioned, consisting of a plot plan of
each block (not necessarily a < ‘ " -------- - -------------

Site Plan - The site plan at the same scale and as called for
undor "Job Program," revised as required and developed to a
final stage by the addition of over-all and other dimensions.
This is to serve as a general control plan for the entire proj
ect, and as a key to Block Plans. Where the project consists
of a single block, the site plan may serve also as the "block
plan," in which case the scale should be large enough to al 1nw
for detailed information. The site plan should include the
schedules and other miscellaneous items under Item (1) of the
"Job Program." The plan should also include the postal ad
dresses, as approved by local postal authorities, and the apart
ment numbering system, but this information is not required for
"Pencil Working Drawings."

letterseshouirbeCcombiSSwhereT DetailS’ etc*’ respectively.

Preparation^f^orking^rlwings^ir-6 Ar°h“ectural drawings).
buildings be numbered^ ’ , essentlal that groups or blocks of
will be in consecutive ,/at,a complete set of drawings for each blockin consecutive order (excepting detail drawings).

Drawings

(a) Property line map and present utility layout.
This is to be the original tracing of survey
prepared by licensed surveyor.

(b) Topographical map showing all existing contours,
existing buildings, if any, depth of present base
ments, location of existing trees to be retained,
and other existing physical conditions. A com
plete log of all available soil data is to be sub
mitted with this map. These data may cover bor
ings, test pit explorations, test loads and loca
tion of ground water.

working drawings should include the following:
yr™ and lndex Sheet, listing the number and title of each
--------- Uot required for "Pencil Working Drawings").

— --apS- :Uld other site information furnished the
Architect by the local Housing Authority in accordance with
Section 11 of the suggested form of "Architect's Contract,"
including:
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1/20".

(a) 'buildings and their first floor eleva-

(1) Existing contours.
(c)

(a)

(e)

These plans may be also used as roof plans, and in conjunction with plumb-

26

need not be included for "Pencil Working Drawings)".
identified to conform ’with site plan identifications.

ing work may indicate downspouts, yard drainage and sewer lines (but" this
Buildings should be

Established
tion
grades at

Location of all
tions.

(5) Unit and Building Plans at 1/4" scale of each typical building
unit and all other units in the project such as central or
group heating plants, laundries, social facilities, management
office, stores, maintenance and repair space, etc. Separate
plans should be drawn for like units of opposite hand. Plans
should be fully dimensioned for interior partitions, exterior
wall openings, column centers and overalls. These plans should
show items such as equipment and fixtures to be included in the
general contract, door swing, etc., electric outlets and branch
circuits, and radiator locations. Proposed grades at corners
of and entrances to buildings should be shown.

1/16" or :
including:

(6) Plans and Elevations of each Typical Building at 1/8" scale.
Buildings repeated need be shown only once, except that like
buildings of opposite hand should be shown, and a schedule,
identifying all buildings for which the drawing is intended
and consistent with the site and block plan identification,
should be included. Separate plans and elevations for all

drives, parking areas, t
retaining walls, fences, clothes

, storm water

or proposed grades of walks, drives, recrea-
areas, terraces, open areas, etc., also proposed

corners of and entrances to buildings.
Location of walks, drives, parking areas, terraces, play
and recreation areas, i
poles, light standards, transformer vaults,
inlets, manholes, fire hydrants and other site improve
ments, and utility structures appearing at finished grade.
Location and grades of all surface improvements in City
streets, including grade elevations along existing curbs;
also indication of street work to be done by the City in
connection with the project; notes should indicate clearly
that such work is not included in the general contract
but is shown so that the genera.l contractor may coordinate
his work with that done by others.

They should contain all necessary information
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(7)

(8)
'The following
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(o) Any other special features not listed above.

(9)

(10)

(11)

27

Door and Windorf Schedules, complete including diagrams showing
arrangement of window lights and door panels.

For the "Pencil Working Drawings," only the more important de
tails, particularly those of features which repeat many times,
need be shown.
Material and Finish Schedule, complete for all rooms and other
spaces.

1/2" or
cabinets, and incinerators.

Key Plans of the s‘'
cate buildings shownsite should be placed on each drawing to lo-

- ...i on that drawing.

^111 Size -Details adequate to cover fully all items.
g are suggestions as a check list;

Structural Work. In general the set-up for structural drawings
should follow that outlined above for the architectural plans
of typical and special buildings, and the scales employed should
be the same. Buildings of ordinary construction having no

3/4" details of all exterior features such as en
trances, porches, etc.

Full size details of windows and doors including
frames and jambs, interior trim ana base, thresholds
and solid plaster partitions including anchorage to
floor, ceiling and jambs.

3" details of wall sections showing conditions at
floor levels, wall opening sills, heads and jambs,
parapets, eaves, and roofs.

o/4" details of interior stairs, kitchen

shown 'hnt* j'ricd'ld3-nS variations in basement plans, should be
are tvnic., / aPartmGrrfc units for two or three floors
exter^T. T- °nl;f °ne Plan need 130 irawn. Plans should show
excent wk 1Elen^ions, but no interior measurements are required
teri" fl-61"6 Variations from 1/4" scale unit plans occur. Ex-
dimencH lme^sions should include unit plan dimensions, overall

. " breaks in walls, and general overall diuen- '
’ , ’ ’ ' ’‘“®re tonography requires variations in porches, steps,

edevation should be drawn of perimeter walls from bot-
0 oouings to first floor sills showing various conditions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) Details in connection with heating system.
The details need not he shown on "Pencil Working Drawings."

(13) Plumbing Work drawings should include the following:

(a)

set-up as for heating.(b) Same

set-up as for heating.(c) Sane

set-up as for heating.(d) Same

28

Site plan of project area showing all buildings (identi
fied) and steam distribution system.

Copy of computations for the checked structural design.
(This will not form part of the contract drawings).

(12) Heating Work drawings should include the following:

1/4" scale plans of boiler room or rooms, machine rooms,
etc.

1/8" scale plans of each basement or pipe space. Separate
plans should be prepared for like plans of opposite hand.
On 1/4" and larger scale drawings, the plumbing, heating
and electrical system may be preferably combined. For
plans above basements, the Architectural Drawings may be
used to show locations only of radiators and risers.

Site plan of project area showing all buildings (identi
fied) and plumbing, gas-fitting and yard drainage system.

' ^ave floor framing and foundation plans
„r_x G °^ber cases the foundations should be sep-

’’ foundation drawings should include the solution of
=r>o«7^Clax.■pr01:)leins’ footings for boilers, incinerators and
rn-nno equipment, the present and proposed grades at building

■ rs, the bottom elevations of all footings, and the eleva
tions o all floors. The following should also be included:

Schedules, details (at large scale to show typical and
special arrangement of members and materials), notes and
dimensions.

Complete log of all available soil data, incorporated as
part of the contract working drawings. These data may
cover borings, test pit explorations, test loads, and lo
cation of ground water.
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(14) Electrical
the following:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(a)

29

Cross sections of streets and driveways and profiles
(where necessary foi' proper determination of grades) of
streets and drives.

plans, i'
combined

These may be shown
ings.

area showing all buildings (identi-
distribution, yard lighting, and

(15) Utility and Site Improvement Work drawings should show, in ad
dition to the site improvement work on the Site Plan and the
Block Plans, the following:

Lighting fixture schedule. This should designate the type
of lighting fixture for each location, together with the
size and type of lamp to be used.

Derails in connection with transformer vaults; manholes.
if distribution system is underground; service entrances
for overhead electric and telephone services; meter loca
tions and metering centers; special diagrams for time con
trolled circuits; details of exterior lighting fixtures if
special in character.

(b) A utility site plan as described under "Job Program,"
checked fully and approved by the municipal departments
and utility companies having jurisdiction. (Tentative
approval will suffice for the "Pencil Working Drawings"
but the final drawings should bear the signed approval
of the municipal departments and the utility companies
have jurisdiction). This plan should show all proposed
sewer grades and should be supplemented with complete
details of appurtenances required. All utility plans
should be correlated with planting plans.

ff°rk. drawings should include

Site plan of project
fied) and electrical 
telephone distribution.
1/8 scale basement layouts showing electric layouts and
riser.diagram. Separate plans should be prepared for like
buildings of opposite hand. In lieu of these 1/8" scale
P ans, the plumbing, heating and electrical work may be
combined on 1/4" scale plans.
The outlets and circuit wiring in each type of dwelling
unit, social rooms, management office, maintenance and re
pair space, boiler room or rooms, laundries, stores, etc.

on the 1/4" scale Architectural Draw-
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should include:
(a)

(1)

(2) Locations of all trees and other plants;
(3)

(4)

(5)

(b)

(c)

30

Note:
plans and
tract.

Elevations of terraces, steps, walk intersections
and first floors;

Indication of all plants with scientific names con
forming to "Standardized Plant Names" by American
Joint Committee on Horticultural Nomenclature;

Buildings, roads, parking areas, walks, play and
recreation areas, banks, terraces, etc.;

A cost estimate, to be submitted with the "Pencil Working
Drawings," for the landscape development of the entire
project. The estimate should show the total quantities of
plant materials, topsoil, sod, etc., and the unit prices.
If subsoil conditions are not favorable for landscape de
velopment, definite recommendations should be submitted,

Existing trees to bo retained or transplanted. (Nor
the "Pencil Working Drawings,11 only, and in the event
that the site plan is such that a typical block may
be selected from which there are only minor varia
tions in the remainder of the project, only one block
need be developed in detail. The block plan selected
should be of sufficient size to afford a basis for
the landscape cost estimate of the entire project.
The remaining landscape block plans should show only
in general the type of landscape development proposed
and the allocation of land). Planting plans must be
correlated with utility plans.

- e complete landscape contract documents, including
specifications, should be prepared as a, separate con-

wrif var*ati°n of this procedure should be approved in
o-t.1 local Housing Authority. The landscape drawings

Typical construction details at 1/2" or other suitable
scale showing methods of planting, pruning and guying,
tree wells if required, drainage facilities and other
special details.

(16) Landscape Work

The clock plans called for above under Item (4) traced
and developed as planting plans. The landscape clans
should show:
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(1)
areas such as roads, wa.lks, parking,

(2) areas such as sod, seeded, topsoil,

(3)

31

The Landscape Architect should submit ;
that the plant materials indicated for
available locally to contractors.

Landscape c—
planted, etc.

Types of paved r
recreation, etc.

improving conditions should be
area of the project should be

and the c
outlined.
scheduled in this

, ,, -L--- — the site (Averagedepth and total cubic yardage) t
tions for stripping, storing, (outside

To tai ground
structures.
equal the total i
lines. The area
lines and street curbs of boundary
also be noted.

cost involved in
• The total

estimate as:

area covered by buildings and other
The total of these three a.reas must

area of the project to the property
• to be improved between property

r streets should

(d) A report of the available topsoil on
depth and total cubic yardage) containing recommenda-
tions.for stripping, storing, (outside the limits of

rebuilding construction and street and yard work) and
placing during landscape construction. The cost of such
work should be compared with purchase of other soil.

a signed statement
■ use are generally

Items under this para
graph to be submitted with the ,!Pencil Working Drawings.fr

Drawings.fr
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preparation op drawings and-specifications

13 on Policy and Procedure includes the following

(a) The

In making this examination and review of proposed contract documents,
it is only natural and proper that the technicians performing this service
should also examine the plans and specifications from a technical and con
struction point of view, and that the attention of local housing author
ities should be called to such errors, discrepancies, and oversights as
might be encountered in this review. This has been, and will continue to
be, the policy of the USHA.

However, local housing authorities and their architects, should bear
in mind the fact that the facilities of the USHA are not unlimited, and
that, in consequence, and because of the fact that project plans and speci
fications cannot always come to the USHA in orderly and regular sequence,
time is not always available for a thorough and careful check of the plans
and specifications from the technical and construction point of view.

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

BULLETIN NO. 13 ON POLICY Al© PROCEDURE
#j 19 J

Addendum No. 1

Local authorities are, therefore, urged not to place unlimited depend
ence upon the fact that the USHA proposes to make.a technical and construc
tion check of the plans and specifications, but to review these thoroughly
and painstakingly prior to submission for approval. By such procedure
three objectives will be obtained:

facilities of the USHA will not be overtaxed.

jj o c_
HK

. Aid
ho .13

In conformity with the foregoing, the USHA finds it necessary to make
a review and check of all drawings and specifications prior to approval for
contract purposes in order to determine that the contemplated buildings
will provide decent, safe, and sanitary dwelling facilities at the lowest
possible cost, and in order that all other requirements comprehended by the
USHA Housing Act of 1937, as amended, are met.

1. Bulletin No.
statement:

"The review and approval of plans and so forth by the USHA are essential
in carrying out the responsibility of the USHA to determine that the proj
ect complies with the terms of the United States Housing Act. The procedures
suggested in this bulletin are designed to facilitate the work of the local
housing authority and the USHA, and should be interpreted and used for that
purpose."
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render more prompt service in the review

However,

2

2.
letin No. 13 on r '
forms and documents

(c) The chances for
conditions or to increased

a procedure, talcing into consideration
make it necessary, on Public Works, to
on parts of the work other than the general

it should be borne in mind that the complications attendant
upon splitting the work into a number of contracts are manifold, and that
these complications increase much more rapidly than in direct proportion
to the number of contracts. The following discussion is intended as an
aid to local authorities in reaching its determination relative to this
important question.

To begin with, the local authority should attempt, in the early stages
of the work,' to formulate its policy with regard to the manner in which
bids should be taken and the alternates to be included, since this has an
important bearing upon the site plan itself, and upon the manner in which
the drawings are prepared. For example, it will be appreciated that cer
tain site plans lend themselves more readily to several general contracts
than do others, and that the distribution of utilities, arrangement of
walks, and other features, are also involved in this problem. With respect
to the drawings, these should contemplate the effect which alternates will
have upon related work. Hence, an early decision as to the division of
contracts, if any, and with respect to the talcing of alternate bids, will
enable the plans to be prepared, and the specifications written, in a man
ner less susceptible to misunderstandings and disputes during construction
than would otherwise be the case.

(b) The USHA. will be able to
and approval of contract documents.

errors and oversights which lead to unsatisfactory
cost, or both, will be greatly diminished.

- connection with the preparation of final specifications, Bul-
^o icj and Procedure directs attention to the contract

these documents form^artTof^he^ 9A ^/T^3 “
4. . ~ 1 of the specifications. One of the most impor-
tinnej hac 4- A? connection with Part I of the specifica-
... + ° ° -manrLer in which bids are to be taken. This ques-

j.’ ° ° er 'V1 " related question of alternate bids, warrants themost serious and.careful consideration.

Bulletin No. 9 includes a discussion on the subject of letting general
contracts on the basis cf dividing a project into two or more parts, and
o oefa±ega ing from general construction contracts such items as plumbing,
heating.and electrical work. It is here restated that local authorities
s ou give consideration to this question and should weigh the several ad
vantages and disadvantages of such
the fact that certain state laws
segregate and take separate bids
construction.
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contracts and alternates involves four major dif-

a.

b. Evaluat i on of Bids:

Construction Difficulties:c.

3

provision that -
the lowest possible price has been obtained,

A multiplicity of
f iculties:

The mere process of tabulation of bids under the hypothetical case
cited is no small task, but the evaluation of these bids after they have
been tabulated is not only difficult, but may be even impossible in some
cases. It is easy to conceive that in order to pick out the lowest possi
ble combination of bids it may become necessary to do so on a basis that.
may not produce the best possible results, and that in certain cases the
awards may be determined by virtue of the acceptance or rejection of cer
tain alternates, a situation almost certain to produce embarrassment for
the local authority. In certain states where the law requires that awards
be made on the basis of the base bids, without regard to alternates, it is
altogether probable that certain desirable alternates may be accepted only
if excessive prices are paid; the conclusion is that in such states the
base bid should include the most desirable materials and methods, covering
those that are less desirable by the alternates. In all events, the num
ber of alternates should be held to the minimum.

The presence of a large number of contractors on any one project leads
to confusion, division of responsibility, and delays. For example, con
template a situation under which a central heating plant and its steam

Contract Documents and Bid Forms:

requirement^desired ml^be °1°ntract “d bid forms in such manner that the
tending bidders. The difficult™stakaW understood by all in
attempt is made to set S J °e readily Went Wltil an
that time. However + ? ° docuraents’ nor are they always perceived at
in a relativelv ° Orm S°me concePtion of the. difficulties involved.
ect divided into f P " assume hypothetical problem of one proj-w^h one eren J 7 areas for geaeral instruction purposes'

‘ ® * t lncl^nS a building, or buildings, for which an alternate'
uMer State law^t ? buildinSs' thea ^surne that it is necessary,
work ^dWt + t0 takS se?arate bids f°r plumbing, heating, electrical
woik, ana that it seems desirable to separate the paving work as well as
the landscaping work from the general contracts; in addition, assume that
a erna esaie.desired covering four items on the construction work, and
as tew.as two items each on the mechanical trades. With the necessary
provision at over—all bids must also be taken in order to insure that
. e owest possible price has been obtained, such a case as is cited would
involve the taking of as many as 80 to 100 base bids and 200 to 400 alter
nate bids. Under such circumstances, a long and painstaking analysis of
the bid documents becomes necessary in order to insure that there is no
overlapping of items or gaps to be bridged by extra expenditures after the
contracts have been awarded.
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numerous to cite

d. Increased Overhead:

The

December 10, 1938.

4

'k/Z*

■ NATHAN STRAUS,
Administrator.

a large number of contracts a local author-
coordination which normally belongs to a

distribution lines is under
the buildings is under one,
tion, if the heating of

13 obvious that under a large number of contracts a local author
ity must assume the function of coordination which normally belongs to a
general contractor, and that the administrative cost of such coordination
accounts for at least a considerable portion of the savings which may seem
to result from a division of the contracts. Moreover, the direct supervi
sion cost may increase in more or less direct proportion to the number of
contractors engaged.

The foregoing statements are not in any sense intended to indicate
that the.USHA is empowered, or desires, to interfere with any reasonable
proposals that local authorities may make relative to the manner of secur
ing bids. It is appreciated that many local authorities desire to keep
contracts small enough so that legitimate local competition can be had.
argument has also been advanced that local contractors will have a greater.
personal interest in the work and that they are easier to get back on the
job to remedy such latent defects as normally develop on construction -work.
The USHA is sympathetic with these and other arguments that have been ad
vanced, but it feels a proper responsibility to see that all proposals for
the division of work and for the inclusion of alternate bids should bo kept
within reasonable bounds and to that end it is prepared to discuss each-
individual problem as it develops. In conclusion, the point is again
stressed that early consideration of this particular problem is most advis
able.

one contract, and the heating system within
or more, other contracts. Under such a situa-

■k Xi, , .r, one or fflore of the buildings is unsatisfactory,both contractors will disclaim r
Each contractor

cross the
.n ----- any responsibility, each charging the other

W1 e.  ’ -ac^ contractor must have access to his site, and such
access ui requently. cross the area under the jurisdiction of another
con rac or, aims arising out of difficulties due to surface drainage
wi o' en eve op. Delays are certain to ensue. From a management point
° 17 61en°es in equipment and in types of materials resulting from .
divided contracts impose added maintenance costs. Other difficulties too

- - -J can be readily forecast.
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Obj ectiveA.

B. General Requirements

MAY 111939

'X

As indicated, in the "Terms and Conditions" accompanying the loan con
tracts, the final plans, specifications and contract documents to he used
for the construction of a project must meet with the approval of the USHA
before construction contracts may he awarded hy the local housing author
ity. To facilitate and aid the local housing authority and its architect,
the following points are suggested:

The Appendix to this Bulletin contains detailed information as to the
preliminary and final drawings, and specifications.

tpo
, M3 <

vm y/
A)^s

REPARATION OF DRAWINGS AND SPECIFIO^glONS \
1 ' \ 1\ . J

■ V

united states housing authority
^Bulletin no. i3 on policy ..and procedure

Revised April 17, 1939 A
(Substitute for Bulletin No. 13, dated

August 18, 1938). \

r"' O..U.' .><•

As soon as feasible after the loan contract is executed, it is sug
gested that an authorized member or representative of the local authority
accompanied by the architects (and the architects' designers and engineers,
as necessary) visit the USHA in Washington.

The architects should send in advance, or bring with them, preliminary
studies, these to consist of a site plan, sketch plans of the housing types,
a description of the proposed type of construction, a tabulation of the
unit distribution, and the pertinent data used in formulating the prelim
inary studios. The preliminary studies should be based upon such consid
erations as the site boundaries and adequate information as to the topog
raphy, ■ detailed knowledge or maps of the utilities systems available and
proposed, the proper system of heating, and the estimates of cost in the
Application as approved and adjusted to the then current situation. The
studies prepared in connection with the Application, if fulfilling the above
requirements, will suffice for this purpose.

This Bulletin has been prepared to aid local housing authorities and
architects in drafting plans and specifications for low-rent-housing proj
ects, in accordance with the applicable provisions of the United States
Housing Act and the loan contract between local authorities and the United
States Housing Authority and outlining the procedure in connection with
the submittal of plans and procuring the approval of the United States
Housing Authority of such plans and specifications.'
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tions.

C. Review and. Approvals

2

These agreements will be adequate to enable the architects.to proceed.
expeditiously with the preparation of full preliminary plans and. specifica-

As soon as working agreements on the preliminary drawings and outline
specifications have been reached the architects should proceed with the
final plans, specifications and contract documents. The local authority
may, in its discretion, submit these in whole or in part to the USHA in
Washington for review prior to completion, out this will not be necessary
and in general will not bo considered desirable since such submission may
involve delays.

It is contemplated that the USHA project adviser will, in each case,
maintain'close contact with the local authority during the development of
the fina.1 plans and specifications and that he will arrange for field re—
views by such technical and other specialists from the USHA as may be neces
sary in order to secure prompt disposition of all questions as they arise.

The full preliminary drawings and outline specifications are those to
which reference is made in Article 3 (a) of the suggested form of Archi
tect’s Contract. The Appendix to this Bulletin contains suggestions as to
the scope of these drawings and outline specifications. Immediately fol
lowing their visit to Washington the architects should proceed with these
drawings and specifications on the basis of the working agreements. Ex
cept in unusual cases, it is not contemplated that the full preliminary
drawings and outline specifications need be submitted to Washington for re
view but that they will be reviewed in the field and working agreements
given as in the case of the preliminary studies.

authority ^riv^t^c^ arid.t^e mera^e5s or representatives of the local
cussion of the entir °n e'£ wlth USHA there will be a comprehensive dis-
of the TISH'A various specialists and technicians
or reure'-entativo <iesiraW-e fehe architects and members
n "S4.?J-ann t0. remain in Washington for a time sufficiently
reduced to sketch °aTe carry working agreements,reduced to sketches-and memoranda, as to the following:

Housing types.
Heating, cooking, and utilities systems.
Site plan and site engineering.
Unit plans and unit distribution.
Types and materials of construction.
Program for tests of sub-soil conditions.
Overall estimates and cost limitations.
The system of bidding.
Other pertinent matters which can be readily

disposed" of at that time.
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on matters which
or its

D.

3

Local authorities are, therefore, urged, to review the plans and speci
fications thoroughly and painstakingly prior to submission for approval.
By such procedure the facilities of the USHA will not be overtaxed, the USHA
will be able to render more prompt service in the review and approval of ■
contract documents, and the chances for errors and oversights which lead to
unsatisfactory conditions or to increased cost, or both, will be greatly-
diminished.

Number of Copies Submitted for Review
As indicated in "Terms and Conditions", six complete sets of plans,

specifications, and other contract do.cuments.' as proposed for bidding should
be submitted to the USHA for review at the -time of advertising for bids, or
before. In addition, and during the process of development of the drawings
and specifications and whenever these are submitted to Washington for pur
poses of securing informal approval and suggestions, the number of copies
will have to be determined in the light of circumstances at that time, but

However, 'it should be borne in mind that the primary responsibility
for the success of the project rests with the local- authority and, through
them, with their technical aids, and that the'plans and specifications must
be so conceived, prepared and checked as to insure this success.

staff in Washington, or
documents.

In order to determine that the project complies with the terms-of the
United States Housing Act. the USHA finds it necessary to make a review and
check of all drawings and specifications before or during the bidding period
and prior to approval for contract purposes.

contract documents should be
—j of advertising for bids in

an early date prior to or during the
may be found necessary by addenda.

plans will be drawn -in iT Arc^itect's Contract anticipates that the-final
plans will oe drawn.m ink on tracing cloth. At the option of the local

adequate for the pur-
— - —• However if the contract .

of drawings in ink on tracing cloth and the
. -----J aS-ee to substitute pencil working ’draw-

a e a- justment of, the fee should be made part of the agreement.

Throughout the Period from loan contract to construction contract, the
staff members of the USHA, in order to expedite the'work, are authorized to'
reach such informal working agreements in the field, as the work progresses,
as may oe necessary, ihese agreements will be summarized in written memo
randa given to'the local authority by staff members of the USHA.- Likewise,
on matters whiuh require review and discussion in Washington,- working-agree
ments oan^Ue reached during visits of the local housing -authority

by letter following the review of plans or other

However the final plans, specifications and c
submitted to Washington not later than the time
order that they may be reviewed at
period of bidding and be modified as

The suggested form of
plans will oe drawn.in ink on i
housing authority, -
pose, will be entirely satisfactory to the’usHA^
contemplates the preparation cf L.
local authority and the architect^
ings, a

At the option of the local
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E.

F. Construction Costs and Cost Estimates

4

tect, and. for which blank sp-
form of Architect's Contract,

The United. States Housing Act sets a maximum limit on the cost per room
and per dwelling unit, and a further limit on the total cost of a project is
established in the loan contract. It is obvious that architects must design
■Within these limits. The preliminary cost estimates and those based on the
working drawings should be low enough to allow for a ma.rgin of about five.
per cent to cover extras during construction. These, however, are to be re
garded as maximum cost limits, and do not relieve the architect of his re
sponsibility to design for the lowest costs attainable in his locality con
sistent with good construction and good planning.

it is anticipated that in noother documents submitted for theJ J? ® T COpies drawings or
that the number of copies of contra pil,-poses ®xc®ed eight. It is suggested

- - 01 contract documents to be supplied by the archi—
spaces are provided in Section 6 of the suggested
'”uf b«s. made to conform to the above.

Architect's Responsibility

The Act specifies "(a) that such projects will not be of elaborate or
expensive design or materials, and economy will be promoted both in construc
tion and administration, and (b) that the average construction cost of the
dwelling units (excluding land, demolition and non-dwelling facilities) in
any such project is not greater than the average construction cost of dwell
ing units currently produced by private enterprise, m the locality or metro
politan area concerned, under the legal building requirements applicable to
the proposed site, and under labor standards not lower than those prescribed
in this Act." (Sec. 15 (5)).

4-v,aPP °3-4.’ °rmal! or informal, by the USHA shall be construed to re-
f'168 31,0 1 ec of his responsibility to the local housing authority as .
o e accuracy and completeness of the plans and other contract documents.

Arohitoct should submit, with his final working drawings and speci
fications, a statement to the effect that the requirements of the local
Bui ding Department and of other agencies, public or private, having juris-
aiction, have been complied with, or exemptions to existing requirements have
been obtained.

Aft,p.t execution loan contract tiic estimate of* development cost in th.e
Application as approved for the loan contract will be transcribed by the USHA
to Dorm No. USHA-512; subject to such modifications as may be agreed upon
between the local authority and the USHA this will become the preliminary
budget. When the plans and specifications are completed, and prior to the
advertising for bids, the local authority will submit its final estimate of.
total development cost. (See Bulletin No. 15, Revised, for details relative
to the preliminary budget and the final estimate of total development cost).
The local authority or its architects should, in the interim period, make
at least one additional estimate in order to recognize its own position, in
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G. Scope of the Architect's Work

H. General Suggestions

1.

2.

I. Job Program

5

drawings where most available for reference.,
ule of buildings, dwelling units and rooms l---- --- 7 Z.. ~ 7 7 \ ”
ules should be <-----  „

sistencies and contradictions; likewise the several parts and divisions of
the specifications should be coordinated within themselves.

 ‘: as to extent of work and
should avoid naming exact varieties of materials or

Attention is directed to the fact that Bulletin No. 13 as issued under
date of August 18, 1938 contemplated the preparation of a Job Program con
sisting of certain material specified in the "Ourlrne of Job Program" and

The following observations, while in a
the hope that they will promote a

4. Each drawing
and should be dated u
filing.

relation to costs. Upon request of the local authority these interim es
timates will be reviewed by USHA representatives in the field or, if the
loca^. authority desires, in Washington, but there is no requirement that
the local authority submit interim estimates to the USIA.

The architect should obtain, at the outset of his work, a definite
statement from the local housing authority setting forth the limits of the
work to be covered by his plans and specifications, so that all street im
provement and utility work which is not to be performed by the city or other
outside agency, may be shown on his drawings. It should be the Architect's
responsibility to coordinate his drawings with plans to be prepared by other

sense self-evident, are made in
certain degree of.consistency in the work

of all of the architects operating under the program of the United States
Housing Act, and that this, in turn, will facilitate the review of the plans
and specifications by the USHA.

agencies in connection with the housing project; further, to obtain from the
city approval of his drawings for street and utility work to be performed in
city streets or on land which it is proposed to dedicate to the city.

The drawings should indicate completely the scope of the work to
be executed, while the specifications should cover only that which the draw
ings are not competent to explain. The drawings should be carefully co
ordinated with the specifications to avoid omissions, repetitions, incon—

Notes on the drawings should be specific
kinds of materials, but t-----------
trade names.

3. Drawings should include complete door, window, and interior finish
sr.hp.dnl bb, placed on drawings where most available for reference.. A sched-

’ ----- -j should also be included. Sched-
carefully checked with drawings and specifications.

- should be properly described in the legend or index
Ind numbered to facilitate handling, recording and
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Henceforth the procedure with

J. Method of Bidding; ■Alternate Bids

Tb begin with, the

6

should be taken and the t
portant bearing upon the

In connection with the preparation of final specifications, the Appen
dix to this Bulletin directs attention to the contract forms and documents
contained in Bulletin No. 9, and suggests that these documents form Part I
of the specifications. One of the most important points for consideration
in connection with Part I of the specifications has to do with the manner
in which bids arc to be taken. This question, together with the related
question of alternate bids, warrants the most serious and careful considera
tion.

on parts of the work other than the general

should give consideration to this question and should weigh the several
vantages and disadvantages of such
the fact that certain state laws make it necessary, on public, works, to
segregate and take separate bids
construction.

Program form shall be considered as an outline under which all
mattei s having to do with the composition of the project are initiated, con
sidered, and determined step by step up to the time when the final plans,
specifications and other construction contract documents are ready for bid
ding purposes. The essential point in the procedure is that the various
items of the Job Program form shall be disposed of as early as possible and
in logical sequence rather than that the material be assembled, for considera
tion and disposition as a whole* The Job Program form should be used as a
check list to see that no items are overlooked in the development of the
project.

number of contracts are manifold, and that
these complications increase much moro

. the number of contracts. -—-------- - , ,
local aut.hnritiL in reaching its determination relative to this important

Tb be-in with, the local authority should attempt, in the early stages
of the work, to formulate its policy with regard to the manner in which bids

alternates to be included, since this has an im-
> site plan itself, and upon the manner in which the

However, it should be borne in mind that the complications attendant
upon splitting the work into a number of contracts are manifold, and that
these complications increase much moro rapidly tnan in direct proportion to

■ jl-ie following discussion is intended as an aid to
local authorities in reaching
question.

Bulletin No. 9 includes a discussion on the subject of letting general
contracts on the basis of dividing a project into two or more parts, and of
segregating from general construction contracts such items as plumbing,
heating, and electrical work. It is here restated that local authorities

1 ad-
a procedure, taking into consideration

submitted as a whole for formal approval.
respect to the Joo Program shall be as set forth hereinafter, provided;
 fl c case of any project which has, at the date of issuance of this
Bulletin, advanced to a state which would make it impractical to modify the
oimer proce ure, tne new procedure need be used only to the extent desiredby the local authority.
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1. Contract Documents and Bid Forms:

2. Evaluation of Bids:

7

drawings are prepared.
site plans lend themselves

In certain states where the law requires that awards
of the base bids, without regard to alternates, it is

The preparation of the contract and bid forms in such manner that the
requirements desired may be clearly and unmistakably understood by all in
tending bidders. The difficulties may not be readily apparent until an
attempt is made- to set up the documents, nor are they always perceived at
that time. However, to form some conception of the difficulties involved
in a relatively simple case - assume the hypothetical problem of one proj
ect divided into four bidding areas for general construction purposes, with
one area including a building, or buildings, for which an alternate is pro
posed to exclude these buildings; then assume that it is necessary under
state laws, to take separate bids for plumbing, heating, electrical work,
and that it seems desirable to separate the paving work as well as the
landscaping work from the general contracts; in addition, assume that alter
nates are desired covering four items on the construction work, and as few
as two items each on the mechanical trades. With the necessary provision
that overall bids must also be taken in order to insure that the lowest pos
sible price has been obtained, such a case as is cited may involve the tak-.
ing of as many as 80 to 100 base bids and 200 to 400 alternate bids. Under
such circumstances, a long and painstaking analysis of-the bid documents be
comes necessary in order to insure that there is no overlapping of items or
gaps to be bridged by extra expenditures after the contracts have been
awarded.

Eor example, it will be appreciated that certain

a®S K~
With respect to the drawings, these should contemplate the effect which

a erna es w- have upon related work. Hence, an early decision as to the
division of contracts, if any, and with respect to the taking of alternate
bids, will enable the plans to be prepared, and the specifications written,
in a manner ess susceptible to misunderstandings and disputes during con
struction than would otherwise be the case.

The mere process of tabulation of bids under the.hypothetical case
cited is no small task, but the evaluation of these bids after they have
been tabulated is not only difficult, but may be even impossible in some
cases. It is easy to conceive that in order to pick out the lowest.pos
sible combination of bids it may become necessary to do so on a basis that
may not produce the best possible results, and that in certain.cases the
awards may -be determined by virtue of the.acceptance or rejection of cer
tain alternates, a situation almost certain to produce embarrassment for.
the local authority.
be made on the basis

A multiplicity of contracts and alternates involves four major diffi
culties:
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Construction Difficulties:3.

Increased. Overhead.:4.

8

The foregoing statements are not in any sense intended to indicate that
the USHA desires to interfere with any reasonable proposals that local author
ities may make relative to the manner of securing bids.

c presence.of a large number of contractors on any one project loads
to confusion, division of responsibility, and delays. Dor example, contem
plate a situation under which a central heating plant and its steam distri
bution, lines is under one contract, and the heating system within the build
ings, is under one, or more, other contracts. Under such a situation, if the
heaving of one or more of the buildings is unsatisfactory, both contractors
will disclaim any responsibility, each charging the other with the fault.
Each contractor must have access to his site, and such access will frequently
cross the area under the jurisdiction of another contractor. Claims arising
out of difficulties due to surface drainage will often develop. Delays are
cross the area under the jurisdiction of another contractor. C
out of difficulties due to surface drainage will often develop.
certain to ensue.. From a management point of view, differences in equipment
and in types of materials resulting from divided contracts impose added
maintenance costs. Other difficulties too numerous to cite can be readily
forecast.

e. ■P'P0 & e at certain desirable alternates may be accepted only
? eX^ are ■paid'" the conclusion is that in such states the

“rr f1011 lnc ude. the most desirable materials and methods, covering
os® Ia are ess desirable by the alternates. In all events, the numberof altornates should be held to tho minimum.

It is obvious that under a large number of contracts a local authority
must assume the function of coordination which normally belongs to a general
contractor, and that the administrative cost of such coordination accounts
for at least a considerable portion of the savings which may seem to result
from a division of the contracts. Moreover, the direct supervision cost may
increase in more or less direct proportion to the number of contractors en
gaged.

ities may make relative to the manner of securing bids. It is appreciated
that many local authorities desire to keep contracts small enough so that
legitimate local competition can be had. The argument has also been advanced
that local contractors will have a greater personal interest in the work and
that they are easier to get back on the job to remedy such latent. defects as
normally develop on construction work. The USHA is sympathetic with these
and other arguments that have been advanced, but it feels a proper lesponsi-
bility to see that all proposals for the division of work and for the inclu
sion of alternate bids should be kept within reasonable, bounds and to that
end it is prepared to discuss each individual proolem as it develops. In
conclusion, the point is again.stressed that early consideration of this
particular problem is most advisable.
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Appendix

April 17, 1939

9

Attached hereto is
tivo to the preparation of

NATHAN STRAUS,
Administrator.

an Appendix containing detailed suggestions rela-
preliminary and final plans and specifications.
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appendix

Section. A.

PREIJMINABY PLANS AND OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS

Preliminary Plans1.

nary jes the architects should proceed with the preliminary plans

2. Architectural Site Plan

to cutting lines.

(a) Property line survey.

(b) Existing street utilities and their sizes.
(c) Existing and proposed streets, named or identified.

(d)

(e) Contours and other data influencing site plan.
Approximate finished grades sufficient to give(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

10

Existing and proposed alleys, parking areas, walks, parks,
play and recreation areas. ■

and
The following suggestions are intended as a

Site plan of entire property at a decimal scale of 1" = 100* or larger
if sheet will permit. Preferred size of sheet is 30 inches by 42 inches

Site plan should show:

! a clear
conception of the extent of cut and fill, if extensive
grading operations are contemplated.

Serial number or otner designation for each building and a
schedule of building and dwelling units, identifying dwelling
units in each building, and number of rooms in each dwelling
unit.

Buildings proposed and to be retained, indicating number
of stories of proposed buildings, and identifying buildings.

Location of central or group heating plants, social facilities,
management office, maintenance and repair space, laundries,
stores, etc.

After, receiving working agreements based upon discussion of the prelimi-

the outline specifications.
general guide as to the scope of the preliminary plans and outline specifica
tions. While these are not mandatory requirements, it is suggested that
reasonably close adherence will facilitate both the work of the architects
and the reviews by staff members of the USHA.
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direction of prevailing winds, and. north

The above information may be shown
than one drawing if preferred.

Unit Plans3.

9

Typical Buildings4.

5.

equals

Wall Section of Typical Building6.

7. • Utilities Distribution Site Plans

11

Site plans of entire property, at same scale as architectural site plans,
as follows;

in
4

Plans and elevation of
scale of not' less than 1/8
all dimensions only.

(j) A graphic scale,
point.

Wall section of typical building at scale of not less than 3/4" equals
l*-0" for all building types contemplated, sufficient to indicate type
of construction, materials, interior trim, proposed ceiling and window
heights, etc.

on a single site plan, or on more

one typical building of each construction type at
" equals l’-0". The plans should show over

Cross Section of typical Building

Cross section of typical building at seals of not less than , 
l’-O" with dimensioned story heights, notes on materials, and indica
tion of types of footings, etc.

(a) Electrical, showing all buildings and indicating the proposed electric
distribution system, yard lighting, and the point or points of pickup
with service lines. The telephone conduit system, if underground,
should also be indicated. No feeder sizes or diagrams are required.
Indicate obstructions above ground, such as trees, etc., which are
to be retained.

(b) Heating, showing all buildings and indicating the proposed boiler
room or rooms, the machine rooms, and the distribution system. No
pipe sizes or radiation need be figured.

. p axis a scale of 4" equals l’-O" of each dwelling unit fully dimen-.
sione , inc.u e y line indication the contemplated system of framing,
-i c en equipment, plumbing fixtures, doors, windows, stoves, flues, etc.
an oca lon Ox all electric outlets and radiators, and showing possiblefurniture layout.
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1.

2.

3,

8.

9.

10. Outline Specification

12

An outline specification in sufficient detail to explain the scope of the
proposed improvements, including all buildings, yard and street improve-
meats, utilities, mechanical work, incineration or other method of garbage
disposal, access to project for fire protection, landscaping, etc. It
should describe the proposed system of construction, materials and finish
to be'used, call attention to any special conditions which may be antici
pated, such as excess foundations (including with this statement reports
on immediate and proposed soil investigations and condition of existing
buildings), and state whether the proposed development is in accordance
with building codes, zoning ordinances, etc., or, if not, whether excep
tions have been obtained or are required. To assist in the preparation
of this item, there is included herewith a form of outline specification.
All major items of construction materials proposed should be checked
against this outline, crossing out items not applicable to the project

'and adding important items not listed on the form. Preface the outline
specification with a statement dealing with unusual and special conditions
which may affect the materials and methods of construction proposed in.
the outline specification, such as special local conditions, unusual site
conditions, unusual local constructions and materials, a^d code and zon
ing requirements.

Plan showing all existing basements, etc.,
is not covered by architectural site plans.

Landscape Plan

(c) Utilities, indicating:

Exist Lng sewers,
of-way crossing

Plan of the entire property, at same scale as architectural site plan,
indicating the type and extent of the proposed landscape development and
the intended uses of all land.- If considered necessary to illustrate
the work more fully, a separate drawing of a typical block plan may also
be submitted.

water mains and gas mains in public rights—
- °r hordering the project site, and existing

gra e con ours, if not covered by architectural site plans.
Proposed sewers, water mains and gas mains to be installed in
connection with the project, but not to be included in the

.• architect’s plans and specifications.
Proposed sewers, water lines and gas lines, including all
service lines, to be covered by the architect’s plans and
specifications. Definite sizes and grades are not required.

Existing Conditions - Site Plan

etc., when this complete information
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DATE 

PROJECT NO. 

 HOUSING PROJECT

City State

ARCHITECTS

 CHIEF ARCHITECT

Location, of Project

Project Consists of a total of Bu.ild.ings

Story Apartment Buildings,
Hoi

No.
Flat Buildings,

,No. of StoriesNo.

  
Other Buildings

RoomsDwelling Units.

Administration Unit*

 

*State if in separate 'buildings.

(Slum)(Vacant)Describe nature of site:
13

Story Group House Buildings,
No. of Stories

Containing
No. ■

Maintenance and Repair*

Community Facilities*

Heating Facilities*—

£ H 2. R 1 N E SPECIFICATION
*■“ —• ■— — —• — — —. —_ —
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L°CAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Code Requirements.1.

2. Zoning Ordinances.

3. Unusual or Local Construction Methods.

Nev; Methods or Materials (If Any) Contemplated.4.

GENERAL

Access to Project for Eire Protection.1.

Insurance Rates.2.

14
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SITE CONDITIONS

I,
■briefly the types.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

15

Will it be necessary to fill
any portions of site?
Will surplus dirt have to be
removed, from site?

Is all or part of the project
filled land, if so state ap
proximate average depth and
material of fill.

Is any portion of ground ever
flooded?

Are there trees on site? If so,
state kinds, sizes and disposi
tion.

Are utilities available on or
at borders of site? (Water,
sewer, gas, elec.) Are they
of adequate capacity?

Will rock be encountered in ex
cavations? Are there springs or
other water courses on site?

If project site is encumbered
by existing buildings, describe

Basements: General condition
of existing basement spaces;
wet or dry.

Will piles or deep foundations
be required? (if required)
Timber or concrete piles? Sub
stantiate by subsoil data.
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TYPE of construction

Fireproof1.
Semi-fireproof2.
Non-fireproof3.

NOTE: Give brief description.

PRINCIPAL CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
NOTE:

FOOTINGS:1.
Concrete: Plain - Reinforced.

Concrete piers and grade beams.

Concrete Piles: precast - steel casing.

Timber Piles: plain creosoted.

FOUNDATION WALLS:2.
Concrete; Concrete Block; Brick; T.C. Tile; Cinder Block.
Dampproofing; Waterproofing; Foundation Drain Tile.
SUPERSTRUCTURE WALLS (EXTERIOR):3.
Solid Brick; Brick facing with Tile or Masonry Unit Backing. .
Brick Veneer with Stud Backing; Concrete Block painted.
Cinder Block, Painted; Stucco on Tile or Masonry Unit Backing.

T. C. Block, Painted.
T. C. Block (No Finish).

Inside Surfaces.

16

Cross out items not used. Insert after each heading
explanatory remarks, brief descriptions and any
material or items not listed.

Outside Walls dampproofed on
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Mastic Type dampproofing.

SILLS:4.

Brick; Stone; Cast Stone; Slate; Metal; Wood.

Lug sills; Slip sills.

FLOOR CONSTRUCTION:5.

Wood Joist, Concrete Flat Slab; Combination Slab;

6. ROOF CONSTRUCTION:

Flat Type; Pitched Type.
Timber Construction; Concrete Slab; Metal Construction.
Bar Joists with Wood Deck.
Bar Joists with Concrete Slab on Metal Lath.

Suspend Ceilings.
Attached Ceilings.
No Plastered Ceilings.
Copper Flashings; Zinc-coated (Galvanized) Flashings;

Tin Flashings.
Gutters; Downspouts.

7. ROOFING MATERIAL:
Sheet Metal; Composition (No. of Piles); Slate; Tile;

Asbestos Shingle; Mineral Surfaced Felt.

17

Cut-back Asphalt Type dampproofing.

Outside Walls furred.

Bar Joists, with Metal Lath Concrete Slab; Precast concrete joists
with concrete slabs on Metal Lath Precast tile joists with tile and
cement slabs.
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COPINGS:8.

9.

aggregate in top of treads.
Fire Escapes.

INTERIOR PARTITIONS:10.

Gypsum Tile; T. C. Tile; Solid Plaster Partitions.
CEILING FINISH:11.

Plaster as for Walls; Fiber Board; Plywood.
Concrete surface; unfinished; painted.

12. INTERIOR FINISH:
Plaster, unpainted; Plaster, painted; Plaster Board.

Plywood; Painted; stained; papered.

13. FLOORING MATERIALS:

14. WINDOWS:

15. DOORS:

18

Double-hung wood; Weighted or sash balance; Wood casement; Weather
strips; Steel casements; Screens.

Cement; Hardwood; Softwood; Asphalt Tile; Composition Tile; Linoleum;
Ceramic Tile in Bathrooms.

Wood; Concrete; Steel and Concrete; Steel and slate.

Treads; Cement fill; Checkered Plate; Asphalt Tile Covering;
Safety Treads; Alumdum

Stock, 4 panel; 5 panel; 6 panel; flush veneered 1-3/8 inch thick;
1-3/4 inch thick.

Wood Studs; Metal Lath and Plaster; Gypsum Lath and Plaster;
Wood Lath with Gypsum Plaster.

Stone; Glazed Tile; Metal; Brick; Precast Concrete.

STAIR CONSTRUCTION:
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INSULATION:16,

Hoof Insulation: one inch fiber board roof insulation; 2" fiber board.
Wall Insulation: one inch blanket; 211 blanket or Bat.
PAINTING:17.
Wood: stained ahd one coat.
Metal:

18. KITCHEN CABINETS:

Wood cabinets with doors; no doors; metal cabinets; open shelving.
19. KITCHEN EQUIPMENT:

Ranges; Stoves; gas; electric; wood; coal.

Refrigerators-; ice; gas; electric.

20. GARBAGE DISPOSAL:

Individual collection.
Group stations.

21. PLUMBING:
Enamel iron sink; Cement laundry trays;
Combination sink and laundry trays; recessed bath tub;
Syphon jet W. C.; Wash down type W. C.; Enamel iron lavatory;
Enameled steel plumbing fixtures; Copper tubing;
Galvanized steel piping; Galvanized wrought iron piping.

Give brief description of each item.NOTE:

19

primed and one coat; primed and two coats;
primed and two coats; primed and three coats.

insulated with 4" of loose fill;
2" blanket; 2" Bats; Insulating Lath 1/2"

Top Story Ceiling Insulation;
2" of loose fill;

Incinerators; garbage cans.

Plaster: Casein paint; Lead a.nd Oil paint - 2 coats; Papered;
Unpainted.
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HEATING:22.

Warm air; Stoves;

up-feed, system;
Vacuum system;

Central Heating Plant;

Group Heating Plant;

Individual plants for each building;
Space heaters; Electric heating;
Individual tank for hot water;
Fuel - Oil; Gas; Coal; Coke; Wood.

NOTE: Give brief description of each item.
23. ELECTRICAL WORK:

Overhead distribution; Underground distribution; Rigid conduit;

BX conduit; Steel tube conduit; non-metallic cable;

Outlet for electric range; outlet for electric water heater;

Outlets for refrigerators.

Give brief description of each item.NOTE:

20

Gravity 2 pipe H. W. System;

2 pipe Gravity steam up-feed, system;

Single pipe Gravity steam
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Section B.

•ffMLL WORKING DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS

General1.

2. Size of Drawings - Scale - Numbering System

The following numbering system of drawings is recommended:

X-l to X-10 - Surveys.
- Architecural Drawings.1 to 299

- Utility and Site Improvement Drawings.300 to 399

- Structural Drawings.400 to 599

21

in a uniform presentation of
their review by the USHA and
all concerned.

. lhe USHA does not undertake to prescribe the exact manner in which the
drawings snail be prepared, the various scales to be used, the number of
s ee s required or any other details as to presentation, leaving such mat
ters to the judgment of the architect in conformity with his contract with

e local housing authority. However, to the extent which its necessary re*’
view demands, the USHA requires that the plans be logical, clear, accurate,
complete and in conformity with good architectural and engineering practice*
It. is the intent that these drawings, together with the specifications and
the other contract documents, will constitute an instrument whereby ac
curate bids may be received and the work properly executed without undue
difficulty.

In order to facilitate filing, a standard size sheet of 30" x 42" to
the cutting lines is recommended; in no event should the sheet sizes be
greater than 36" x 50", and a binding margin of 1-j-" should be provided on
the left side.

The suggestions contained in this Appendix will, if adhered to, result
the drawings which will greatly facilitate
this, in turn, should be of mutual benefit to

The scale of plans, except plot plans and surveys, should be not less
than 1/8"; plot plans and surveys should'be at as large a scale as possible
within the limits of sheets of reasonable size.- The scale of drawings of
every class should be 1/32", 1/16", 1/8", 1/4", 1/2", 3/4". 1-1/2", 3" or full
size, except in the cases of survey maps and site, block and planting plans,
for which decimal scales may be used.
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600 to 799

800 to 899

899 to - Details.

3. Drawings

The complete set of working drawings should include the following:

(1)

(2)

(3)

22

Title and Index Sheet, listing the number and title of each
sheet.

Survey Map or Maps and other site information furnished the
Architect by the local housing authority in accordance with
Section 11 of the suggested form of Architect's Contract, in
cluding:

- Mechanical, Heating, Plumbing and Electrical
Drawings.

Site Plan - The site plan at the same scale and as called
for under Section A, revised as required and developed to
final stage by I™------- ... „

“ landscape Drawings.

for under Section A, revised as required and developed to a
final stage by the addition of overall and other dimensions.
This is to serve as a general control plan for the entire proj
ect, and as a key to block plans. Where the project consists
of a single block, the site plan may serve also as the block
plan, in which case the scale should be large enough to
allow for detailed information. The site plan should include

sho\lld 136 preceded by the letters "A", "S", "H","P",
. ’ in(3-icating architectural, structural, heating, plumb
ing, electrical, landscape and details, etc., respectively. These letters
snould be combined, where drawings include more than one of the above sub
divisions (except in.the case of architectural drawings). In the prepara
tion of working drawings, it is essential that groups or blocks of build
ings oe numbered so that a complete set of drawings for each block will
be in consecutive order (excepting detail drawings).

(a) Property line map and present utility layout. This is to
be the original tracing of survey prepared by licensed
surveyor.

(b) Topographical map showing all existing contours, existing
buildings, if any, depth of present basements, location
of existing trees to be retained, and other existing
physical conditions. A complete log of all available
soil data is to be submitted with this map. These data
may cover borings, test pit explorations, test loads and
location of ground water.
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(a) Location of all buildings and their first floor elevations.
Co) Existing contours.
(c)

(d)

'(e)

These plans may be also used as roof plans, and in conjunction with, plumbing
Buildings should. .

23

work may indicate dovznspouts, yard drainage and sewer lines.
be identified to conform with site plan identifications..

Location and grades of all surface improvements in,city
streets, including grade elevations along existing curbs;
also indication of street work to be done by the city in
connection with the project; notes should indicate clearly
that such work is not included in the general contract but
is shown so that the general contractor may coordinate his
work with that done by others.

each block (not
1/16" or 1/20".
including: •

(5) Unit and Building Plans at 1/4" scale of each typical building
unit and all other units in the project such as central or
group heating plants, laundries, social facilities, management
office, stores, maintenance and repair space, etc. Separate
plans should be drawn for like units of opposite hand. Plans
should be fully dimensioned for interior partitions, exterior
wall openings, column centers and overalls. These plans should
show items such a.s equipment and fixtures to be induced in the
general contract, door swing, etc., electric outlets and branch
circuits, and radiator locations. Proposed grades at corners of
and entrances to buildings should be shown.

P°Stal ae apartment

'llmensionea, consisting of a plot plan of
necessarily a city block area) at a scale of
They should contain all necessary information

Established or proposed grades of walks, drives, recreation
areas, terraces, open areas, etc., also proposed grades at
corners of and entrances to buildings.

Location of walks, drives, parking areas, terraces, play
and recreation areas, retaining walls, fences, clothes
poles, light standards, transformer vaults, storm water
inlets, manholes, fire hydrants and other site improve
ments, and utility structures appearing at finished grade.
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(6) Plans and. Elevations

(?) Key Plans of the site should, he placed, on each drawing to locate

(b)

(c)

U)

(e)
(9)

arrangement of window lights and door panels.

24

3/4" details of all exterior features such as entrances,
porches, etc.
3" details of wall sections showing conditions at floor
levels, wall opening sills, heads and jambs, parapets,
eaves, and roofs.
Pull size details of windows and doors including frames
and jamhs, interior trim and base, thresholds and solid
plaster partitions including anchorage to floor, ceiling
and jambs.
Any other special features not listed above.

Material and Finish Schedule, complete for all rooms and other
spaces.

(10) Door and Window Schedules, complete including diagrams showing

•' °~ °PP0Site hand should be shown, and a schedule,identifying all buildings for which the drawing is intended
th4, °°n®iSten^ Wlth the site and block plan identification,

1+-he lncln<ie(i: Separate plans and elevations for'all
aria ions, including variations in basement plans, should be

s own, u when the apartment units for two or three floors are
ypica only one plan need be drawn. Plans should show exte
rior dimensions, but no interior measurements are required ex-
cep where variations from 1/4” scale unit plans occur. Ex-
erior.dimensions should include unit plan dimensions, overall

dimensions to all breaks in walls, and general overall dimen
sions. Where topography requires variations in porches,
abcps, etc., an elevation should be drawn of perimeter walls
from bottom of footings to first floor sills showing various
conditions.

buildings shown on that drawing.
(8) ■ Scale, and Full Size Details adequate to cover fully all items.

The following are suggestions as a check list:
(a) 1/2” or 3/4” details of interior stairs, kitchen cabinets,

and incinerators.
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floors.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(b)

(c) 1/4" scale plans of boiler room or rooms, machine rooms, etc.

(d) Details in connection with heating system.

(a)

(b) Same set-up as for heating.

Same set-up as for heating.(c)

for heating.(d) Same set-up as

25

Site plan of project area showing all buildings (identified)
and steam distribution system.

These data may
, and loca-

1/8" scale plans of each basement or pipe space. Separate
plans should be prepared for like plans of opposite hand.
On 1/4" and larger scale drawings, the plumbing, heating
and electrical system may be preferably combined. Dor'plans
above basements, the architectural drawings may be used to
show locations-only of radiators..and risers^

(11) Structural Work.
should follow that
of typical and r
be the same. Buildings of
basements '
bined, but in all other
The foundation drawings
special problems, f
thTboSom Xevatieonstc?I1nl?TLe<i Wldin®

The following should' also

detalls (at large scale
dimensions.

Copy of computations for the checked structural design.
(This will not form part of the contract drawings.)

(12) Heating Work drawings should include the following:

(a)

In general the set-up. for structural drawings
sueo?Li tnS^ab0Ve for tlle architectural plans

’ i-Uings, and the scales employed should
mav ordinary construction having no’

rs -°°r framing and foundation plans com-
cases the foundations should be separate.

. should include the solution of all
lootings for boilers, incinerators and special

—J proposed grades at building corners,
of all footings, and the elevations of all

----- > be included:

Complete log of all available soil data, incorporated as
part of the contract working drawings. 51.__ 1„1
cover borings, test pit explorations, test loads,
tion of ground water.

. . ■ --o- — J to show typical andspecial arrangement of members and materials), notes and

(13) Plumbing Work drawings should include the following:
Site plan of project area showing all buildings (identified)
and plumbing, gas-fitting and yard drainage system.
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(14)

(b)

(c)

(4)

(e)

(15) the site plan and. the block

(a)

(16) Landscape Work

26

Details in connection with transformer vaults; manholes if
distribution system is underground; service entrances for
overhead electric and telephone services; meter locations
and metering centers; special diagrams for time controlled
circuits; details of exterior lighting fixtures if special
in character.

Electrical Work drawings
(a)

Note: The complete
and specifications,

Lighting fixture schedule. This should designate the type
of lighting fixture for each location, together with the
size and type of lamp to be used.

3 landscape contract documents, including plans
should be prepared as a separate contract.

The outlets and circuit wiring in each type of dwelling
unit, social rooms, management office, maintenance and
repair space, boiler room or rooms, laundries, stores, etc.
These may be shown on the 1/4" scale Architectural Drawings.

Utility and Site Improvement Work drawings should show, in addi
tion to the site improvement work on 1’ "
plans, the following:

Cross sections of streets and driveways and profiles (where
necessary for proper determination of grades) of streets
and drives.

1/81 scale basement layouts showing electric layouts and
riser.diagram. Separate plans should be prepared for like
buildings of opposite hand. In lieu of these 1/8" scale
plans, the plumbing, heating and electrical work may be
combined on 1/4" scale plans.

should include the following:
Site plan of project area showing all buildings (identified)
an electrical distribution, yard lighting, and telephone
distribution.

(b) A utility site plan as described under Section A, checked
fully and approved by the municipal departments and utility
companies having jurisdiction. The final drawings should
bear the signed approval of the municipal departments ana
the utility companies having jurisdiction. This plan shou d
show all proposed sewer grades and should be supplemented
with complete details of appurtenances required. All
utility plans should be correlated with planting plans.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) steps, walk intersections

(5)

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Any variation of this r- - '
housing author

Landscape areas such as sod, seeded, topsoil, planted,
etc.

Types of paved areas such as roads, walks, parking,
recreation, etc.

Buildings,
recreation

by the local
include:

developed
show:

Total ground area covered by buildings and other struc
tures. The total of these three areas must equal the
total area of the project to the property lines. The
area to be improved between property lines and street
curbs of boundary streets should also be noted.

(a) The block plans < " '
as planting plans.

. on 01 all plants with scientific names con
forming to."Standardized Plant Names" by American
Joint Committee on Horticultural Nomenclature;

Elevations of terraces,
and first floors;

f°r above un<ier Item (4) traced and
- * -■» ^he landscape plans should

procedure should be approved in writing
-• The landscape drawings should

roads, parking areas, walks, play and
areas, banks, terraces, etc.;

Locations of all trees and other plants;

Indication of all plants

Joint Committee

Existing trees to be retained or transplanted. Plant
ing plans must be correlated with utility plans.

(b) Typical construction details at 1/2" or other suitable scale
showing methods of planting, pruning and guying, tree wells
if required, drainage facilities and other special details.

(c) A cost estimate (not a part of the working drawings), for
the landscape development of the entire project. The esti
mate should show the total quantities of plant materials,
topsoil, sod, etc,, and the unit prices. If subsoil condi
tions are not favorable for landscape development, definite
recommendations should be submitted, and the ’cost involved
in improving conditions should be. outlined. The total area
of the project should be scheduled in this estimate as:
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Specifications4.
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Attention is directed to the suggestions contained in Bulletin No. 9
relative to contract forms and documents. Preferably these documents should
form Part I of the specifications; Part II should consist of the technical
specifications. The USHA has prepared suggested specifications covering
most of the various trades normally required in this general kind of con
struction; copies will be issued to local authorities upon request.

Attention is also directed to that portion of this Bulletin relative
to ’’System of Bidding; Alternate Bids."

(d) A report of the available topsoil
depth and total cubic yardage) c.
for stripping, storing, (outside

on the site (Average
containing recommendations

... ----------J the limits of building
construction and street and yard work) and replacing dur
ing landscape,construction. The cost of such work should
oe compared with purcha.se of other soil. The landscape
architect should submit a signed statement that the plant
materials indicated for use are generally available
locally to contractors. Items under this paragraph to be
submitted with the cost estimate.

purcha.se
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I. Grading and Surface Drainage

Grade Studies

Site grading may
in the case of sites '

j

2/pc-
HtV
i/76
.413
-r> 0. I 4

Hethod of Indicating Finished Grades

■ be studied conveniently in contours and, except
with little slope, finished grade contours may be

indicated on preliminary site or block plans.

A careful study of yard grades should be made early in the project
design for use as a guide in establishing building floor elevations and
for obtaining a satisfactory balance of cut and fill. The study should
include fixing the fine shed grades of walks and driveways and of planted
and surfaced areas, ana the calculation of earthwork quantities. While
the grades so fixed will be subject to subsequent adjustment, the study
should be made thoroughly at the outset in order to avoid subsequent
change in building elevations, or objectionable grade conditions.

Starting Point of Grade Studies

Established street grades must obviously serve as the starting
point for working out finished grades for the project site, and obese
should be fully determined before grade studies are begun. (Sewer
grade elevations must also be taken into account.) If street grades
have not been established, or if alteration in established grades is
required, definite action or approval by the city.should be obtained.
On vacant sites where extensive new streets or drives must be planned,
roadway profiles should be prepared at the outset and grades established.
If such streets are to be dedicated to the public use, the proposed
grades should be approved by the city.

ne recommendations contained herein are intended to serve as
t.eneial guide to site engineering design; they trill not, of course, be
universally applicable to the varying conditions on all projects.

WITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

; BULLETIN NO, 14 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

.SITE ENGINEERING DESIGN

4..r,,-.rv^.L^1Ct7n,?Ont0ins recommended practices in the design of site
-iri vp.-X.U b±aynS end surface drainage, walkways, project streets

P^ing spaces, fences', location of utility lines, water
1 ^as Retribution, sewerage systems, and street improve-

men.u,. an s>,ape development, the design of recreation areas, and the
assign ox electric distribution systems will be covered in subsequent
Bulletins.
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Surface Drainage

Two basic requirements should be observed in planning yard drain
age:

1.

2.

2

All yard areas of whatever nature should be sloped for drain
age, with outlet provided for the escape of surface water.

these requirements are not observed, pooling of water on walks
is certain to occur and, except in the extreme South,

impede drainage during the winter season and become a
If

and surfaced areas
snow and ice will
source of inconvenience and hazard to tenants.

. lnls e .glade elevations should be shown, in general, wherever
. r®<lnired l°r carrying out grading work and yard improvement con-

S assuming.uniform slopes between points where finished grades
ica ed), This includes grades along street curbs and sidewalks,

l" C0I’nei's of all buildings, at yard walk intersections, at points
o c .ange in the rate of slope in walks and surfaced areas, and at the
top and bottom of banks.

as con-

contours of the existing surface should be shown on site or block
plans where finished grade elevations are indicated; these may be shown
at one-foot intervals on comparatively flat sites, and at intervals of
two feet or more on steeper sites. (They may be placed in very light
dotted lines on the back of the tracings to save trouble in erasures.)
however, existing grade contours may be omitted from block plans when
they make these drawings too confused and a special grade map may be
prepared to show present grades, controlling finished grades, grades at
buildings and floor elevations. This map would serve principally for
computation of earthwork quantities.

indicate^fiSshed^dS bv el’Z of cases- i1i is Preferable to

staking out <surf elevations rather than by contours. In
elevations and if thi^r^611*^ Contour °rades “^st be translated into
designer'o + + - . S done ln advance on the working drawings, the
grade contours " 10nS W1H teller understood and carried out. TThere
aration of thZ ?Se<^’ sHeht changes in grades made during the prep-
ess arv) n ” .Taking drawings (many final adjustments are always nec-
SoS LS ate?ab°ri0US Nation in the contours. Grade eleva-
flirt-inx- & contours should generally not be shown together
ilictmg requirements may result.

Except in special cases, all surfaced areas should be de
signed to drain into walkways, streets, driveways, or inlets
to underground drains, as the case may be, without depending
upon ‘th.© escape of surface water laterally across grassed.
ar eas•
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Maximum and. Minimum Grades

Main walkways

6.0$Short approach walks

0.50$

Lawn areas

0.6Q$

3 to 1Earth hanks

3

five to one,’ although it
negotiate a 3 to 1 slope

. Play areas,
sitting areas

1.0(3$
(Preferably 2.0$)

Minimum
Slope

. 0.50$
(Preferably 1.00$)

Driveways (concrete
or bituminous)

die following table gives approximate maximum ana. minimum slopes
for yard, areas which experience has shown to be desirable:

- - ---- , the slopes of surfaced.
kept well within the maximum rates

‘10.0$ ■

(Preferably 6$)

Maximum
Slope

6.0$

areas should, where practicable,
just given. *ux that grassed slopes be not steeper than

0.50$
(Preferably 0.75$) .

2.0$

. r®a;$s -L’oor levels should be avoided* so far as possible, in
ixmg building elevations. Where the topography is such that breaks

must be introduced, they should be limited to 18 inches, if possible. .

The.grade levels of building floors will be governed not only by
. yard drainage requirements but by architectural considerations and by

■ sewer depths.

In climates where snow and ice are common,
should,' where practicable, be 1For low maintenance, with reference particularly to power

mowing it’is very desirable that grassed slopes be not steeper than
five to one,' although it should be borne in mind that a power mower will
negotiate a 3 to 1 slope and that such slopes may be used occasionally
where it is not practicable to secure a flatter slope.

ins a,nd~ drives should be smooth and present a pleas-
Sold bj avo-d d SCUt hl’eakS “ banks, which
„ h 2 avoJdeA ^erever possible, should have a curved .profile at top
ton of haika ™J?ry-!h?U°W S0d ®utter< sloping toward an outlet, at the
V , " -1; ald in preventing wash; and the bottom of banks adja

cent to walks snould be at least two feet from the' .walks.

Building Floo,r Elevations
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Surface Inlets '

II.

Layout

will tend, to increase walk costs

4
IiI

Walkways

and on
consisting of

The location of walkways should be designed to give direct access
to buildings and circulation between buildings, facilitate deliveries
and the collection of refuse, etc., and protect the landscape development
of the site. Failure to provide walks along all natural courses of traf
fic will result in increased landscape maintenance. - -

j
• . Complete reliance should not bo placed on a single inlet or a single

drain, if its stoppage would result in .the flooding of a building‘floor,
in other property damage, or in inconvenience to tenants; drainage facil
ities should be .so arranged that if any one ‘inlet or drain is stopped,
the overflow will escape into a service drive or another drain without
causing serious damage. (Note: Becommendations with respect to type 'of
surface inlets are given under "Sewerage System.")

It has been found that where walks parallel to row houses are lo
cated at some distance from the buildings, and necessitate relatively.
long approach walks,, paths will be formed in the lawn area between dwell
ing entrances. The location of rear walks close to buildings may dis
courage this but will also tend to limit privacy ana make .the allotment

. of ground areas to the tenants for their own maintenance more difficult.

Roundings at walk intersections
but facilitate lawn maintenance-.

It is often difficult to ’
sary minimum pitch* ror ° £lve w-lks and other yard areas the neces-

to a profile -consisting of o flat sites’ wal^ays may have to be laid
drainage to surface inlets i s®rle®- of hi«h points and depressions, with

mists in tne depressions.

an appreciable11^ inl®ts for carrying off storm water require
dica+es that f n- ln first cost and maintenance, but'experience in-
reim in tn n F t0 PIWide ade‘luate facilities of this kind may
fpmnfq ' crea°e maintenance, property damage, and inconvenience tovt/XXcbXl O • w

Ip general, surface inlets should be located immediately adjacent
t0 *n<i connected with walkways. If placed in grassed areas apart from
wa  o, i, e inlets wi.il tail to drain the walks properly, especially when
the ground is covered with snow and ice.
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Widths

Main circulation walks

5 feet

4 feet

wide, may he used

Design

Steps

I

5

3 feet
2 feet
4 feet
3 feet •

rear
front
rear

flights containing more
should be not less than

The
tory!

i

• i

Approach walks to row houses:
Single entrance, front
Single entrance,
Double entrance.
Double entrance,

IMain approach walks to
apartment buildings

Secondary approach walks
to apartment buildings

5 feet and up

stepping stones, or walks even less than 2 feet
in special cases.

Plain concrete is generally the best material for walkways in low-
rent housing developments. Various'other materials possess architectural
advantage, but are, as a rule, more expensive to lay'or maintain. Bi
tuminous walks have proven unsatisfactory, due in part to the difficulty
of obtaining good compaction. Division of concrete walks into "flags"
by full depth joints will prevent cracking and facilitate maintenance,
since the flags can be raised-easily in case of settlement. Walks should
have a cross slope when adjacent to buildings, and a slight crown when
in open areas; 1/4 inch per foot is recommended in each case. Special
fitting or warping may be required at walk intersections and at surface
inlets to carry out the scheme of drainage. Precast concrete slaos may
be used in very narrow walkways for maximum economy.

following walkway widths have been found generally satisfac-

Stens in yard walks are a source of inconvenience and'hazard and arereps 1. y -nqdble A single riser should never be used.
ir. to be avoided aad In

eoK cil£t.., the us. XftL

4 inches and not more than 7 inches.
, „£ trcrba^e collection by the project management in-

Wnere the system t^.ks%ver waikways, steps must not be used in
vplves the use o.t aa stations. (Note: It is important that
walks leading to the coliecrio ....
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III. Project S t ro e t s and. Driveways

Layout

Widths

Section

than

6

be determined and necessary arrangements
—J outset of the project design.)

Two-lane drives can
Three-lane drives (or .

should be not-less
both sides should

center) is most economical for
concerned; further, this section

be at least 32 feet wide.
of at least 12 feet;

Project streets and drives must afford access to hydrants by fire
fighting equipment, and the local fire department’s advice with respect
to this element of the site -clan should be obtained. It should be noted,
however, that such access by fire fighting equipment’ will rarely be nec
essary; hence, practicable, rather than convenient, access should be
provided.

the method of garbage disposal L_
node with local authorities at the

The driveway layout should permit the use of existing street and
alley pavements when such use is feasible. Driveways of sufficient
width or importance to be considered as streets should be planned for
dedication to the public use, and street parking areas arranged in a
manner acceptable, to the city.

??veffflys should, be designed to discourage through traffic while
eu oiaing easy access for the service needs of the project. They ma?’ be
designed to provide some parking space also, and should be laid out to
serve as a convenient location for utility lines. . :

Sixteen feet may be taken as a minimum width for two-lane service
drives and 9 or 10 feet for single lane drives.
frecuently be operated "one-way11 to advantage.
streets)," which will accommodate-parking on one side,
than 26 feet wide, and drives accommodating parking on

Curbs should, have a radius at intersections
;"where feasible, 15 to 20 feet is more desirable.

recommended for (1) all driveways having other
(2) drives more than two lanes in width, and

A "dished" section (drainage to
service drives in so far as tamge 1* -sidewalk grade, which is a de
facilitates crossing -^^lys^erving li*t traffic. The dished .
sirable a5’ranSe®)'?“ the wsitive need for curbing, although a low
section also eliminate driv0way is of concrete) is most desirable.

of “a

provements.

A crowned section is
concrete surfacing,
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Surfacing Material

cept

Parking SpacesIV.

Space Required.

7

General considerations
parking areas are discussed in
"Site Planning."

ect,
suit

(3) long, important
appearance reasons).
where soil and climatic

cr "front"
®ie pavement

conditions

ZL --- c- ' ' J on streets and drives, with
V~is roughly 150 square feet; on special

. J- C — — _ _ _ 4*A Z.4-required per
is due to '

driveways, even if only two-lane (for
cross-section should show subdrains
warrant them.

in th<i determination of extent and design of
USHA Policy and Procedure Bulletin #11,-

The -space per car re
allowance for ample clearance
parking areas the space :
upwards. This difference —
siderable space must be provided
and driveways the traffic-way ■
width of about 54 feet is r-----
with maneuvering space between

isfactory surfaci^material^or^?10? C°F’ concrste makes a ver^r Bafc“
first cost n conXtA ? service driveways; and with resnect to
more costlv n J%Paveme^ *ith monolithic curb is little or no
base and provided vif’ pre“mixed bituminous surfacing laid on a, stone
S^i“ bt« which °oncr*te CUrtS anA ^ttQrs- Vnere there is an
1*00 H ? car-he utilized. bituminous surfacing will be far

ccncrete> and. where very low costs are imperative,
anucauiao. gravel.base course with light surface treatment may be used,
or sui’xactng may be laid. The advice of municipal or State

. autnorities snomd be obtained concerning the specifications best adapted
to conditions and to materials available locally.

Soil and climatic conditions, the nature of traffic, and cost limi-
..tations will govern the design of the surfacing used in each case. State
highway or city standards era convenient for reference and compliance
with them may be specified. Where there is but a limited amount of sur~.
facing of any one kind to be laid, the inclusion of a brief description
of the essential requirements in the- general specifications-'for the .pro j-

rather than reference to an elaborate State specification, may re
in lower costs.

Concrete is an economical and satisfactory material for curbs, ex-
at important street intersections, where stone is preferable.

quired for parking

• car is about 215 square feet and
the fact that in parking areas con*

£ for car maneuvering, while in streets
r is us«d for this purpose. A parking area

needed for two lines of cars parked "head in,"
the rows.
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Surfacing Material

V. fences’

e.g.,

1.

and flower gardens, if any;2.

for small children;3.

protection4.

8

The following advantages should he
are to be fenced and how:

provision of enclosures

of laundry hanging.

fencing is useful for various purposes in housing projects, e.g.,
along project boundaries to prevent trespassing, along steep banks,
around play areas for protection of children, around drying yards and,
most important, along yard division lines for enclosing tenants' yards.

protection of vegetable

Curbing or < "
the edges of parking areas.

fencing may preferably be omitted from the initial project develop
ment, when doubt exists as to its need, and installed later as required
in the way which will best serve its purpose.

e.g., untreated macadam, or similar
,, - , or a more permanent type of pave-

■e character of the project and varying local con-
-..o recommendations can be stated.

-uvo luo.j.iiuenance cost.
able, but cost limitations - ■
is not satisfactory in c—
do much repair work on their cars,
to asphalt because it will be less

Comparison of the space re
parking in special areas indicateq^h'6^^ f°r parklnS on streets and for
lower cost type of surfacing must eqW-1 construction cost, a
Nevertheless, deterioration nf for special parking areas.
types of area, a„i deeper
nance cost. Prol:)ably require higher mainte-

Ihe type of surfacing selected-e
material with light surface treatment
41tl»Zllo»4eno”4eS„lS ti“aote- ”f’““ and keying local

-•u-i'- j. , . .. .. 6 Pow mam„ena.nce cost, is oi course desir-
'“**° ®a5' necessitate the use of a material which
every respect, for areas on which tenants may
—.—1 cars, tar-mix topping will be preferable

.------> damaged by dripping oil and gasoline.

other type or barrier -should generally be provided along

Al though no definite recommendation with respect to the extent and
location of fencing can be made, the decision to use it should be based
on consideration of the types of dwellings, the habits oi the people
housed, climate, and topography.
weighed in determining which areas

demarcation of yard lines, and definite placing of
responsibility for yard maintenance on the tenants;
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the added, cost

VI.

Sewerage SystemVII.

9

Therefore, the following material covers
been found to require special .attention

and drainage systems for housing projects.

rfhere clothes <1
clothes poles may be r-
or gate posts required.

tenants’
r Such

drying facilities ---
■■ set in the fence line

The sewerage system comprises all-sewers—sanitary, storm, and com-
. bined— culverts, and other subsurface drains needed' to. conduct sanitary
sewage and st.orm water from the project site.

recommended for fences around
•Although this type has also

consideration should be given
... * sup-

bpecial attention should be given in the landscape and utility de
sign to coordinating the locations of utility lines with the locations-
of trees throughout the site.

Basis of Design

Local codes and the practice of the local city engineering depart
ment will serve generally as a satisfactory basis of design, and these.
may be supplemented, if necessary, by reference to "Recommended Minimum
Acquirements for Plumbing," issued by the Bureau of Standards, United
States Department of Commerce.
only certain points which have
in connection with sewerage t—

However,- these advant
and the possible loss in ,

Substantial chain-link fencing is
play areas, along project bounSs etp
been usea extensively for tenant t ’ tc>
to some less expensive t-ne s? u yards’
ported on light steel posts* Several strands of heavy wire

Lacation of Utility Lines

or protect 1 an<i £aS lines should be placed in city streets
x 75 Whero"er Possible. Uith these lines in the city

with those l-Pr°^Ct W1U iUCUr n° resI)onsibility for their maintenance;
with these lines m project driveways,' the project will be relieved of
tneir maintenance in the event that the drives are later dedicated to

. city. Such location also makes utility lines more accessible for
maintenance and doo?, not require the granting of easements through yard
areao. where practicable, utility lines in project streets and drive-
ways, should be at the side of the pavement.

must be weighed against
attractiveness.

s are provided in,tenants’ yards, the
---- J and used, to replace heavy end.

Hain sewer, water,
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Existing Sewers

Roof Drainage

Surface Inlets

10

The connecting of downspouts to sewers is an important item of proj-
--- This is especially true where the sewerage system is not of

If the present
— sewers or drains must be provided or pre-

s or other dam-

ect cost, r-’ • • •
the combined type, and where row houses with pitched roofs requiring
storm sewers along both sides are used. Where soil conditions, topog
raphy, and building coverage permit, the roof water may, in occasional
cases, be discharged on to splash blocks from which it will flow over
lawn and surfaced areas.

, s ree . sev;ers or services are to be utilized in the project
em_ . Particularly when such lines will be project-maintained

---------> whether their condition is satis-
new system. This precaution is impor-
-------  extras during construction.

The location of yard inlets is fixed by the project grades, but the
grade studies and yard drainage system design should be carried out
Jointly, in order to avoid, on the one hand,excessive filling to shed
the water to border streets and, on the other, an unnecessarily expen
sive system of drains.

A thorough investigation b i/i
the existing or proposed main S °U“d 136 ma<3'e to determine whether or not
carry away sanitary sewB t w 11 be adequate at all times to
necessary information may be 'S'te? without back-flooding. The
ment, or a field inquiry mav L a°_e from the city engineering depart
ment flooding or similar pnnflip ~eCGSSary to determine whether any base-
Ing heavy rains, toerten” *» ‘»e area dnr-
vestigatlon is made Ina proof oMalnS ’ ’ery tllorm«h
capacity, serious trouble will t ® sewers are of
should be extended to cover ail ie;CGd later' The investigation
age from the project site Tf\ht * sewers wMch affect drain-
entirely adequate, additional <--- - sewerage facilities are not
cautionary measures taken to prevent finn/Unn- n-p v, "lage to the project. Prevent flooding of basements

Were a surface inlet discharges directly into a combined sewer, a
catchbasin with water seal should be provided; where the discharge is
into a storm sewer (and the city code permits), or where the discharge
subsequently will pass through a catchbasin, a simple inlet without

they should be examined to determine
factory for incorporation in the D^BUOUI.
tant in order to guard against substantial, e
If such sewers are not found in good condition, they should receive any
necessary repairs.
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VIII. 

Maximum Rates of Flow

11

Three feet each
for yard, catch basins and.
for walls, as
ings.

interior, horizontal dimension
„, . . ----- J a satisfactory material
adjustment in the elevations of the cast-

■Although the average daily water consumption per dwelling unit on
housing projects may vary from less than 200 gallons per day to almost
300 gallons, depending on the nature of the development and climatic
conditions, these figures have no direct relation to the maximum rates
of flow, or "maximum momentary demand," on which pipe sizes should be
based. Extensive study has led to the following recommended maximum
rates of flow for determining sizes of water supply piping to housing
projects and to buildings within projects. These figures do not apply
to supply lines on which fire hydrants are located.

way is a convenient
It “d toick

inched: b’ at least t„
" -■ • - ~ J yard grades m order to intercept drainage ef-

yard areas should bo heavy enough to keep chil-

Distribution System

The water distribution
service lines, < ’..11, „ „

ne®d®d f°r domestic water supply and fire protection for the
project. While local regulations and practice will generally govern the

in pdblic rights-of-way, these requirements should
-- --- j on adequate supply for domestic uses and fire pro

water seal or catchment space mav h
able where not strictly neces-arv b USQd’ Trapped hasins are undesir-

X:rle inlots “a ““

gratings should be

fectively. Gratings in
dren from removing them.

system comprises all new water mains and
outside of building lines (or to a point near the building

While local regulations and practice will

be checked to insure
tection.
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Pipe Sizes

as a
per sq. inch

Layout of Services

If this arrangement is not feasible, it will generally

12

I

Fire hydrants should be located, on
of providing separate fire lines i..-----

Number of
Dwelling Units

150
175
200
225
275
300
375
450
575
700
800

1100
1400

10
20
30
40
50
75

100
150
200
300
400
500
750

1000

■ P.M.
it

n
n
ii
ti
n
n
ii
ii
ii
it
u
ii

of Plow
With Tank
Toilets

75 G.
100
125
150
175
225
250
325
400
550
700
800

1100 1
1400

12o G. P. M.
ii
it
n
ii
I!
n
it
n
it
ii
ii
ii
n

With these maximum rates of flow as a basis of design, pipe diam
eters should be calculated to give not less than 15 lbs. per sq. inch
pressure at any fixture (preferably 20 lbs. for flush valves) with the

Where fire hydrants are lo-ordinary minimum pressures in city mains,
cated on supply lines, the domestic demand may be taken as the daily
average consumption (ordinarily it will be negligible compared with the
demand for hose streams) and pipe sizes should comply with the minimum
requirements of the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Maximum Bate
With Hush-

Valve Toilets

Hie simplest and (with respect to first cost) most economical ar
rangement for water supply is generally a single service to each build
ing or small group of buildings. However, unless water is purchased at
a flat rate or meter readings are "pooled,11 this arrangement may add
greatly to the cost of water. Where water is purchased on a sliding
scale, every effort should be made to arrange for the pooling of meter
readings, so that all water consumed will be billed.as if^taken through^
a single service. 1± uuxo -------  - - -
be advantageous to take water through a master me ter (for larger proj
ects, through two or more connections off different mains each.connec
tion with its master meter) and provide a distribution system within
the project. The choice of method must be .based on comparative cost
analyses, weighing both first cost and project operating cost.

■ ’ i metered lines only when the cost
would be excessive. The local fire
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IX.

X. Street Improvements

The work referred to under this heading consists principally of

August 23, 1938

13

NATHAN STBAUS,
Administrator.

' > in
This will

HI

street paving, street' sidewalks, main water lines and main sewers and
their appurtenances, which, although built as a part of the project and
included in the general contract work, will be taken over and maintained
by the municipality.

facilitate* obtaining approval of^plans
which approval u.------
Jurisdiction.

department/, or other municipal nnth ■
cation of .11 fire hydrants". °rity, should be consulted bn the lo-

Plans for such work should contain the full detail required for de
sign and construction, with street profiles when necessary, grading de
tails for intersections, plains for incidental changes in utilities, etc..
Plans for street work must conform generally to established, city stand
ards. In general, the controlling design consideration, as in other
elements of the project development, should be the lowest first cost com
patible with low maintenance cost. Expensive types of street pavement,
such as sheet asphalt or brick on concrete base, should be avoided when
possible.

It is recommended that plans for street work be kept separate,
for work within tho Sxte* —••

for street work from the city,
the municipal department having

o

distribution System

• tern will ^^overnerw^ondittn^of^0^ distrlhutlon s^s“
soil, and the characteristic" of thp p,irdha*e’ the nat^G of the
content etc ) The  the gas supply (source, pressure, water
may generally be token°™endatl°2s of the local department or company
„ ' x,,,  . +•' nc4- "j j ’ an accePtable basis of design, and reference

■ cf'Lj- for Gas Service," published by the United
ta o epartment o± Commerce; National Bureau of Standards, or to the

latest recommendations of the Distribution Committee of the American Gas
. Soocia ion, le installation of drip-pots at proper points should not
be overlooked. ’ -

so far as practicable, from plans

should be obtained from
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and Submission of Job Program.

Revised 'EstimatesXI.

XII.
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Preparation
Preparation and

1 -Preparation and Submission of
Bids and Award of Contracts.

authority

15 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

ST®S IN THE DEVELQPMEiot “ '
 

This bulletin deals with the following steps, arranged in the order
in which they most generally will be taken, although in the interest of
speed it will be desirable and prudent at times to proceed with two or
more steps simultaneously:

This bulletin describes the •
low-rent housing project from the
tributions Contracts up to the noint ““““tised for bids and awarded the rrinciJi 10^ authoritV has adver“
Tmllfitin i<? fhPTP-Fnr.a e Principal construction contracts. Thisbulletin is therefore a companion to Bulletin No. 5, which describes the
progressive steps in the initiation of a Low-rent fusing project from
Sn+ributio^ Cfnt°Cat aCtiVlty 't0 the execution of the Loan and Annual

Contracts. Many of the matters referred to generally in
vhis bulletin have been covered more specifically in prior bulletins or
will be made the subject of more detailed treatment in subsequent bulletins.

•4. exocu^ion.01' Contracts of'Loan and Annual Contribution with the
United States Housing Authority does not diminish but rather increases the
need for constant and sympathetic cooperation between the local authority
and the United States Housing Authority. The more complex problems which
arise after the contracts are signed require greater technical skill to
prevent error, and greater speed and active enthusiasm to prevent the
program from bogging down. Toward both these ends, the local authority
should feel free to ask and the United States Housing Authority is eager
■to give every practical form of assistance.

UNITED STATES HOUSING

BULLETIN NO.

necessary steps in the u.c,/elopment of a
1 execution of the Loan and Annual Con-

Or ranizaiion of Par- arwt Si-off.
Accounting Procedure.

.Performance of Conditions in Loan Contract.
Development of Fund Agreement.
Advance Loan.
Budget.
Preparation of Site.
Architect's Contract. 

Submission of Construction
Plans and Specifications.

of Development Cost.
Advertisement for i—
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Upon request, the USHA will be glad to

be exercised that these salaries

ii

In order that all transactions relating to

IV.

2

In establishing salaries for employees of the local authority, care should
 —- ----- ; are commensurate with the size of the local

program and the responsibilities involved.

the local o.af vmich experience has proved necessary to develop a worthwhile
housing project.

III. Performance of Conii ti one in loan Contract. Since the local au
thority will not be able to proceed very far until some funds have been ad
vanced to it by the USHA, all conditions precedent to such advances should
be performed without delay. Generally the Loan Contract will contain some
such conditions precedent. Their performance may involve negotiations with
local municipal officials regarding equivalent elimination (see bulletin No.
2)» local annual contributions (see Bulletin No. 6), or may involve negotia
tions to obtain assurances that at least 10$ of the development cost of the
Project can be raised locally. These negotiations should be effectively con
cluded in order that an advance loan by the USHA may be made.

IV- Development Fund Agreement. The "Terms and Conditions" (USHA Porm
. ^00, Paragraph 3, Part II)' which are made a part of each ^oan Cont acu p.o-

; any funds received by.the local authority from the USnA s all be
ed in a separate account, to be known as the Development Fund in a

' 18 “ th: Th ” iovolopit

Accounting Procedure. In order that all transactions relating to
the receipt and expenditure of funds in connection with the development of
the project may be properly recorded, the local authority should establish an
acceptable accounting procedure as provided in the "Manual of Instructions
of Accounting Procedure for Local Housing Authorities", the adoption of which

j will expedite the approval of requisitions by the USHA and will facilitate
the auditing of the local authority's books. This Manual of Instructions
will be forwarded to a local authority upon request. Wherever possible, the
USHA will send a representative to the local authority to assist in setting
up the initial books of account.

. a Lnl SorT JteFST1 °”e °f ““ first 18 token
Z rrt^Son 1” U orSntL “ « «»e Contraote-or Lo„ al Jtarnol

tilng involving a groat Mount of .oft ?t !SV‘ * “““4V o”4"-
nr onccessfullv withrmt „„ 1 * cannot be carried forward speed-

lly t S supervision Th T* adeciuat’e clerical and technical staff under
c<,mpeten t su pel vision The local authority should also make arrangements''For
adequate Oxiice space and equipment. ’

Development Fund Agreement.

■ vi<ie that ;
deposited .
bank which  

hdrawal and to safeguard the
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I

j

file

0

3

execution of
the disbursement
Under the terms

The local authority should not use any of the.funds advanced by the
USKA to reimburse itself or others for expenditures made to the date
°f the Loan Contract until a project auditor from the stafi of the USHA
as examined the items and reported his findings o b charged to

USIia where it will be determined whether they are elig- S
t’-e project as "Development Costs".

the withdrawal will be used in the’
the purposes of the expenditures.
bank merely upon the basis of such
separate approval by the USEA of each '
early execution of the Development Fund Agreement

, and to this end three conformed
forwarded to the USHA at once.

-he procedure contemplated by the Development Fund Agreement is a
simple, and expeditious one, with which most banks are familiar. In addition,
the USHA has prepared a suggested form of Development Fund Agreement
(USHA 425) and a form of Accounts Payable Voucher which includes the re
quired certificates. Copies of these forms will be furnished to the local
authority upon request.

• ■ Advance Loan. It is important that funds be obtained in sufficient
time to meet all costs-ns they accrue in the development of the project. The-.
Loan Contract will provide that upon a satisfactory showing that there is a
need for funds which cannot otherwise be met, and upon the performance of
the conditions precedent contained in the Contract, the USHA may make an
advance to the local authority on account of the loan. As- soon as the need
arises and the conditions have been performed, the local authority should
file an Advance Loan Requisition with the USHA, together with the necessary
supporting documents. (See Bulletin Ho. 7 for a detailed description of the
Advance Loan Requisition procedure). Additional requisitions may be filed
from time to time as funds are required. All such requisitions, if supported
by the required data, will be honored by the USHA without delay.

The advance loan may be used to pay architectural, engineering and
planning fees, costs of preparation of plans, specifications and ouher forms
of proposed contract documents, costs of acquiring land, and other expenses
to be incurred prior to the sale of definitive bonds. In most cases defini
tive bonds will^not be sold until the site has been acquired and construction
contracts awarded.

^("embrsclng’ Instructions'1^’^’ (ho “t’"*4™ 01 • »P«ent Pma Jgree-
S okcckc „4 supporting vouSS.
depositary bank will not honor anv wltMr i ® ras of this Agreement, theUnless such withdrawals are accompanied the DeveloPment
£ office of t. o local nuS“S“"( &£?£££’ fT" T?"1’

.xuj- n -..hi  . * a,Iia slaving that the funds covered by
development of the project and indicating
The loan funds may be withdrawn from the
certificates by the local authorities. A
•—1 withdrawal will not be required. The

. - J. ----- ~ V will expedite the advance
oi funds uO tne local authority by the USHA,
copies of the executed Agreement should be
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(c)

(a)

4

(a)
(b)

This budget may be revised from time
convenience, the budget

VII. _____
steps should be taken 
no delay when construction contracts
the land, (
the relocation of utilities, (d) the obtaining of easements and rights—of—
way, ( .............. ‘ ,
existing buildings.

Daring the period of land
status"”of~existing tenants in the area should
This-status will in large measure be revealed
information, and the final title papers should

affidavit setting forth the names of the
and their status.

band Acquisition. As soon as the site has been selected by the
local authority and approved by the USHA, both of which should
be done very soon after the execution of the Loan Contract where
they have not been done even earlier, the local authority should
proceed immediately with the acquisition of land. Bulletin No. 8
describes in detail the necessary requirements of the USHA and
the procedure to be followed by the local authority. Close
attention to the critically important and urgent matter of land
acquisition is particularly urged.

(b) Relocation and Rights of Tenants.
acquisition, the s
be investigated. 1
in gathering title
be accompanied by an i
parties in possession

In the case of many built-up sites, it will be desirable tc
make a survey of the existing buildings and the families Hung

and Annual Contributions Contracts.
—1 and Annual Contributions Contracts

principal construction contracts.
; to award of principal construction

preparation of Site. In the preparation, of the site, these
as expeditiously as possible so that there will be

. -- ;------ -5 are awarded: (a) the acquisition of(b) the relocation of tenants, (c) the closing of streets and
- - j x —f « —V — — V —. a. X .V—, vzu. V KJ QW1K*. J. U. J-x KJ— kjo.—•

(e) the investigation of subsoil conditions and (f) the demolition of

before or after the first requisition f ® project’ either
prior to the second requisition the Je *JTanCe loan> W in event
submit to the USHA for approval’an al/^orioy should prepare and
head costs (see Bulletin No. 4) claOOifS anticiPate(i over"
of Instructions of Accounting ProOedS f aCnC0^dance with the "Manual

® Procedure for Local Housing Authorities".
-- j to time. It is suggested that, for

cover periods of time as follows:
Prior to execution of Loan - '
Prom time of execution of Loan
to award of '
Quarterly periods subsequent
contracts.
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(c)

(d.)

(e.)

5

to relocate all tenants in ample time
Jas soon as title to the

Bulletin No. 10 suggests a sound method
--1 terms of speed and socially desirable

Street Closings and Utilities. _
of the privately owned property within the proposed project ■

designated streets and alleys and the relocating of existing
utilities. In all such cases, the local municipal authorities
and the utility companies concerned should be consulted at an
early date, to avoid delay in ironing out the necessarily co
operative procedures involved. In the interest of both speed
and sound economy, the local authority and the architects should
utilize existing utilities and streets and keep the relocation
of utilities and the closing of streets to a minimum, but in no
case should this be done unless it is consistent with proper
site planning.
Easements and Rights-of-Way. All necessary rights-of-way and
easements over the property of others (including existing streets
which are to be vacated, and new streets which are to oe dedicated)
for the carrying of water lines, sewers or other utilities should
be obtained, or granted, as the case may be, simultaneously wiuh
the acquisition of the site of the project.

During the period of land acquisition,

In addition to the acquisition
the site plans for the project may necessitate the closing of

Subsoil Investigation. During the period ox land, acquisition,
full and complete information should be obtained concerning the
type of soil and its bearing value and also concerning any unusual
conditions which might affect construction. When securing.options
on the property, it may be desirable in some instances to include
in the option a clause giving the local authority the right to
enter on the premises for the purpose of inspection and the making

fonog-po-npio surveys and test pits ana borings. In some
instances, however, this information may readily be available in
the offices of the City Engineer.

demolishedrwill classifXsXb^1^ dwelling wltS t0 Le
towarrl n as -substandard and hence be countedX dXoT X elimination", and also for use in relocating
in so Sr \faBlilies and rehousing them in the project
in the foX ? PTeS feasiUe- USHA will gladly assist
in the formulation of such surveys.

Steps should be taken t_
to permit demolition of the buildings
property is acquired. ”
of relocationg tenants in
practices.
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6

Bulletin No. 9 on Construction Contracts contains gen
eral information with regard, to construction contracts,'
much of vhich is applicable to. a demolition contract. A
suggested form of demolition contract has been prepared by
the USHA and is available to the local authority upon re
quest.

VIII. Architect's Contract. Immediately after the execution of the Loan
Contract, the local authority should’complete contractual arrangements with
the architect or group of architects that it has chosen for the project.
Pursuant to "Terms and Conditions" (Paragraph 1 (a)(8) of Part III), the
local authority should submit to the USHA a copy of each proposed archi
tect's contract for approval or comment before such contract is executed by
the local authority and by the architect. In order to centralize responsi
bility, it is recommended that one architect's agreement be entered into
covering all chases of the work, rather than separate contracts lor each
phase, such a*s construction, landscaping, etc. However u the local
authority desires to enter into a separate contract with a landscape archi-
tect or a consulting engineer, the USHA will have no objection to this pro
cedure, provided that the total of architectural lees for the project does
not exceed the schedule ;of fees meeting the approval of the USHA.

'f) Srbeen^o &S a portion of the site '

bids dhmii re permit an orderly demolition procedure,
thp •+ e lnvited for. the demolition of the buildings

S 'jen a ^em°lition contract is let before title
J SitG is ncquired, the local authority should

" • - Ct gainst delays in the acquisition of the re-
, "it.11® Parts oi the site. Because of the salvage accruing
o . e contractor, the actual cash consideration, if any,

passing to.or from the local authority under a demolition
contract rill in many instances be negligible. Therefore,

e size of uhe performance bond required of the contractor
y the local authority should be determined by estimating
in advance the cost to the contractor of demolishing or re
moving tne buildings and structures from the site, without
the allowance for the value of salvaged materials. Unless
there are local laws to the contrary, the amount of the
bond should not be less than 50 per cent of this estimated
cost. If the value of the salvage material which is easily
removable- without demolishing the building is considerable,
the amount of the bond should be increased accordingly.
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(a)

3

7

1.
2.
3.

Items in Job Program to be prepared, by Architect:

Architectural Site Plans
Unit Plans
Typical Buildings

,  submitted to the USHA for approval
1 possible, there should, be submitted to
T. Waess which the architect nronoses toof architects, technical engineers,"

At the time the proposed contract is
or comment, and before -that date
the USHA a schedule of salaries and
pay to the various classes c"
laborers and mechanics to be"emnlovpdCw\reCto^Cal engineers’ technicians, ■schedule should be supported S T the contract* Such
architect or by the local authority Chich^aeVadence obtainsd the
of wages as 'the prevailing wages' These establish such 3^edule
that the USHA may determine Xthen th! ^misslons are necessary in order
wages as required’by the United Stnt n 7 P*0?033^ are the prevailingditions," Part III, Section“ fa) ^2)"

, ^aS Pr®Pare(i suggested forms of architect’s contracts which,
, posted maximum fees meeting the approval of the USHA, are

available upon request for the guidance of the local authority.
. In the schedule of fees suggested by the USH.1 the architect's fee is

esigne o apply to the total estimated, construction cost of the project
(.including landscaping and engineering work), and the fees'for the land
scaping and engineering work are allowable in addition to the architect's
fee. These fees are not mandatory, but represent suggested maxima.

In connection with the architect's contract, a decision should be made
at an early date as to whether the architect or the staff of the local
authority itself will supervise construction. Most local authorities are
finding it advantageous to have the supervision carried out by the archi
tects.

IX. Preparation and Submission of Job Program. The suggested form of
contract for architectural services provides under Section 3, paragraph (a),
for preliminary documents which include drawings, outline specifications,
and estimates of cost. These documents, together with certain other data,
comprise the Job Program which, when formally submitted by the local author
ity and approved by the USHA, will constitute the working basis for develop
ment of the specific project plans, specifications and contract documents.
Bulletin No. 13 entitled "Preparation of Drawings and Specifications" con
tains detailed information relative to that portion of the Job Program which .
should be prepared by the architect. The following is a summary of those
items, followed by a list of the supplementary data contemplated to complete
the Job Program. A suggested form for making up the Job Program may be
obtained from the USHA.
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s Contract

1.

2.

3.

4. Tabular statement of relocation problem.

5.

6.

Status of negotiations for land; anticipated purchase price.7.
8.

9.

8

Statement listing and evaluating capital donations.
Statement summarizing the proposed financing of the develop
ment cost.

Statement comparing number of dwelling units, distribution
and rent levels with number and characteristics of eligible
families.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Statement covering specific agreements which have been nego
tiated with the city or utility company having jurisdiction
with regard to paving streets, alleys or driveways; enlarging,
repairing or extending sewer, water, gas and electric mains;
amounts to be paid for these site improvements or extent to
which these may be donations.
Statement covering the status of negotiations with utility
companies on electric, gas, water or steam rates. State rates
presently proposed and the influence they have had upon the
tyne of eauipment pronosed, the system of yard distribution,
and the me'thod of metering or otherwise providing services to
tenants.

WallSeofJ 0fmTypical hidings
Wall Section of Typical Buildings

* Site PlansExisting Conditions - Site Plan
Landscape Plan
Outline Specification
Work not covered by Architect1
Tabulation of Swelling Units
Non-Dwelling buildings and Equipment
temized Estimate of Development Costs.

(b) Supplementary Items to complete Job Program;

An estimate, broken down as to all annual costs and as to
rents, including utility charges to tenants.
Statement comparing estimated cost of dwelling construction
with construction costs by private enterprise, including
basis for such comparison.
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10. covering, specific action

(i)

(ii)
!!

(iii)

note the discussion of these.
jects.

(a)

s

9

z1

All of the items comprised in the Job Program should be bound together
in booklet form and ten complete copies submitted to the USHA.

Statement
spect to:

of the
incon-

j

!

i
f

which has been taken with re

Zoning or rezoning the areas surrounding the project
X i*1 or^er Protect it. against adverse influence.
Zoning or rezoning the project site in harmony with
the proposed development. ;
Securing waivers or exemptions in such portions
building, sanitary, and related codes as may be
sistent with the proposed development.

In preparing these data for :the Job Program, note the discussion of un.ese,
items herein and the references to other bulletins™ dealing with-thebe sub—
■ici+.a.

X.' Preparation and Submission of Construction Plans and Specifica
tions, As soon as the architect *s contract has been executed,.the archi
tect should, if he has not already done so, proceed immediately with the
preparation of the construction plans and specifications. Bulletin No. 13
entitled "Preparation .of Drawings’ and Specifications" covers this subject
in detail. In such preparation, the following iteps are of outstanding im
portance:

Compliance with State_ and Local Laws. 'In the development of the
plans, the local authority should consult the necessary state and
local officials to insure that the plans will conform with appli
cable local ordinances and state laws, and at the proper time
should obtain the necessary approvals of State and local offi-
cals having jurisdiction. Where exceptions to the applicable
local ordinances and state laws are necessary,assurance should
be obtained that such exceptions .can and will oe made.
Utilities. In the development of the plans and specifications,
it will "be necessary to consult with the respective utility .
companies as to available facilities, and as to the t.erms and-'
conditions and rates at which new utilities where needed will
be provided. The comparative costs of the several alternative
services, such as gas, electricity and steam, should be obtained
so that the least expensive, not only as to development cost
but also as to operating cost, may be utilized.
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with utility companies regarding

10

8

E

I

I
a
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E

E
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(vi) rerouting of transportation lines and (vii) educational
’and playground facilities. The necessary changes in zoning
laws and building regulations should be initiated at an
early date.

(d) Insurance.

is itsa^ost’for1heatinffm^erCial SteaJn iS aVailabl®. what
cost of an Authority-operated3!^ “ °°mpared with the

electricity? Hna! c^Kmen^C^rf^ili? °°mpared?vi th
should.be avoided until approval of the uSThL^een^

____ ___  In the preparation of plans and specifications,
and in determining the proposed type of construction, tne
architect should take into consideration the prevailing.
insurance rates. The UoHA is conducting negotiations with
insurance rating bureaus, and is prepared to advise a local
authority as. to the insurance rates which will be applicable
for the various types of construction. This will help the
architect in developing a design that will be economical irom
the standpoint not only of original cost but also of opera
tion and maintenance.

. , . negotiations with utility companies regarding

xo are specially trained and equipped as advisers on these
particular technical matters.

(c) Mani pi pal -Services. Prior to the preparation of plans -and
specifications, the local authority will usually have made
at least tentative arrangements with the local municipality
regarding any improvements or extensions of municipal serv
ices that are to be furnished by the municipality to the
project. Such tentative arrangements should, if possible,
be made definite and final in 'the Job Program, so that the
architect may proceed with the final plans and specifications
on a definite basis. The following items need usually to be
considered and arranged; for in the development of any plans:
(i) water service; (ii) sewer connections, both storm and
sanitary; (iii) street lighting; (iv) construction of .new
streets or the repairing or resurfacing of existing ones;
(v) fire protection, including new fire lines and hydrants;

should.be
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(e) Site and Unit Plans.■

(f)

(g) Physical Improvements after Partial or Complete Occupancy.

i-'

11

Where split or segregated contracts are to be let, the
several contracts should be drawn in such a way as to pro
vide for full coordination and a minimum of interference.

i

Bulletin No. 9 entitled "Construction Contracts" con
tains a suggested form of construction contract for the use
and guidance of the local authority. This form contains all
the applicable requirements of the United States Housing Act
and of Part II of the Terms and Conditions.

if

jjp
i

II
i!
if
I
i|

8

ning" contains detailed sue^esti ‘ 11 entltled "Site ban
ning, and Bulletin No. 12 fntitled^n0^™11^ plan“
contains detailed suggestions n Dwelling Unit Planning"
local authority and SSSeS g planninS* The
pulsion to follow th are’ oP course» under no com-USHA will encode ;achS^SeftiOnS °f the USHA* In fact« the
to exercise tS X^? autholW and each architect
ideS ani developing new

'tio^Ztrac?llletin N0’ 9 entitled "Construe-
of th’ P%s;rt

into.two or more sections and suggests that consideration
be given to such procedure. A related question is that of
separate contracts segregated as to types of construction.
he local authority should endeavor wherever possible to put

all of. the related construction work under the contract and
to avoid segregated contracts. However,. it is recognized
that in many instances this will be impracticable, and that
more than one contract will be necessary. For example, in
some cases it will be advisable to let a separate contract
for landscaping; also some state statutes may require that
a segregated contract be let for each phase of the construc
tion work, such as electrical, heating and ventilating,
plumbing, etc.

The local authority should bear in mind that funds will be
available (through the issuance of additional bonds, if
necessary, representing part of the unused ICp margin of
safety as provided in Paragraph 6, Part II of "Terms and
Conditions") for physical in^rovements to the project during
a three year period subsequent to the date when the project
is ready for complete occupancy. Any items which prove.to
be necessary during this period may be added to.the project.
For this reason, the local authority may determine that.it
is wise to omit from the plans and specifications certain
items until the necessity for them has been established
during a short period of operation. However, any additional

that.it
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During the period between advertising and receiving bids,
the local authority should transnit to the USHA six copies of
each item of all material (addenda, etc.) issued to prospec
tive bidders.

inII
an

i

=

AIh
f
f

hhiI
liih

expenditures made apnlieahia ,
in an amount which would +■ filing facilities cannot be
cost exceed the maxl±\ ’he total dwelli^ facilities
ing Act. imitations of the United States Hous-

(h) KF'specifiStS^ ^^tions. As soon as the plans
completed and + * 51Other contract documents have been
“is i is re^to aiv"tiseShould \ x 1 t S1X c°Pies (eW. if possible)
1 (nV fi'i p 4- in accordance with Paragraph

- Part III of .the Tenns and Conditions. They should
f^W° c°pies <5f a statement showing the wage

e prevailing in the locality for each trade or occupation
o e engaged in work under the particular contract, as deter-

m ne under applicable state law, or, in the absence of state
a? hy the local authority after investigation. The
will examine the plans and specifications and other con

tract documents and will advise the local authority whether
they comply with the terms of ths United States Housing Act
and with the Loan Contract. If the documents as submitted are
acceptable, the USHA will authorize the local authority to
take bids and will return to the local authority one complete
set with an indication of acceptance by the USHA stamped upon
each drawing and document. If the documents as-submitted are
subject to certain minor modifications but are acceptable for
the purpose of advertising for bids, the USHA will return to
the local authority one -complete set together with an indica
tion of the suggested modifications, and. an authorization to
advertise for bids subject to a subsequent determination of
the points of suggested modification. If the documents as sub
mitted are not acceptable to the USHA for the purpose of tak
ing bids, the USHA will so advise the local authority together
with an indication of what changes are necessary to make the
drawings and documents acceptable.
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to c-ommence work under the

In order to assist available suggested forms of

if
contributions in the form of

13

I

■

I.I

■I
(a) Equivalent elimination,

and local annual(b) Local cooperation
tax exemption,

I

I
n
!

J

Suggested Forms. In order to assist the local authority in taking the
steps outlined in this bulletin, the USHA has
documents relating to:

„ + X Afteregaration ^Submission of Bevised Estimated of Development
Cost Afte the preparation of the construction plans and specifications
has been completed, the local authority should submit-fro the USHA an
itemized estimate of the total.development cost-of the project based upon
the final plants and specifications, the actual costs incurred to date for
all items (such as land, demolition, cost of preparing plans and speci
fications, etc.), the latest estimates of overhead costs and of all other
costs relating to the project. This revised estimate of the total develop
ment cost should be submitted to the USHA prior to the date of the sub
mission to it of the construction bids received.

XU. Advertising for Bids and Award of Contracts. As soon as the
plans and specifications and other contract documents have been found
acceptable by the USHA, the local authority should advertise for bids.
Bulletin No. 9 on "Construction Contracts" contains suggested forms of
advertisement, bids and related matters. The local authority should
advise the USHA as to the time and place fired for receiving bids. A
representative of the USHA will in most cases attend the bid opening and
be available to the local authority for advice with respect to any questions
which may arise at the time. As soon as the local authority has had an
opportunity to study the bids, and before the award is made, it should sub
mit to the USHA a written statement of the bids received and the proposed
award of the contract. The USHA will check the bid figures against the
estimated costs in the Job Program, and against the provisions of the United
States Housing Act and the Loan Contract. The USHA will then advise the
local authority that the proposed award is acceptable, or that it is accept
able subject to certain qualifications, or that it is not acceptable, giving
reasons therefor. If the proposed award is acceptable to the USHA, the
local authority may execute the construction contract with the successful
bidder. Pour conformed copies of the executed contract and all accompany
ing clans and specifications should be forwarded to the USHA, If these
copies are all in good order, the USHA will return one set to the. local
authority with an indication that they are approved for construction. Upon
the execution of the construction contract and its approval by the USHA,
the local authority may advise the contractor to Commence work under the
contract.
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(c) Public sale of local

(d)

(e) guarantee policies, title cer-

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i) -Accounting Procedure,

(j) same,

(k). securing same and. pro-

(1) or development of

■August 30, 1938.

I

14

i
■

NATHAN STRAUS,
Administrator.

I -

!
: ■ ■

p
p

.Advance- Loan -Notes,- and Proceedings authorizing

Housing Authority Bonds, Trust Indenture
ceedings, authorizing issuance thereof, and

Other matters involved in the financing
projects.

i

h
l>

In each case the forms will be adapted to the local law and furnished
to the local authority upon request.

authority bonds,

Local capital donations,

Surveys, title Information /----------
tificat.es, appraisals and ipfion"'

Architect’s services,

Construction contracts, and related documents,

Deposit of Loan Proceeds .in Development Bund,

tificat.es
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Policy and. Procedure is hereby

(c)

in general
contract,

PSOJECT OP A LOW-RENT HOUSING
01? -.T~ 0? CONTRACTS— LOAN AND ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION?-------

r
Bi

15 onSection VI, page 4 of Bulletin No.
modified, to read as follows:
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VI. Bujge^s. in order to provide the local housing authority with a
means of controlling the nature and extent of expenditures in the development
of its project, the USHA has prepared a form of Development Cost Budget to
be used, as provided hereafter:

Jl.ITSD STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

BULMTIN no. 15 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

Addendum No .1 B , i z, ■ e J

j^PS IN THE DEVELOPMENT

(a) There should be submitted a Preliminary and a Pinal Budget for each
project. These Development Cost Budgets are to be prepared on USEA Norm 512
and shall be so arranged, as to conform to the Standard Classifications of Ac
counts in accordance with the Manual of Instructions of Accounting Procedure
Bor Local Housing Authorities, Part I, approved by the ADMINISTRATOR Anril 29,
1938.

(b) The Preliminary Budget should be prepared and submitted on the
Budget form by ths local, housing authority as soon as possible after the ex
ecution of a loan contract but in any event its submission is required prior
to the filing of the second requisition for advance of funds. The USHA Proj
ect Planning and Auditing advisers will render such assistance in the prepara
tion of the Budgets as may be necessary. The Preliminary Budget should be,
in general, based on the proposed development cost used as the basis of loan
contract, but the total amount may be reduced or the' distribution of amounts
be modified in view of further information or commitments on the various.
items available since the date of the loan contract.

(c) The amounts included in the Budget form shall be distributed among
the appropriate control account classifications, i.e., 7-10 Administrative,
7-20 Carrying Charges, etc. The amounts shown under the various account
classifications, 7-10 through 7-70, shall be net fi£^es repr®se”t“e
actual estimate or commitment, as the case may be.
Acct. No. 7-80 Contingency shall (except when especially authorized by the
USHA.) be equal to five percent of the total of all the items 7-10 tnrou^i
o on , equal 10 live, p „„,r.s a ins- a normal latitude for changes, e-x-

and is for the purpose o P (This item is not to be confused with
A“‘ “4 over™‘ I’YAhlN iwr '-f-' 01 the Lo“

S SS “iTtho SX the'parpose .f .xt»
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total
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January 10, 1939.
2

NATHAN STRAUS,
Administrator.
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duly approved in the space provided,
form and/when approved by USHA, a photo-
the local housing authority.

(f) Budgets, after having been
shall be submitted in single copy
static copy will be transmitted to

contingencies, but which margin of safety
-3 development Cost Budgets.) The total

"*3 total estimated development cost.
prepared and submitted by the local

costs during construction and other c ' •
is not to be included as a part of the ]
of the eight control accounts shall be the

(d) The Final Budget should be t----
housing authority not later than fifteen"xDceu.
the first major superstructure construct-inn5 d?7S the executioa of
of course, reflect■ contract amoZsZ™ contfact-' Budget shall,
and as to other items-will represent the c?ntracts ha,ve ’°een awardedMetlon .1th ths completion”?"121 22 ? "‘‘2" *»
ceived. The amounts included in the bS^t f
the appropriate control account classifyt-- oxm.sha-1-1 distributed among
the nreliminarv Wwt to, ' classifications m the same manner as for

hudget. 2^e amounts shown under the various account classi-
H te ’ . ~ ’ sllaJ-l he net figures representing the actual

7 80 Continaencv ’ (&S 03-96 may te* 1116 amount shown under Acct. No.
7-80 Contin6ency shall (except when especially authorized by the USHA) be
equal to five percent oi the total of all the items 7-10 through 7-70 and is
or purpose o providing a normal latitude for changes, extras and over-

- runs during development, (in the event that the costs of site acquisition
have been definitely determined, the amount represented by this item may be
excluded from the total upon which the five percent for Contingency is cal
culated. In such case care must be taken in the apportionment of the Contin
gency item to dwelling and non-dwelling costs so that no part of said Contin
gency is prorated against the item of site acquisition.) -The total of the
eight control accounts shall be the total anticipated development cost. In
the preparation of this Budget, ’the assistance of USHA advisers will be made
available upon request where possible. After the Final Budget' has been ap
proved by the USE)., all variations of costs from the" items therein shall be
treated as underruns or overruns, as the case may be. Overruns in sub*
accounts which are compensated by underruns, within the same grouping do not
require USHA approval except for items with respect to which specific limits
previously were approved by the USHA. If and when it appears necessary to
exceed the total of any one grouping, the approval of the USHA shall be ob
tained prior to the making of any commitments resulting in such excess. In
general the following items are limited by the specific approval of the USHA:
legal services, land nurchase price, base fee or contract amounts.

(e) It will be noted that the Budget form provides for a summary of the
control accounts broken down to reflect the division between dwelling and non
dwelling costs. This breakdown should be submitted with both the Preliminary
and Final Budgets and shall be prepared in accordance with the Manual of In
structions of Accounting Procedure For Local Housing Authorities, Part I,
sheet 8, paragraph 24, subject to such adjustment in the Contingency account
as may be necessary in particular cases as hereinabove .described. Sheet 2
of the Budget form has been designed to provide conveniently for such com
putations.
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DEVELOPMENT COST BUDGETS

SUPPORTING SCHEDULES

The classifications for which supporting schedules are required and

TITLE OR CLASSIFICATION TOTAL

FILL OUT APPROPRIATE BLANKS IN FORM USHA 440

UNIT PRICE TOTALQUANTITYITEM AND DESCRIPTION

For classification 7-10.7 Furniture & Fixtures-Office.

TOTALOTHER

For classification 7-40.9

3

■

to he used in preparing the supporting schedules
7-10.1 Pay Roll-Executive, 7-10.2 Pay

CLASSIFICATION OR
CHARACTER OF EXPENSE

NO. OF
MONTHS

costs, local housing authorities
ules in adequate detail.

The above headings are
for the following classifications:
Roll-Technical, 7-10.3 Pay Roll-Site.

rate per
MONTH

RATE
PER MONTH

For classification 7-10.4 Legal Services & Expenses-
Adm. only.

2. :
schedules are required are indicated by
the subaccount classification number.

4. I
the form of their submission are as follows:

For classification 7-30.7 Inspection Costs-Salaries
& Expense.

PILL out APPROPRIATE BLANKS IN FORM USHA 440

For classification 7-40.8 Legal Services-Land only.

fill out appropriate blanks in form usha. 440
Legal Expense-Land only.

. °n ^Ich the local housing authorities will nrenare

tailed schedule indicating the basis of the estimate.
It will be noted that the particular items on which supporting

' an asterisk placed at the left of

3. In. order to expedite the review and approval of the Budgets by USHA
and to permit the determination of the eligibility of the indicated estimated
costs, local housing authorities are requested to submit the supporting sched-
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character of service
ESTIMATED AMOUNT

Commissions.

TOTAL

IM AND DESCRIPTION .quantity TOTAL
For classification 7-70.6 Furniture

4

RATE
PER MONTH

II
title or classification

For classifications
and. Pay Roll Operations.

UNIT PRICE

& Fixtures-Office.

III

il

S
; 4

NO. OF
■ MONTHS

and 7"70,2 pay Roll Executive

hi
Oio
i!
■

I)
II
r

OF COMMISSION

For classification 7-40.10

reference is made to sheet 16 of the"Manual
-------- j for Local Housing Authorities,11 Part I.

5. For further information
of Instructions of Accounting Procedure
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united states

bulletin no.

the negotiation an^approval^^cont°n.Podicy anii Procedure deals with
and Section IX refers LX f contracts for architectural services,
provides for preliminary documents includ’a?cill*ect's contract which
which the architectural fees = a J cl?dlng estimates of cost upon
dendum is to cJari^ certain oXXXX PUrP°Se °f tMs ad“
architectural fPPq nnH +-<1 estlons relative to the determination ofarcniuectural fees and the time and manner of payment thereof The

*he s'®esM Ln-
ing authoJSlu N ?y?he 5Si hOTe b“” a4opl’4 >»»=-
thf suaaeSS f’ e that the actual contracts differ from
modifitd °rmS 6 procedures suggested herein should likewise be

As soon as possible after the execution of loan contract, the local
authority and the architect should determine (subject to the approval of
the USHA) the amount of the fixed fee. This should be submitted as early

In view of the fact that delay in submission and approval of the
Preliminary budget would likewise delay the advance of funds to local
authorities, the USHA will approve architectural fees computed by the
local authority and the architect on the basis of the estimated cost
°f improvements in the application for financial assistance as approved
for purposes of loan contract; provided that the items of allowances for
construction contingencies are deleted. At that stage it may be that
'he costs of mechanical items are very indeterminate because of un
certainties as to type of heating to be used, also that ottysr similar
^certainties may make it practicable to fix only the architectural fee,
leaving some, or all, of the other fees open to future determination
when better information is available.

. Tne architect s contract provides that the compensation of the
architect shall be a fixed fee computed by the local authority by ap-
P X? ftated Percentage to the accepted estimated improvement cost
ana that the fee so computed shall be approved by the architect. The
contract also provides, under Article 3 (a), that this estimated im
provement cost shall be prepared by the architect subject to check and
approval by the local authority. The estimated improvement cost is'a
part of the first estimate of total development cost which, in turn,

ecomes the basis for the preliminary budget required to be submitted
etween execution of loan contract and second requisition for advance

loan.

housing authority

15 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

Addendum No. 2

ct-to hccsito
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NATHAN STRAUS,
Administrator.
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aS is feasible in order that the architect’s fee may be established and
prorated between dwelling and nondwelling costs and be budgeted accord
ingly during the early stages of the development. The local authority
should indicate how. the fee was determined and what items were excluded'
from the estimates in determining the amount of the fee. The USHA will,
thereupon, after clearance of any points at issue, indicate its approval
of the architect’s fixed fee.

In certain cases it is possible that the question will arise as to
whether or not the architect is entitled to a payment on account prior to
the determination and approval of the exact amount of the fixed fee. In
such cases, local authorities will, of course, be guided by circumstances
then existing. Local authorities may make, in justifiable cases, such
payments in tine form of equitable lump sums to be deducted from the peiv
centage amounts provided in the contracts and to be paid at progressive
stages of the work. In no case should such payments exceed the value of
the work or service peiformed to the date of such payment.

Upon receipt of this addendum to Bulletin No. 15, local authorities
are urged to check their records to determine whether or not they have
supplied the USHA with all pertinent information, up-to-date, relative to
their architectural contracts, and to supply any such missing informa
tion; this suggestion is made in order to avoid delays in approval o
budgets, making of advance loans, reconciling audits of expenditures, or
any other service dependent upon complete information.

■J

111i|
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Scope and Content.

The following specific steps are described below:

Contract.

Submission of Revised. Estimates ofXI.
■i

Bids and Award of Contracts.XII.

/

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

bulletin no.

IX.
X. Preparation

Specifications.
Preparation and L----

Development Cost.
Advertisement for —
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II.

III.
IV.

V.
VI.

VII.
VIII.
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15 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

(Revised May 26, 1939)
Bulletin No. 15, dated January 10, 1939)

TranSTTIPS IN THE DEVEL°PMBNT OP A LOW-RINT HOUSING
PROJECT SUBSEQUENT TO THE EXECUTION OR THE CONTRACTS

OP LOAN AND ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Organization of Permanent Staff.
Adoption of Accounting Procedure.
Performance of Conditions in Loan Contract.
Execution of Development Bund Agreement.
Application for Advance Loan.
Preparation of Development Cost Budgets.
Preparation of Site.

The attention of local housing authorities is invited to the fact
that some of the matters covered generally by this bulletin have been dis
cussed more fully in other bulletins. The related bulletins are indicated
at the appropriate points in this bulletin.

The progressive steps in the development of a low-rent housing proj
ect from the beginning of local activity through the execution of the
Contracts of Loan and Annual Contribution are described in Bulletin No. 5.
This Bulletin No. 15 describes the succeeding progressive steps which be
gin, ordinarily, with the organization of the permanent staff of the local
authority and conclude with the award of the principal construction con
tracts. Thus, Bulletins Nos. 5 and 15 cover the progressive steps in the
development of a low-rent housing project from the initiation of local
activity to the beginning of actual construction.

Negotiation, Preparation and Approval of Architect's
Contract.

Preparation and Submission of Preliminary Plans.
and Submission of Construction Plans and
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I.

II. Adoption of Accounting Procedure.

■i

I

J III.

2
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Organ! fation

ordinarily be taken in the order indicated. Oc-
_..y~ authority may find it possible and advis-

j vri. th two or more steps simul-

In order that all transactions relating to the receipt and expendi
ture of funds in the development of the project may be properly recorded,
the local authority should promptly establish an acceptable accounting
procedure. A satisfactory procedure is outlined in the "Manual of Instruc
tions of Accounting Procedure for Local Housing Authorities" and the adop
tion thereof will expedite the approval of requisitions by the USHA and
facilitate the auditing of the local authority’s books. The "Manual" will
be forwarded to the local authority when the Loan and Annual Contributions
contracts are in process of execution. The USHA will also, upon request,
send a Project Auditor to assist in opening the local authority’s books.

Performance of Conditions in Loan Contract.

The local authority will not ordinarily be able to make substantial
progress with its program until an advance loan has been obtained from
the USHA. Accordingly, all the conditions precedent to the advance of
funds contained in the Loan Contract and related documents should oe per
formed promptly. The performance of these conditions may entail negotia
tions with local municipal officials with respect to (a) equivalent elim
ination (see Bulletin Ho. 3), (b) local contributions or other forms of
local aid to achieve low rents (see Bulletin ho. 6, Revised) or (c) as
surances that at least 10$ of the development cost of the project can be

. . . , „ thp USH/. All sucn negotiations shouldobtained from sources other than tne uma. mi o
be completed expeditiously so that an advance loan may be obtained
pronptly when funds are needed.

These steps should
casionally, however, the local ( " ' -----

S’oSly?’6411’ °*e pMceeaine

of Permanent Staff.

• nermanent^c^prfdevelopment of a j.ow-rent nousing project requires a
coudina-lv on f 'm<iJ:'schnicsl staff under competent supervision. Ac
cordingly, one of the first steps to be taken by the local authority

---------- j of Loan and Annual Contribution is to
and arrange for the necessary office space and

a low-rent housing project requires
staff under competent supervision.

after the.signing of the Contracts
organize a permanent staff
eqji,pmenu. The USHA is prepared, upon request, to make suggestions as to
tne size, character and economical management of the staff required.

1. “'he attention of local authorities is invited particularly to the
fact that the salaries of the members of its permanent staff should be
commensurate with their respective responsibilities and with the size of
the local program.
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Agreement.
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Prompt selection of the depositary bank, and prompt execution of the
Development Fund Agreement, will expedite the advance of funds by the
USHA. The name of the proposed depositary bank should be submitted to the
USHA for approval and, upon obtaining such approval, two executed copies
and two certified copies of the Development Fund Agreement, together with
three certified copies of the proceedings authorizing the execution
thereof, should be forwarded pronptly to the USHA.

Development Fund Agreement — Provisions of the

Loan Requisition Procedure.

The procedure contemplated by the Development Fund Agreement is
siuple and expeditious and familiar to most banks. In addition, the USHA
has prepared, and will furnish upon request, a suggested form of Develop
ment Fund Agreement (Form USHA-425) which contains suggested forms of the
certificates required. A suggested form of Accounts Payable Voucher is
contained in Part II of the Manual of Accounting Procedure referred to in
paragraph II, above.

Application for Advance Loan.—/

Funds should be obtained in time to meet costs as they accrue in the
development of the project. The Loan Contract provides that upon a satis
factory showing of a need for funds which cannot otherwise be met, and
upon the performance of the conditions precedent embodied in the
tract, the USHA may make an advance to the local authority on accoun of

i . - tiin i-ipod arises and the conditions have been per-the loan. As soon asthe need arises an a Loan Requisition with
formed, the local authority should file an » a ,
the USHA, together «lth th. XTlTfuS” uUdtd. Ho^er,
requisitions W be ‘”e7 liXoh.se, All be sub-

amS'XXXL hi°bi -
Pth“ the

that the funds received bv the It’ '?? ?h lo“ Contrast provide
nosited in a senary i autholW from the USHA shall be de-P t t0 hekn?F as the "Development Find", in
a bank or banks acceptable to the irai 1/ m ,. ,. ’ +b._ ■mnnj \ ° ' To insure the application of

the project and, at the same time, to
Fmd'Lreement re<luires the execution of a "Development

. -Agreement provides for withdrawals from the Develop-
me , . ■ e kasis of checks and. supporting vouchers. Such vouchers
ms in ca e ® purposes for which the checks are drawn and must, ordi
narily, be accompanied by certificates which certify that the checks are
drawn to pay development costs. The Agreement does not, however, require
separate approval of each withdrawal by the USHA, The depositary bank is
authorized to honor, upon receipt, checks of the local authority supported
by the appropriate vouchers and certificates.

liXoh.se
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vi. Preparation of Development Cost Budgets.

a

a
1

4

L !

3

ed fvi' a. detailed statement of items of
inclusion in development cost.

will De promptly honored,
practicable, requisitions
(20) days prior to the date

st

d
n The local authority shall not use any of the funds advanced by the

UoHA to reimburse itself or others for expend!tures made prior to the date
of uhe Loan Contract until a Project Auditor from the staff of the USHA
has examined the particular items of expenditure involved and the USHA has
determined that such items are' eligible for inclusion in development
cost.—/

by

In order to provide the local housing authority with a means of con
trolling the nature and extent of expenditures in the development of the
project, the USHA has prepared a form of Development Cost Budget (USHA-
512). There shall bo a Preliminary and a Pinal Development Cost. Budget
for each project. These Budgets shall be prepared and used as provided
in thi s paragraph VI.

3/ See Bulletin No. 4, Revised, for
expenditure eligible for isc-’’5 1

However, it is requested that, insofar as
ox a vance of funds be filed at least twenty

o on vhich the funds will be needed.

Txie advance loan mav be ,planning fees, costs of Jrerarlttn architectural, engineering and
forms of proposed contract d^um^t specifications and other
ewnenses to ho it.documents, costs of acquiring land and other
the contracts fnr tv Prior to the sale of definitive bonds, provided

tho ttwa le services or items involved have been previously sub-
, ~ ' * 021(1 aPPr°ved by it. In determining the amount of any

a.vance oan necessary, the local, authority should remember that defini-
1Ye., °n s ~ ordinarily be sold until the site has been acquired

and the construction contracts have been awarded.

. , —.x-hnTlties is invited to the fact that theThe attention of local.auth classifications, 7-10 through
amounts show under the various a estimate or commitment, as
7-70, are net figures representing the actual e ____

(a) Preliminary Budget. The Preliminary Budget guides the local.au
thority in making expenditures and in requisitioning funds from the time
of execution of the Loan Contract until this Budget is superseded by the
Final Budget at the commencement of construction. The Preliminary dge
will, necessarily, be based primarily upon the estimate of Proposed
Development Cost" submitted by the local author!tj as .en , ’
of its Application for Financial Assistance as modified and approved for
purposes of the Loan Contract. The local authority need not re-submt
this estimate to the USHA for budget Proses- cow
the approved estimate to the Budget Form (USHA-512) and tne or^^al copr
of the estimate, as transposed, will be ^^^^^^J^l/f^exe^Son
as soon as practicable after the Loan Contract is xorwarded io. execution.
V-iX 5 111 th. PreU-W Bxas.t.

of local authorities is

the actual estimate or commitment,

local.au
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the case may be. 7__ 
(unless determined, otherwi
the total of all the items
providing normal latitude
ment.

H.*4

amount shown under Acct. No. 7-80, Contingency, will
9 necessary by the USHA) equal five per cent of
-10 through 7-70 and is for the purpose of

for. changes, extras and overruns during develop-

, . . + t.n be confused with the 10 per4/ Account No. 7-80, Jkntingency, der the terms of the Loan Contract, may

e?r%nf°etv X21 not be included as a part of any development cost
01 .Sell vjr tolACW.

budget.

1 ■> ^hon’qin^ 77^ (1) ®*e Final Budget shall be prepared by the
Srm tn f °n P°rm USHA“512 and shall be arranged so as to

conform to tne Standard Classifications of Accounts set forth in the Man-
°f Instructions of Accounting Procedure for Local Housing Authorities,

Part I, approved by the Administrator, April 29, 1938. The USHA Project
Planning and Auditing Advisors will render any necessary assistance in

e preparation of the Budget and will, where possible, be made available
upon request.

(2) The Final Budget shall reflect contract amounts wherever con
tracts have been awarded and, as to other items, shall represent the
latest estimate developed in connection with the completion of final plans
and specifications and bids received. The amounts included shall be dis
tributed among the appropriate control account classifications, i.e.,
7-10, Administrative; 7-20, Carrying Charges, etc. The amounts shown
under the various account classifications, 7-10 through 7-70, shall be net
figures representing the actual estimate or commitment, as the case may be.
The amount shown under Acct. No. 7-80, Contingency, shall (unless deter
mined otherwise necessary by the USHA) be equal to five per cent of the .
total of all the items 7-10 through 7-70 and is for the purpose of provid
ing normal latitude for changes, extras and overruns during development—/
(in the event that the costs of site acquisition have been definitely de
termined, the amount represented by this item may be excluded from the
total upon which the five percent for Contingency is calculated.. In such
case care must be taken in the apportionment of the Contingency item, to
dwelling and non-dwelling costs so that no part of said Contingency.is
prorated against the item of site acquisition.) The total of the eight
control accounts shall be the total anticipated development cost. After
the Budget has been approved by the USHA, all variations of costs from
the items therein shall be treated as underruns or overruns, as the case
may be. Overruns in subaccounts which are compensated by underruns, within
the same grouping do not require USHA approval except for items witn re
spect to which specific limits previously were approved by^the . ,
general the following items are limited by the specific approval of the
USHA- leSl services land purchase price, base fee or contract amounts.

bHA. iegaJ. service , p PTCeed the total of any one grouping,
If and when it appears necessary to ex. f
the approval of the USHA shall be obtained prior to the making diy
commitments resulting in such excess.
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TITLE or CLASSiFICATION TOTAL

J

resubmittal not required.)
TOTALUNIT PRICE

6

RATE
PER MONTH

NO. 0?
MONTHS il

!l

i :The above headings are to be used in preparing the supporting sched
ules for the follovdng classifications:
7-10.2, Pay Roll-Technical; 7-10.3, Pay Roll-Site.

FILL OUT APPROPRIATE BLANKS IN FORM USHA 440

For classification 7-10.4, Legal Services & Expenses-Adm.-only.
(If previously submitted to USHA, resubmittal not required.)

7-10.1, Pay Roll-Executive;

for Local Housing Authority es p Instructions of Accounting Procedure
S2 ™^XSinhb -^as^^SsfSyTp^t^c-

that Form USFA^M ^thoritles is also invited to the fact
m_„4. k v provides that certain items of the estimated develop-
tho + mi.6 supported by detailed schedules indicating the basis of

. , -h-r 9’ * ‘ ? items calling for such supporting schedules are desig-
id y an asterisk placed at the left of the subaccount classification

num er. f the administrative elements of cost under Account No. 7-10,.
or any o er Accounts, are proratable over two or more projects under one
Loan contract, the supporting schedules required should"reflect the total
cost.of such elements to all such projects collectively and the percentage
applicable to each project individually.

In order to expedite review and approval of Final Budgets by the
USHA, particularly with respect to the eligibility of the various items of
development cost included therein, the local authority is requested to sub
mit the required supporting schedules in adequate detail.

(5) The classifications for which supporting schedules are required
in connection with the Final Budgets and the form of their submission are
as follows:

ITEM AND DESCRIPTION QUANTITY

For classification 7-10.7, Furniture & Fixtures-Office.
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DESCRIPTION OF EXPENSE
AMOUNT

OTHER TOTAL

(If

BASIS OF COMMISSION ESTIMATED AMOUNT
For classification 7-40.10, Commissions,

title OR CLASSIFICATION TOTAL

7-70.1 and. 7-70.2, Pay Roll-Executive and.

TOTALUNIT PRICEITEMS AND DESCRIPTION QUANTITY

For classification 7-70.6, Furniture & Fixtures-Office.
J

i

Exhibit I.5/ See Appendix,

7

J

For classifications
Pay Roll-Operations.

RATE
PER MONTH

NO. OF
MONTHS

51
■

■

For classification 7-10,16,

CLASSIFICATION OR
CHARACTER OF EXPENSE

J
ilf Hi
' I]

upI
! i

I
h

b

■

Inspection Costs-Salaries & Expense.

IN FORM USHA 440

For classification 7-40.8, Legal Services-Land. only, (if
pievious y submitted, to the USHA, re submittal not required..)

2P? APPROPRIATE BLANKS IN FORM USHA 440

For classification 7-40.9, Legal Expense-Land only. (If
pi eviously submitted to USHA, resubmittal not required.)

CHARACTER OF SERVIGE

Informational Expense.

RATE
PER MONTH

For classification 7-30.7,

FILL out appropriate blanks

In addition to the foregoing schedules, there shall also be furnished a
schedule showing the basis for the computation of the amount of interest
during development which is distributed under Account No. 7-20.1, Carry
ing Charges-Interest During Development. This schedule shall be prepared
in the form and manner indicated by the specimen schedule which appears
in the Appendix to this bulletin.—/

(6) For further information reference is made to the Manual of In
structions of Accounting Procedure for Local Housing Authorities, Part I.

(7) The Final Budget shall be approved by the local authority in the
space provided and submitted to the USHA in single

construction contract. Upon approval., , , . ,, 4? , . 11 -kr, trnnsmitted. to tho locad. auunonuy*photostatic copy thereof will oo uransuu.
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VII. Preparation of Site.

i

3

10 for the procedure to be followed

I

8

L

Steps should' be taken to relocate all tenants in ample time to permit
demolition of the buildings as soon as title to the property is acquired.

j
i
!
i

1
: fl

I
-

Ig

1
I

connection with land acquisition. . . 
7/ See Paragraph II of Bulletin No. --

in relocating tenants.

local authority should proceed immediately with

aPnll3S. —Tenants.?/ During the period of land
3 t*1’ St?tUS °f the tenants in the area should be investigated.

lheir status will, in large measure, be revealed in gathering the title
informs,tion. The final title papers should be accompanied by an affidavit
seuuing icrth the names of the parties in possession and their status.

In the case of many built-up sites, it will be advisable to make a
survey of the existing buildings and the families occupying them for use
(1) in determining which of the dwelling units to be demolished are sub
standard and to be credited as "equivalent elimination" and (2) in relo
cating the dispossessed families and rehousing them in the project as far
as practicable. The USHA is prepared to assist in the formulation of
such surveys.

(c) Street Closings and Utilities. In addition to the acquisition
of the privately owned property within the proposed project area, the site
plans for the project may entail the closing of designated streets and
alleys and the relocation of existing utilities. In all such cases, the
local municipal authorities and the utility conpanics concerned should be
consulted promptly in order to avoid delay in working out the cooperative
procedures necessary. To the full extent consistent with proper site
planning, the local authority and the architects should plan.to use exist
ing utilities and streets and to keep the relocation of utilities and vhe
closing of streets to a minimum in order that maximum speed and economy
may be attained.

In the
as promptly
contracts are awarded: (3
of tenants, (c) the closing
the obtaining of easements ;
subsoil conditions and (f) 1

loool authority should” el 121

as^Scticable soothers’ win £0110w*ng ste?s should be taken

. De no delay when construction. . la) the acquisition of land, (b) the relocation
' o syreets and relocation of utilities, (d)
ana rights of way, (e) the investigation of
he demolition of existing buildings.
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(f) ■Demolition. As soon as a sufficient portion of the site has
^een acquired, to permit an orderly demolition program, bids should be in
vited for.the demolition of the buildings on the site. If the demolition
c°n ract .is let before title to the entire site is acquired, the local
authority should protect itself against any delays which may develop in
tne acquisition of the remaining parcels of the site.- The value of the
salvage rights accruing to the contractor will in some instances make the
actual cash consideration, if any, passing to or from the local authority
under the demolition contract virtually negligible. Accordingly, the size
of the performance bond to be required of the contractor by the local au
thority should be determined on the basis of an advance estimate of the
cost to the contractoi’ of demolishing or removing the buildings and
structures from the project site, without any allowance for the value of
salvaged materials. Unless there are local laws to the contrary, the
amount of the bond should not be less than 50 per cent of this estimated
cost. If the value of the salvage material which is easily removable
without demolishing the building is considerable, the amount of the bond
should be increased accordingly.

The attention of local authorities is invited to Bulletin No. 9
which contains considerable general information applicable to demolition
contracts. The USHA has also prepared, and will furnish upon request, a
suggested form of demolition contract.

Negotiation, Preparation and Approval of Contracts for Architec
tural Services.

(a) General. Immediately after the execution of the Loan Contract
the local authority should begin contract negotiations with the arkitect

sroup of upcMtccts selected
O-1<1 rail furnish upon request, a.SVSS ’ * “ctlo„ by architect (Form

r:"
sons other than the architect (Dorm

(d) Easements and Rights of w
easements over the prSJeFty o’? nrJF’r necessary rights of way and
vacated and new streets to be ded' ? mdeluding existing streets to be
sewers or other utilities shouia ?;cat®a\for the carrying of water lines,
he, eiwltoneously ulth th. ae^X^^-lKl “rX"'"

full and complete Information".^ t?'S. r-erlo<! of land acquisition,
soil involved and its bearing: val^ *7 Gained concerning the type of
spect to it which mi^hi -f-p 31116 3111 3ny unusu®l conditions with re-
it may be adZaW instruction. In seeing land options, '

land as to which such information^063’ lnclude in the options covering
offices of the Ci Hr t . orraatlon not known or readily available in the
thority Se ri%£ In elSewhere- a clause giving the local au-.
graphical survive eater on and inspect the premises and to make topo-
■tion, ’ eS P-’-ts and borings in order to obtain such informs.-
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1
(

propose^ architect’s contract and. of each proposed.
, pursuant to the "Terms and. Conditions”, be
approval prior to the signing thereof by the

conformed, copies of the executed, contracts should

responsibility, one architect’s contract
j covering all phases of the work rather

However, if the local authority
a landscape architect, or a con-

so

1

iI

■I
•I
y

-i

J;
■

s
y Term md Conditions, Pont HI, Porogroph 1 W <3>

A copy of each i-------
engineer’s contract should
submitted to the USHA for
local authority.8/ five ,
be forwarded promptly to the USHA. * 

(1' Arcnitect1 s Eee. As soon as practicable the local au-
TTC.-jt'1' i anC?t ^:e architect should determine, subject to the approval of the

, the amount of the fixed, fee to "be paid to the architect. The pro-
pOoed fee should be submitted for approval promptly so that it may be
established and prorated between dwelling and non-dwelling costs and be
budgeted accordingly during the early stages of the development. The sug
gested forms of architect's contract provide that the fixed fee of the
architect shall be computed by the local authority by applying a stat-ed
percentage to the Estimated Improvement Cost (excluding the items allowed
for construction contingencies) and that the fee so determined shall be
approved by the architect. The suggested forms of architect’s contract
also provide, in Section 3 (a) thereof, that this Estimated Improvement
Cost shall be prepared by the architect and checked and approved by the
local authority.

at an early date as to whether - u-x .
the local authority, will • architect, or an appropriate staff of
are finding it advi^ablp f ? 1Se cons^r^-ction. Many local authorities

aa.vt.abxe to have construction supervised by the architect.

In order to centralize ?-------
should, if practicable, be made <- •
than separate contracts for each
Jshes to make a sepaJ.ate contrJ
lone, as th?toti haVe n0 objection~t0 this procedure
schedule of fee?” °hlteftw?al fee for the project does not exceed the
schedule of fees meeting the approval of the USHA.

(2) In appropriate instances the USHA will approve architec
tural fees computed by the local authority and the architect on the basis
of the estimated cost of improvements in the Application for .financial
Assistance as approved for purposes of Loan Contract (excluding the items
allowed for contingencies). At this stage the costs of mechanical items
may be indeterminate because of uncertainties as to the type of heating
to be used. Similar uncertainties may make it practicable to fix only the
architectural fee, leaving some, or all, of the other fees open to future
determination when better information is available.. However, any agree
ment providing for the conputation of the architect's fee on the basis of
the Application should be predicated on the assumption that the number of
dwelling units contemplated by the final plans and specifications mil be
approximately the same as the number contemplated oy the Loan Contract.
If’there should be any material change, plus or minus, between the number
of dwelling units contemplated by the Loan Contract and the number contem
plated by the final plans and specifications, rhe a^tect ®
be adjusted as provided in Sections 3 (h) and 1- of the suggested
of architect's contract.
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9/ Terms and. Conditions, Part III, Paragraph 1 (a) (2)

11

the Estimated Improvement
clearance of <— • •
of the fixed fee.

than the architect.
apply to the total
engineering work,
able in addition to the

(4) 7
ity should indicate how

i

I

(c) (1) Schedule of Pees and Wages _to be Paid by the Architect.
At the time the proposed contract is submitted to the USHA for comment or
approval, and prior thereto if practicable, there should also be submitted
to the USHA a schedule of the fees and wages which the architect proposes
b0 pay to the various classes of architects, technical engineers, drafts
men, technicians, laborers and mechanics to be employed by him under his
contract. This schedule should be supported by any available evidence ob
tained by the architect or the local authority which tends to establish
such fees and wages as the fees and wages prevailing in the locality con
cerned. All contracts between the local authority and the architects
should contain provisions .requiring the architects to submit certified
pay rolls as prescribed in the Manual of Accounting Procedure for Local
Housing Authorities, Part II. The submittals specified in this sub-para- .
graph (c) (1) are necessary to enable the USHA to determine that the fees
and wages to be paid are the fees and wages prevailing in the locality con
cerned as required by the United States Housing Act and the "ierms and
Conditions".^/ v

(2) The schedule of prevailing fees and wages approved by the
USHA shall be effective as of the date of the Loan Contract and the
architect shall, accordingly, adjust to the approved, schedule any fees
or wages paid after the date of the Loan Contract which are less than
those appropriate under the approved schedule. All overtime shall be
paid for on the basis of not less than time and one-half.

is entitl 0C°asionaTly> the question may arise as to whether the architect
of the a Piy”|n °n aCC0Unt Prlor t0 the determination and approval
thoritv X flM fee' In local S-

11 b . ^ded by the particular circumstances involved. The local
nf ln jnciiiiable situations, make such payments in the form
• a . e sums be deducted from the percentage amounts provided
ln/ne, contracts, and to be.paid at progressive stages of the work. In no
case, however, should such payments exceed the value of the work or serv
ice performed to the date of such payment.

ule. of suggested architect's fl furnish uPon request, a sched-
general supervision of construa+f8 icable to contracts providing for
applicable to contracts nrnv<,v nrchitect and a similar schedule

, Tn 1' o ln? ,or general supervision by persons other
estimX%SC^fS the architect's fee is designed to
I’ees for th°Si Project, including landscaping and

, ’-i6 iardscape and engineering work are allow-
—- architect's fee.

In its submittal of the architect's fixed fee,, the local author-

r ® f®e.was co®pnted and the items excluded from
’ ln determining its amount. After the

+■2 polnts at issue, the USHA will indicate its approval
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Preparation and. Submission
Cost.

bidding and alternate bids is
Local au-

and careful a

I
After the preparation of the

has been completed, the local -----

of the system of '----- 
-----  in Bulletin No. 13, Revised.

to give this discussion full

The whole question c_~
discussed in considerable detail"'
thorities are particularly urged to
consideration.

s
I

J
ifc

The plans and specifications will not be given a final review in
Washington prior to their acceptance for bidding purposes. Tentative
agreements vrill, however, be reached in the field as to the appropriate
ness of the plans, specifications and other contract documents for bidding
purposes. Such tentative agreements will be confirmed by the USHA, sub
ject to such qualifications as may be necessary, at the time authorization
to advertise for bids is granted.

Ordinarily, the final review of plans and specifications will be made
by the USHA in Washington after advertisement for bids end any comments .
and advices based on such review will be transmitted to the local authority
in time for incorporation in addenda issued during the period of bidding.
The local authority should, accordingly, schedule a period of advertising
for bids long enough to permit the issuance of any such addenda which
prove necessary or appropriate.

of Final Estimates of Total Development

construction plans and specifications
authority shall submit to the USHA an item-

iZed7st‘im77o~f 7he ’total development cost of the project based upon the

authority should~b^^~i^i^at?^ ~ Pgcupancy. The local
nrovements to the project during th 3 °e avaxlaole for physical im-
date on which the project is Jefdv°ne“year Perxod subsequent to the

m ji s for complete occupancy, since any bonds?0 meetTT? the bond issue whU provXZs-
Z^it^ns td ■ Pmen ?0StS already in^red may be issued for necessary

7° and- improvements during this one-year period. The local author-
i y ay,^accordingly, find it advisable to omit certain items from the
plans and specifications until the need for them has been established dur
ing a snort period of operation. However, additional expenditures, if
any, applicable to dwelling facilities must always be restricted to the
extent necessary to keep total, dwelling facilities cost within the maximum
limitations prescribed in the United States Housing Act.

Submission of Plans and Specifications. The final plans and specifi
cations will generally be reviewed in the field, while they are being pre
pared, by staff members of tho USHA and working agreements will be reached
from time to time to avoid delays in completion. In addition, when neces
sary and upon request of the local authority, any part or parts of the
final plans may be submitted to the USEA in Washington for review, comment
and advice during this period.
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IBulletin No. 11, entitled "Site Planning"

13

y

hI

I

1

.gite and Unit Plans. Bulletin No. 11, entitled "Site Pl anning",
contains detailed suggestions concerning site planning, and Bulletin No.
12, entitled "Dwelling Unit Planning", contains similar information as
to unit planning. These suggestions as to site and unit planning are
designed to serve primarily as guides in the development of the project.
The USHA will, of course, encourage each local authority and each archi
tect to exercise their skill and ingenuity in developing new ideas as to
site and unit plans.

and definite as soon as nractimni o xu x x,

tion of new streets or the re-nan r-i rZ* S (&) construe-
fire protection, including Sr^r^linZ6^^^ ? °nes; (e)
transportation lines and (g) education 1 ^ydrants; rer°uting of
necessary changes in ' educational and playground facilities. Any
Initiated at“S LSy “S ’"ilal°e r<i^all0“ ^4

Construction Contracts. Bulletin No. 9, entitled "Construction Con
tracts", considers the question of splitting the general construction work
of a project into two or more sections and suggests that consideration he
given to such procedure. A related question is that of separate contracts
segregated as to types of construction. The local authority should en-.
deavor wherever possible to put all of the related construction work under
one contract and to avoid segregated contracts. However, it is recognized
that in many instances this will be impracticable, and that more than one
contract will be necessary. Dor example, in some cases it will be advis
able to let a separate contract for landscaping, Again, the applicable
state statutes may require that a segregated contract be let for each
phase of the construction work, such as electrical, heating an e a
ing, plumbing, and the like. If split or segregated ■ °°^racts are^to be
let, the several contracts should be drawn so as t° P™^e for full c
ordination and reduce dnJerference to a miniwm^ Bullet^.
a suggested form of construction con a t^ icaUe requireInents of
local authority. This form con "Terms and Conditions';
the United States Housing Act and of Part m «

a In the Pr®Paration of plans and specifications, and in
de e mining the.proposed type of construction, the architect should take
the prevailing insurance rates into consideration. The USHA is conducting
negotiations.with insurance rating bureaus and is prepared to advise the
local authority as to the insurance rates applicable to the various types
of construction. This information will aid the architect in developing
a design that will be economical from the standpoint not only of original
cost but also from that of operation and maintenance.
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and. alternate bids is
, ~ ~ . xjOcal au-■

this discussion full and careful

Preparation and Submission
Cost.

1

F

f.
L

I
the. system of bidding t_.l
--  in Bulletin No. 13, Hovised.

III

I

Ij

r

Physical Improvements after P,
authority should bear in mind’tha't i
provements to the project during the
date on which the project is :
within the maximum authorised ...............
sary to meet development costs already incurred
additions and improvements during this c.;„
ity may, accordingly, find it advisable to

Submission of Plans and Specifications. The final plans and specifi
cations will generally be reviewed in the field, while they are being pre
pared, by staff members of the USHA and working agreements will be reached
from time to time to avoid delays in completion. In addition, when neces
sary and upon request of the local authority, any part or parts of the
final plans may be submitted to the USHA in Washington for review, comment
and advice during this period.

The whole question of th.
discussed in considerable detail J
thorities are particularly urged to give
consideration. &

The plans and specifications will not be given a final review in
Washington prior to their acceptance for bidding purposes. Tentative
agreements will, however, be reached in the field as to the appropriate
ness of the plans, specifications and other contract documents for bidding
purposes. Such tentative agreements will be confirmed by the USHA, sub
ject to such qualifications as may be necessary, at the time authorization
to advertise for bids is granted.

Ordinarily, the final review of plans and specifications will be made
by the USHA in Washington after advertisement for bids and any comments .
and advices based on such review will be transmitted to tho local authority
in time for incorporation in addenda issued during the period of bidding.
The local authority should, accordingly, schedule a period oi advertising
for bids long enough to permit the issuance of any such addenda which
prove necessary or appropriate.

of Final Estimates of Total Development

^£?ial or Complete Occupancy. The local
funds may be available for physi cal im-
J one-year period subsequent to the

ready for complete occupancy, since any bonds
. amount of the bond issue which prove unneces-

---- -1 may be issued for necessary
one-year period. The local author-

---- -J omit certain items from the
plans and specifications until the need for them has been established dur
ing a shor. period of operation. However, additional expenditures, if
any, applicable to dwelling facilities must always be restricted to the
extent necessary to keep total dwelling facilities cost within the maximum
limitations prescribed in the United States Housing Act.

After the preparation of the const^tem-
has been completed, the local y of the project based upon the
ized estimate of the total developmen

i
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XII.

analysis th er eo f on

15

11/ See Bulletin No. 9 for suggested
related matters.

suggested form
This form

j
i ■

j!

forms of advertisements, bids, and

The USHA has prepared, and will furnish upon request, a
of Final Estimate of Total Development Cost (Form USHA-614).

. should facilitate the preparation of the Estimate.

Four copies of the Final Estimate of Total- Development Cost should be
submitted by the local authority to the USHA.

Advertising for Bids and Award of -Contracts.-li/

(a) As soon as the plans and specifications other contract docu
ments have been completed and, when so authorised by he > ® . oc
authority should advertise for bidn, The local authority shall advise
the USHA as to the time and place fixed'for receiving bids. A representa
tive of the USHA will ordinarily attend the bid-opening and
to the local authority for advice and counsel with respect to any questions
which may arise. Upon receipt of the bids, the local:J^°ritj wil s y

' th® hI». a«ar«14 a euutraot, =»«* ‘“’2 tolaS
tour copies or a statement os statmmt Huu-i shouldincluding the disposition of alternates. •  •
be included the following:

(1) Four copies of a tabulation of bids and an
the basis of the proposed award. ‘

SS ?sS aCtUal *ate for all.
tions), the latest estimates of o^rhead StfS ^l^h35®0^"

,tbThSJinal Total D^el°^tCOCoSst
tiSs are submitted^ ... & W time final Plans specific^

The Final nstimaue of Total Development Cost should be submitted in
a form generally similar to that provided in the outline of the Job Pro-

. gram, plus supplementary information on estimates of alternates to be
taken and also on the local authority’s preference as to the alternates to
be accepted. Any part of an item in the estimate form not included in the
bids to be taken should appear under the same item number, separately from'
tne parts on. which oids are to be taken, with the estimated cost of each
such separated part. Throughout the Estimate those items on which bids
are being taken should be specially designated. At the end of the' Esti
mate there should also appear an estimated total of the amount of the- con
struction contract on which bids are being taken, with notations of the

■ alternates. It may be advantageous to arrange for'staff members of the
USHA to collaborate/with the local authority in the .field in the.prepara
tion of this Final Estimate of Total Development Cost.
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and Wee conformed copies of all bids, including
4-k 4 LU °

May 26, 1939.

16

NATHAN STBAUS,Administrator.
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(c) One executed counterpart of the construction contract (including
accompanying plans and specifications) and four conformed copies of the.
executed contract (but including only two sets of plans) shall be fur
nished promptly to the TISHA. If these copies are all in good order, the
USHA will return one set to the l.ocal authority with an indication that
they are approved for construction. Upon receipt of such approval by the
USHA, the local authority-will, ordinarily, advise the.contractor to.com
mence work under his contract and the actual construction of the project
will begin.

velopment CoS a^ea.rlifr^bStted0^? Sstimata of
Total Development Cost dnd^f DwelU^ with the comPutation of
unit as contemplated inX proved fontr^^ P&T r°°m
based upon the proposed awards and thp +? + -This comparison shall be

InclXX XS ea “taal) “S‘“ of

araJS, infOr“tl<”1’

all fX “Pie8 °f 811 “dS' 1“1"U”S
(5) -our sopies of other pertinent information which may have been

prepared and is considered useful in reaching a determination with regard
to tho award of contracts and disposition of alternates.

. The. materials specified in sub-paragraphs (a) (1) through (a) (5),
above, shall be furnished to the Construction Adviser for delivery or for
warding to the USHA in Washington.

(b) The USHA will check the bid figures against the Pinal Estimate
of Total Development Cost and against the provisions of the United States
Housing Act and the Loan Contract and will then notify the local authority
that the proposed award is (1) acceptable, (2) acceptable subject to cer
tain qualifications, or (3) not acceptable for specified reasons. If the
proposed award is acceptable to the USHA, the local authority may execute
the construction contract with the successful bidder.

to.com
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APPENDIX

SCHEDULE FOR ACCOUNT

Total Estimated. Development Cost . $2,496,200.00

Less:

65,500.00

2,430,700.00

1,215,350.00

$1,215,350.00 X 4.5 54,790.75

Budgeted. at 55,500.00

17

Computed, on Basis of 1/2 of Base Amount

Rate 3$ Period-18 Months

EXHIBIT I - SPECIMEN SUPPORTING
NO. 7-20.1.

U

[■:

i

r

II

■

I
I

i ■

7-20.1 Carrying Charges-Interest During Development

Interest During
Development (20.1)

Donated. Land. (40.2)
55,500.00
10,000.00

Base for Computation of Interest
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EXHIBIT II — SUGGESTED FORMS OF DOCUMENTS

Elimination.

contributions in the

Public sale of local authority bonds.

Local capital donations.

• Architect's services.

Construction contracts, and related documents.

Deposit of Loan Proceeds in Development Fund.

Accounting Procedure.

Preliminary and Final Budgets.

18

Recording and Reporting Equivalent

Local dooperation and local
form of tax exemption.

Advance Loan Notes, and Proceedings authorizing
same.

h

I

Surveys, title information, title certificates,
appraisals and options.

•
■

I

Housing Authority Bonds, Resolution securing same
and proceedings authorizing issuance thereof.

Other matters involved in the financing or develop
ment of projects. H
In each case these forms will be adapted to the local law

and furnished to the Iqcal authority upon request.

prepared end has
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a local authority are
An adequate number of
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This addendum to Bulletin No. 15 discusses these problems in general,
offers suggestions whereby local authorities may secure wide competitive
bidding, and includes certain USHA requirements which are necessary in order
to effect compliance with certain applicable provisions of the United States
Housing Act of 1937, as amended, and of USHA loan contracts in connection
with advertising for bids and awarding contracts.

Addendum No. 1
(August 15, 1939)

STEPS IN EE DEVELOPMENT OP A
PROJECT

75000 H

I
|

-  ________ ~ LOT-SENT HOUSINGSUBSEQUENT TO THE EXECUTION 0? EE CONTHACTS
2Z bOAN AND ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION.

of the most import ant steps to be taken by
the securing of bids and. the awarding of contracts'. n „
bids must oe secured and these must be on such a basis as to insure that
there has Deen open and competitive bidding for each and every construction,
equipment and material contract as required by the Terms and Conditions of
each USHA loan contract* Contract awards must be mode on a basis that is
fair and above criticism from every point of view.

Open and Competitive Bidding:
Any restriction as to the source of materials, equipment, supplies,

bonds, or insurance involved in the execution of a contract obviously oper
ates to limit open and competitive bidding and hence to increase costs..
Therefore, except to the extent required by the laws oi the state in which
the public housing agency is located, no such restrictions should De included
in any of the documents upon which bids arc cased.

Tne technical specifications upon which contracts are based snould be so
drafted as to secure the widest competition possible and should not discrimi
nate against any materials, supplies or equipment suitaolo for the purposes
intended. To that end, and consistent with tne objective of low Capital
costs as required by the Act, local authorities should, to the ful-^t extent
Possible, allow contractors the option of using one^of two oi more sp cixi
materials, supplies or items of equipment, 5!hile iu is real_zed t.^t . . s
Procedure is not always feasible and that it cannot X/e oF
tice of taking alternate bids, it is, nevertheless, generally goductize of
securing lower bids. The disadvantage.; of alternate bid.
hereinafter.

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY
BULLETIN NO. 15 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

(Revised May 26, 1939)
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V.

Period of Bidding

VI.

Breaking Down Large Projects

3

i'

There may he occasions when the USHA will find it desirable, for the
benefit of the program in its entirety, to suggest to a local authority that
it modify the date of bid opening; local authorities are requested to cooper
ate in such procedure.

I
i -■

I

■xue wi™ Cacn local authority, schedules, well in advance,
-ke.‘3’?lteS are received and local authorities agree with the
--- „ V.'.----------------- --- * Since these schedules contemplate the widest

given locality, it becomes highly
as a whole, that each authority adhere

Therefore, local authorities, be-

?5000 H

going on the market during a comparatively^
the number of bidders who are -----
sets. Thus, in many cases, it may be found
large projects into two or more general c_-
Peal to a wider range of contractors.

excessive number of bids being taken in <
period of time. This is a problem which
not readily perceive since they are i._l_ ~
sets, nevertheless, each authority may be ad
gidored timing of bid dates over the countiy

The USHA, working with each local authority
1' ’ ---- ’ “ ------ ‘ ’
USHA to work to these schedules, f
feasible spread of bid opening dates in a
necessary, for the benefit of the work r
closely to its own dates in the schedule. , ;
lore committing themselves to a specified date, should feel quite sure that
this can be met, and thereafter, should make every possible effort to meet

one general locality during the same
• individual local authorities might

primarily concerned with their own proj-
adversely affected by poorly con-

’ as a whole.

While the USHA has cautioned local authorities as to certain difficul
ties incident to breaking a project down, into a large numoer ox
small construction contracts (see Bulletin o. ’ f housing projects
at ion should bo given to the fact that a large ni Vme'.mav limit-xj—n,r short period, oi oxine umu

able and willing to contract for large PJ0J7
hiuij increasingly necessary to divide•
construction parts in order to ap-

its commitments; the USHA will cooperate with tho local authority to that end.

Local authorities should allow not less than 30 calendar days for bid
ding on any major construction work and if the plans and specifications are
not ready for delivery on the date of advertising this period should be in
creased so that bidders may have the plans and specifications in their pos
session for a full 30 days. While it is true that three or even two weeks
may be an adequate time for the actual work of taking off quantities and
preparing bids, a longer period permits a more thorough combing, of the
market; moreover it often happens that contractors who would otherwise bo
interested are limited for time because of bidding on other work and in such
cases they will not bid unless a generous time is allowed.

While the USHA has cautioned local authorities^
ties incident to breaking revised), due consider—
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VII.,

that reason local authorities

(1) r

(2)

(3)

(4)

VIII.

4

1,

If the local authorities will furnish to the USHA a number of copies,
preferably about 12, of the advertisement for bids immediately upon
its publication, the USHA. will arrange for quick dissemination of
this information to national contractor organizations.

formally it is advisable for local authorities to contact representa
tive organizations of contractors and of construction bond companies;
these latter may often obtain the interest of contractors in other
cities through their branch offices.

!

I

ris

It is desirable that the advertisement for bids be published in ad
jacent cities in addition to publication through the local press.

However, the precautions referred tn n x.
receive consideration; particularly the sub-div’^ N°\ sh°Uld continue

. ----------------------- ,x. . . •y suj division should not be too
the whole work must, in all cases' be"^/,,^1'16*1’ 5^.°ne overa11 bid for
state or local law. '' less Prohibited by applicable

?5000 H

to receive cunsxuerauon; particularly the^’uh^'L!-
great, complicating alternate bids should 1 Vision snould

cases, be taken unless

Publicity
The usual process of advertising for bids cannot always be depended upon

to secure the necessaiy puolicity and for that reason local authorities are?°SSible eff0rt in °rder to secure'the maximum tXr of
tS in’each case- SUSgested as ste?s wll-ich be advisable to

The usual reason which is
has been made and that as a result the

contractor could not fulfill his contract for the amount stipulated in the
bid without suffering a loss. When such a question arises it warrants the
B°st careful consideration, since, on the one hand, general experience has
P^von that unsatisfactory results derive from construction contracts oelow

Withdrawal or Modification of Bids
There have been cases where low bidders have sought to withdraw or in

crease their bids after the bids have been opened. 1 ----
Si ven in such cases is that an error 1— --- . .

Wherever there are local or nearby agencies maintaining plan rooms,
plans arid specifications should be furnished to these without charge
or on tne basis of refundable deposits. While this does not ordi
narily produce a larger number of general contractors, such a pro
cedure will frequently result in a greater number of sub-contract
bids to.the general contractors, which, of course, tends to produce
lower figures. The deposit required on sets of Plans and Specifica
tions s.iould always be reasona.bly consistent with their reproduction
value.
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care in

IX.

X.

Il. USHA Requirements

?5000 H 5

the USHA requirements which local
■ not it is equitable to
been opened. Under no

to increase his bid after it has
is based upon proven errors the bld.

s set forth below.

actual costs or oven without opportunity
the other hand, bidders are under bond. "
named in their bids and it r---
tractors will exercise the utmost
urcs«

J

|

!

i

5

Rejection of Bids

Local authorities will often be confronted with low bids from contractors
whom they do nou believe are financially, technically, or otherwise qualified
to perform the work. Such situations are somewhat similar to those mentioned
in the preceding section and merit the same careful consideration before ac
tion is taken, and local authorities should be guided by the USHA. require
ments included in Section X in reaching their determinations.

All contracts, except those involving personal services requiring
specialized skill or training, or where the amount involved is less
than $300, for the furnishing of labor, labor and materials or any
materials, supplies or equipment shall be publicly advervised.

(2) Ths specifications for all such contracts shall be drafted to in
sure ths widest competition possible and no materials, supplies or
equipment suitable for the purposes intended shall be discnmina ed
against, nor shall the specifications designate.any preiorenco for
local materials, equipment, supplies, bonds or.insurance i- - -
in the execution of such contracts unless required ty the laws oi
the state in which the public housing agency is located.

section X of uhis addendum sets forth t' -----
authorities should follow in determining whether or
permit the withdrawal of a bid after the bids have ’
circumstances should a bidder bo permitted
boon opened; if such a proposed increase
should be rejected instead, subject to the USHA requirements

The following requirements must be met by local authorities in order to
comply with the provisions of USHA loan contracts relating to competitive
bidding and award of contracts and to comply with the provisions of the United
States Housing Act of 193?, as amended, requiring that USEA-aided projects
shall not be of elaborate or expensive design or materials and that economy
will be promoted in construction:

(1)

for a reasonable profit, while, on
execute contracts for the amounts

t'ason'jble to believe that experienced con-
care in preparing and checking their fig-
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(3)

(4) Alternate bids shall be limited to the minimum required for economical
construction.and sound

(5)

(6)

(7)

prepared by the

(8)

bidder is either:

(a) out his contract; or

(b)

6

of lack of
evident that the

i f
[ ih
I

labor^and materials, or
------ -j secure

i

■ i

y

li
h
i
1i J

economical
except for demolition”'
materials, supplies and

- -coniiection with the development
even though bids are also requested

The wor^in^connection with the develop-
— ■ — as to place an 'mreason-

' nor which would

Local authorities shall contract for labor, ? '
materials, equipment and supplies in a manner best suited ‘o
the development of the project in the most economical manner
unless otherwise required by state laws, and, — • - ' ‘ Possiole,
work, landscaping and the furnishing of those
eq lipmont which are usually not included in normal construction
tracts, a bid for the entire work in
of the project shall be requested
for the same work in parts. r"
ment of the project shall not be so divided t
able administrative burden on the local authority r
intend to encourage possible collusion among bidders..

?5000 H

not financially qualified to carry
not technically fitted to carry out the proposed work
either through lack of experience, adequate personnel
and. equipment; or

Bidders shall not be permitted to withdraw their bids subsequent to
the tiifte of opening because of an alleged mistake in the amount of
their bids unless the amount of the bids are such as to place a
reasonable man on notice that an error has been committed ty the
bidder and further that an award, under such circumstances, would be
inequitable. Where a bidder claims that a mistake has been made, the
local authority to which the bid was submitted shall require, before
taking action in regard to any request for the withdrawal of a old,
the submittal by the bidder of his original estimating shoots from
which the bid was computed, a sworn statement to the effect that an
error has been made by the bidder and all evidence in the possession
or the bidder tending tc corroborate the claim of error.

Kc bidder shall be permitted by a local authority to withdraw his
bid unless the bid submitted is at least 10$ lower than the estr-^^
mated cost of the work included in the contract, as i
local authority and approved by the USEA.

*<o bid shall be rejected by a local authority because
responsibility of the bidder unless it is plainly c.-

Bvery contract shall be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder as
soon as practicable after the opening of bids, unless such bid is in
excess of the estimated cost of such work or is otherwise considered
to be for an unreasonable amount.
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of other

its conclusion of irresponsibility is based

(10)

(11)

A1-!SUst 15, 1939

7

f

contract
--J. by

in advance of the award, the ■pro-
. or formula

The USHA has the
in the ra
tions or both,

NATHAN STRAUS,
Administrator.

Before rejecting any low bidder c ” •
local authority shall make definite finding;

to the USHA. Mere matters of opinion rr-
dencing the lack of responsibility of the
cepted as a

or materials shall be awarded to
—* of standardization of equip—

economy or expeditious development of the

V)

!a) s1:^: srxs;
responsible. er ls not

on the basis of irresponsibility, the
s or the facts upon which
and shall submit the same

yuisupported by any facts- evi-
. j> . , . ' —J conffactor will not be ac-

basis for rejecting a low bidder.

(a) prior to the opening of bids the local housing authority
submits to the USHA notice of its intention to take these
factors into consideration in awarding bids; (such notice
shall set forth the differential to be used bv the local
authority in determining the bidder to whom the contract
is to be awarded); and

(b) the USHA has approved, f ’ " ’ „
cedure to be followed and the differential
for determining the same.

^5000 y

right to refuse to lend further financial assistance
waj- of the purchase of bonds oi’ the making of annual contribu-

, > either as to the entire project or as to the amount of
le contract involved, in the event of a violation by a local author

ity of the requirements of this Section X.

(c) has refused or failed to accept the award of a 
tendered to him in accordance with a bid submitted

No.contract for equipment, supplies, <■--
other than the low bidder in the interest
ment or materials, ultimate
project unless:
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Low-Rent Housing Project
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OF THE CONTRACTS FOR LOAN
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BULLETIN No. 15 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE
Revised March 21,1940

The progressive steps in the development of a low-rent housing
project from the beginning of local activity through the execution
of the Contracts for Loan and Annual Contributions are described
in Bulletin No. 5. This Bulletin No. 15 describes the succeeding
progressive steps which begin, ordinarily, with the organization
of the permanent staff of the local authority and conclude with the
award of the principal construction contracts. Thus, Bulletins
Nos. 5 and 15 cover the progressive steps in the development of a
low-rent housing proj ect from the initiation of local activity to the
beginning of actual construction. In addition, paragraph XIII
of this Bulletin No. 15 discusses the securing of bids on construc
tion, equipment, and material contracts and the award of all such
contracts, and paragraph XIV specifies the information which is
to be submitted by the local authority in connection with the award '
and execution of all contracts in excess of ?2,000.

Federal Works Agency
UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY
II Washington
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STEPS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LOW-RENT
HOUSING PROJECT SUBSEQUENT TO THE EXECUTION

OF THE CONTRACTS FOR LOAN AND
ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS

II. Adoption of Accounting Procedure.
In order that all transactions relating to

the receipt and expenditure of funds in the
development of the project may be prop
erly recorded, the local authority should
promptly establish an acceptable account
ing procedure. A satisfactory procedure
is outlined in the “Manual of Instructions
of Accounting Procedure for Local Hous
ing Authorities” and the adoption thereof
will expedite the approval of requisitions
by the USHA and facilitate the auditing
of the local authority’s books. The “Man
ual” will be forwarded to the local author
ity when the Loan and Annual Contribu-

I. Organization of Permanent Staff of
Local Authority.

Scope and Content.
This Bulletin describes (I) organization

of permanent staff of local authority; (II)
adoption of accounting procedure; (III)
performance of conditions in Loan Con
tract; (IV) execution of Development
Fund Agreement; (V) application for Ad
vance Loan; (VI) preparation of Develop
ment Cost Budgets; (VII) preparation of
site; (VIII) negotiation, preparation, and
approval of contracts for architectural
services; (IX) preparation and submission
of preliminary plans; (X) preparation
and submission of construction plans and
specifications; (XI) preparation and sub
mission of final estimate of Total Devel
opment Cost; (XII) submittals and
procedure in connection with award of con
struction contracts; (XIII) securing bids
on construction, equipment, and material
contracts and making award thereof; and
(XIV) information to be submitted in con
nection with the award and execution of
all contracts in excess of $2,000. The pro
cedural steps specified in (I) through (XII)
should ordinarily be taken in the order in
dicated. Occasionally, however, the local
authority may find it possible and advisable
to expedite the program by proceeding
with two or more steps simultaneously.

The attention of local housing authori
ties is invited to the fact that some of the
matters covered generally by this Bulletin
have been discussed more fully in other
Bulletins. The related Bulletins are indi
cated at the appropriate points in this
Bulletin.

The successful development of a low-
rent housing project requires a permanent
clerical and technical staff under compe
tent supervision. Accordingly, one of the
first steps to be taken by the local authority
after the signing of the Contracts for Loan
and Annual Contributions is to organize a
permanent staff and arrange for the neces
sary office space and equipment. The
USHA is prepared, upon request, to make
suggestions as to the size, character, and
economical management of the staff re
quired.

The attention of local authorities is in
vited particularly to the fact that the sal
aries of the members of its permanent staff
should be commensurate with their respec
tive responsibilities and with the size of
the local program.
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tions contracts are in process of execution.
The USHA will also, upon request, send a
Project Auditor to assist in opening the
local authority’s books.

IV. Execution of Development Fund
Agreement—Provisions of the
Agreement.

The “Terms and Conditions” incorpo
rated in the Loan Contract provide that the
funds received by the local authority from
the USHA shall be deposited in a separate
account, to be known as the “Develop
ment Fund,” in a bank or banks accept
able to the USHA.1 To insure the applica
tion of this Fund to the development of the
project and, at the same time, to facilitate
its use, the USHA requires the execution
of a “Development Fund Agreement.”
This Agreement provides for withdrawals
from the Development Fund upon the basis
of checks and supporting vouchers. Such
vouchers must indicate the purposes for
which the checks are drawn and must, or
dinarily, be accompanied by certificates

which certify that the checks are drawn to
pay development costs. The Agreement
does not, however, require separate ap
proval of each withdrawal by the USHA.
The depositary bank is authorized to honor,
upon receipt, checks of the local authority
supported by the appropriate vouchers and
certificates.

Prompt selection of the depositary bank,
and prompt execution of the Development
Fund Agreement, will expedite the advance
of funds by the USHA. The name of the
proposed depositary bank should be sub
mitted to the USHA for approval and,
upon obtaining such approval, two exe
cuted copies and two certified copies of the
Development Fund Agreement, together
with three certified copies of the proceed
ings authorizing the execution thereof,
should be forwarded promptly to the
USHA.

The procedure contemplated by the De
velopment Fund Agreement is simple and
expeditious and familiar to most banks.
In addition, the USHA has prepared, and
will furnish upon request, a suggested
form of Development Fund Agreement
(Form USHA-425) which contains sug
gested forms of the certificates required.
A suggested form of Accounts Payable
Voucher is contained in Part II of the Man
ual of Accounting Procedure referred to
in paragraph II, above.
V. Application for Advance Loan.2

Funds should be obtained in time to meet
costs as they accrue in the development of
the project. The Loan Contract provides
that upon a satisfactory showing of a need
for funds which cannot otherwise be met,
and upon the performance of the condi
tions precedent embodied in the Loan Con
tract, the USHA may make an advance to
the local authority on account of the loan.
As soon as the need arises and the condi
tions have been performed, the local au
thority should file an Advance Loan Requi-

III. Performance of Conditions in Loan
Contract.

The local authority will not ordinarily
be able to make substantial progress with
its program until an advance loan has been
obtained from the USHA. Accordingly,
all the conditions precedent to the advance
of funds contained in the Loan Contract
and related documents should be per
formed promptly. The performance of
these conditions may entail negotiations
with local municipal officials with respect
to (a) equivalent elimination (see Bulletin
No. 3), (&) local contributions or other
forms of local aid to achieve low rents (see
Bulletin No. 6, Revised), or (c) assurances
that at least 10 percent of the development
cost of the project can be obtained from
sources other than the USHA. All such
negotiations should be completed expedi
tiously so that an advance loan may be ob
tained promptly when funds are needed.

’ See Bulletin No. 7, Revised, for a detailed description of
the Advance Loan Requisition Procedure.
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VI. Preparation of Development Cost
Budgets.

In order to provide the local authority
with a means of controlling the nature and

•See Bulletin No. 4, Revised, for a detailed statement of
items of expenditure eligible for inclusion in development cost

extent of expenditures in the development
of the project, the USHA has prepared a
form of Development Cost Budget (Form
USHA-512). There shall be a Preliminary
and a Final Development Cost Budget for
each project. These Budgets shall be pre
pared and used as provided in this para
graph VI.

(a) Preliminary Development Cost
Budget. The Preliminary Budget guides
the local authority in making expenditures
and in requisitioning funds from the time
of execution of the Loan Contract until
this Budget is superseded by the Final
Budget at the commencement of construc
tion. The Preliminary Budget will, neces
sarily, be based primarily upon the esti
mate of “Proposed Development Cost”
submitted by the local authority as Item
410, Part IV, of its Application for Finan
cial Assistance, as modified and approved
for purposes of the Loan Contract. The
local authority need not resubmit this esti
mate to the USHA for budget purposes.
The USHA will transpose the approved
estimate to the Budget Form (USHA-
512) and the original copy of the esti
mate, as transposed, will be transmitted
to the local authority as soon as practi
cable after the Loan Contract is forwarded
for execution. The transposed estimate
will constitute the Preliminary Budget.

The attention of local authorities is in
vited to the fact that the amounts set forth
in the various principal account classifica
tions (i. e., Principal Account Nos. 1420,
1430,1440, 1450, and so on) are net figures
representing the actual estimate or com
mitment, as the case may be. The amount
shown under Principal Account No. 1480,
Contingencies, will (unless determined
otherwise necessary by the USHA) equal
5 percent of the total of all the items set
forth under Principal Account Nos. 1410
through 1470 and is for the purpose of
providing normal latitude for changes, ex
tras, and overruns during project develop
ment.

(b) Final Development Cost Budget.
(1) The Final Development Cost Bud

sition with the USHA, together with the
necessary supporting documents. Addi
tional requisitions may be filed from time
to time as funds are needed. However, no
request for funds for Account No. 1440.1,
Land Purchase Price, shall be submitted
unless options have been acquired by the
local authority on at least 50 percent of the
parcels involved and such options have
been approved by the USHA. All requisi
tions supported by the required data will
be promptly honored. However, it is re
quested that, insofar as practicable, requi
sitions for advance of funds be filed at least
twenty (20) days prior to the date on
which the funds will be needed.

The advance loan may be used to pay
architectural, engineering, and planning
fees; costs of preparation of plans, specifi
cations, and other forms of proposed con
tract documents; costs of acquiring land;
and other expenses to be incurred prior to
the sale of definitive bonds, provided the
contracts for the services or items involved
have been previously submitted to the
USHA and approved by it. In determin
ing the amount of any advance loan neces
sary, the local authority should remember
that definitive bonds will not ordinarily be
sold until the site has been acquired and
the construction contracts have been
awarded.

The local authority shall not use any of
the funds advanced by the USHA to reim
burse itself or others for expenditures
made prior to the date of the Loan Contract
until a Project Auditor from the staff of
the USHA has examined the particular
items of expenditure involved, and the
USHA has determined that such items
are eligible for inclusion in development
costs.8
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of site acquisition.) The total anticipated
development cost of the project will be the
total of the principal accounts less the
amounts, if any, set forth under Principal
Account No. 1490, Development Cost
Credits. After the Budget has been pre
pared by the USHA and concurred in by
the local authority, all variations of costs
from the items therein shall be treated as
underruns or overruns, as the case may be.
Overruns in subaccounts which are com
pensated by underruns within the same
principal account do not require USHA
approval except for items with respect to
which specific limits have been previously
approved by the USHA. In general, the
following items are limited by the specific
approval of the USHA: legal services;
land purchase price; base fees; and con
tract amounts. If the local authority finds
it necessary to exceed the total of any one
principal account, the approval of the
USHA must be obtained prior to the mak
ing of the commitments resulting in such
excess.

(3) Form USHA-512 will contain a
summary of the principal accounts, broken
down to reflect the division between dwell
ing and nondwelling costs. Form USHA-
512 also requires that certain items of the
estimated development cost be supported
by detailed schedules indicating the basis
of the estimate for such items. The local
authority should submit to the USHA the
data necessary for the preparation of such
supporting schedules prior to the date
scheduled for the advertisement for bids.
If the administrative elements of any sub
account under Principal Account No. 1410,
or any of the other principal accounts, are
proratable for two or more projects under
one Loan Contract, the data submitted for
the preparation of these supporting sched
ules should reflect the total cost of all such
elements to all such projects collectively
and the percentage applicable to each proj
ect individually.

(4) The Final Development Cost
Budget procedure makes it imperative
that the Final Estimate of Total Develop-

get will be prepared by the USHA and
submitted to the local authority for con
currence. To insure completion of the
Final Budget on schedule and the prompt
approval of Loan Requisitions after con
struction work has started, the local au
thority should submit to the USHA budg
ets for legal fees and expenses and infor
mational expenses and obtain approval of
such fees and expenses prior to the adver
tisement for bids on the construction con
tracts. The Budget will be prepared on
Form USHA-512 and will be arranged so
as to conform to the Standard Classifica
tions of Accounts set forth in the Manual
of Instructions of Accounting Procedure
for Local Housing Authorities, Part I
(Revised), approved by the Administrator
December 20,1939.

(2) The Final Budget will reflect con
tract amounts wherever contracts have
been awarded and, as to other items, will
represent the latest estimate developed in
connection with the completion of final
plans and specifications and bids received.
The amounts included will be distributed
among the appropriate principal account
classifications; i. e., 1410, Administrative;
1420, Carrying Charges; and so on. The
amounts shown under the various princi
pal account classifications will be net fig
ures representing the actual estimate or
commitment, as the case may be. The
amount shown under Principal Account
No. 1480, Contingencies, will (unless de
termined otherwise necessary by the
USHA) be equal to 5 percent of the total
of all the items set forth under the Princi
pal Account Nos. 1410 through 1470 and
is for the purpose of providing normal lat
itude for changes, extras, and overruns
during development. (If the cost of site
acquisition has been definitely determined
at the time of preparation of the Final De
velopment Cost Budget, the amount rep
resented by this item will be excluded from
the total upon which the 5 percent for con
tingencies is calculated. In such case, no
part of the amount provided for contin
gencies will be prorated against the item
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ment Cost (Form USHA-614) be sub
mitted by the local authority with the
Final Plans and Specifications prior to
advertising for bids. Any items submitted
by the local authority on Form USHA-614
but not acceptable to the USHA must be
resolved with the local authority during
the bidding period in order to insure
prompt completion of the final draft of the
Budget and concurrence therein by the
local authority within 15 days after USHA
authorization of award of construction
contracts.

the dwelling units to be demolished are
substandard and to be credited as "equiv
alent elimination” and (2) in relocating
the dispossessed families and rehousing
them in the project as far as practicable.
The USHA is prepared to assist in the for
mulation of such surveys.

Steps should be taken to relocate all ten
ants in ample time to permit demolition of
the buildings as soon as title to the prop
erty is acquired.

(c) Street Closings and Utilities. In ad
dition to the acquisition of the privately
owned property within the proposed proj
ect area, the site plans for the project may
entail the closing of designated streets and
alleys and the relocation of existing utili
ties. In all such cases, the local municipal
authorities and the utility companies con
cerned should be consulted promptly in
order to avoid delay in working out the co
operative procedures necessary. To the
full extent consistent with proper site plan
ning, the local authority and the architects
should plan to use existing utilities and
streets and to keep the relocation of utili
ties and the closing of streets to a mini
mum in order that maximum speed and
economy may be attained.

(d) Easements and Rights-of-Way. All
necessary rights-of-way and easements
over the property of others (including ex
isting streets to be vacated and new streets
to be dedicated) for the carrying of water
lines, sewers, or other utilities should be
obtained, or granted, as the case may be,
simultaneously with the acquisition of the
site of the project.

(e) Subsoil Investigation. During the
period of land acquisition, full and com
plete information should be obtained con
cerning the type of soil involved and its
bearing value and any unusual conditions
with respect to it which might affect con
struction. In securing land options, it may
be advisable, in some instances, to include
in the options covering land as to which
such information is not known or readily
available in the offices of the City Engineer
or elsewhere, a clause giving the local au-

VII. Preparation of Site.
In the preparation of the site, the follow

ing steps should be taken as promptly as
practicable so there will be no delay when
construction contracts are awarded: (a)
the acquisition of land, (b) the relocation
and rights of tenants, (c) the closing of
streets and relocation of utilities, (d) the
obtaining of easements and rights-of-way,
(e) the investigation of subsoil condi
tions, and (/) the demolition of existing
buildings.

(a) Land Acquisition.6 As soon as the
site has been selected by the local authority
and approved by the USHA, both of which
should be done promptly after the execu
tion of the Contracts for Loan and Annual
Contributions or prior thereto, the local
authority should proceed immediately
with the acquisition of land.

(b) Relocation and Rights of Ten
ants.6 During the period of land acquisi
tion, the status of the tenants in the area
should be investigated. Their status will,
in large measure, be revealed in gathering
the title information. The final title papers
should be accompanied by an affidavit set
ting forth the names of the parties in pos
session and their status.

In the case of many built-up sites, it will
be advisable to make a survey of the exist
ing buildings and the families occupying
them for use (1) in determining which of

8 See Bulletin_ No. 8 for a detailed statement of the require
ments of the USHA and the procedure to be followed by the
local authority in connection with land acquisition.
, Pi? Paragraph II of Bulletin No. 10 for the procedure to
be followed in relocating tenants.
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prepared, and will furnish upon request,
a suggested form of architect’s contract
providing for general supervision of con
struction by the architect (Form USHA-
426) and a suggested form providing for
general supervision by persons other than
the architect (Form USHA-427). A de
cision should be made at an early date as
to whether the architect, or an appropriate
staff of the local authority, will supervise
construction. Many local authorities are
finding it advisable to have construction
supervised by the architect.

In order to centralize responsibility, one
architect’s contract should, if practicable,
be made covering all phases of the work
rather than separate contracts for each
phase. However, if the local authority
wishes to make a separate contract with a
landscape architect, or a consulting engi
neer, the USHA will have no objection to
this procedure so long as the total archi
tectural fee for the project does not exceed
the schedule of fees meeting the approval
of the USHA.

A copy of each proposed architect’s con
tract and of each proposed engineer’s con
tract should, pursuant to the “Terms and
Conditions,” be submitted to the USHA for
approval prior to the signing thereof by
the local authority? Five conformed copies
of the executed contracts should be for
warded promptly to the USHA.

(b) Architect’s Fee.
(1) As soon as practicable the local

authority and the architect should deter
mine, subject to the approval of the USHA,
the amount of the fixed fee to be paid to
the architect. The proposed fee should be
submitted for approval promptly so that
it may be established and prorated between
dwelling and nondwelling costs and be budg
eted accordingly during the early stages
of the development. The suggested forms
of architect’s contract provide that the
fixed fee of the architect shall be computed
by the local authority by applying a stated
percentage to the Estimated Improvement

thority the right to enter on and inspect
the premises and to make topographical
surveys, test pits, and borings in order to
obtain such information.

(/) Demolition. As soon as a sufficient
portion of the site has been acquired to per
mit an orderly demolition program, bids
should be invited for the demolition of the
buildings on the site. If the demolition
contract is let before title to the entire site
is acquired, the local authority should pro
tect itself against any delays which may
develop in the acquisition of the remaining
parcels of the site. The value of the sal
vage rights accruing to the contractor will
in some instances make the actual cash
consideration, if any, passing to or from
the local authority under the demolition
contract virtually negligible. Accordingly,
the size of the performance bond to be re
quired of the contractor by the local au
thority should be determined on the basis
of an advance estimate of the cost to the
contractor of demolishing or removing the
buildings and structures from the project
site, without any allowance for the value
of salvaged materials. Unless there are
local laws to the contrary, the amount of
the bond should not be less than 50 percent
of this estimated cost. If the value of the
salvage material which is easily removable
without demolishing the building is consid
erable, the amount of the bond should be
increased accordingly.

The attention of local authorities is in
vited to Bulletin No. 9 which contains con
siderable general information applicable to
demolition contracts. The USHA has also
prepared, and will furnish upon request, a
suggested form of demolition contract.

VIII. Negotiation, Preparation, and Ap
proval of Contracts for Archi
tectural Services.

(a) General. Immediately after the
execution of the Contracts for Loan and
Annual Contributions, the local authority
should begin contract negotiations with
the architect or group of architects se
lected for the project. The USHA has
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ing landscaping and engineering work.
Fees for the landscape and engineering
work are allowable in addition to the archi
tect’s fee.

(4) In its submittal of the architect’s
fixed fee, the local authority should indi
cate how the fee was computed and the
items excluded from the Estimated Im
provement Cost in determining its amount.
After the clearance of any points at issue,
the USHA will indicate its approval of the
fixed fee.

(5) Occasionally, the question may
arise as to whether the architect is entitled
to a payment on account prior to the deter
mination and approval of the exact amount
of the fixed fee. In such instances, the
local authority will be guided by the par
ticular circumstances involved. The local
authority may, in justifiable situations,
make such payments in the form of equi
table lump sums to be deducted from the
percentage amounts provided in the con
tracts and to be paid at progressive stages
of the work. In no case, however, should
such payments exceed the value of the
work or service performed to the date of
such payment.

(c) Schedule of Fees and Wages to be
Paid by the Architect.

(1) At the time the proposed contract
is submitted to the USHA for comment or
approval, and prior thereto if practicable,
there should also be submitted to the
USHA a schedule of the fees and wages
which the architect proposes to pay to the
various classes of architects, technical en
gineers, draftsmen, technicians, laborers,
and mechanics to be employed by him un
der his contract. This schedule should be
supported by any available evidence ob
tained by the architect or the local author
ity which tends to establish such fees and
wages as the fees and wages prevailing in
the locality concerned. All contracts be
tween the local authority and the archi
tects should contain provisions requiring
the architects to submit certified payrolls
as prescribed in the Manual of Accounting

Cost (excluding the items allowed for con
struction contingencies) and that the fee
so determined shall be approved by the
architect. The suggested forms of archi
tect’s contract also provide, in Section 3
(a) thereof, that this Estimated Improve
ment Cost shall be prepared by the archi
tect and checked and approved by the local
authority.

(2) In appropriate instances the
USHA will approve architectural fees com
puted by the local authority and the archi
tect on the basis of the estimated cost of
improvements in the Application for
Financial Assistance as approved for pur
poses of the Loan Contract (excluding the
items allowed for contingencies). At this
stage the costs of mechanical items may be
indeterminate because of uncertainties as
to the type of heating to be used. Similar
uncertainties may make it practicable to
fix only the architectural fee, leaving some,
or all, of the other fees open to future de
termination when better information is
available. However, any agreement pro
viding for the computation of the archi
tect’s fee on the basis of the Application
should be predicated on the assumption
that the number of dwelling units contem
plated by the final plans and specifications
will be approximately the same as the num
ber contemplated by the Loan Contract.
If there should be any material change,
plus or minus, between the number of
dwelling units contemplated by the Loan
Contract and the number contemplated by
the final plans and specifications, the archi
tect’s fee should be adjusted as provided in
Sections 3 (h) and 14 of the suggested
forms of architect’s contract.

(3) The USHA has prepared, and will
furnish upon request, a schedule of sug
gested architect’s fees applicable to con
tracts providing for general supervision of
construction by the architect and a similar
schedule applicable to contracts providing
for general supervision by persons other
than the architect. In these schedules the
architect’s fee is designed to apply to the
total estimated cost of the project, includ-
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9 See Bulletin No. 19 for complete and detailed information
as to planning: utility services and rate negotiations.

IX. Preparation and Submission of Pre
liminary Plans.

The suggested forms of contract for
architectural services provide, under Sec
tion 3 (a) thereof, for certain preliminary
documents including drawings, outline
specifications, and estimates of cost. Bul
letin No. 13, Revised, contains detailed in
formation as to the preparation of these
preliminary documents and discusses the
use of the Job Program form as a check
list. Since this procedure differs from that
suggested in the previous issues of Bulle
tins Nos. 13 and 15, local authorities are
urged to study and follow the new proce
dure which is designed to expedite the
problems arising in the preparation of pre
liminary plans and specifications.

X. Preparation and Submission of Con
struction Plans and Specifica
tions.

The attention of local authorities is in
vited particularly to Bulletin No. 13, Re
vised, entitled “Preparation of Drawings
and Specifications,” which covers the prep
aration of plans and specifications in con
siderable detail. In this connection, the
following items are of especial importance:

Procedure for Local Housing Authorities,
Part II. The submittals specified in this
subparagraph (c) (1) are necessary to
enable the USHA to determine that the
fees and wages to be paid are the fees and
wages prevailing in the locality concerned
as required by the United States Housing
Act and the “Terms and Conditions.” 8

(2) The schedule of prevailing fees
and wages approved by the USHA shall be
effective as of the date of the Loan Con
tract and the architect shall, accordingly,
adjust to the approved schedule any fees
or wages paid after the date of the Loan
Contract which are less than those appro
priate under the approved schedule. All
overtime shall be paid for on the basis of
not less than time and one-half.

Compliance with State and Local Laws.
The local authority should, in the develop
ment of the plans, consult the necessary
State and local officials to insure that the
plans will conform to applicable local ordi
nances and State laws and should obtain
the requisite approvals of the State and
local officials having jurisdiction. If excep
tions to the applicable local ordinances and
State laws are necessary, assurances
should be obtained that such exceptions can
and will be made.

Utilities? In the development of the
plans and specifications, it will be neces
sary to consult with the appropriate utility
companies as to available facilities and as
to the terms and conditions and rates at
which any new utilities required will be
provided. The comparative costs of the
several alternative services, such as gas,
electricity, and steam, should be obtained
so that the least expensive, not only as to
development cost but also as to operating
cost, may be adopted.

In negotiating with utility companies as
to estimated rates, the local authority
should make full use of the services of the
USHA representatives who are specially
trained and qualified as advisers on such
matters.

Municipal Services. Prior to the prep
aration of plans and specifications, the
local authority will usually have made at
least tentative arrangements with the local
municipality regarding any improvements
or extensions of municipal services that
are to be furnished to the project by the
municipality. Such tentative arrange
ments should be made final and definite as
soon as practicable so that the architect
may proceed with the final plans and speci
fications on an established basis. The fol
lowing items should usually be considered
and provided for in the development of the
plans for the project: (a) water service;
(h) sewer connections, both storm and san
itary; (c) street lighting; (cZ) construction
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pie, in some cases it will be advisable to let
a separate contract for landscaping.
Again, the applicable State statutes may
require that a segregated contract be let
for each phase of the construction work,
such as electrical, heating and ventilating,
plumbing, and the like. If split or segre
gated contracts are to be let, the several
contracts should be drawn so as to provide
for full coordination and reduce interfer
ence to a minimum. Bulletin No. 9 con
tains a suggested form of construction con
tract for the use and guidance of the local
authority. This form contains all the ap
plicable requirements of the United States
Housing Act and of Part III of the “Terms
and Conditions.”

The whole question of the system of bid
ding and alternate bids is discussed in con
siderable detail in Bulletin No. 13, Revised.
Local authorities are particularly urged to
give this discussion full and careful consid
eration.

Physical Improvements after Partial or
Complete Occupancy. The local authority
should bear in mind that funds may be
available for physical improvements to the
project during the 1-year period subse
quent to the date on which the project is
ready for complete occupancy, since any
bonds within the maximum authorized
amount of the bond issue which prove un
necessary to meet development costs
already incurred may be issued for neces
sary additions and improvements during
this 1-year period. The local authority
may, accordingly, find it advisable to omit
certain items from the plans and specifi
cations until the need for them has been
established during a short period of opera
tion. However, additional expenditures, if
any, applicable to dwelling facilities must
always be restricted to the extent neces
sary to keep the total dwelling facilities
cost within the maximum limitations pre
scribed in the United States Housing Act.

Submission of Plans and Specifications.
The final plans and specifications will gen
erally be reviewed in the field, while they
are being prepared, by staff members of

of new streets or the repairing or resurfac
ing of existing ones; (e) fire protection,
including new fire lines and hydrants; (f)
rerouting of transportation lines; and (g)
educational and playground facilities.
Any necessary changes in zoning laws and
building regulations should also be initi
ated at an early date.

Insurance. In the preparation of plans
and specifications, and in determining the
proposed type of construction, the archi
tect should take the prevailing insurance
rates into consideration. The USHA is
conducting negotiations with insurance
rating bureaus and is prepared to advise
the local authority as to the insurance rates
applicable to the various types of construc
tion. This information will aid the archi
tect in developing a design that will be eco
nomical from the standpoint not only of
original cost but also from that of opera
tion and maintenance.

Site and Unit Plans. Bulletin No. 11,
entitled “Planning the Site,” contains de
tailed suggestions concerning site planning,
and Bulletin No. 12, entitled “Dwelling
Unit Planning,” contains similar informa
tion as to unit planning. These sugges
tions as to site and unit planning are de
signed to serve primarily as guides in the
development of the project. The USHA
will, of course, encourage each local au
thority and each architect to exercise their
skill and ingenuity in developing new ideas
as to site and unit plans.

Construction Contracts. Bulletin No. 9,
entitled “Construction Contracts,” consid
ers the question of splitting the general
construction work of a project into two or
more sections and suggests that consider
ation be given to such procedure. A re
lated question is that of separate contracts
segregated as to types of construction.
The local authority should endeavor wher
ever possible to put all of the related con
struction work under one contract and to
avoid segregated contracts. However, it
is recognized that in many instances this
will be impracticable, and that more than
one contract will be necessary. For exam-
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XII. Submittals and Procedure in Con
nection with Award of Con
struction Contracts.10

(a) As soon as the plans and specifica
tions and other contract documents have
been completed, and when so authorized by
the USHA, the local authority should ad
vertise for bids. The local authority shall
advise the USHA as to the time and place
fixed for receiving bids. A representative
of the USHA will ordinarily attend the bid
opening and be available to the local
authority for advice and counsel with re
spect to any questions which may arise.

the USHA and working agreements will be
reached from time to time to avoid delays
in completion. In addition, when neces
sary and upon request of the local author
ity, any part or parts of the final plans
may be submitted to the USHA in Wash
ington for review, comment, and advice
during this period.

The plans and specifications will not be
given a final review in Washington prior
to their acceptance for bidding purposes.
Tentative agreements will, however, be
reached in the field as to the appropriate
ness of the plans, specifications, and other
contract documents for bidding purposes.
Such tentative agreements will be con
firmed by the USHA, subject to such quali
fications as may be necessary, at the time
authorization to advertise for bids is
granted.

Ordinarily, the final review of plans and
specifications will be made by the USHA
in Washington after advertisement for
bids and any comments and advices based
on such review will be transmitted to the
local authority in time for incorporation
in addenda issued during the period of bid
ding. The local authority should, accord
ingly, schedule a period of advertising for
bids long enough to permit the issuance of
any such addenda which prove necessary
or appropriate.

The Final Estimate of Total Develop
ment Cost should be submitted in a form
generally similar to that provided in the
outline of the Job Program, plus supple
mentary information on estimates of alter
nates to be taken and also on the local au
thority’s preference as to the alternates to
be accepted. Any part of an item in the
estimate form not included in the bids to
be taken should appear under the same
item number, separately from the parts on
which bids are to be taken, with the esti
mated cost of each such separated part.
Throughout the Estimate those items on
which bids are being taken should be spe
cially designated. At the end of the Esti
mate there should also appear an estimated
total of the amount of the construction
contract on which bids are being taken,
with notations of the alternates. It may
be advantageous to arrange for staff mem
bers of the USHA to collaborate with the
local authority in the field in the prepara
tion of this Final Estimate of Total Devel
opment Cost.

The USHA has prepared, and will fur
nish upon request, a suggested form of
Final Estimate of Total Development Cost
(Form USHA-614). This form should fa
cilitate the preparation of the Estimate.

Four copies of the Final Estimate of
Total Development Cost should be submit
ted by the local authority to the USHA.

10 See Bulletin No. 9 for suggested forms of advertisements,
bids, and related matters.

XI. Preparation and Submission of
Final Estimate of Total Devel
opment Cost.

After the preparation of the construc
tion plans and specifications has been com
pleted, the local authority shall submit to
the USHA an itemized estimate of the total
development cost of the project based upon
the final plans and specifications, the actual
costs incurred to date for all items (such
as land, demolition, cost of preparing plans
and specifications), the latest estimates of
overhead costs and of all other costs relat
ing to the project. This Final Estimate
of Total Development Cost shall be submit
ted to the USHA at the time when final
plans and specifications are submitted.
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Two of the most important steps to be
taken by a local authority are the securing
of bids and the awarding of contracts. An
adequate number of bids must be secured
and these must be on such a basis as to in
sure that there has been open and competi
tive bidding for each and every construc
tion, equipment, and material contract as
required by the Terms and Conditions of
the Loan Contract. Contract awards must
be made on a basis that is fair and above
criticism from every point of view.

This paragraph XIII discusses these
problems in general, offers suggestions
whereby local authorities may secure wide
competitive bidding, and includes certain
USHA requirements which are necessary
in order to effect compliance with certain
applicable provisions of the United States
Housing Act of 1937, as amended, and of
the Loan Contract in connection with the
advertising for bids on, and the awarding
of, construction, equipment, and material
contracts.

(a) Open and, Competitive Bidding.
Any restriction as to the source of mate
rials, equipment, supplies, bonds, or insur
ance involved in the execution of a contract

(c) One executed counterpart of the
construction contract (including accom
panying plans and specifications) and four
conformed copies of the executed contract
(but including only two sets of plans) shall
be furnished promptly to the USHA. If
these copies are all in good order, the
USHA will return one set to the local au
thority with an indication that they are
approved for construction. Upon receipt
of such approval by the USHA, the local
authority will, ordinarily, advise the con
tractor to commence work under his con
tract and the actual construction of the
project will begin.

XIII. Securing Bids on Construction,
Equipment, and Material Con
tracts and Making Award
Thereof.

Upon receipt of the bids, the local author
ity will study them and, before awarding a
contract, submit to the USHA the original
and four copies of a statement as to the
award or awards it proposes to make, in
cluding the disposition of alternates. With
this statement there should be included the
following:

(1) Four copies of a tabulation of
bids and an analysis thereof on the basis
of the proposed award.

(2) Four copies of a comparison of
the Final Estimate of Total Development
Cost as earliei' submitted and modified,
with the computation of Total Develop
ment Cost and of Dwelling Facility Costs
per room and per unit as contemplated in
the proposed contracts. This comparison
shall be based upon the proposed awards
and the estimated (or actual) costs of
items not included in the proposed awards.

(3) Four copies of all addenda and
other information, including drawings, is
sued during the bidding period.

(4) One original and three conformed
copies of all bids, including all forms in
connection therewith.

(5) Four copies of other pertinent
infoimation which may have been pre
pared and is considered useful in reaching
a determination with regard to the award
of contracts and disposition of alternates.

The materials specified in subpara
graphs (a) (1) through (a) (5), above,
shall be furnished to the Construction Ad
viser for delivery or forwarding to the
USHA in Washington.

(6) The USHA will check the bid figures
against the Final Estimate of Total Devel
opment Cost and against the provisions of
the United States Housing Act and the
Loan Contract and will then notify the
local authority that the proposed award is
(1) acceptable, (2) acceptable subject to
certain qualifications, or (3) not acceptable
for specified reasons. If the proposed
award is acceptable to the USHA, the local
authority may execute the construction
contract with the successful bidder.
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obviously operates to limit open and com
petitive bidding and hence to increase
costs. Therefore, except to the extent re
quired by the laws of the State in which
the public housing agency is located, no
such restrictions should be included in any
of the documents upon which bids are
based. The technical specifications upon
which contracts are based should be so
drafted as to secure the widest competition
possible and should not discriminate
against any materials, supplies, or equip
ment suitable for the purposes intended.
To that end, and consistent with the objec
tive of low capital costs as required by the
Act, local authorities should, to the fullest
extent possible, allow contractors the op
tion of using one of two or more specified
materials, supplies, or items of equipment.
While it is realized that this procedure is
not always feasible and that it cannot fully
supplant the practice of taking alternate
bids, it is, nevertheless, generally produc
tive of securing lower bids. The disadvan
tages of alternate bids are discussed here
inafter.

(b) Alternate Bids. Since the United
States Housing Act in effect requires that
projects be of the lowest initial cost con
sistent with low rents, base bids must con
template construction on that basis and the
acceptance of alternate bids calling for in
creased expenditures cannot be justified by
the USHA in approving contract awards.

The introduction of a large number of
alternate bids tends to discourage bidding
and hence, in effect, may increase costs.
Therefore, even alternate bids believed to
be deductive should not be invited unless
there is doubt as to whether the low base
proposal will be within the Loan Contract
or statutory limitations applicable to the
project. A deductive alternative bid will
generally involve the use of cheaper mate
rials or methods which in turn will nor
mally result in a higher maintenance or
operating cost, or both, and therefore con
struction costs should be substantially re
duced in order to justify the acceptance of
such an alternate.

For the above reasons, the USHA is op
posed to approving acceptance of alternate
bids unless the basis for such acceptance
has been determined prior to the opening
of bids. Local authorities are therefore
requested to determine, prior to the open
ing of bids, the amount by which the con
struction cost, as evidenced by the lowest
responsible base proposal, will be reduced
in order to justify the acceptance of such
alternate bids. Local authorities should
advise the USHA, prior to the opening of
bids, of the amounts so determined.

(c) Unusual Local Conditions. Occa
sionally there exists a combination of cir
cumstances under which contractors from
other localities are reluctant to compete in
the bidding, or which will limit competi
tion between local contractors or subcon
tractors. These conditions are not always
openly recognized or well understood but
are vaguely known to exist and are ac
cepted as insurmountable. The USHA be
lieves that such difficulties may often be
met if they are recognized at a time well
in advance of advertising for bids. Local
authorities are urged to bring to the atten
tion of the USHA, for open and frank dis
cussion, any circumstance or combination
of circumstances which the local authority
believes to be opposed to free and open
competitive bidding and the USHA will co
operate to the fullest extent with the local
authority in meeting each such problem.

(d) Timing of Bids. With such a large
volume of projects going on the market for
bids it is highly important that the spread
be as wide as possible in order to avoid an
excessive number of bids being taken in
one general locality during the same period
of time. This is a problem which individ
ual local authorities might not readily per
ceive since they are primarily concerned
with their own projects. Nevertheless,
each authority may be adversely affected
by poorly considered timing of bid dates
over the country as a whole.

The USHA, working with each local
authority, schedules, well in advance, the
dates when bids are to be received and local
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in many cases, it may be found increas
ingly necessary to divide large projects
into two or more general construction
parts in order to appeal to a wider range
of contractors.

However, the precautions referred to in
Bulletin No. 13 should continue to receive
consideration; particularly the subdivision
should not be too great, complicating alter
nate bids should be avoided, but one over
all bid for the whole work must, in all
cases, be taken unless prohibited by appli
cable State or local law.

(g) Publicity. The usual process of ad
vertising for bids cannot always be de
pended upon to secure the necessary pub
licity and for that reason local authorities
are urged to make every possible effort in
order to secure the maximum number of
bidders. The following are suggested as
steps which would be advisable to take in
each case:

(1) Wherever there are local or near
by agencies maintaining plan rooms, plans
and specifications should be furnished to
these without charge or on the basis of re
fundable deposits. While this does not
ordinarily produce a larger number of gen
eral contractors, such a procedure will fre
quently result in a greater number of sub
contract bids to the general contractors,
which, of course, tends to produce lower
figures. The deposit required on sets of
Plans and Specifications should always be
reasonably consistent with their reproduc
tion value.

(2) Normally it is advisable for local
authorities to contact representative or
ganizations of contractors and of construc
tion bond companies; these latter may
often obtain the interest of contractors in
other cities through their branch offices.

(3) If the local authorities will fur
nish to the USHA a number of copies, pref
erably about 12, of the advertisement for
bids immediately upon its publication, the
USHA will arrange for quick dissemina
tion of this information to national con
tractor organizations.

(4) It is desirable that the advertise-

authorities agree with the USHA to work
to these schedules. Since these schedules
contemplate the widest feasible spread of
bid opening dates in a given locality, it be
comes highly necessary, for the benefit of
the work as a whole, that each authority
adhere closely to its own dates in the sched
ule. Therefore, local authorities, before
committing themselves to a specified date,
should feel quite sure that this can be met,
and thereafter should make every possi
ble effort to meet its commitments. The
USHA will cooperate with the local author
ity to that end.

There may be occasions when the USHA
will find it desirable, for the benefit of the
program in its entirety, to suggest to a local
authority that it modify the date of bid
opening. Local authorities are requested to
cooperate in such procedure.

(e) Period of Bidding. Local authori
ties should allow not less than 30 calendar
days for bidding on any major construc
tion work and if the plans and specifica
tions are not ready for delivery on the date
of advertising this period should be in
creased so that bidders may have the plans
and specifications in their possession for a
full 30 days. While it is true that 3 or even
2 weeks may be an adequate time for the
actual work of taking off quantities and
preparing bids, a longer period permits a
more thorough combing of the market;
moreover it often happens that contractors
who would otherwise be interested are lim
ited for time because of bidding on other
work and in such cases they will not bid
unless a generous time is allowed.

(/) Breaking Down Large Projects.
While the USHA has cautioned local au
thorities as to certain difficulties incident
to breaking down a project into a large
number of relatively small construction
contracts (see Bulletin No. 13, Revised),
due consideration should be given to the
fact that a large number of housing proj
ects going on the market during a compar
atively short period of time may limit the
number of bidders who are able and will
ing to contract for large projects. Thus,
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ment for bids be published in adjacent
cities in addition to publication through
the local press.

(h) Withdrawal or Modification of Bids.
There have been cases where low bidders
have sought to withdraw or increase their
bids after the bids have been opened. The
usual reason which is given in such cases
is that an error has been made and that as
a result the contractor could not fulfill his
contract for the amount stipulated in the
bid without suffering a loss. When such a
question arises it warrants the most care
ful consideration, since, on the one hand,
general experience has proved that unsat
isfactory results derive from construction
contracts below actual costs or even with
out opportunity for a reasonable profit,
while, on the other hand, bidders are under
bond to execute contracts for the amounts
named in their bids and it seems reason
able to believe that experienced contractors
will exercise the utmost care in preparing
and checking their figures.

Subparagraph (?) below sets forth the
USHA requirements which local authori
ties should follow in determining whether
or not it is equitable to permit the with
drawal of a bid after the bids have been
opened. Under no circumstances should a
bidder be permitted to increase his bid
after it has been opened; if such a pro
posed increase is based upon proved errors
the bid should be rejected instead, subject
to the USHA requirements set forth below.

(i) Rejection of Bids. Local authori
ties will often be confronted with low bids
from contractors whom they do not believe
are financially, technically, or otherwise
qualified to perform the work. Such situ
ations are somewhat similar to those men
tioned in the preceding section and merit
the same careful consideration before
action is taken, and local authorities should
be guided by the USHA requirements in
cluded in subparagraph (?) below in reach
ing their determinations.

(?) USHA Requirements. The follow
ing requirements must be met by local au
thorities in order to comply with the pro

visions of Loan Contracts relating to com
petitive bidding and award of contracts
and to comply with the provisions of
the United States Housing Act of 1937, as
amended, requiring that USHA-aided proj
ects shall not be of elaborate or expensive
design or materials and that economy will
be promoted in construction:

(1) “All contracts for the furnishing
of (i) labor, (ii) labor and materials, or
(iii) materials, supplies, or equipment,
shall conform to the applicable laws and/or
regulations for such contracts in effect at
the time the contracts are signed. In addi
tion to this requirement, all such contracts
involving an amount in excess of $500 shall
be publicly advertised (except those involv
ing personal services requiring specialized
skill and training) and the specifications
for the work involved in the contracts ad
vertised shall be submitted to the USHA
for review at least 3 weeks prior to the
date for advertising.”

(2) The specifications for all such
contracts shall be drafted to insure the
widest competition possible and no mate
rials, supplies, or equipment suitable for
the purposes intended shall be discrimi
nated against, nor shall the specifications
designate any preference for local mate
rials, equipment, supplies, bonds, or insur
ance involved in the execution of such con
tracts unless required by the laws of the
State in which the public housing agency
is located.

(3) Local authorities shall contract
for labor; labor and materials; or materi
als, equipment, and supplies in a manner
best suited to secure the development of
the project in the most economical manner
possible. Unless otherwise required by
State laws, and, except for demolition
work, landscaping, and the furnishing of
those materials, supplies, and equipment
which are usually not included in normal
construction contracts, a bid for the entire
work in connection with the development
of the project shall be requested even
though bids are also requested for the same
work in parts. The work in connection
with the development of the project shall
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(iii) has refused or failed to accept
the award of a contract tendered to him in
accordance with a bid submitted by him;

. or

XIV. Information to be Submitted in
Connection with the Award
and Execution of All Con
tracts in Excess of $2,000.

In some instances the USHA has discov
ered that it does not have available all the

(iv) unless his record in the perform
ance of other contracts is such as would
plainly show that the bidder is not respon
sible.

(9) Before rejecting any low bidder
on the basis of irresponsibility, the local
authority shall make definite findings of
the facts upon which its conclusion of irre
sponsibility is based and shall submit the
same to the USHA. Mere matters of opin
ion unsupported by any facts evidencing
the lack of responsibility of the contractor
will not be accepted as a basis for rejecting
a low bidder.

(10) No contract for equipment, sup
plies, or materials shall be awarded to
other than the low bidder in the interest of
standardization of equipment or materials,
ultimate economy or expeditious develop
ment of the project unless:

(i) prior to the opening of bids the
local housing authority submits to the
USHA notice of its intention to take these
factors into consideration in awarding
bids (such notice shall set forth the differ
ential to be used by the local authority in
determining the bidder to whom the con
tract is to be awarded); and

(ii) the USHA has approved, in ad
vance of the award, the procedure to be
followed and the differential or formula for
determining the same.

(11) The USHA has the right to re
fuse to lend further financial assistance in
the way of the purchase of bonds or the
making of annual contributions or both,
either as to the entire project or as to the
amount of the contract involved, in the
event of a violation by a local authority of
the requirements of this subparagraph (j).

not be so divided as to place an unreason
able administrative burden on the local
authority nor which would intend to en
courage possible collusion among bidders.

(4) Alternate bids shall be limited to
the minimum required for economical and
sound construction.

(5) Every contract shall be awarded
to the lowest responsible bidder as soon as
practicable after the opening of bids, un
less such bid is in excess of the estimated
cost of such work or is otherwise consid
ered to be for an unreasonable amount.

(6) Bidders shall not be permitted to
withdraw their bids subsequent to the time
of opening because of an alleged mistake
in the amount of their bids unless the
amount of the bids are such as to place a
reasonable man on notice that an error has
been committed by the bidder and further
that an award, under such circumstances,
would be inequitable. Where a bidder
claims that a mistake has been made, the
local authority to which the bid was sub
mitted shall require, before taking action
in regard to any request for the with
drawal of a bid, the submittal by the bid
der of his original estimating sheets from
which the bid was computed, a sworn state
ment to the effect that an error has been
made by the bidder, and all evidence in the
possession of the bidder tending to corrob
orate the claim of error.

(7) No bidder shall be permitted by
a local authority to withdraw his bid un
less the bid submitted is at least 10 percent
lower than the estimated cost of the work
included in the contract, as prepared by
the local authority and approved by the
USHA.

(8) No bid shall be rejected by a local
authority because of lack of responsibility
of the bidder unless it is plainly evident
that the bidder is either:

(i) not financially qualified to carry
out his contract; or

(ii) not technically fitted to carry out
the proposed work either through lack of
experience, adequate personnel and equip
ment; or
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mitted in connection with the execution of
such contract should include merely a cita
tion of the applicable bylaw. If, on the
other hand, a contract in excess of $2,000
is executed pursuant to a general resolu
tion designating an officer to execute con
tracts, the information submitted in con
nection with the execution of such contract
should include two certified copies of the
proceedings by which such resolution was
adopted, unless two or more certified copies
of such proceedings have previously been
submitted to the USHA. Proceedings pre
viously submitted need merely be identified.

(c) If information corresponding to
that required by this paragraph XIV has
been, or will be, submitted with respect to
a contract in excess of $2,000 pursuant to
other USHA requirements, the provisions
of this paragraph XIV shall be deemed
inapplicable to such contract and no addi
tional information is required by subpara
graphs (a) and (b) above.

information which it needs to assist local
authorities in making certain that their
construction and other contracts in excess
of $2,000 are awarded and executed in a
manner which makes them binding agree
ments. In order to make its assistance
more effective in this connection, the
USHA is, accordingly, inviting the atten
tion of local authorities to the following:

(a) Award. The local authority should
submit to the USHA two certified copies
of the proceedings authorizing the award
of contracts in excess of $2,000.

(b) Execution. The local authority
should also submit to the USHA informa
tion supporting the execution of contracts
in excess of $2,000. The proceedings au
thorizing the award of a contract may, of
course, also designate an officer to execute
the contract and, in such case, the proceed
ings submitted pursuant to subparagraph
(a) above should cover the execution as
well as the award of the contract and no
additional information supporting the exe
cution of the contract need be submitted.
However, the bylaws of the local authority
or a general resolution thereof may desig
nate an officer to execute contracts. If a
contract in excess of $2,000 is executed
pursuant to such a bylaw, the material sub-
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APPENDIX
!SUGGESTED FORMS OF DOCUMENTS

Recording and reporting Equivalent Elimination.

Public sale of local authority bonds.

Local capital donations.

Architect’s services.

Construction Contracts and related documents.

Deposit of loan proceeds in Development Fund.

Accounting procedure.

Preliminary and Final Budgets.

Advance Loan Notes and proceedings authorizing same.
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j

Housing Authority Bonds, Resolution securing same, and
proceedings authorizing issuance thereof.

Other matters involved in the financing or development of
projects.

In each case these forms will be adapted to the local law and
furnished to the local authority upon request.

. Surveys, title information, title certificates, appraisals, and
options.

Local cooperation and local contributions in the form of tax
exemption.

■

For the convenience of the local authority, the USHA has pre
pared and has available suggested forms of documents relating
to:

V
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ADDENDUM 1

to

entitled

tracts for Loan and Annual Contributions

Federal Works Agency

United States Housing Authority

Washington

Steps in the Development of a Low-Rent Housing
Project Subsequent to the Execution of the Con-

BULLETIN No. 15 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE
(Revised March 21, 1940)

This Addendum has been prepared in response to inquiries from
local housing authorities as to how tie low bids on construction,
equipment, and material contracts should be handled. The Ad
dendum states the policy of the USHA in this connection and out
lines a procedure which will make this policy effective.
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Tie Low Bids on Construction, Equipment,
and Material Contracts

II. Procedure to be Followed in Cases
of Tie Low Bids.

(a) If the local authority receives from
responsible bidders two or more tie low

Scope and Content.
This Addendum sets forth policy and

procedure with respect to tie low bids on
construction, equipment, and material
contracts.

bids on any construction, equipment, or
material contract, and determines that the
amount of such tie low bid is reasonable
and should be accepted, the local authority
shall arrange a public drawing of the
names of all responsible bidders submit
ting tie low bids and recommend the award
of the entire contract to the bidder whose
name is drawn. The drawing may be wit
nessed by the tie low bidders or their repre
sentatives. If so requested by any tie low
bidder, the time of the drawing shall be set
in advance and due notice thereof given to
all such bidders.

(d) If the local authority finds that the
tie low bids were submitted as a result of
collusion between any of the tie low bid
ders, the local authority shall advise the
USHA of such finding at the time the local
authority makes its recommendation of
award.

(c) The USHA may, in the event of tie
low bids, require the rejection of all bids
and the readvertisement of the contract
involved.

Experience has shown that construction,
equipment, and material contracts on
which tie low bids are received from re
sponsible bidders 1 should not be “split” or
awarded between the bidders submitting
the tie low bids. If the amount of the tie
low bid is reasonable and the local author
ity wishes to recommend the award of the
contract at such figure, the local authority
should arrange a public drawing of the
names of all responsible bidders submit
ting tie low bids and recommend the award
of the entire contract to the bidder whose
name is drawn. The USHA is compelled
to disapprove the proration of a contract
among responsible tie low bidders because
of the effect such a proration might have
upon bidding practices.

“responsible1'’1 grap^ of Bulletin No. 15 for criteria to be used by local authorities in determining whether a bidder is
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i

Federal Works Agency

United States Housing Authority

Washington

BULLETIN No. 15 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE
(Revised March 21, 1940)

This Addendum is being issued to restate the USHA policy that
all contracts shall be awarded on the basis of the lowest bid
received from responsible bidders, and to explain the meaning of
the term “lowest bid received” as used in this connection. As the
Addendum points out, the USHA policy with respect to contract
awards is designed to assure that bids are not evaluated on any
basis other than the cost of procuring the necessary labor or mate
rials, or both. The USHA cannot approve any contract awards
which are not made on a basis which will provide the items
specified at the lowest initial cost. Similarly, the USHA cannot
advance funds for payments on any contracts which may be subse
quently awarded on any other basis.
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I. Explanation of the Term “Lowest
Bid Received.”

The USHA policy that all contracts shall
be awarded on the basis of the lowest bid
received from responsible bidders is set
forth in many USHA policy documents.
Paragraph XIII of Bulletin No. 15, for
example, provides that all contracts shall
be awarded on this basis. Some local
authorities have interpreted the term
“lowest bid received” so as to permit the
evaluation of bids on a basis other than
the cost of procuring labor or material, or
both. This interpretation cannot be
approved by the USHA. The term “low
est bid received,” as used in the require
ment that all contracts shall be awarded
on the basis of the lowest bid received,
means the bid which will provide the items
described in the specifications at the lowest
initial cost.

II. Principles Governing USHA Ap
proval of Contract Awards.

To assure the award of all construction,
equipment, and material contracts on the
basis explained above, the USHA will
henceforth follow the general principles
outlined below in passing on proposed con
tract awards:

(a) The USHA will not approve any
specifications or bid documents which con
tain clauses permitting an evaluation of
bids on any basis other than the cost of
procuring the labor or materials involved,
or both, and will not approve any specifi-

Scope and Content.
This Addendum clarifies the meaning of

the term “lowest bid received” as the only
approved basis for awarding contracts,
and sets forth the general principles
governing USHA approval of contract
awards.

cations containing a multiplicity of alter
nates which will permit the switching of
bidders by the selection of a particular
alternate.

(b) If the local authority deems it nec
essary or advisable to ask for alternate
bids, the USHA requires (!)■ that a defi
nite understanding be reached by the
USHA and the local authority involved,
prior to the USHA’s approval of the speci
fications, as to the basis and order of
accepting or rejecting alternates and
(2) that all bidders be informed of this
understanding. If the local authority re
quests alternates but does not set up in
advance any basis or order to determine
the selection of alternates, the USHA will
not approve any contract award which is
not made on the basis of the lowest initial
cost obtainable under the bids received.
Furthermore, to receive USHA approval
of the award in such a case, all alternates
which deduct from the base bid, without
reducing the number of dwelling units,
must be accepted in determining the lowest
initial cost.

(c) In short, the USHA will not ap
prove any contract or contract award which
is not made on the basis of the lowest bid
received (i. e., the bid which will provide
the item or items involved at the lowest
initial cost).

No funds of the USHA will hereafter be
advanced to cover payments on any con
tract which may subsequently be awarded
by any local authority in a manner incon
sistent with this Addendum.

JAI3
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gest principals of planning that will lead to lower rents through
lower management costs.

UOUsZv>

Tax Exemption and Payments (if any) in Lieu of TaxeW^
c:AAZA

includ.es
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Annual Expenses of Project Management
Administrative ExpensesA.
Operating ExpensesB.
Maintenance, Repairs, and. Replacement Expenses0.
HeatingD.

E. Utility Expense
InsuranceE.
Bad. Debts and. VacancyG.

* * *

Appendix
Rental Chart
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MARKET AND RENTABILITYI.
Who is to be Housed?

2

T

The United States Housing Act of 1937 declares it to be the
policy of the United States to employ its funds and credit "to...
remedy the unsafe and insanitary housing conditions and the acute
shortage of decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings for families of
low income," throughout the country.

Summary of Major Annual Expense Items from which Shelter
Rents are Derived.

"Low-rent housing" is defined in the Act as "decent, safe,
and sanitary dwellings within the financial reach of families of
low income". "The dwellings in low-rent housing... shall be avail
able solely for families whose net income at the time of admission
does not exceed five times the rental (including the value of cost
to them of heat, light, water, and cooking fuel) of the dwellings
to be furnished such families, except that in the case of families
with three or more minor dependents, such ratio shall not exceed
six to one" "Eamilies of low income" are "families who are in the
lowest income group and who cannot afford to pay enough to cause
private enterprise in their locality or metropolitan area to build
an adequate supply of decent, safe and sanitary dwellings for their
use."
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Analysis of the Market as it Relates to Rentability
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and the needs of the specific group which the project is to
reach.

A top limit on tenants' incomes is thus set at the level for
which private enterprise supplies an adequate number of standard
dwellings. Under the present terms of the Act, however, soundly
financed projects cannot be set up if families without stable
ability to pay rent are admitted.

' ' - ■ " ‘ • The distribution of units according to
rooms-per-unit should take into account the number of families
eligible for units of each size.

Hie group of families constituting the market is to be found
between these two income levels, and should be determined at the
outset. Projects must be planned so as to achieve the rents that
can be afforded by this group. The practice of planning a develop
ment and then determining the rents and allowing the project to
attract the market that can afford them cannot accomplish the ob
jectives set forth by the Act.

The size of a market - i.e., the number of families eligible
for a particular project — can be determined only by a study of
incomes and budgets of families now living in substandard houses,
related to family size. The distribution of units according to

Thus the Act definitely indicates that the market from which
tenants are selected shall be limited so that projects will not be
in competition with legitimate private enterprise. On the other
hand, eventual eradication of slums is contemplated, and tenants
will be chosen from families living in substandard or overcrowded
dwellings.

After the minimum space standards required by the United
States Rousing Authority are met, the number of rooms per family
and the design of the dwelling unit should oe cased on the income

Even though, the construction of adequate dwellings for fami
lies of low income is in itself a worth while objective, the social
possibilities of the program should be recognized and planned for.
Projects should not, however, be considered either as show places,
or as having an institutional character. They should be planned
as normal units in the community in which they are built. Pater
nalistic management is not contemplated. Supervision should not
extend beyond that necessary for the protection and maintenance of
property, and for reasonable service to the tenants.
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For example, a three-room

4

children,
units as will he rentable,
itations of the Act.

In order that preference may he given to families having
the project should have as high a proportion of large

and as is feasible within the cost lim-

Influence of Project Size and Type on
Management Costs

Rentability will be enhanced if units are designed for maxi
mum occupancy without overcrowding. ”
•unit consisting of bedroom, living room and kitchen, will be ade
quate for three people only if the plan is such as to provide pri
vacy for sleeping in the living room.

Prevailing space standards in the community for dwellings
renting for about, the same amount as those in the project must be
taken into consideration. If the space provided is less than that
in substandard dwellings at equivalent rents, tenants ma3r prefer
to stay where they are despite the better construction or equip
ment offered in the projects, where they may not be able to use
the household furniture they have. The United States Housing Au
thority's minimum requirements must not be allowed to become the
standard.

Comparison of rents formerly paid by tenants and those avail
able in nov.r projects must be based upon consideration of gross
rents rather than shelter rents. In many instances families living
in substandard dwellings pay much more for extra services (ice,
fuel, etc.) which they buy in small quantities, than similar serv
ices cost in new projects if purchased throu^i the management,
which is usually able to obtain wholesale rates.

The size of projects is a derivative of the market defined
above. It should be borne in mind, however, that the efficiency
of project management may vary with the size of the project and the
amenities provided. In general it is true that large projects al
low for some economies in operation that cannot be achieved in very
small projects. The final decision as to size should therefore re
sult not only from demonstrated demand but also from a careful
analysis of efficient operation. The desirability of providing
services which improve standards of living should be weighed
against the ability of the tenant to pay for these services, with
careful consideration of their relative efficiency and economy in
relation to the size of the project.
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Site. Selection and. Rentability

ELEMENTS WHICH MAKE UP RENTSII.

Financing ana Subsidy as they Affect Rents and. Capital Costs

Federal Subsidy and Its Relation to Rents and Capital CostsA.

1
.1

5

It is important to consider the total cost of living of tho resi
dent in a housing project. The cost (if any) of transportation to and
from the project to his place of employment should be small. The site
should be so located that without undue expense the residents can get
to shopping, amusement and recreational centers.

The following illustration indicates the relationship between
annual financing charges and annual United States Housing Authority
subsidy based on the retirement of the bonds purchased by parties
other than the United States Housing Authority prior to the retire
ment of those purchased by the United States Housing Authority:

The site selected for a project has a definite relation to rent-
ability of the completed development. Obviously a site without the
convenience of nearby schools, churches, shops, cheap public trans
portation, and recreation facilities may prove difficult to rent. A
site which is subject to nuisances, such as noise, smoke, chemical
fumes, or odors, is undesirable not only from the point of view of
renting but also because it may result in high annual costs due to the
excess painting, repairing, cleaning, and landscape maintenance re
quired.

With a 15 year local loan of 10 per cent of the development cost
retired in 13 payments at 3 per cent interest, and a 60 year Federal
loan of 90 per cent of the development cost retired after the amortiza
tion of the local loan in 45 payments at 3^ per cent interest (which

Under the present Act, because of the subsidy which the United
States Housing Authority is authorized to make, the debt service on
capital cost may become a very small part of the total rent. It is,
therefore, possible to use durable materials and methods of construc
tion which require a minimum of operating, maintenance, replacement,
and insurance cost without causing any material increase in debt serv
ice to be met from rents. At the same time projects are not to be of
"elaborate or expensive design or materials."
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The Effect of Interest Rates on RentsB.

C. The Effect of Local Capital and Annual Contributions on Rents

6

■

■
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Local capital and annual contributions (in addition to tax exemp
tion) will result in material reductions in the rents. In a number of
cities, local capital donations have been made in the form of grants
of land, material, facilities, or work or services in connection with
the construction of projects. Such capital donations make it unneces
sary to issue bonds for the donated portion of the development cost

The local authority,
a very low interest rate

It is obvious that considerable variation in capital expenditure
will not materially affect the net debt service to be made up from
rents. Experience of the USHA has shown that lower rents can often
be achieved in group house developments than in those- of apartment
type in the same locality and of the same size, even though the former
may result in slightly higher per unit costs. This is partly due to
the greater amount of tenant maintenance which is possible for group
houses.

on the date of this bulletin is the going Federal rate plus of one
per cent), the average annual debt service is about 3.85 per cent of
the total development cost. With a maximum subsidy of 3-3/4 per cent
(which on the date of this bulletin is the going Federal rate plus 1
per cent) the net annual debt service (that is, the debt service not
payable from Federal annual contributions) becomes approximately 1/10
of 1 per cent of the total development cost. Each $100 increase in
capital cost per room will increase the rent per room per month only
one cent, but may require an additional contribution by- the United
States Housing Authority of thirty-one cents per room per month. The
cost limitations of the Act both as to capital expenditures, materials,
and administration must, of course, be adhered to.

The interest rate on the bonds to be issued for the development of
the project has a material effect upon the rents to be charged. By
decreasing the proposed interest rate on these bonds, the annual debt
service will be decreased and become a smaller charge against the rent.
Thus, if the interest rate on the bonds can be reduced to a rate which
will permit the annual contributions to more than cover debt service,
part of the annual contributions may be available to meet costs of
operation and administration and thus to reduce rents.

The interest rate on any part of the bond issue to be purchased
by parties other than the USHA is not fixed.
therefore, has the opportunity of obtaining
on these bonds. The sale of these bonds at public sale will help in
sure that the best possible price is obtained for such bonds.
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Tax Exemption and Payments (if any) in Lieu of TaxesD.

Annual Expenses of Project Management

7

f
i

Attention is called to the chart in the appendix which shows es
timates of operating costs for certain non-Federal projects typical
of various situations.

A list of major annual expense items which may be used in stuay-
All the items contained in the list

A full list is included here only as
ing rental structure is attached.
will not apply to each project.
a general guide.

Complete exemption from taxation with no payments in lieu of taxes
should be provided in order to assist the achievement of rents which
families in the lowest income groups can pay. Payments in lieu of
taxes result in increased rents and such payments should be avoided un
less there are special circumstances which justify a payment, such as
substantial local capital donations having an annual value which off
sets the amount of the proposed payments. Local authorities should
not make ■ commitments for payments in lieu of taxes except with the ap
proved. of the United States Housing Authority.

In a number of cities, local annual contributions have been made
in the form of city maintenance of grounds (handled through the local
parks department at no cost to the project), reductions in rates for
utility services, oi' the provision of certain utility services without
charge. Planning of streets and service drives should contemplate
their dedication to the municipality in order to relieve the project
of their maintenance. All such local annual contributions reduce the
charges which must be met from the project income and result in lower
rentals.

and this results in the elimination from the rents of any annual charges
for debt service on these items. Since Federal annual contributions
are made on the basis of the development cost including these donated
items, a reduction in the rents can be effected.

Annual management expenses are discussed below with reference to
how each can be kept to a minimum. Such costs are subject to variation
because of size, design, location, and tenantry. It is not intended
that the suggestions contained in this section be considered inflexible.
They do however, represent opinions based on extensive experience. It
should be understood that the United States Housing Authority has no
desire to discourage originality on the part of the local authorities.
The ultimate solution to specific problems must develop from local
needs and sound experience.
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A, Administrative Expenses:
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After a project is in operation, it will not generally be con
sistent with achieving low rents to pay the full salary of an Execu
tive Director, as well as Housing Manager, from project income. A
large part of the administrative salaries of a local authority, and
other overhead, charges not directly attributable to the operation of
a particular occupied project, will have to be net by other means -
usually by city appropriations or by additional projects in the de
velopment stage.

A simple project ruth a minimum of space and services requiring
administrative attention is desirable. Administrative expenses may
be reduced by providing a strategically located office on the project
site, convenient to as many of the public, service and storage spaces
in the project as possible. It should be arranged so that the per
sonnel can work without undue disturbance. In a small project the
office should be planned so as to permit a limited personnel to per
form the various duties required.

Under careful management the necessity for legal services in
connection with the operation of projects should be infrequent. In
general, it should be possible for authorities to use the services of
the city legal staff without cost. No retainer fee for such service
is contemplated.

Although it is desirable for projects to have some money avail
able for recreational purposes, estimates of annual cost should not
include maintenance of extensive community facilities. Such addi
tions to projects are often highly desirable and may be included if
deiinite commitments for the annual cost of their operation have been
entered into with independent sponsoring agencies. Eor example, in

Management salaries constitute the major part of administrative
expenses. Careful planning of administrative methods 5s needed to
keep the personnel' to a minimum. In cities where there is more than
one project, the relative -efficiency of centralizing office functions
in one office as compared with self-contained management offices .on
the project sites should be determined on the basis of maximum econ
omy, and the office space so designed. In general, design should con
template individual operation with supervision of a minimum staff.
If, however, a central office system is anticipated there should be
no duplication of functions which must of necessity be performed, in
the project office. It follows that local authorities may properly
charge their overhead to an individual project only to the extent that
their employees actually perfo'rm services necessary and directly at
tributable to the administration of that project.
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B. Operating Expenses:

Caution
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considering the advisability of including a nursery school in a proj
ect, decision should be based on a study of the advantages to the
tenants weighed against the cost in terms of rent. In large projects
the cost may be so nominal as to make inclusion feasible even without
the assistance of independent sponsoring agencies. However, every
effort should be made to obtain definite and binding agreements for
the provision of such facilities by independent sponsoring agencies.

Possible reductions in the labor cost of operating, maintenance,
repair, and replacement expenses may be effected by careful planning
of these functions so as to eliminate the necessity of employing
"extra11 help on an hourly basis. The time of a minimum maintenance
staff should be efficiently budgeted and the personnel employed in
sofar as jjossible on an annual basis. This does not mean, however,
that seasonal or job eiiployment can or should always be avoided.

The cost of cleaning and maintaining public spaces such as com
mon stairways and hallways, office, community, and service spaces
(laundry, storage, shop, etc.) is an important item in the operating
expense. Consequently, it is advisable to reduce such spaces to a
minimum. '

Wherever possible, it is important that a system of garbage and
trash removal be devised which does not require the employment of
project labor, but which instead allows the tenant to place garbage
at a point- of disposal from which city collection is made. If in
cinerators are feasible, the possibility of locating them centrally
to serve as many families as possible should be considered. It is
important that city regulations and practice in regard to garbage and
trash collection be thoroughly studied prior to the determination of
a site plan. Failure to simplify the methods of complying with local
regulations may result in excessive service costs.

All public spaces in buildings should be constructed of durable
and easily cleaned materials. Corners, especially in stairways,
should be rounded to facilitate cleaning. Skirting should be so de
signed that when floors are wet mopped the dampness will not come in
contact with plaster surfaces.

In selection of construction materials and details of design,
the question of vermin control should be given consideration. Ex
termination is particularly expensive where natural breeding places
are provided in structures.
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A maximum amount of tenant maintained space should be provided
and clearly defined without, however, overloading the tenants to an
unreasonable degree or expecting them to keep up space not in sensible
relation to their dwellings.

During the early years of operation, disbursements from the re
serve for maintenance, repair, and replacement should be required only
for routine maintenance and minor repairs. The balance should be set
aside so that funds will be available during the subsequent years
when requirements for repair and replacement become greater.

Landscape spaces, which must be maintained by the project, should
be kept to a minimum since areas which are not tenant maintained are
extremely expensive. Elaborate planting should bo avoided and shrub
bery which requires cultivation should be kept to a minimum. Choice
of plant material should be made with cost and ease of care in view.
It is advisable to keep trees away from pipe and utility lines.

The cost of maintenance, repair, and replacements is the largest
single annual expense item and amounts to approximately 45 per cent of
the shelter rent. It is a direct reflection of the serviceability and
the durability of the component parts of the project. Therefore, it
is essential that materials and equipment be analysed carefully to es
tablish in the process of design the lowest possible total annual
maintenance, repair, and replacement cost consistent with low operat
ing expense and the development cost limitations of the Act.

Paths should be of ample width, carefully studied to provide
easy access in and around the project. The grounds, however, should
not be, unnecessarily cut up, a practice in planning which tends to
increase project maintained areas. Paths should be located along the
natural lines of traffic flow to reduce the amount of "cutting across"
lawns.

* *

j
;r‘

should be exercised not to burden a project with an excessive person
nel on annual salaries. Whether the staff is employed on an annual
or on an hourly basis prevailing wage rates for certain types of em
ployees must be adhered to in compliance with Section 16 of the Act,
and estimates of operating costs should be made on the basis of rates
prevailing in the locality. For person's employed on an annual basis
the prevailing annual rate will usually be somewhat below the pre
vailing hourly rate.
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Where casement windows are used, window shades should he in
stalled in such a way that they will not he damaged when windows or

Play spaces are important in reducing landscape maintenance
costs because they consolidate recreation in locations where no
harm can be done to the grounds. Frequent small areas may be pro
vided for the young children. A larger area for older children may
be supplied if supervision is available. Recreation and welfare
experts counsel that in some localities gravel has proven imprac
tical as a surfacing material for play and parking areas because
it is easily scattered and thrown, resulting in breakage and extra
expense in garden and building maintenance.

Possible rent savings may be effected through the use of mate
rials which reauire a minimum of maintenance, for example: floors
of smooth hard surfaced concrete treated to prevent dusting, and
waxed, not painted; glazed tile walls which may be washed down and
require no finish or painting; concrete ceilings of smooth surface
acquired by lining the forms. Materials which in themselves form
the wall, floor, and ceiling finish without need of painting should
be considered. When consistent with cost requirements, glazed tile
block or brick, or similar material, is recommended for use in pub
lic spaces. It should be light in color in order that the use of
electricity during the day will not be required in places where
window areas are of necessity limited.

Frequency of the necessity of redecorating is largely affected
by atmospheric conditions of the locality in which a project is con
structed, a factor which should be borne in mind at the time of site
■selection. Possible use of tenant labor in redecorating should be
considered in the light of local custom and experience. Stained
trim and millwork is usually cheaper to maintain than painted, and
trim of indestructible material may reduce the difficulties of ver
min control. Choice should be determined on the basis of local ex
perience. Interior window sills of indestructible materials may be
advantageous.

The painting and decorating expense in most projects will rep
resent a sizable portion of the ultimate rent. Careful application
of all available experience, and examination of what is considered
good practice in the locality, will prove of great advantage- The
possible use of inexpensive paints such as casein or cement base
pa.int should be weighed against the ease with which other paints
may be washed by management or by the tenants themselves.

Playground equipment should be very simple and durable, and
in the smaller play areas should be such that it is safe for chil
dren to use it without supervision.
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So far as it is consistent with economy of construction costs,
the exterior of buildings should be designed in such a way as to
reduce to a minimum the amount of exterior painting required.

' I

i
■

I;

are used in public spaces or doors they
should be placed high enough to prevent damage and preferably
should be made of wire glass.

Unless definitely ’assigned for such use, roofs should not be
accessible to tenants, with the exception of the restricted spaces
that may be required by fire regulations. Parapets are often a
source of trouble and should be avoided where possible. Basements

■ should be kept to a minimu, but where provided, should be water
proof, verminproof, and adequately ventilated.

Leaks in walls cause extremely high maintenance costs. Every
effort should be made to render walls leakproof and dampproof.
Methods of wall construction which have proven unsatisfactory in
local experience should not be employed. Loors of dwellings di
rectly in the weather should be designed in such a way as to pre
vent leakage.

screens are opened. It is often advantageous to provide curtain
brackets, so that the tenant will not damage thd window frames or
adjacent plaster. It will usually result in an economy to pur
chase window shades substantially longer than the window opening,
in order to permit reversing the shade on the roller and thereby
prolong its use.

Hardware should be simple, economical to maintain, durable,
and reduced to a minimum in quantity. Interior door locks should
be so designed that children cannot lock themselves in bathrooms
or bedrooms without it being possible to uniock the doors from
the outside.

Where exterior doors to public spaces are required to swing
out, care should be taken in their design in order to protect them
from wind damage.

Heating costs are subject to wide variations depending on the
locality. In determining the type of heating system to be in- •
stalled a comparison based on annual costs of each system under con
sideration should be made. The annual cost for a central system is
derived from estimated fuel comsumption, wages, annual reserve for
maintenance, repairs and replacements, and debt service. For in5*..
stance, in comparing the choice of a high pressure steam system to
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a low pressure steam system not only fuel, efficiency, and. size of
operating crew should, "be considered., hut also local regulations in
regard to wages, supervision, etc. In studying the use of individ
ual family-unit heater systems as compared to a project-operated
system, the ultimate cost to the tenant, including the cost of fuel
he purchases independently of the project, must be considered. In
some projects where central services are not available, wholesale
or co-operative purchase of fuel has resulted in considerable sav
ing to tenants. Where group plants are used, the possibility of
interconnection, in order to reduce labor costs for off-peak opera
tion, should be considered. The analysis of heating costs requires
careful individual study which can be made only by persons technic
ally trained in operating as well as design practice, and thoroughly
conversant with the individual problem. The United States Housing
Authority is prepared to assist local authorities in determining the
most advantageous type of heating.

It is usually advantageous to purchase electricity, gas and
water through master meters at wholesale or institutional rates.
If it is not feasible to provide one master meter, arrangements
should be made to have the combined readings of all meters applied
as one to the rate schedule. For water, the latter procedure is

The problem of selection of the utilities that will provide
. the most economical service is dependent upon thorough analysis of
utility rate structures - not merely those prevailing, but also
those which it may be possible to obtain. Cost comparisons should
be based on an analysis of annual costs, including the cost of
fuel or energy, of debt service on the investment, and of maintain
ing and replacing equipment. Definite commitments and agreements
should be avoided prior to consultation with the United States Hous
ing Authority, which is prepared to assist the local authorities in
their negotiations with utility companies. In many cities, the lo
cal authorities, with the aid of the United States Housing Authority,
already have been able to obtain low utility rates because utility
services are purchased at wholesale through master meters and be
cause housing projects are recognized as resulting in the creation
of a new and increa,sed market for utility services. It is sometimes
possible and advantageous to secure agreements with utility compan
ies which provide for maintenance service for equipment. Before
final drawings are made, the effect on rents of the type of utility
selected should have been thoroughly investigated, and the design
should be such that it will be possible to achieve low utility rates.
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ii.cmal 1y preferable since it does not involve building a separate
distributing system and is therefore more economical in first cost.
In most projects fire hydrants should not be on metered lines.

Equipment such as stoves, light fixtures, kitchen cabinets,
and plumbing fixtures, etc. should be efficient, simple, and easy
to repair and maintain.

A study of insurance problems in each locality is now being
made by the United States Housing Authority in an endeavor to as
certain the best classification and the lowest rates available for
housing projects. Local authorities should not make any commit
ments in regard to insurance coverage without first securing the
approval of the United States Housing Authority which is prepared
to assist them in the handling of insurance problems. The chart
in the appendix demonstrates the extent to which insurance rates
may affect the rentals in projects.

Insurance costs should be given consideration at the time the
project is being planned. Before final drawings are made, the ef
fect of construction on insurance rates should have been thoroughly
investigated, and the design should make low rates possible. The
most important of the various types of insurance necessary are work
men’s compensation, public liability, fire and windstorm. Sometimes
small changes in the design of projects can effect material savings
in insurance costs; for example, the placing of kitchen ranges so
that there is no possibility of window shades or curtains being ig
nited. Low rents cannot be achieved if insurance costs are high;
the importance of reducing this item to a minimum cannot be over
emphasized. In one case an insurance estimate of $.70 per room per
month was submitted, although some of the Federal projects now in
operation obtained fire and supplemental insurance at a rate of
about $.07 per room per month, and it is not unlikely that arrange
ments can be made in some sections of the country for rates at or
lower than $.05 per room per month on projects designed and
structed with due consideration of insurance requirements.

In properly planned projects there should be little diffi
culty with the problem of vacancy. It is normally safe to figure
a maximum vacancy allowance of 5 per cent of the total annual in
come from rents.
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NATHAN STRAUS,
^Administrator.

For had. debts a figure of 3 per cent of the total annual in
come from rents has usually proven adequate. During normal times
virtually 100 per cent collection should be possible. If it is
anticipated that the type of tenants in a particular project vail
be unable to pay consistently, the allowance for bad debts may
have to be increased. It is important that rental, budgets per
mit a fairly flexible rent policy for delinquents over a short
period of time. In localities where employment is subject to
Violent fluctuations it may be advisable to build up a reserve
from rents to cover rent delinquencies during extended periods
of unemployment. A rent insurance plan operated by a tenants’
association or credit union is worth consideration in lieu of ex
cessive reserves established through rents.

The planning of a housing project is like an immense equa
tion with numerous variables. The answer to the equation is to
be found through careful consideration of every item of which it
is composed. The answer must be low rents in a project that con
forms to standards of planning and provides amenities consistent
with the objectives of the United States Housing Act. The prob
lem is not an easy one. Only by the most diligent efforts can
the best solution be achieved.
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SHELTER RENT (INCLUDING WATER) AS CALCULATED FOR CERTAIN PROJECTS NOW UNDER LOAN ANDMONTHLY
ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS CONTRACTS
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REPLACEMENT*

NET DEBT SERVICE
(5$ ON LOCAL LOAN )
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EXPENSE

ITEM OF EXPENSE
A DESCRIPTION OF
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INCLUDED IN RENT FOR THIS PROJECT AND PART
IS AVAILABLE AS A CREDIT TOWARD REDUCING

SUBSTANTIAL LOCAL DONATIONS TOWARD CAPITAL COST*.

PAYMENTS, IF ANY
IN LIEU OF TAXES

AVERAGE
MONTHLY SHELTER
RENT PER OW. UNIT

(figures FOR EACH SEPARATE ITEM OF EXPENSE ENTERING INTO TOTAL DWELLING UNIT RENTAL
ARE SHOWN WITHIN THE BARS. A DESCRIPTION OF EACH SPECIFIC PROJECT FOR WHICH A BAR
IS SHOWN IS INCLUDES OH THE FOLLOWING PAGE, A3 WELL AS REMARK* PERTINENT TO THE
RENTAL CALCULATIONS.)

FIGURES SHOWN ON THIS CHART ARE
THEY ARE

FICATIONS OF ANNUAL COSTS.
CHART CAN BE REACHED.
MENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES,
CONTRIBUT I ONS.

•THERE IS NO DEBT SERVICE
USHA ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION
RENTALS BECAUSE OF THE

IN NO SENSE TO BE CONSIDERED AS GUIDES OR STANDARDS FOR
INCLUDED HERE MERELY TO INDICATE A WIDE RANGE IN VARIOUS CLASSI-

IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT RENTS EVEN LOWER THAN THE LOWEST SHOWN ON THIS
FOR EXAMPLE, TK NECESSARY LOWER RENTS CAN BE ACHIEVED BY ELIMINATING PAY-

BV PROVIDING SUBSTANTIAL LOCAL CAPITAL DONATIONS AND LOCAL ANNUAL
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Bar E - 1 and 2-story group house development in the south; non
fireproof construction; heating "by unit heaters; 1490 rooms -
350 dwelling units; average rooms pel’ dwelling unit 4.26; cover
age, 18.5 per cent. Almost complete maintenance of grounds by
tenants is possible in this project, resulting in a substantial
decrease in the maintenance expense. Here again the insurance
rates are high because of location in south and nonfireproof
construction.

Bar F - 1 and 2-story group houses and flats in the southwest for
very low income group, minimal type of fireproof construction;
gas space heaters to be purchased by tenant. 639 rooms - 186 dwell
ing units; average rooms per dwelling unit, 3.4; coverage, 14 per
cent. Note the low figure for reserve for maintenance, repair and
replacements due to the use of simple indestructible materials which
require a minimum of maintenance. Administrative expense has been
reduced by careful planning of administrative functions.

17 __________________________

Bar 0 - 2-story group houses and 3-story apartments in the north;
semifireproof construction in group houses, apartments completely
fireproof; central heating. 2,449 rooms - 627 dwelling units;
average rooms per dwelling unit, 3.9; coverage, 27 per cent-. As
the site is in a downtown slum area where there is a good deal
of smoke and dirt, the operation and maintenance figures are
higher than for other projects. Also, there is a high propor
tion of 3-story apartments for which janitor service is at pres
ent contemplated. The low figure for debt service is due to sub
stantial capital donations by the city.

Bar D - 2-story group houses and 3-story apartments in northern
city; fireproof construction; group heating; 2756 rooms - 696
units; average rooms per dwelling unit 3.96; coverage, 22 per
cent. Note that the item for debt service results in a credit
since a city donation has been made great enough actually to elim
inate any charge for debt service in the rent and to permit part
of the subsidy to be applied as a credit toward annual operation.

Bars A and B - 1 and 2-story group house development in southern
coastal city; concrete block construction, wood roof framing, unit
heaters; 969 rooms - 224 dwelling units; average rooms per dwell
ing unit, 4.3; coverage, 11.5 per cent. Bar B shows a revised es
timate of annual costs after more thorough study of the various
items. Note the high administrative expense and low operation
and reserve expenses shown in Bar A. A study of the original es
timates shows excess personnel and reveals that the estimate of
operation and reserve expenses was too low. Insurance costs are
high on this project partly because of a higher rate due to loca
tion in the tornado zone. In order to achieve lower rents these
costs will have to be reduced. Bar B shows the omission of pay
ments in lieu of taxes and refiguring of debt service on the local
loan at a lower rate of interest than originally contemplated,
both in order to achieve low rents.
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Administrative ExpenseA.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Telephone and. Telegraph5.

6.

7.
fees.)

B.

1.

Water for Dwellings2.

3.
<

Exterminating and Disinfecting4.

5.

6.

18

Recreation and Social Expense
(Supplied and expendable materia.!.)

Utilities - Public spaces only.
Heat and hot water
Water
Electricity and gas

Professional Services
(Legal and auditing.)

Rubbish and Garbage Removal
(Ordinarily included in municipal services without cost
to project.)

Miscellaneous
(includes trustee’s

SUMMARY OF MAJOR ANNUAL EXPENSE ITEMS FROM WHICH
SHELTER RENTS ARE DERIVED

Renting Expense
(Includes advertising, printing, credit rating reports,
etc. This expense is not to be confused with initial
occupancy expense.)

Janitorial Cleaning
(Payroll and supplies)

Operating Expense (Excluding heat and utilities except water,
and services for public spaces and project office.)

Management Salaries
(includes parts of salaries of operating personnel charge
able to administrative duties.)

Miscellaneous
(Includes watchman,' if any; storeroom expense, if any;
operating equipment and tools, lamps and fuses, etc.)

Office Expense
(Postage, supplies, express, etc.)
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Maintenance, Repair and. ReplacementC.

Care of Grounds1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

InsuranceD.
1. Fire Insurance

Public Liability2.

Workmen’s Compensation.3.

4. Other

E.

F. Net Debt Service

G. Miscellaneous

Vacancy and. Bad. DebtsH.

I. Total Expense

J.

K. Shelter Rent

19

Miscellaneous
(Includes office and playground equipment, etc.)

Income from Non-Dwelling Facilities
(if any are provided in project, deduct from Item I.)

Repairs and Replacement of Structure
(includes such items as roofing and sheet metal work,
carpentry, masonry, tile, glazing, plastering, etc.)

Repairs and Replacement of Fixed Mechanical System
(Includes heating plant and distribution system, plumb
ing, gas, and electrical systems.)

Repairs and Replacement of Dwelling Equipment
(Ranges, refrigerators, space heaters, etc.)

Decorating and Renovating
(includes exterior and interior work, shades, etc.)

J | <T: jB ■- • <>nr*

V-

Payments in Lieu of Taxes (Such payments to be made only
where special circumstances, such as substantial local
capital donations, justify them.)
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Ultimate annual -cost's of housing projects-and the
re-nts which these costs reflect, depend in large part on
the initial architectural and site planning of a project.
These costs and rents are affected as well by the adminis
trative setup, which may be considered in relation to the
phys ical scheme.

Revised February 8, 1939
(Substitute for Bulletin No. 16, dated

August 31, 1938)

• UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY
)•

BULLETIN NO. 16 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

PLANNING FOR LOW RENTS
I

Th c-
rM
lK/o

. l\ 13
Tl/0./ b

The purpose “of this bulletin is to bring to the atten-'
tion of the local housing authorities and their technical
staffs those factors which influence the rents in housing
projects. It proposes also to suggest principals of planning
that will lead to lower rents through lower management costs.

We recommend that this bulletin.be used in connection
with United States Housing Authority Bulletins on Policy and
Procedure Nos. 11 and 12 on Site Planning and Dwelling Unit
Planning, respectively. Thorough consideration of the sug
gestions included in the various technical bulletins, we be
lieve, will lead to more efficient planning.

bulletin.be
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o I. MARKET AND RENTABILITY

Who is to be Housed.7A.

3

"Families of low income" are families who are in the lowest
income group and. who cannot afford, to pay enough to cause private
enterprise in their locality or metropolitan area to build, an
adequate supply of decent, safe and sanitary dwellings for their
use.

The United States Housing Act of 1937 declares it to be the
policy of the United States to employ its funds and credit "to ...
remedy the unsafe and insanitary housing conditions and the acute
shortage of decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings for families of
low income," throughout the country.

"Low-rent housing" is defined in the Act as "decent, safe, and
sanitary dwellings within the financial reach of families of low
income."

I

s

"The dwellings in low-rent housing...shall be available solely
for families whose net income at the time of admission does not ex
ceed five times the rental (including the value or cost to them of
heat, light, water, and cooking fuel) of the dwellings to be fur
nished such families, except that in the case of families with three
or more minor dependents, such ratio shall not exceed six to one."

The Act definitely indicates that the market from which tenants
are selected shall be limited so that projects will not be in com
petition with legitimate private enterprise. Eventual eradication
of slums is contemplated - tenants will be chosen from families liv
ing in substandard or overcrowded dwellings.

The group of families constituting the market is to be found
between these two income levels, and should be determined at the
outset. Projects must be planned so as to achieve the rents that
this group can afford. The practice of planning a housing project
without carefully checking each step in the development of the plans
for its effect on rents may result in rents which do not meet the
market described above, and therefore fail to accomplish the objec
tives set forth in the Act.

A top limit on tenants' incomes is thus set at the level for
which private enterprise supplies an adequate number of standard
dwellings. Under the pi’esent terms of the Act, however, soundly
financed projects cannot be set up if families without ability to
pay rent are admitted.
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to provide privacy for sleep-

4

Rentability will be enhanced if units are designed for maximum
occupancy without overcrowding. 1

After the minimum space standards required by the United States
Housing Authority are met, the number of rooms per family and the
design of the dwelling unit should be based on the income and the
needs of the specific group vhich the project is to reach.

occupancy without overcrowding. For example, a three—room unit con
sisting of bedroom, living room and kitchen, will be adequate for~
three people only if the plan is such as
ing in the living room.

In order that preference may be given to families having chil
dren, the project should have as high a proportion of large units
as will be rentable, and as is feasible within the cost limitations
of the Act.

Analysis of the Market as it Relates to Size and Design of Dwelling
Units . .

Even though the construction of adequate dwellings for families
of low income is in itself a worthwhile objective, the social pos
sibilities of the program should be recognized and planned for. In
no event should projects be considered either as show places, or as
having an institutional character. They should be planned as normal
units in the community in which they are built. Paternalistic man
agement is not contemplated. Supervision should not extend beyond
that necessary for the protection and maintenance of property, and
for reasonable sei’vice to the tenants.

Careful consideration should be given to prevailing space stand
ards in the community for dwellings renting for about the same amount
as those in the project. If the space provided is less than that in
substandard dwellings at equivalent rents, tenants may prefer to stay
where they are despite the better construction or equipment offered
in the projects, where they may not be able to use the household
furniture they have. The United States Housing Authority’s minimum
requirements must not be allowed to become the standard.

The size of a market - i.e., the number of families eligible .
for a particular project - can be determined only by a study of in
comes and budgets of families now living in substandard houses, re
lated to family size. The distribution of units according to rooms-
per—unit should take into account the number of families eligible
for units of each size.
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D. Site Selection and. Rentability

II.

A. Federal Subsidy

5

FINANCING AND SUBSIDY AS THEY AFFECT
RENTS AND CAPITAL COSTS

iff
Influence of Project Size and Type on Management Costs and Facili
ties to be Supplied

The size of projects is a derivative of the market defined
above. It should be borne in mind,, however, that the efficiency of
project management may vary with the size of the project and the
amenities provided. In general it is true that large projects allow
for some economies in operation that cannot be achieved in very small
projects. The final decision as to size should therefore result
not only from demonstrated demand but also from a careful analysis
of efficient operation. The desirability of providing services
which improve standards of living should be weighed against the
ability of the tenant to pay for these services, with careful con
sideration of their relative efficiency and economy in relation to
the size of the particular project.

The site selected for a project has a
rentability of the completed development.

definite relation to
Obviously a site without

the convenience of nearby schools, churches, shops, cheap public
transportation, and recreation facilities may prove difficult to
rent. A site which is subject to nuisances, such as noise, smoke,
chemical fumes, or odors, is undesirable not only from the point of
view of renting but also because it may result in high annual costs
due to the excess painting, repairing, cleaning, and landscape
maintenance required.

Under the present Act, because of the subsidy which the United
States Housing Authority is authorized to make, the debt service on

It is important to consider the total cost of living of the
resident in a housing project. The cost (if any) of transportation
to and from the project to his place of employment should be small.
The site should be so located that without undue expense the resi
dents can get to shopping, amusement and recreational centers.

Comparison of rents formerly paid by tenants and those available
in new projects must be based upon consideration of gross rents
rather than shelter rents. In many instances families living in
substandard dwellings pay much more for extra services (ice, fuel,
etc.) which they buy in small quantities, than similar services cost
in new projects if purchased through the management, which is usually
able to obtain wholesale rates.
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B. The Effect of Interest Rates on Rents
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The following illustration indicates the relationship between
annual financing charges and annual United States Housing Authority
subsidy based on the retirement of the bonds purchased by parties
other than the United States Housing Authority prior to the retire
ment of those purchased by the United States Housing Authority:

"J

zo

It is obvious that considerable variation in capital expendi
ture will not materially affect the net annual cost of financing
charges to be made up from rents. Experience of the USHA has shown
that lower rents can often be achieved in group house developments
than in those of apartment type in the same locality and o'? the same
size, even though the former may result in slightly highp?’' per unit
costs. This is partly due to the greater amount of tenant mainte
nance which is possible for group hous-es.

capital cost may become a very small part of the total rent. It is
therefore possible to use durable materials and methods of construc
tion which require a minimum.of operating, maintenance, replacement,
and insurance cost without causing any material increase in debt
service to be met from rents. At the same time projects are not to
be of "elaborate or expensive design or materials."

The interest rate on the bonds to be issued by the local au
thority for the development of the project has a material effect
upon the rents to be charged. By decreasing the proposed interest
rate on these bonds, the annual debt service will be decreased and
become a smaller charge against the rent. Thus, if the interest
rate on the bonds can be reduced to a rate which will permit the
annual contributions to more than cover debt service, part of the
annual contributions may be available to meet cost of management
and operation and thus to reduce rents.

With a 15 year local loan of 10 per cent of the development
cost retired in 13 payments at 3 per cent interest, and a 60 year
Federal loan of 90 per cent of the development cost retired after
the amortization of the local loan in 45 payments at 34 per cent
interest (which on the date of this bulletin is the going Federal
rate plus of one per cent), the average annual debt service is
about 3.85 per cent of the total development cost. With a maximum
subsidy of 3-3/4 per cent (which on the date of this bulletin is the
going Federal rate plus 1 per cent) the net annual cost of financ
ing charges (that is, the debt service not payable from Federal
annual contributions) becomes approximately 1/10 of 1 per cent of the
total development cost. Each $100 increase in capital cost per room
will increase the rent per room per month only, one cent, but may re
quire an additional contribution by the United States Housing Au
thority of thirty-one cents per room per month. The cost limita
tions of the Act both as to capital expenditures, materials, and ad
ministration must, of course, be adhered to.
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The Effect of Local Capital and Annual Contributions on BentsC.

D.

III.

It is
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The interest rate on any part of the bond issue to be purchased
by parties other than the USHA is not fixed. The local authority,
therefore , has the opportunity of obtaining a very low interest rate
on these bonds. The sale of these bonds at public sale will help
insure that the best possible price is obtained.

Local capital and annual contributions (in addition to tax
exemption) will result in material reductions in the rents. In a
number of cities, local capital donations have been made in the form
of grants of land, material, facilities, or work or services in con
nection with the construction of projects. Such capital donations
make it unnecessary to issue bonds for the donated portion of the
development cost and this results in the elimination from the rents
of any annual charges for debt service on these items. Since Eederal
annual. contributions are made on the basis of the development cost
including these donated items, a reduction in the rents can be ef
fected.

Tax Exemption and Payments (if any) in Lieu of Taxes

Complete exemption from taxation with no payments in lieu of
taxes should be provided in order to assist the achievement of. rents
which families in the lowest income groups can pay. Payments in
lieu of taxes result iij. increased rents and such payments should be
avoided unless there are special circumstances which justify a pay
ment, such as substantial local capital donations having an annual
value which offsets the amount of the proposed payments. Local.au
thorities should not make commitments for payments in lieu of taxes
except with the approval of the United States Housing Authority.

ANNUAL EXPENSES OF PROJECT ADMINISTRATION

Annual administrative expenses are discussed below with refer
ence to how each can be kept to a minimum. Such costs are subject
to variation because of size, design, location, and tenantry.

In a number of cities, local annual contributions have oeen
made in the form of city maintenance of grounds (handled through the
local parks department at no cost to.the project), reductions in
rates for utility services, or the provision of certain utility
services without charge. Planning of streets and service drives
should contemplate their dedication to the municipality in order to
relieve the project of their maintenance. All such local annual
contributions reduce the charges which must be met from the project
income and result in lower rentals.

Local.au
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Management Expens eA.
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8
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Attention is called to the chart in the appendix which shows
estimates of operating costs for certain USHA. projects typical of
various situations.

4

A simple project with a minimum of space and services requiring
attention from the managemenu staff is desirable. Management ex
pense may be reduced by providing a strategically located office on
the project site, convenient to as many of the public, service and
storage spaces in the project as possible. It should be arranged
so that the personnel can work without undue disturbance. In a small
project the office should be planned so as to permit a limited
personnel to perform the various duties required.

(1) Management salaries constitute the major part of management
expense. Careful planning of administrative methods is needed

to keep the personnel to a minimum. In cities where there is more
than one project, the relative efficiency of centralizing office
functions in one office as compared with self-contained management
offices on the project sites should be determined on the basis of
maximum economy, and the office space so designed. In general, de
sign should contemplate individual operation with supervision of a
minimum staff. If, however, a central office system is anticipated
there should be no duplication of functions which must of necessity
be performed in the project office. It follows that local author
ities may properly charge their overhead to an individual project
only to.the extent that their employees actually perform services
necessaiy and directly attributable to the administration of that
project.

not intended that the suggestions contained in this section be con
sidered inflexible. They do, however, represent opinions based on
extensive experience. It should be understood that the United States
Housing Authority has no desire to discourage originality on the
part of the local authorities. The ultimate solution to specific
problems must develop from local -needs and sound experience.

After a project is in operation, it will not generally be. con
sistent with achieving low rents to pay the full salary of an Execu
tive Director, as well as Housing Manager, from project income. A
large part of the administrative salaries of a local authority, and
other overhead charges not directly attributable to the operation of
a particular occupied project, will have to be met by other means —
usually by city appropriations or by additional projects in the
development stage.
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Operating ExpensesB.

(3)

9

(2) Vermin control should, be given consideration in selection of
construction materials and details of design. Extermination is

particularly expensive where natural breeding places are provided
in structures.

Possible reductions in the labor cost of operating, as well as
repair, maintenance, and replacement. expenses may be effected by
careful planning of these functions so as to eliminate the necessity
of employing "extra" help on an hourly basis. Staff should be effi
ciently budgeted and the personnel employed insofar as possible on
an annual basis. This does not mean, however, that seasonal or job
employment can or should always be avoided. Caution should be
exercised not to burden a project with an excessive personnel on
annual salaries. Whether the staff is employed on an annual or on
an hourly basis prevailing wage rates for certain types of employees
must be adhered to in compliance with Section 16 of the Act, and
estimates of operating costs should be made on the basis of rates
prevailing in the locality. For persons employed on an annual basis
the prevailing annual rate will usually be somewhat below the pre
vailing hourly rate.

(2) Legal services in connection with the operation of projects
should not often be necessary under careful management. In

general, it should be possible for authorities to use the services
of the city legal staff without cost. No retainer fee for such
service is contemplated.

All public spaces in buildings should be constructed of durable
and easily cleaned materials. Corners, especially in stairways,
should be rounded to facilitate cleaning. Skirting should be so
designed that when floors are wet mopped the dampness will not come
in contact with plaster surfaces.

(1) Janitorial expense for the cleaning of public spaces such as
common stairways and hallways, office, community, and service

spaces (laundry, storage, shop, etc.) is an important item in the
operating expense. Consequently, it is advisable to reduce such
spaces to a minimum.

Refuse removal should be planned in such a way that it does not
require the employment of project labor, but instead, allows the

tenant to place garbage and trash at a point of disposal from which
city collection is made. If incinerators are feasible, the possi
bility of locating them centrally to serve as many families as pos
sible sb mil ri be considered. It is important that city regulations
and practice in regard to garbage and trash collection be thoroughly
studied prior to the determination of a site plan. Failure to sim
plify the methods of complying with local regulations may result in
excessive service costs#
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Dwelling UtilitiesC.
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(2) Heating costs
locality.

3
The problem of selection of the utilities that will provide the

most economical service is dependent upon thorough analysis of utility
rate structures - not merely those prevailing, but also those which
it may be possible to obtain. Cost comparisons should be based on an
analysis of annual costs, including the cost of fuel or energy, of
debt service on the investment, and of maintaining and replacing equip
ment. Definite commitments and agreements should be avoided prior to
consultation with the United States Housing Authority, which is pre
pared to assist the local authorities in their negotiations with
utility companies. In many cities, the local authorities, with the
aid of the United States Housing Authority, already have been able to
obtain low utility rates because utility services are purchased at
wholesale through master meters and because housing projects are
recognized as resulting in the creation of a new and increased market
for utility services. It is sometimes possible and advantageous to
secure agreements with utility companies which provide for maintenance
service for equipment. Before final drawings are made, the effect on
rents of the type of utility selected should have been thoroughly in
vestigated, and the design should be such that it will be possible to
achieve low utility rates.

(1) Electricity, gas, and water usually may be advantageously pur
chased through master meters at wholesale or institutional rates.

If it is not feasible to provide one master meter, arrangements should
be made to have the combined readings of all meters applied as one to
the rate schedule. For water, the latter procedure is usually prefer
able since it does not involve building a separate distributing system
and is therefore more economical in first cost. Fire hydrants should
not be on metered lines unless arrangement on separate lines is shown
to involve excessive costs.

Equipment such as stoves, light fixtures, kitchen cabinets, and
plumbing fixtures, etc. should be efficient, simple, and easy to re
pair and maintain.

subject to wide variations depending on the
In determining the type of heating system to be in

stalled a comparison based on annual costs of each system under con
sideration should be made. Tho annual cost for a project operated
system is derived from estimated fuel consumption, wages, annual re
serve for maintenance, repairs and replacements, and debt service.
For instance, in comparing the choice of a high pressure steam system
to a low pressure steam system not only fuel, efficiency, and size of
operating crew should be considered, but also local regulations in re
gard to wages, supervision, etc. Whore group plants are used, the
possibility of interconnection, in order to reduce labor costs for
off-peak operation, should be considered.
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Repairs, Mai nt e nance and ReplacementsD.
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A maximum amount of tenant maintained space should be provided
and clearly defined without, however, overloading tne tenants to an
unreasonable degree or expecting them to keep up space not in sensible
relation to their dwellings.

71
xi7 In studying the use of individual family-unit heater system as

compared to a project-operated system, the ultimate cost to the tenant,
including the- cost of fuel he purchases independently of the project,
must be considered. In some projects where central services are not
available, wholesale or cooperative purchase of fuel has resulted in
considerable saving to tenants.

The cost of maintenance, repair, and replacements is the largest
single annual expense item and constitutes from 45 to 55 per cent of
the shelter rent. It is a direct reflection of the serviceability
and the durability of the component parts of the project. Therefore,
it is essential that materials and equipment be analyzed carefully to
establish in the process of design the lowest possible total annual
maintenance, repair, and replacement cost consistent with low operat
ing expense and the development cost limitations of the Act.

During the early years of operation, disbursements from the re
serve for maintenance, repair, and replacement should be required only
for routine maintenance and minor repairs. The balance should be set
aside so that funds will be available during the subsequent years when
requirements for repair and replacement become greater.

(1) Grounds which must be maintained by the project, should be kept
to a minimum since areas which are not tenant maintained are ex

tremely expensive. Elaborate planting should be avoided and shrubbery
which requires cultivation should be kept to a minimum. Choice of
plant material should be made with cost and ease of care in view.
is advisable to keep trees away from pipe and utility lines.

The analysis of heating costs requires careful individual study
which can be made only by persons technically trained in operating as
well as design practice, and thoroughljr conversant with the individual.
problem. The United States Housing Authority is prepared to assist
local authorities in determining the most advantageous type of heating.

Paths should be of ample width, carefully studied to provide easy
access in and around the project. The grounds, however, should not
be unnecessarily cut up, a practice in planning which tends to in
crease project maintained areas. Paths should be located along the
natural lines of traffic flow to reduce the amount of ’’cutting across
lawns.
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(3)
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Play spaces are important in reducing landscape maintenance costs

because they consolidate recreation in locations where no harm can be
done to the grounds. Frequent small areas may be provided for the
young children. A larger area should also be provided for older chil
dren if adequate playground facilities for them are not available in
the immediate vicinity of the project. Recreation and welfare experts
counsel that in some localities gravel has proven impractical as a
surfacing material for play and parking areas because it is easily
scattered and thrown, resulting in breakage and extra expense in gar
den and building maintenance.

Hardware should be simple, economical to maintain, durable, and
reduced to a minimum in quantity. Interior door locks should be so
designed that children cannot lock themselves in rooms without it be
ing possible to unlock the doors from the outside.

Where exterior doors to public spaces are required to swing out,
care should be taken in their design in order to protect them from
wind damage.

U

Unless definitely assigned for such use, roofs should not be ac
cessible to tenants, with the exception of the restricted spaces that
may be required by fire regulations. Parapets are often a source of
trouble and should be avoided whpre possible. Basements should be
kept to a minimum, but where provided, should be waterproof, vermin
proof, and adequately ventilated.

Playground equipment should be very simple and durable.
ments for some supervision of such equipment should always be made be
fore it is installed.

Structure: So far as it is consistent with economy of construc
tion costs, the exterior of buildings should be designed in such

a way as to reduce to a minimum the amount of exterior painting re
quired.

Painting and decorating in most projects will represent a sizable
portion of the ultimate rent. Careful application of all avail

able experience, and examination of what is considered good practice-

Leaks in walls cause extremely high maintenance costs. Every ef
fort should be made to render walls leakproof and dampproof. Methods
of wall construction which have proven unsatisfactory in local, experi
ence should not be employed. Doors of dwellings directly in tne
weather should be designed in such a way as to prevent leakage.

Where glass panel a are used in public spaces or doors they should
be placed high enough to prevent damage and preferably should be made
of wire glass.
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in the locality, will prove of great advantage, i The possible use of
inexpensive paints such as casein or . cement base paint should be
weighed against the ease with which other paints may be washed by man
agement or by the tenants themselves.

Possible rent savings may be affected through the use of materials
which require a minimum of maintenance, for example! floors of smooth
hard surfaced concrete treated to prevent dusting, and waxed, not
painted. Material for use in public spaces should be light in color
in order that the use of electricity during the day will not be re
quired in places where window areas are of necessity limited.

Where casement windows are used, window shades should be installed
in such a way that they will not be damaged when windows or screens
are opened. It is often advantageous to provide curtain brackets, so
that the tenant will not damage the window frames or adjacent plaster.
It will usually result in an economy to purchase window shades -sub
stantially longer than the window opening, in order to permit reversing
the shade on the roller and thereby prolong its use.

For example, in considering the advisability of providing space
for a Nursery School the annual cost of utilities and other expend!- ,
tures necessary for its maintenance should be compared with the value
to the children, the parents, and to the project as a whole of a pre
school and parental education program.

Experience shows that some community space should be provided in
practically every housing project. Before designing such space, how
ever, every effort should be made to obtain definite and binding
agreements from independent agents to! (1) Sponsor various activities
that are considered essential to the well being of the project com
munity. (2) Provide the facilities necessary for these activities
either on the site or in close proximity to it.

Z]

The decision as to which facilities should be included within a
project will be determined in large measure by the character of the
sponsorship secured, but it should also be based upon a study of the
advantages which will result to the tenants from the inclusion of such
facilities, weighed against their maintenance cost in terms of rent.

Frequency of the necessity of redecorating is largely affected by
atmospheric conditions of the locality in which a project is con
structed, a factor which should be borne in mind at. the time of site
selection. Possible use of tenant labor in redecorating should be con
sidered in the light of local custom and experience. Stained trim and
mill—work is usually cheaper to maintain than painted, and trim of
indestructible material may reduce the difficulties of vermin control.
Choice should be determined on the basis of local experience. Interior
window sills of indestructible materials may be advantageous.
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Vacancy and Collect!on LossesF.
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G. Insurance
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As projects can only assume responsibility for nominal expend!- .
tures for recreational purposes, the design of all community space
should be planned with a view to minimizing all maintenance and operat
ing costs, including utilities and service charges as well as supervi
sion.

All space intended for general use should be so planned that it
can be used equally well for a variety of pursuits. It should also
be so designed that it can be used for tenant-initiated activities as
well as for a program conducted under trained leadership.

During normal times virtually 100 per cent rent collection should
be possible. If it is anticipated that the type of tenants in a
particular project will be unable to pay consistently, the allowance
for bad debts may have to be increased. It is important that rental
budgets permit a fairly flexible rent policy for delinquents over a
short period of time. In localities where employment is subject to
violent fluctuations it may be advisable to build up a reserve from
rents to cover rent delinquencies during extended periods of unemploy
ment. A rent insurance plan operated by a tenants’ association or
credit union is worth consideration in lieu of excessive reserves
established through rents.

Insurance costs should be given consideration at the time the
project is being pl an n pel, Before final drawings are made, the effect
of construction on insurance rates should have been thoroughly in
vestigated, and the design should make low rates possible. The most.
important of the various types of insurance necessary are Fire, Public
Liability, Workmen’s Compensation, Boiler and Windstorm or Catastrophe.
Sometimes small changes in the design of projects can effect material
savings, in insurance costs? for example, the placing of kitchen ranges
so that there is no possibility of window shades or curtains being
ignited. Low rents cannot be achieved if insurance costs are high;
the importance of reducing this item to a minimum cannot be overempha
sized.

In properly planned and carefully managed projects there should
be little difficulty with the problem of vacancy and collection
losses. It is normally safe to figure a maximum allowance of 5 per
cent of the total annual income from rents.

A study of insurance problems in each locality is now being made .
by the United States Housing Authority in an endeavor to ascertain the
best classification and the lowest rates availaole for housing projects.
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February 8, 1939.
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Local authorities should, not make any commitments in regard, to insur
ance coverage without first securing the approval of the United. States
Housing Authority which is prepared, to assist them in the handling of
insurance problems.

NATHAN STRAUS
Administrator.

’V )
>v

■J

The planning of a housing project is like an immense equation
with numerous variables. The answer to the equation is to be found.
through careful consideration of every item of which it is composed.
The answer must be low rents in a project that conforms to standards
of planning and provides amenities consistent with the objectives of
the United States Housing Act. The problem is not an easy one. Only
by the most diligent efforts can the best solution be achieved.
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5 EXPLANATION OF RENTAL CHART

-
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Bar A - 1 and. 2-story group house development in the south; nonfireproof
construction; heating hy unit heaters; average rooms per dwelling unit
4.26; coverage 18.5 per cent. Almost complete maintenance of grounds hy
tenants is possible in this project, resulting in savings in maintenance
expense. The insurance expense (included in "Other" expense on the
chart) is high for this project because of location in the tornado belt
and because of nonfiroproof construction.

0

Bar B — 1 and 2-story group houses and flats in the southwest for very. .
low income group, minimal type of fireproof construction; gas space
heaters to be purchased by tenant. Average rooms per dwelling unit, 3.4;
coverage, 14 per cent. ‘ Note the low figure for reserve for maintenance,
repair and replacements due to the use of simple indestructible materials
which require a minimum of maintenance.
Bar 0 — 2Astory .group houses and 3-story apartments. in the north; semi
fireproof construction in group houses, apartments completely fireproof;
central heating; average rooms per dwelling unit, 3.9; coverage, 27 per
cent. As the site is in a downtown slum area where there is a good deal
of smoke and dirt, the operation and maintenance figures are higher than
for other projects. There is high proportion of 3-story apartments for
which janitor service is at present contemplated viiich tends to increase
the cost of operating services.
Bar D — 2—story group houses and 3—story apartments in northern city;
fireproof construction; group heating; average rooms per dwelling unit
3.96; coverage, 22 per cent.



RENTAL CHART

MONTHLY SHELTER RENT (INCLUDING WATER) AS CALCULATED FOR CERTAIN PROJECTS NOW UNDER LOAN AND
ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS CONTRACTS

$17.14 $16. U$15.39 $946$13.91 $13.39 $18
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OPERATION
EXPENSE

AOMINlSTRATIVE
EXPENSE

ITEM OF EXPENSE
A DESCRIPTION OF

RESERVE FOR
MAINTENANCE,
REPAIR, AND
REPLACEMEN TS

NOTE:
RENTAL CALCULATIONS,
FICATIONS OF
CHART CAN BE
MENT3 IN LIEU
CONTRI BUT I ONS.

AVERAGE
MONTHLY SHELTER
RENT PER ROOM

INCLUDED IN RENT
I S AVAILABLE AS A

$

average
monthly shelter
RENT PER DW, UNIT

(FIGURES FOR EACH SEPARATE ITEM OF EXPENSE ENTERING INTO TOTAL DWELLING UNIT RENTAL
ARE SHOWN WITHIN THE BARS. A DESCRIPTION OF EACH SPECIFIC PROJECT FOR WHICH A BAR
IS SHOWN IS INCLUDED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE, A3 WELL AS REMARKS PERTINENT TO THE
RENTAL CALCULATIONS.)

PAYMENTS, IF ANY
IN LIEU OF TAXES

FIGURES SHOWN ON THIS
THEY ARE

ANNUAL COSTS.
REACHED. FOR
OF TAXES,

NET DEBT SERVICE
ON LOCAL LOAN)

♦ THERE IS NO DEBT SERVICE INCLUDED IN RENT FOR THIS PROJECT ANO PART OF
USHA ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION IS AVAILABLE AS A CREDIT TOWARD REDUCING
RENTALS BECAUSE OF THE SUBSTANTIAL LOCAL DONATIONS TOWARD CAPITAL COSTS.

CHART ARE IN NO SENSE TO BE CONSIDERED AS GUIDES OR STANDARDS FOR
INCLUDED HERE MERELY TO INDICATE A WIDE RANGE IN VARIOUS CLASSI-

IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT RENTS EVEN LOWER THAN THE LOWEST SHOWN ON THIS
EXAMPLE, THE NECESSARY LOWER RENTS CAN BE ACHIEVED BY ELIMINATING PAY“

BY PROVIDING SUBSTANTIAL LOCAL CAPITAL DONATIONS AND LOCAL ANNUAL
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EXPLANATION OP RENTAL CHART

f

F

Note that the item for debt service results in a credit
a city donation has been made great enough actually to elim-

Bar E - 1 and 2—story group house development in the south; non
fireproof construction; heating by unit heaters; 1490 rooms -
350 dwelling units; average rooms per dwelling unit 4.26; cover
age, 18.5 per cent. Almost complete maintenance of grounds by
tenants is possible in this project, resulting in a substantial
decrease in the maintenance expense. Here again the insurance
rates are high because of location in south and nonfireproof
construction.

Bar F — 1 and 2—story group houses and flats in the southwest for
very low income group, minimal type of fireproof construction;
gas space heaters to be purchased by tenant. 639 rooms - 186 dwell
ing units; average rooms per dwelling unit, 3.4; coverage, 14 per
cent. Note the low figure for reserve for maintenance, repair and
replacements due to the use of simple indestructible materials which
require a minimum of maintenance. -Administrative expense has been
reduced by careful planning of administrative functions.

_______ 12______________________________________

■t)

Bar C - 2-story group houses and 3-story apartments in the north;
semifireproof construction in group houses, apartments completely
fireproof; central heating. 2,449 rooms - 627 dwelling units;
average rooms per dwelling unit, 3.9; coverage, 27 per cent. As
the site is in a downtown slum area where there is a good deal
of smoke and dirt, the operation and maintenance figures are
higher than for other projects. Also, there is a high propor
tion of 3-story apartments for which janitor service is at pres
ent contemplated. The low figure for debt service is due to sub
stantial capital donations by the city.

Bar D - 2-story group houses and 3-story apartments in northern
city; fireproof construction; group heating; 2756 rooms - 696
units; average rooms per dwelling unit 3.95; coverage, 22 per
cent.
since
inate any charge for debt service in the rent and to permit part
of the subsidy to be applied as a credit toward annual operation.

Bars A and B - 1 and 2-story group house development in southern
coastal city; concrete block construction, wood roof framing, unit
heaters; 969 rooms - 224 dwelling units; average rooms per dwell
ing unit, 4.3; coverage, 11.5 per cent. Bar B shows a revised es
timate of annual costs after more thorough study of the various
items. Note the high administrative expense and low operation
and reserve expenses shown in Bar A. A study of the original es
timates shows excess personnel and reveals that the estimate of
operation and reserve expenses was too low. Insurance costs are
high on this project partly because of a higher rate due to loca
tion in the tornado zone. In order to achieve lower rents these
costs will have to be reduced. Bar B shows the omission of pay
ments in lieu of taxes and refiguring of debt service on the local
loan at a lower rate of interest than originally contemplated,
both in order to achieve low rents.
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Administrative ExpenseA.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5. Telephone and. Telegraph

6.

7.
foes.)

B.

1.

2. Water for Dwellings

3.

4. Exterminating and Disinfecting

5.

6.

18

Miscellaneous
(Includes watchman, if any; storeroom expense, if any;
operating equipment and tools, lamps and fuses, etc.)

Rubbish and Garbage Removal
(Ordinarily included in municipal services without cost
to project.)

Professional Services
(Legal and auditing.)

Recreation and Social Expense
(Supplied and expendable material.)

Office Expense
(Postage, supplies, express, etc.)

Utilities - Public spaces only.
Heat and hot water
Water
Electricity and gas

<7/

Operating Expense (Excluding heat and utilities except water,
and services for public spaces and project office.)

Miscellaneous
(Includes trustee’s

SUMMARY OF MAJOR ANNUAL EXPENSE I TIMS FROM WHICH
SHELTER REITS ARE DERIVED

Renting Expense
(Includes advertising, printing, credit rating reports,
etc. This expense is not to be confused with initial
occupancy expense.)

Janitorial Cleaning
(Payroll and supplies)

Management Salaries
(includes parts of salaries of operating personnel charge
able to administrative duties.)
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Z4 ••
Maintenance, Repair and. ReplacementC.

Care of Grounds1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

D. Insurance
1. Fire Insurance

$
Public Liability2.

Workmen’s Compensation,3.

4. Other

E.

F. Net Debt Service
!G. Miscellaneous

iH. Vacancy and Bad Debts

I. Total Expense

J.

K. Shelter Rent

1

19

Miscellaneous
(Includes office and playground equipment, etc.)

Repairs and Replacement of Structure
(includes such items as roofing and sheet metal work,
carpentry, masonry, tile, glazing, plastering, etc.)

Decorating and Renovating
(includes exterior and interior work, shades, etc.)

Payments in Lieu of Taxes (Such.payments to be made only
where special circumstances, such as substantial local
capital donations, justify them.)

Income from Non-Dwelling Facilities
(if any are provided.in project, deduct from Item I.)

Repairs and Replacement of Fixed Mechanical System
(includes heating plant and distribution system, plumb
ing, gas, and electrical systems.)

Repairs and Replacement of Dwelling Equipment
(Ranges, refrigerators, space heaters, etc.)



■ Planning for Low Rents

I. The Need, for Achieving Lower Costs

u

II. Management Expense

$
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Addendum No. 1 - Achieving Even Lower Management,
Operation and Maintenance Costs.

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY
H

Bulletin No. 16 on Policy and Procedure

Definite progress has and is being made by local authorities in achiev
ing low management operation and maintenance costs. In fact it is being
found possible to set rents well within the financial reach of families in
the lowest income group. However, this result has only been achieved
through the use of the maximum federal subsidy permitted by the Act and
through total or substantially total local tax exemptions. The U3HA. is
firmly convinced that if the public housing program is to proceed to its
logical end, that is if all rather than a small proportion of the lowest
income group is to be rehoused, ways and means must be found of achieving
low rents and at the same time reducing the federal and local subsidies now
required.

.An
.5 ' i k

1

Scope and Cent ent of Addendum. This Addendum indicates the need for
achieving even lower management, operation and maintenance costs in order
to carry out more effectively the policies of the United States Housing

' Act of 1937 and suggests methods of effecting still further reductions in
the cost of certain major items of management expense, operating services,
and repairs, maintenance and replacements. In general, the method of
treatment followed in this Addendum is to indicate some of the difficulties
which have been encountered in reducing such costs and to point out methods
of overcoming or minimizing these difficulties.

Only the major items of expense are included in the following discus
sions and no attempt has been made to cover these completely. However, it
is hoped that these discussions may prove of value in pointing the way
toward lower costs.

The largest item in" management expense is salaries. To achieve ef
ficiency and low costs qualified and trained personnel is required. Because
public housing management is such a new field there are few persons who are
qualified without further training and experience to hold responsible
management positions. The solution lies first in carefully analyzing tne
duties to be required of each staff member to determine what field of ex
perience and training requires skills best approximating those which will
be utilized in the position; second, in selecting the best qualified person;
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and. third., in training the persons selected, in the aspect of management
which is to he their particular responsibility. The National Association
of Housing Officials, the USHA, and. other agencies, such as schools and.
universities, have already taken active steps toward assisting local au
thorities in this important question of personnel selection and training.

In determining what services are to be performed by tenants, careful
consideration must be given to what is reasonable and practicable. For
example, in the case of public stairhalls, there are frequently windows
which are located so that they are difficult to reach and. it would not be

The growth of the program has created a major problem in public ad
ministration especially where there are several projects being administered
by one authority. In fact, in several instances there has been a tendency
for management costs per dwelling unit to be greater in the larger proj
ects. Thorough study must be giver to the administrative organization to
prevent duplication of functions, unnecessary forms and procedures and other
types of red. tape which create unproductive work. The USHA is taking active
steps to assist local authorities tn do away with unnecessary administrative
work ty simplifying and eliminating to the maximum extent possible the
various reports and records required to be submitted by local authorities.

The major item in operating services is janitorial expense. This is
especially true in the case of apartment buildings which include common
service areas such as stairhalls, laundries and storage, and neranbulator
rooms, the care and cleaning of which are by tradition customarily the
responsibility of the landlord. The most natural solution to this problem

For example, it seems reasonable that families living in apartment
buildings will be able to clean the public stairhalls leading to their
dwellings. The cleaning of each stairhall will be done by several families
working cooperatively. To secure this cooperative relationship requires
skilled guidance on the nart of management but it also requires a feeling
of responsibility and participation on the part of the families. If ten
ants through their resident association or through other democratic means
determine the details of any arrangement such as this, cooperation is
much more apt to result. In other words, tenant participation in tne
maintenance of common service areas must be considered in terms of the com
munity relations program.

lies in building the row house type of dwelling where common areas (both
interior and exterior) are largely confined to playgrounds, club rooms and
other facilities for community activities. Unfortunately, due to high land
costs and other reasons it is often necessary to construct apartments.
this case ways must be found to overcome tradition so that it will not be
necessary for management to provide services which it is reasonable and
practicable for tenants’to provide for themselves.
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IV. Repair, Maintenance and Replacement
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Because tenant particiration in project upkeep presents such challeng
ing possibilities the USHA is particularly anxious to be advised of the
experiences of local authorities in order that these may be passed on as
suggestions to ocher authorities.

Waste receptacles also provide an example of the relationship of ten
ant participation in maintenance to a community relations program. In one
project after trash receptacles had been installed, a contest was held
among the children for naming each receptacle. Kames wore submitted such
as "fill mo up" and "let me have it". The winning children were rewarded
by having their names printed under the slogan which was attached to the
receptacle they named.

The care of grounds, as far as tenant participation in maintenance is
concerned, is in some ways similar to janitorial expense. In other words
the row house type of dwellings presents the most conducive setting. In
addition, however, the care of grounds presents creative and esthetic pos
sibilities to the families in the project. A neat arid attractive appear
ance, especially when achieved through family and community effort, will
have a wholesome and beneficial effect on the attitudes and character of
the project residents.

reasonable to ask the tenants to clean them. Anothex1 example can be found
in the problem of keeping the grounds free of loose papers and other debris.

providing trash recentacles at convenient locations, it is made handy
fox' the tenants not only to avoid dropping loose papers but also to pick up
papers which others may have dropped.

There has been a tendency in some projects to redecorate when no real
need existed. In determining when interiors are to be repainted, the local
authority should carefully establish the minimum standard necessary to
provide a decent and attractive appearance.

The item of redecorating is one of the largest single items in most
budgets. To find ways and means of achieving lower redecorating costs
deserves particular attention on the part of local authorities. One way
toward this end is by providing wall surfaces which do not max' and soil
readily and which are easy for the tenants to keep clean. The possibility
of painting by tenants is being considered by some authorities. This will
obviously require the careful working out of all the details such as the
type of paint, the provision of brushes and equipment and instructions to
tenants in its use. Where tenants perform such major and unusual items
of maintenance, it may be desirable to consider a system of rebates or
other form cf direct compensation. Any inducements offered should always
be in the form of rewards rather than penalties.
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September 21, 1939.
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NATHAN STRAUS,
Adm in i s t rat o r.

The expense for the repair, maintenance and replacement of heating,
plumbing and electrical systems and equipment depends to a large degree on
the type of equipment. Simple equipment should be used unless there is a
definite saving in costs when expense for dwelling utilities is considered.
for example, in row house developments the individual gas or coal fired
furnace is being found preferable to a central heating system in more and
more instances.
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PROJECTS

Each
site will,

I
USEFUL LIFE OF A PROJECT

Useful Life of a Project means the period, of physical usefulness

i

Names such as ’’White
never

PWA Housing Division Projects means public housing projects
constructed, by the Housing Division of the PWA and. trans
ferred. by Executive Order No. 7732 to the USHA, whether or
not they have been subsequently leased by the USHA to a
public housing agency. This term must not be used for the
projects constructed by limited dividend corporations with
the aid of loans from the PWA.

PWA Limited Dividend Projects means housing projects constructed
by limited dividend corporations with the aid of loans from
the PWA.

USHA Projects means projects initiated under the United States
Housing Act of 1937 (Wagner-Steagall Housing Act).

DEFINITION OF TERMS

I
The purpose of language is to reach the mind of the other

man s. easily and clearly as possible. Towards this end the
following definitions have been established for use in connec
tion with the public housing program of the USHA.

H K
UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

n6.r1 ' BULLETIN NO. 17 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE
3
:i ‘ c- >

Project (when referring to a USHA project as defined above)
means that portion of a public housing agency’s low-rent
housing undertaking which is covered by one annual contri
butions contract with the USHA. A "Project” may include de
velopments on one or more sites. The USHA will assign a
separate number for development on each separate site.

in general, also have a name chosen by the local
uthority or a geographic designation. 1------- ------ - -

Project," "Negro Project" or "Mexican Project" should
be used.

of a project for the purpose of providing dwelling accommoda
tions, but in no event less than the number of yeqrs during
which any of the obligations issued to aid ip^inknblng thq
development of the project remain out stand

p •>1r; 5> . * *
1“ LiUs?vJ
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Half-Room means

RENTS AND RENTAL VALUES

2

■

90 square feet
80 square feet

ROOMS
(See Bulletin No. 2 on Policy and. Procedure)

Room-Count is the total of all rooms and half-rooms, half-rooms
being counted as one-half each. Bathrooms, halls, closets,
laundries, utility rooms, storage rooms and community or’
recreation rooms are not counted, as rooms.

Room means a space containing a window opening to the outside
air and having at least the following area for the use
designated:

Living Room - 150 square feet
Dining Room - 100 square feet
Kitchen - 60 square feet either as a separate space

or added to a living or dining room. If
separate and less than 70 square feet, it
must be not less than 7 feet wide.

1st Bedroom - 120 square feet
2nd Bedroom -
3rd Bedroom -

(1) A dining space not less than 50 square feet in area
in addition to the minimum required area of the liv
ing room or kitchen to which it is added, or

Rent including Utilities means "Shelter Rent" as defined
above, plus the charge established (or estimated) for
the furnishing of such utilities (i.e., water, heat,
heating of water, light, cooking fuel, or refrigeration
energy) as are supplied by the project without additional
charge.

(2) A kitchenette, being either a separate space or a
space added to another room, having adequate kitchen
equipment and at least three feet of passage clearance
in front of such equipment. Space required for such
equipment and passage clearance is in addition to the
minimum required area of the living -room or dining
room to which it is added.

Shelter Rent means the charge established (or. estimated) for
the use of a dwelling excluding the furnishing of any
utilities (i.e., water, heat, heating of water, light,
cooking fuel, or refrigeration energy).
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(1)

(2) Remission of general or special taxes.

i(3) Cash Payments.

E3

■

■

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND CAPITAL DONATIONS
(See Bulletin No, 6 on Policy and. Procedure)

In the case of specific projects and. in all tabulations, care
must be taken to show what utilities are included, in "Rent including
Utilities."

Statutory Rental Value means "Rent including Utilities" plus the value or
' cost of any of the following which are not included in "Rent includ

ing Utilities", viz., water, heat, heating of water, light, and cook
ing fuel.

Local contributions made to a project before its physical com
pletion and which are admitted as part of the development cost of the
project may also be counted as "Capital Donations" (see definition
herein).

USHA Annual Contributions means annual grants made by the United States
Housing Authority to a public housing agency to assist it in achiev
ing and maintaining the low-rent character of a housing project, in
accordance with the terms of annual contributions contracts entered
into between the United States Housing Authority and the public
housing agency.

Local Contributions means aids given by the State, city, county, or other
political subdivision in which a housing project is situated, to a
public housing agency to assist it in achieving and maintaining the
low-rent character of the project, and made in any of the following
forms:

Tax exemption. Complete exemption from taxes will be considered
as providing a local contribution of a value equal to the total
amount of all taxes which would otherwise be levied against the
project by all taxing agencies, less the amount of payments in
lieu of taxes, if any, made by the local authority.

Statutory rental values will be established for all dwellings,
and will serve in determining the upper limit of income for tenant
admission as provided in Sec. 2 (1) of the Act. Note that when the
furnishing of refrigeration energy is not included in "Rent includ
ing Utilities" it may not be added to "Rent including Utilities" in
establishing "Statutory Rental Value."
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Capital donations to development cost may include such items
as:

(1) Cash Payments.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
1

(6)

(7)

I

L

4

The Act requires (Sec. 10 (a)) as a condition for the making
of USHA annual contributions that local contributions be received
in an amount equal to at least 20 per centum of the USHA annual
contribution.

land, including the net areas obtained by the vacating of
streets and alleys.

Remission of taxes or special assessments levied on property
to be included in the project and which are delinquent or
unpaid at the time of its acquisition.

Remission of taxes or special assessments on property in
cluded in the project which are levied after the date of
its acquisition but before physical completion.

Waiver of building permit, inspection or other similar
fees.

Technical, professional or administrative services in the
development of a project furnished without cost.

Value of tax exemption on property included in the project
from the date of its acquisition to the date of physical
completion.

Though the above are the only forms of local aid which are
defined as "Local Contributions" and which count towards the re
quirement of local contributions equal to 20 per centum of the
USHA annual contributions, it should be noted that there are many
other forms of local aid (including "Capital Donations") which
will be of great value in reducing rents, and which should be
secured whenever possible. For a full discussion of these see
Bulletin No. 6 on Policy and Procedure.

Capital Donations means outright aids of a monetary value (other than
capital grants made to the USHA. pursuant to Sec. 11 of the Act)
given to a public housing agency and which are admitted as part
of the development cost of a project.
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December 2, 1938.
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New improvements (such as grading, street paving, side
walks, sewers, water mains, landscaping, etc.) furnished
without cost to a project.

NATHAM^RAIE,^.^^
'Admi nis>t r^t o r “

K V

"Capital Donations" in the form of items (1) to (4) in
clusive when made by the State, city, county, or other political
subdivision in which a project is situated, may also be counted
as "Local Contributions" (see definition herein).
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USEFUL LIFE OF A PROJECT

 project or group of projects covered by one loan
oi' annual contributions contract.

Revised January 31, 1939
(Substitute for Bulletin No. 17, dated December 2, 1938.
The two revised sections are PROJECTS and RENTS AND

RENTAL VALUES.)

L

-

Statutory Project is a

USHA Projects means projects initiated under the United States Housing
Act of-J.937 (Wagner-Steagall Housing Act).

The purpose of language is to reach the mind of the other man
easily and clearly as possible. 

i as
Towards this end the following defini

tions have been established for use in connection with the public hous
ing program of the USHA.

Useful Life of a Project means the period of physical usefulness of a
project for the purpose of providing dwelling accommodations, but
in no event less than the number of years during which any of the
obligations issued to aid in financing tho development of the proj
ect remain outstanding.

‘■ne .

1

PWA Housing Division Projects means public housing projects constructed
by the Housing Division of the PWA and transferred by Executive
Order No. 7732 to the USHA, whether or not they have been subse
quently leased by the USHA to a public housing agency. This term
must not be used for the projects constructed by limited dividend
corporations with the aid of loans from the PWA.

PW,A- Limited Dividend Projects means housing projects constructed by limited
dividend corporations with the aid of loans from the PWA.

Project (when referring to a USHA project as defined above) means that
portion of a public housing agency's low-rent housing undertaking
to which tho USHA has assigned a separate project number.. Ordinarily
this will mean a development on one site. Each project will, in '
general, also have a name or geographic designation chosen by the
local authority. Names such as "White Project", "Negro Project" or
"Mexican Project" should never bo used.
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If separate

70 square feet

Half-Room means
i ■

RENTS AND RENTAL VALUES

2

(2) A kitchenette, 'being either a separate space or a space added
to another room, having adequate kitchen equipment and at least
three feet of passage clearance in front of such equipment.
Space required for such equipment and passage clearance is in
addition to the minimum required area of the living room or
dining room to which it is added.

ROOMS
(See Bulletin No. 2 on Policy and Procedure)

*
r

(1) A dining space not less than 60 square feet in area in addition
to the minimum required area of the living room or kitchen to
which it is added, or

Room means a space containing a window opening to the outside air and
having at least the following area for the use designated:

Room-Count is the total of all rooms and half-rooms, half-rooms being
counted as one-half each. Bathrooms, halls, closets, laundries,
utility rooms, storage rooms and community or recreation rooms are
not counted as rooms.

In the case of specific projects and in all tabulations, care
mast be taken to show what utilities are included in ’’Shelter Rent
plus Utility Charge."

Living Room - 150 square feet
Dining Room - 100 square feet
Kitchen - 60 square feet either as a separate space or

added to a living or dining room.
and less than 70 square feet, it must be not
less than 7 feet wide.

1st Bedroom - 120 square feet
2nd Bedroom - 100 square feet
3rd Bedroom -

Shelter Rent means the charge established (or estimated) for the use of
a dwelling excluding the furnishing of any utilities (i. e.» water,
heat, heating of water, light, cooking fuel, or refrigeration energy).

Shelter Rent plus Utility Charge means "Shelter Rent" as defined above,
plus the charge established (or estimated) for the furnishing of
such utilities (i. e., water, heat, heating of water, light, cook
ing fuel, or refrigeration energy) as are supplied by the project
and which are included in the stipulated periodic payments by the
tenant.
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(1) Tax exemption.

(2) Remission of general or special taxes.

3

E

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND CAPITAL DONATIONS
(See Bulletin No. 6 on Policy and Procedure)

c

.¥

I
L

USHA Annual Contributions means annual grants made by the United States
Housing Authority to a public housing agency to assist it in achiev
ing and maintaining the low-rent character of a housing project, in
accordance with the terms of annual contributions contracts entered
into between the United States Housing Authority and the public
housing agency.

r , Complete exemption from taxes will be considered
as providing a local contribution of a value equal to the toual
amount of all taxes which would otherwise be levied against the
project by all taxing agencies, less the amount of payments in
lieu of taxes, if any, made by the local authority.

Statutory Rental Value means "Shelter Rent plus Utility Charge" less any
charge included therein for refrigeration energy, plus the value or
cost to the tenant of any of the following which are not included in
"Shelter Rent plus Utility Charge": water, heat, heating of water,
light, and cooking fuel.

Local Contributions means aids given by the State, city, county, oi' other
political subdivision in which a housing project is situated, to a
public housing agency to assist it in achieving and maintaining the
low—rent character of the project, and made in any of the following
f orms:

The Act requires (Sec. 10(a)) as a condition for the making of
USHA annual contributions that local contributions be received in
an amount equal to at least 20 per centum of the USHA annual con
tribution.

(3) Cash Payments.

Aids in any of the above three forms made to a project before
its physical completion will be allowed as a local contribution,
if admitted as part of the development cost of the project, they.
will also be counted as "Capital Donations" (see definition herein).

Statutory rental values will be established for all. dwellings,
and will serve in determining the statutory upper limit of income
for tenant admission as provided in Sec. 2(1)' of the Act. They do
not include the value or cost of refrigeration energy.
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Capital donations to development cost may include such items as!

(1) Cash Payments.

(2)

(3)

(5) Waiver of building permit, inspection or other similar fees.

(6)

(7)

(8)

January 31, 1939. 4

Remission of taxes or special assessments levied on property to
be included in the project and which are delinquent or unpaid
at the time of its acquisition.

NATHAN STRAUS,
Administrator.

Though the above are the only forms of local aid which are
defined as "Local Contributions" and which count towards the re
quirement of local contributions equal to 20 per centum of the
USHA annual contributions, it should be noted that there are many
other forms of localaid (including "Capital Donations") which
will be of great value in reducing rents, and which should be
secured whenever possible. For a full discussion of these see
Bulletin No. 6 on Policy an! Procedure.

Value of tax exemption on property included in the project from
the date of its acquisition to the date of physical completion.

Technical, professional or administrative services in the de
velopment of a project furnished without cost.

Land, including the net areas obtained by the vacating of streets
and alleys.

Capital Donations means outright aids of a monetary value (other than
capital grants made by the USHA pursuant toSec. 11 of the Act)
given to a public housing agency and which are admitted as part
of the development cost of a project.

New improvements (such as grading, street paving, sidewalks,
sewers, water mains, landscaping, etc.) furnished without cost
to a project.
"Capital Donations" in the form of items (1) to (4) inclusive

(4), Remission of taxes or special assessments on property included
in the project which are levied after the date of its acquisi
tion but before physical completion.

when made by the State, city, county, or other political subdivi
sion in which a project is situated, may also be counted as "Local
Contributions" (see definition herein).
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

This definition

February 28, 1939.

=

III

t c

LEON H. KEYSERLING, z?
Acting Administrator.

"USHA-Aided Projects means projects initiated
under the United States Housing Act Of 1937
(Wagner-Steagall Housing Act)."

DEFINITION OF TERMS
/

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

BULLETIN NO. 17 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

The purpose of this addendum is to substitute the
term "USDA-Aided Projects" for the term "USHA Projects"
in this definition. The definition as amended reads:

"USHA Proj octs means projects initiated under the
United States Housing Act of 1937 (Wagner-
Steagall Housing Act of 1937)."

Bulletin No. 17 on Policy and Procedure includes on
page-1, under the section entitled "PROJECTS", the
definition of the term "USHA Projects".
reads:

M'
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Addendum No. 2

REVISED DEFINITION OF CAPITAL DONATIONS

i
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■

October 17, 1939

0 80031 H
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J

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY
UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

Washington

DEFINITION OF TERMS
IBulletin No. 17 on Policy and Procedure

(Revised January 21, 1939)

r

I d

This revised definition conforms to the policy as to
Development Cost expressed in Bulletin No. 4 on Policy and
Procedure (revised June 30, 1939). The attached restate
ment of the definition of "Capital Donations" differs from
the definition originally appearing in Bulletin No. 17 in
that! (a) the value of tax exemption on property included
in the project from the date of its acquisition to the date
of physical completion may not be included as a Capital
Donation; (b) remission of taxes or special assessments on
property included in the project which are levied after the
date of its acquisition but before physical completion may
not be included as a Capital Donation; and (c) the net areas
obtained by the vacating of streets and alleys may not be
included as a Capital Donation.
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REVISED DEFINITION OF CAPITAL DONATIONS

(1) Cash payments.

(3)

NG

October 17, 1939

80031 H

Waiver of building permit, inspection or other
similar fees.

Capital donations to development cost may include such
items as:

of items (1) and (2) when
■ other political subdivi-

also be counted as

to
NATH
Admi

Capital Donations means outright aids of a monetary
value (other than capital grants made by the USHA pursuant
to Sec. 11 of the Act) given to a public housing agency and
which are admitted as part of the development cost of a
project.

Capital Donations in the form <
made by the State, city, county, or
sion in which a project is situated, may
Local Contributions.

(2) Remission of taxes or special assessments levied
on property to be included in the project and which are
delinquent or unpaid at the time of its acquisition.

(4) Technical, professional or administrative serv. ces
in the development of a project furnished without cost.

(6) New improvements (such as grading, street paving,
sidewalks, sewers, water mains, landscaping, etc.) furnished
without cost to a project other than improvements, if any,
which are (or customarily would be) furnished to private prop
erty owners without cost to them.

(5) Land other than the net areas obtained by the vacat
ing of streets and alleys.

This addendum revises the definition of Capital Dona
tions contained on page 4 of Bulletin No. 17. The defini
tion is hereby revised to read as follows:
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This Bulletin Brings
USHA Definitions Up To Date

Federal Works Agency
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Revised December 22, 1939

i

■

Definition of Terms

(Substituted for Bulletin No. 17, Revised January 31, 1939,
and Addenda No. 1 and No. 2 Thereto)

BULLETIN NO. 17 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

i; I ■
I, V.

Federal Works Agency

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY
i/ Washington

o

This Bulletin has been revised in order (a) to place the Bulletin in
a form which will facilitate reference to specific definitions, (6) to
revise the definitions relating to “rooms,” (c) to add definitions re
lating to “density and coverage,” and (d) to incorporate the two
Addenda to the Bulletin in the appropriate paragraphs thereof.

Addendum No. 1 revised the definition of “USHA projects” to
“USHA-aided projects.” The revised definition is incorporated as.
paragraph I-(a). Addendum No. 2 revised the definition of “capital
donations.” The revised definition is incorporated as paragraph
IV-(c). The revised definitions relating to “rooms” appear as para
graph II of the Bulletin and the definitions relating to “density and
coverage” comprise paragraphy.
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as "White Project,” “Negro Project,” or
“Latin American Project” should never be
used.)

(e) The term “statutory project” means a
project or group of projects covered by one
Loan or Annual Contributions Contract.

(/) The term “useful life of a project”
means the period of physical usefulness of a
project for the purpose of providing dwelling
accommodations, but in no event less than
the number of years during which any of
the obligations issued to aid in financing
the development of the project remain
outstanding.
II. Rooms.

(a) The term “room” means a space con
taining a window opening to the outside air
and having at least the following area for
the use designated:

Living room—150 square feet.
Kitchen—50 square feet, containing

equipment adequate for cooking pur
poses.

Principal bedroom—120 square feet.
Two-person bedroom—100 square feet.
One-person bedroom—65 square feet.
(6) The term “half-room” means:

(1) A space added to the living room,
to the kitchen, or distributed between them,
which is arranged so as to be useful for
dining purposes and which makes the total
aggregate net area of living room and kitchen
not less than 260 square feet.

(2) A space added to another room and
having (t) kitchen equipment adequate for
cooking purposes and (w) a floor area in
addition to the minimum required area of
the room to which such space is added.
(Such space is sometimes designated as a
“kitchenette.”)

(c) The term “room count” means the
total of all rooms and half-rooms, half
rooms being counted as one-half each. Bath
rooms, halls, closets, laundries, utility rooms,
storage rooms, and community or recreation
rooms are not counted as rooms.

Scope and Content.
This Bulletin sets forth certain definitions

for use in connection with the USHA-aided
program. The definitions relate to (I) proj
ects; (II) rooms; (III) rents and rental
values; (IV) USHA annual contributions,
local contributions, and capital donations;
and (V) density and coverage. The list of
definitions contained in this Bulletin is, of
course, not all-inclusive. Certain other
definitions have been adopted for special
aspects of the program. These special defi
nitions appear in the Bulletins dealing with
such special features of the program. This
Bulletin contains merely the definitions of
more general application.
I. Projects.

(a) The term “USHA-aided project”
means a project initiated under the United
States Housing Act of 1937 (Wagner-
Steagall Housing Act).

(6) The term “PWA Housing Division
project” means a public housing project
constructed by the Housing Division of the
PWA and transferred by Executive Order
No. 7732 to the USHA, whether or not such
public housing project has been subse
quently leased by the USHA to a local
housing authority. (This term must not be
used for a project constructed by a limited
dividend corporation with the aid of a loan
or loans from the PWA.)

(c) The term “PWA Limited Dividend
project” means a housing project constructed
by a limited dividend corporation with the
aid of a loan or loans from the PWA.

(d) The term “project” (when referring
to a “USHA-aided project” as defined in
subparagraph (a) above) means that portion
of a local housing authority’s low-rent hous
ing undertaking to which the USHA has
assigned a separate project number. (Ordi
narily, this portion will be a development on
one site. Each project will, in general, also
have a name or geographic designation
chosen by the local authority. Names such
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k
III. Rents and Rental Values.

(a) The term “shelter rent” means the
charge established (or estimated) for the use
of a dwelling unit excluding the furnishing of
any utilities (i. e., water, heat, heating of water,
light, cooking fuel, or refrigeration energy).

(6) The term “shelter rent plus utilities”
means “shelter rent” (as defined in sub
paragraph (a) above) plus the charge estab
lished (or estimated) for the furnishing of
such utilities (i. e., water, heat, heating of
water, light, cooking fuel, or refrigeration
energy) as are supplied by the project and
which are included in the stipulated periodic
payments by the tenant. (In the case of
specific projects and in all tabulations, care
must be taken to show what utilities are
included in “shelter rent plus utilities.”)

(c) The term “statutory rental value”
means “shelter rent plus utilities” less any
charge included therein for refrigeration
energy, plus the value or cost to the tenant
of any of the following which are not included
in “shelter rent plus utilities”: Water, heat,
heating of water, light, and cooking fuel.
(Statutory rental values will be established
for all dwelling units, and will serve in deter
mining the statutory upper limit of income
for tenant admission as provided in Sec. 2 (1)
of the Act. They do not include the value
or cost of refrigeration energy.)
IV. USHA Annual Contributions, Local

Contributions, and Capital Dona
tions.

(a) The term “USHA annual contribu
tions” means annual grants made by the
USHA to a local housing authority to assist
it in achieving and maintaining the low-rent
character of a housing project, in accordance
with the terms of the annual contributions
contract entered into between the USHA
and the local housing authority.

(6) The term “local contributions” means
aids given by the State, city, county, or other
political subdivision in which a housing
project is situated, to a local housing author

ity to assist it in achieving and maintaining
the low-rent character of the project, and
made in any of the following forms:

(1) Tax exemption. Complete exemp
tion from taxes will be considered as pro
viding a local contribution of a value equal
to the total amount of all taxes which would
otherwise be levied against the project by
all taxing agencies, less the amount of pay
ments in lieu of taxes, if any, made by the
local authority.

(2) Remission of general or special
taxes.

(3) Cash payments.
Aids in any of the above three forms made

to a project before its physical completion
will be allowed as a local contribution; if
admitted as part of the development cost of
the project, they will also be counted as
“capital donations” (see definition in sub
paragraph (c) below).

The Act requires (Sec. 10 (a)) as a condi
tion for the making of USHA annual contri
butions that local contributions be received
in an amount equal to at least 20 per centum
of the USHA annual contribution.

Though the above are the only forms of
local aid which are defined as “local contri
butions” and which count toward the re
quirement of local contributions equal to 20
per centum of the USHA annual contribu
tions, it should be noted that there are many
other forms of local aid (including “capital
donations”) which will be of great value in
reducing rents and which should be secured
whenever possible. For a full discussion of
these, see Bulletin No. 6 on Policy and
Procedure.

(c) The term “capital donations” means
outright aids of monetary value (other than
capital grants made by the USHA pursuant
to Sec. 11 of the Act) given to a local housing
authority and which are admitted as part
of the development cost of a project.

“Capital donations” to development cost
may include such items as:
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December 22, 1939.
NATHAN STRAUS,

Administrator.

assumed to be permanently open. Where
the project abuts property other than a
public park, permanent open space, or
streets, no area beyond the property lines
shall be included. Gross area shall not in
clude the area of land reserved for future
development nor the area of streets travers
ing such land, nor any area of streets or other
open areas adjoining such land.

(&) The term “net density” means the
number of dwelling units per acre of net area
of land. The net area shall be the area
within property lines (to be used for imme
diate development) including narrow service
drives, small play spaces, sitting-out areas,
laundry drying yards, and automobile park
ing areas, but excluding all public boundary
streets and public streets which traverse the
site (whether existing or to be dedicated),
land reserved for future development, un
buildable land, major recreation or park
areas or major automobile parking spaces
which are additional to the over-all project
pattern of open spaces, and the land covered
by and immediately associated with com
munity buildings, central or group heating
plants, commercial buildings, and other
nonresidential structures.

(c) The term "net coverage” means the
ratio of the ground area of dwelling struc
tures to the net area of land (as defined in
connection with “net density” in subpara
graph (6) above). The ground area of
dwelling structures shall be the area at grade
level of all dwelling buildings, including
bays, chimneys, and enclosed porches to the
outside surfaces of exterior walls. Outside
stoops, steps, terraces, and footings shall jiot
be included.

”;(1) Cash payments.
(2) Remission of taxes or special assess

ments levied on property to be included in
the project and which are delinquent or un
paid at the time’of its acquisition.
u'SW.(3) Waiver of building permit/inspec
tion or other similar fees.

(4) Technical, professional, or adminis
trative services in the development of a proj
ect furnished without cost.

(5) Land other than the net areas ob
tained by the vacating of streets and alleys.

(6) New improvements (such as grad
ing, street paving, sidewalks, sewers, water
mains, landscaping, and the like) furnished
without cost to a project other than im
provements, if any, which are (or customarily
would be) furnished to private property
owners without cost to them.

Capital donations in the form of items (1)
and (2) when made by the State, city, coun
ty, or other political subdivision in which a
project is situated, may also be counted as
local contributions.
V. Density and Coverage.

(a) The term "gross density” means the
number of dwelling units per acre of gross
area of land. The gross area shall be the
area of the project within property lines (to
be used for immediate development) plus
the area of all streets which traverse the site,
plus the area to the center line (not measured
beyond 40 feet) of all boundary streets and
one-quarter the area of all boundary inter
sections (not figured over 1,600 square feet),
plus the area, to a maximum distance of 40
feet, of any adjoining public park, play
ground, or any other adjoining open or
unbuilt-on area which may reasonably be

U. 1. •OVtRNMCWT PRINTING ©PUCK 202557
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SELECTING SITES FOR USHA-AIDED PROJECTS
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The attention of Local Authorities is invited
particularly to the advisability of making a careful
comparative analysis of several alternative sites be
fore selecting a site for a particular USHA-aided
project. The Bulletin explains the items which should
be considered in such a comparative analysis. Among
them are tne comparative costs of street construction
and utilities, the comparative transportation costs
to the different sites, the possibility of eliminat
ing through traffic, and the presence or absence of
natural site boundaries. Such a comparative analysis
will indicate whether cheaper land cost for a particu
lar site, or other obvious factors making a particular
site initially attractive, will actually result in
ultimate economy and ultimate desirability.

This Bulletin discusses the basic factors which
Local Housing Authorities should consider in select
ing sites for USHA-aided projects. Thus, the Bulletin
discusses site selection and its relationship to city
planning, the factors determining the size of the
site necessary for a particular project, and also the
racial considerations involved in site selection. The
general principles governing the determination of
whether a vacant or a slum site should be selected for
a particular project are likewise outlined. The Bul
letin also contains a detailed check list of the vari
ous items to be considered in site selection.
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SITE SELECTION

i

Site Selection in Its Relationship to City Planning

j;

of the USHA.
(1)

(2)

i

Permanency
r-

!I

In facing this task, the full responsibility must be assumed
locally, but the local housing authority may avail itself of the advice
and assistance of the USHA advisers who are assigned to its territory
and of the members of the USHA staff in Washington.

that the planning and design of housing projects to
which it gives financial assistance shall be such
that their useful life shall be at least the term of
its loan, which is usually not less than 60 years,
with the prospect of a much longer life, and

This is apparent because of the
These policies require:

that maintenance, including provision for replace
ments, shall be such that living conditions on the
site, insofar as they may be affected by the physical
state of the property itself, shall remain unimpaired
during this entire period.
as to character is necessarily an idea inherent in any hous

ing plans based upon these policies.

The problem of site selection should be approached with a full
realization of the importance of the relationship of the low-rental hous
ing program to city planning, city building and city rebuilding in the
locality concerned. Where such a program is being undertaken with the
financial cooperation of the USHA, it must immediately assume more of
a long-term aspect than can possibly be assured for the usual type of
residential community development.
policies

After a local housing authority has obtained an earmarking of
funds, but before a formal application for financial assistance can be
considered by the USHA, the local authority must have selected a site
or sites for its proposed housing project. Because of the large num
ber of variables which enter into the problem of site selection and
because deciding factors will be different in each locality, it is not
possible to lay down definite rules to govern this procedure; only
general suggestions which may be helpful to the local authority in ap
proaching this very difficult and highly important part of its work may
be set forth in this bulletin. But certain fundamentals will be dis
cussed.
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How, then, may there be for a new housing project assurance as to a
continuingly satisfactory environment and. a proper position in the city
structure? There is no infallible formula for the attainment of these
ends. But this question leads us logically to the main theme of this
part of the discussion, which is the essential inseparability of housing
planning from city planning. The sad picture of decay and disintegration
which almost every city presents should be enough to prove the fact of
this inseparability. But the long-term provisions under which housing
projects are built with the aid of USHA funds make mandatory the applica
tion of this principle.

In the development of American cities in the past, permanency of
character for residential areas has not often been attained. The people
who, acting individually, have been responsible for the piecemeal and
haphazard building of urban residential areas, have either not given suf
ficient thought to the idea, of permanency of character or have naively
invested their money, their efforts and their hopes in the belief that
such permanency was assured.

As has been indicated above, the long-term character of housing
projects sponsored by the USHA is to be insured, insofar as the property
within the boundaries of the project is concerned, through the design and
maintenance policies to be followed. But this internal protection must
be supplemented by the protection of initial appropriateness of the
position of the site within the city structure. The city planning aspect
of site location for low-rental housing (and, in fact, for residential
development of any type) is double-edged in its implications: first,
there is the effect of the location within the city plan upon the future
of the housing project; second, the effect of the project's location
upon the city plan. The latter is as important as the former, - from the
standpoint of the broader interests of the city, perhaps more important.

There have been expedients applied in the hope of insuring stability
of character for at least a reasonably long period for specific resi
dential areas. But they have not been effective in forestalling the ap
parently inevitable change, which in the vast majority of cases takes
the final form of complete deterioration. And the end products of this
deterioration are the slums. Among such expedients are deed restrictions
of various kinds; but the protection from these is at best transitory and
they cannot prevent the creeping mutations in the character of the sur
rounding community which follow in the footsteps of the passing years.
Likewise,’ the latter-day instrumentality of zoning, essential as it is
as a method of protection and stability, cannot be relied upon to hold
back, by itself, these inevitable changes.

City planning implies the visualization of a pattern for the city's
structural and functional elements. Among these elements are the system
of major highways; the supplementary system of secondary and of local
streets; tne areas of specialized land use, including areas allotted to
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industry, commerce, and residence; the system of local passenger trans
portation facilities, including street car and rapid transit lines,
stations for suburbajn commuters, and existing or possible bus routes;
the railroads and railroad facilities, including passenger stations,
freight stations, switching yards, repair shops, etc.; the parks and
parkways; the cemeteries; the public and parochial schools;the uni
versities and institutions of higher education; the civic and govern
mental centers; the permanent stadiums, ball parks, athletic fields,
race tracks, and fairgrounds; the playgrounds, swimming pools, and minor
recreational system; the libraries; the hospitals, medical centers, and
correctional institutions; the waterfront facilities; the airports; the
major system of utility mains and utility plants, including water supply,
gas works, and sanitary sewage disposal; the permanent plant for such
municipal services as garbage and refuse disposal and fire protection;
etc.

i
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These are the elements which form the complex physical structure of
a city. The pattern as a whole must necessarily change as time goes on;
no American city has reached a static condition in its physical develop
ment. But the uncontrolled and unguided changes to which our cities
have been subject in the past have left a trail of heart-breaking eco
nomic and aesthetic loss; and the resulting burden of inconvenience and
economic hardship must be borne not only by the present generation but
by generations to come. It is the object of city planning to reduce to
a minimum this loss and burden through a rational guidance and control of
these inevitable changes in the community's structure.

It is obvious that the housing program must be properly fitted into
this city pattern, both existing and as projected into the future. Its
relationship to all of these constituent elements must be considered.
Among the items of most vital importance to housing projects for low-
income families, however, is assurance of the continuance of ample op
portunities for employment within reasonable distances. The relationship
of the site, not only to industrial areas and other fields of employment,
but also to the transportation system is therefore very important. The
housing authority should take into account any trends affecting employment
opportunities such, for example, as the tendency of industries to move to
the suburbs along certain favored lines of transportation. Reference will
be made in other sections of this bulletin to numerous other items which

* should be considered during the process of site selection; some of these
are inherently associated with city planning.

The local housing authority then, with a full realization of the
importance of the relationship between the task with which it is charged
and the broader phases of city planning and regional planning, is con
fronted with the problem of bringing into play such planning instrumen
talities as may be available. If there is an active and technically com
petent city planning commission, so much the better. Its advice and, if
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In the city planning aspects of its work, as well as in all other
aspects, whether technical, legal, social, economic or financial, the
advice and services of the USHA are available to the local housing au
thority to the extent to which it may wish to make use of them.

If there is an active city or county planning commission, the local
housing authority should endeavor to obtain from it definite and official
approval for its selection of sites. The timing of the announcement of
such approval may be subject, sometimes, to the question of expediency
as to when the selection should be made public. Even in communities where
the local planning body is not active, or where there is doubt as to its
technical competency, the housing authority will strengthen its position
and lessen the danger of future attack upon its choice of sites by bring
ing the official planning agency into its deliberations.

adequately enforced, there is the opportunity for the local housing au
thority, as in the field of city planning discussed above, to take the
leadership in promoting an effective zoning program by sponsoring a com
prehensive zoning ordinance.

possible, its services should be enlisted. But the housing authority,
must itself do sufficient city planning to insure the proper integration
of its program with the city structure, particularly if the local planning
body is not active or technically competent. In such case, it will do
well to stimulate the interest of the local planning body and to encourage
it to improve its technical competence. Where no planning agency what
ever exists in the community, there is a wonderful opportunity for a
group so strategically placed as a housing authority to take the lead in
bringing into being an effective movement to establish city and regional
planning as an active and permanent force in its locality. Because of
the fact that housing and city planning are so closely inter-related,
such promotional activity is certainly a legitimate interest of a local
housing authority.

Not only should the surrounding areas be so zoned as to insure con
tinued protection for the project, but the site itself must be appro
priately zoned for the type of structures which are to be built upon it.

An adjunct and instrumentality of city planning is zoning. As has
been indicated above, the mere zoning of the project or its immediate
neighborhood, without relation to the more permanent elements of city
planning and without integration with a broad plan of city-wide zoning,
can be by itself little more than a temporary protection. Even so, such
zoning protection as may be available is necessary for each housing proj
ect. The protection of the site through proper zoning should be con
sidered one of the essentials.
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In such cases study should be

Rezoning of adjacent areas for the protection of the project is
frequently a requirement written into the contract under which the USHA
extends financial assistance to the local housing authority. Rezoning is
sometimes difficult to bring about, as is also the elimination of objec
tionable nonconforming uses under existing zoning. The matter of zoning
technique and zoning procedure, including the legal problems involved in
the establishment of zoning, is frequently outside of the experience of
the local housing authority. A separate bulletin of this series will deal
with this subject. On all matters related to zoning protection for hous
ing projects there is available to the local housing authorities the
advice of the special city planning consultants of the USHA, as well as
of its legal and project planning advisers.

Before beginning its search for a site the local authority should
have determined, at least in a general way, the principal characteristics
and the approximate size and racial composition of the market for the type
of housing which it is proposed to build, and from this information a
tentative determination should have been made of the number of residence
units which are to be constructed. The services of the USHA advisers,
and particularly of its Research Division, are available in this essential
preliminary investigation. If the conditions in a given locality call
for special consideration of major racial elements in the market and if
the needs, customs and preferences of racial groups should properly enter
into the question of site selection and occupancy assignment, it would be
well to have, at this point, a fairly well-defined idea as to the distri
bution of the total number of units to be built among the racial groups
which are to be served. Racial policy in its relationship to site selec
tion is discussed in another section of this bulletin.

Although the number of units to be built will influence the question
of the amount of grouna which must be obtained and will establish a min
imum limit to the size of the buildable area of the site, this factor
will not necessarily fix the maximum size of the site. The advisability
in a given case of obtaining presently land for future enlargement of the
project will be influenced by the availability and the cheapness of ad
ditional suitable land. In certain cases the purchase of more land than
may ever be needed for the housing project itself may be desirable for
purposes of protection to the project, provided that the cost is not too
great. (On the matter of the purchase of excess land, see Bulletin No. 1
on Policy and Procedure.)

There are many cases, particularly in the more congested cities,
where there is no single site available at a reasonable cost which, is
large enough, without overcrowding, for the number of units which it may
be desired to build on a single site in the city
proximately defined section of the city. 1..--
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In thinking of the matter of site density and of the types of build
ings we must not forget the objective of our program, namely, the build
ing of housing for the lowest income groups. We must restrain our enthu
siasm for the ideal and accept solutions which, while fulfilling the re
quirements of good housing for these people, are nevertheless within the
limits imposed by the necessity of careful economy both in first cost and

given to the possibility of dividing the desired number of units among
more than one site, and sites which fulfill the requirements of the proj
ect in respects other than size should be sought; but the reduced number
of units to be built on any site must not be below the minimum necessary
for operating efficiency.

The density will be influenced materially by the type of structures
which are built. During the development of the plans, but not necessarily
at the time of site selection, there must be a decision as to the dwelling
types or combination of types. These types may be apartment buildings,
either of the walk-up kind or of the multi-story elevator kind, one-story
or two-story row houses, flats, "twin11 houses, or single detached houses.
It is obvious that site density which may be appropriate for one type of
housing may not be appropriate for some other type. The fundamental con
sideration is that density must not be so great as to jeopardize the
admittance of sunlight and air, privacy, and other amenities of living
for the tenants, or as to be inconsistent with the characteristics of the
community and the neighborhood in which the project is located.

Although the foregoing discussion of the influence of the number of
units on the size of the site suggests an aspect of the site selection
problem which the local housing authority should have in mind when it
begins the search for sites, actual experience shows that among projects
which have been approved by the USHA there has been the widest variation
in the relationship of the size of site to the number of units. The
average condition as to density for a group of 72 of the sites which have
been approved is 21 units per net acre. (Met acreage is the area of the
developed portion of the site after public thoroughfares have been de
ducted.) Certain projects with exceptionally high densities, such as
those in New York City and Boston, are not included in this group. The
range of density in this group of 72 sites is from 39.8 to 5.4 units per
net acre. The median figure for this group is 19.7 units per net acre.
The principal significance of these figures is that they show the wide
range of density and indicate that there can be no rule of thumb whereby
the size of the site required for a given number of units can be figured
with complaisant exactitude. The existence of this wide range shows that
a large degree of individuality has been used in site planning and the
provision of open spaces, recreation areas, and types of dwelling and non
dwelling buildings.
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Racial Considerations in Site Selection

7

In the matter of appropriate densities,
local housing program, the advice of the local city planning body should
be sought at the very beginning of the search for possible sites.

in subsequent operating cost. Under ordinary conditions a decrease in
density will increase the cost per unit for land, utilities and site im
provements, and, in most cases, the cost of operation thereafter. This
is one of the considerations which has caused the widespread adoption of
the row house plan of development, frequently in cases where it was the
original desire of the local housing authority to fulfill the ideal of the
detached house on an individual lot.

as in other problems of the

In many cases the total market as
whole should not be the sole basis for the determination of the number of
units for which a site must be selected. Sectional influences within the
community may tend to prevent freedom of movement of families from one
part of the community to another. The total market may be divided into
geographic segments between which there may be but little hope of inter
change of families. Such sectionalization of the market may result from
the existence of various employment concentration points, together with
transportation difficulties and distance or topographic barriers; or from
a determined preference of special groups, racial or otherwise, for cer
tain sections of the community in which they have long been established.
The question of site selection, as affected by the number of units to be
built, should therefore be studied in its relationship to the geographical
distribution of the total market, insofar as such distribution may be con
sidered as being set in a somewhat permanent pattern.

The second prerequisite assumption with which the local authority
should begin its search for a site is that concerning the racial distribu
tion of the total number of families to be served - that is, if the au
thority has decided that local conditions indicate that there should be
any distribution along racial lines. This subject has been mentioned.
briefly above. Where it has been decided that a project should be built

Although the economic factors of site density must be carefully con
sidered, there are other factors for the influencing of density and the
type of buildings which must not be neglected. Among these are the geo
graphical location of the city, which influence its climate and the habita
tion customs of its inhabitants, the size of the city, and the location of
the site in the city in its relationship to existing densities or densities
which may be contemplated by an established city plan or zoning plan. The
details of the site plan will finally determine the density. The princi
ples of site planning are discussed in Bulletin Ho. 11 of this series.
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If it is decided to develop sites which are either
inhabited now by members of more than one race or,
in the case of vacant sites, are contiguous to
neighborhoods which are inhabited by different races,
local authorities should plan projects open to
the members of these different groups.

Whenever exceptions are to be made to this general
policy, the local authority should demonstrate
the circumstances which it believes justify the
exception and there should be obtained, if possible,
a statement of concurrence in the program from
representative spokesmen of the racial group to
be displaced.

i

to serve families who are predominantly of a given race, 'care must be
exercised in selecting a site which will not do violence to the prefer
ences and established habits of members of that race or to the community
life of which they may be a part. The aim of the authority should be
the preservation rather than the disruption of community social structures
which best fit the desires of the groups concerned.

The development of public housing projects for white
occupancy in areas now occupied by Negroes or other
minority racial groups is undesirable. This is
particularly true where a considerable amount of
home ownership or existing community facilities in
dicate that an integrated community of Negro, Mexican,
or other minority composition is established.

Any local program which involves the demolition of
a number of houses available to minority racial
groups which is considerably greater than the total
to be provided for these groups in the new project
is undesirable. In many sections of the country
the supply of housing available to minority groups -
Mexicans and Negroes particularly - is artificially
limited by racial restrictions. If houses in which
these groups are now living are demolished, houses
in other sections of the city evacuated by tenants
moving into the new projects are seldom available
to these displaced minority groups. In the case of
home owners of the minority groups there will
generally be great difficulty in acquiring comparable
homes elsewhere in the city.

Particular care should be exercised in site selection to safeguard
the interests of minority groups which may be affected. Although it is
the responsibility of the local housing authority to decide its own
racial policy, certain desirable principles may be suggested for applica
tion in this connection. Some of these may be enumerated as follows:
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Having arrived at a fairly well-defined decision as to the number of
units for which a site or sites must be found and bearing in mind the
racial implications of the problem, as discussed above, if any should
exist, the local authority will do well to examine the possibilities and
the suitability of as many different sites as may have a reasonable claim
to attention and, by a process of elimination, to narrow its examination
to a few which appear to be worthy of a more intensive study. The prac
tice, which occasionally is followed by a local housing authority, of
jumping to a conclusion in the selection of a site without having thor
oughly explored the possibility of there being a superior alternative, is
to be condemned.

Although the objectives of the U. S. Housing Act of 1937 include
slum clearance as well as the building of homes for the lowest income
groups, it will be well for the local housing authority to begin its site
selection study without a predetermined decision as between a slum-site
program and the use of vacant or partly vacant land. The availability of
properly placed sites of each type should be explored and the comparative
advantages, economic and otherwise, of each type should be examined.

A slum clearance site which may in other respects seem very desirable
may, uwm investigation, prove to be too expensive to acquire; or the
problem of relocating present residents may present serious difficulties.
A further analysis of the racial situation may show unexpected complica
tions. As slum sites are generally held by a large number of individual
owners, the difficulty of acquisition or the danger of delay may, upon
investigation, appear to be serious. Above all, a check of land uses,
both existing and trends, in the vicinity of the site under consideration,
either with the assistance of the City Planning Commission (if there is
one), or as undertaken by the local authority, may show that the site
is better suited to other than residential uses or that it is definitely
unsuitable for continued use as a residential neighborhood.

It is strongly recommended that a tabulation be prepared to show side
by side the characteristics of the various sites which are worthy of con
sideration. Frequently a site which may receive little attention as a
possibility at first will appear in a more favorable light after a de
tailed comparison with other possible sites. It is to be remembered that
in making such comparisons, as elsewhere in the development of the local
authority's program, the services of the legal and project planning ad
visers and of other specialists of the USHA are available. In the follow
ing pages some of the additional factors which should be considered in
connection with site selection will be discussed. The check list which is
included hereafter in this bulletin may be used as a basis for rating
alternative site possibilities.
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portion of its periphery.
of the project and in the interest of
housing or slum clearance program. L

On the other hand, a vacant site may at first arouse enthusiasm be
cause of its cheapness or its ease of acquisition, or because of its ex
cellent topography or beautiful surroundings. But a more careful examina
tion may show that it should not be selected because it is not properly
located with respect to employment opportunities for the low-income fami
lies which would be its tenants; or because school facilites or transit
facilities are inadequate and the prospect of such lack being corrected
is remote; or because utilities are lacking and cannot be extended to the
site without considerable expense to the project or to the city; or be
cause its location within the city structure is such that it should logi
cally be put to other than residential use, such as industry or perhaps
a public park; or because the site is more suitable for residential devel
opment by private industry for a higher income group.

Where the relocation problem would be serious under a slum-site pro
gram, and particularly in communities where it may be expected that more
than one project will be built, either presently or within the near fu
ture, it may be advisable to choose a vacant land site for the first
development. If the slum clearance part of the program is deferred until
the new housing on the first project is available or nearly available,
the relocation difficulties will be alleviated.

It is well to bear in mind tne fact that it is desirable, other
things being equal, that a site have natural boundaries, at least on a

This is both in the interest of the protection
' a logical future extension of the
Such natural boundary may be a park,

a cemetery, the grounds of a large public institution, a river or stream,
a ravine or a bluff, a railroad, an important street or highway, or a
well-defined boundary of a commercial or light industrial area. In a
slum district or blighted area a first project will seldom clean up all
of the blight. It is therefore sensible to locate such project in a
position from which it can be readily expanded step by step. Should the
project be set down in the middle of a slum area which may be considered
as appropriate for future reclamation and residential use, the chances of
spotty industrial and commercial encroachment are increased. If, on the
other hand, the reclamation program should begin with a site adjacent to
a natural boundary of this area, the danger of such uncontrolled spotty
development would be lessened.

These are a few of the faults which may appear when the local author
ity undertakes a careful evaluation of sites to which its attention may
in the beginning be hopefully directed. They a.re cited here in order to
emphasize the desirability of making a careful comparative analysis of
the merits of a number of sites, before any cff-hand decision is made
either as to a particular site or as between a slum-site and a vacant land
program.
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There are, of course, various considerations, Including that of
cost, which may make it necessary to select a first site without regard
to this question of natural boundaries. In such cases it would be well
to locate the site so that it may eventually be expanded outwardly to
reach some natural boundary. This is especially true for slum clearance
sites, but it may sometimes be equally true for a site in open territory.
In the case of a site in open territory it is well to remember that popu
lation density on the first site should not be established at such a high
level that it will tend to make more difficult the later acquisition of
the adjacent land.

If possible a site should be selected which will permit the exclu
sion of through traffic from streets within the project. The optimum con
dition is where there are no streets within the project except those which
are necessary for the service of the project itself. It will also be in
the interest of safety for children and of quietness if there are no
streets which carry heavy traffic on its boundaries. It is especially
desirable that the site should not be split by a major traffic artery.
It is true, of course, that in some cases other circumstances affecting
site selection make the avoidance of this condition impossible. In gen
eral, the objections to the inclusion of a major thoroughfare decrease
as the size of the project increases.

The closing of even minor streets which may be so located as to en
courage the through movement of traffic is also most desirable. This
possibility is sometimes complicated by the existence of utilities under
the streets which should not be moved. Even so, it is often possible to
close the streets and arrange the position of buildings so that the util
ity lines are left under the project open spaces. The attitude of the
city government and the city planning commission on desirable street
closing should be determined before a decision on site selection is made.

A somewhat different but related matter is the situation where cer
tain street frontage is too expensive for use for low-rental housing but
may to advantage be acquired and leased to private developers for com
mercial or other uses as a measure of protection to the project, in order
to eliminate a "business slum" along its border, or in order to provide
for street widening, or in order to insure desired points of access to
the project. The introduction of this subject is not to be interpreted
as establishing any general policy of the USHA under which the acquisi
tion of land for commercial purposes is authorized. Any such plan must
be justified by the special circumstances peculiar to a given project.
But it is mentioned here because it may, in certain cases, have a bearing
on the question of site boundaries.
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Such evaluations may be extended to cover differences in costs re
sulting from varying physiographic conditions, if these differences are
significant; - for example, excess grading and foundation costs of one
site as compared with another.

Approximate, comparative estimates can be prepared readily and will
present the facts in a concrete manner. The figures should obviously
not include work which it may be safely assumed will be donated by the
municipality. The cost of service roads, utility services, etc., within
the project property will generally be much the same for sites of com
parable size and therefore may not be particularly significant for the
purpose of site comparison.

Comparison of Costs of Street Construction and Utilities
for Various Sites

For example, it may be found that for a vacant tract the cost of
land plus the cost of site improvement items such as street naving,
storm and sanitary sewer mains, and water and gas mains, will be more
per acre than for a slum-clearance site where such improvements are, for
the most part, already built and in usable condition.

As we are considering housing for the lowest income groups only, the
effect of site selection on the cost of transportation for the tenants is
of great importance. Added transportation costs are virtually equivalent
to added rents. The UfiHA is to pay subsidies in connection with these
projects over a long term of years in order to reduce rents. It would
therefore be illogical to select a site on the merits only of its lower
first cost if its location is such that the additional transportation
cost to the tenants would in part nullify the advantages of the subsidy.
Sometimes there may be an approximate theoretical economic balance between
the additional first cost of one site as compared with the additional con
tinuing transportation expanse which the selection of another site would
impose upon the tenants. Even so, there should be compelling reasons
other than first cost for the choosing of rhe cheaper of two sites if
the resulting transportauion cost to the tenants is materially increased
thereby. Even where there is a theoretical balance of the economic
factors it should be remembered that the policies of our present program
call for greater consideration being given to the continuing expenses of
the tenant than to the first costs of the project.

Land values are obviously governed to some degree by the extent of
public improvements already built and for which the property owners have
been assessed, In comparing propsective sites, it will frequently be
desirable to make comparative estimates on the probable cost to the proj
ect of street construction or reconstruction and of utility installation.
For comparative purposes, such costs must be added to the cost of the
land.
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(a)

(b) Present zoning of the neighborhood for land use.
(c)

(d)
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site selection.
be considered:

uses or
in an

Present and Future Land Uses in the Neighborhood and in
the City as a ’7hole.

Effect of any particularly harmful land
environmental factors, such as may produce,
objectionable degree, noise, odors, smoke, dust,
flies, mosquitoes, etc.

Effect of present neighboring land uses, such as
heavy industry, light industry, commerce, or rail
roads, upon suitability of the site for residential
use.

Consideration should be given to the possibility, however, that a
present unfavorable transportation cost condition will tend to change
for the better. For example, an outlying site may be justified if it is
thought that within a reasonable time industry will move either near to
it or beyond it and thus place it in a more favorable position as to
transportation to a large field of employment.

In comparing the merits of sites from the standpoint of transporta
tion costs, due consideration may be given to the probability that a
certain percentage of the tenants will use automobiles, either individual
ly or in a cooperative way, as their regular means of transportation.
This percentage will vary in different parts of the country. There are
cities where a large proportion of even the poorest families manage to
own some kind of automobile. The future trend in this matter cannot be
predicted.

In the preceding paragraphs there have been discussed some of the
factors which the local housing authority should have in mind when it
approaches the problem of site selection, including some of the funda
mentals of that problem. In the following list are various points which
should be considered in the comparative analysis of the sites which are
being investigated. The order in which they appear is not to be taken
as being indicative of their relative importance. This list is not
necessarily all-inclusive, since under local circumstances there may be
items not mentioned here which should have an important influence upon

It is suggested that in rating sites the following items

Discernible trends or reasonable predictions as
to changes in land use in the neighborhood and in
the city as a whole as such changes may affect the
suitability of the site for residential use or the
permanency of the residential character of the
neighborhood.
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(e)

(f)

(g)

2. Population Factors.

(a)

(b)

(c)

3. Accessibility to Employment.

(a)

(b)

(c)

4. Transportation Facilities.

(a)
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Accessibility of the site to centers of employ
ment or to fields of scattered employment in
which the low-income tenants of the project may
be expected to be engaged, either by walkable
routes or by transportation facilities which
are reasonable both as to cost and as to time
of travel.

Population trends in the city as a whole as they
may have a bearing upon the future population of
the neighborhood and its continuing stability
as a residential district.

Stability or seasonal character of the employ
ment to which the site is considered accessible.

Zoning changes which should be obtained for the
protection of the project.

Population density of the neighborhood, or
prospective density, as it may have a bearing
upon the type of housing project proposed.

The prospects as to the possibility, from a
practical standpoint, of bringing about zoning
changes which may be essential for the protec
tion of the site.

Suitability of the neighborhood for the type of
structures (apartments, row houses, etc.) which
it may be intended to build.

Existing transportation facilities within a
reasonable distance from the site which can
furnish satisfactory service to tenants in go
ing to employment and to commercial or other
community centers.

Adequacy of the employment opportunities to
which the site is easily accessible to meet
the needs of the number of families to be
tenanted on the site.

Suitability of the site from the racial stand
point.
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(b)

(c)

(d) Cost to tenants of necessary transportation service,
School Facilities.5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

6. Recreational and Social Facilities.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Accessibility to religious and social facilities
for the tenants.
Necessity for the construction of supplementary
recreational and social facilities as a part of
the project if the site under consideration is
chosen, and the probable effect upon first cost
and operating cost of the project.

Prospects for the establishment of needed trans
portation facilities where adequate facilities do
not exist.

Prospect as to future public recreational facili
ties to be available to the tenants.

Where conveniently located schools of adequate
capacity do not exist, the prospects as to
proper facilities being provided, either through
the building or enlargement of schools or through
the provision of transportation to existing
schools.

The capacity of appropriately located schools of
all grades to absorb the children of the project.

Adequacy of service and schedules of existing
transportation facilities or prospects as to ob
taining adequate service.

The distance by walkable routes to grade schools
both public and parochial.

Accessibility/ to existing parks, playgrounds, or
other recreational facilities, with due considera
tion to whether these facilities will be available
to the tenants of the project.

The distance by walkable routes or by transporta
tion routes to junior high schools and to high
schools,
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Accessibility to Stores and. Other Commercial Services.7.

Topography and. Physiographic Features of the Site.8.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) Grading requirements in general.

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

16

Underground conditions with respect to old mines
which may cause ’‘sinks,11 or with respect to
burning coal seams.
Liability to flooding from rivers, streams or
"tidal back up," and present or prospective pro
tective measures against flood.

Rock excavation to be encountered in grading or
in building construction, particularly if cellars
are deemed desirable.

Topography of the site as it affects cost of build
ing construction and of site improvements.
Topography of the site as it affects vehicular and
pedestrian access to the project and connections
with the external thoroughfare system.

Conditions as to filled ground or old refuse dumps,
upon which buildings could not safely be placed
without expensive foundation work.

(a) Accessibility of the site to existing commercial
centers or to commercial centers which may be
expected to be developed by private enterprise
outside of the site.

(b) Need for the provision of commercial facilities
on the site as a part of the project development.

Topography of the site as it affects the per
centage of buildable area and the possibility of
an acceptable site plan, considering its aesthetic
aspects, its livability and convenience for the
tenants, and its economy of maintenance.

Character of the ground as it affects its bearing
capacity for foundations, as, for example, in the
case of alluvial deposit requiring piling for
adequate support of structures.

Ground water conditions as they may affect cellar
dampness or foundation stability and possibilities
as to drainage of swampy areas or lowering of
ground water level.
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Availability and Adequacy of Utilities.9.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

10. Community Services.

(b)

17

Fire nrotection, as affected by the site location
and by street access, and the possible influence
upon insurance rates.

Water supply and character of the water available
(water softening expense, effect of acidity on
piping, etc.), including information from
qualified engineers as to the adequacy of the
supply mains and of the source of supply for the
number of families proposed and for fire protec
tion for the project, and including information
as to approximate cost to the project, if any,
of providing adequate supply mains.

Sanitary sewage disposal provisions, including
information as to measures necessary for dis
posal, the adequacy of existing mains, and the
cost to the project, if any, of providing ade
quate mains.

(a) Disposal of garbage and refuse, including the
responsibility for its performance and the method
of disposal as affected by the site location.

Storm water disposal, including positive informa
tion on the adequacy of existing storm sewers
and the cost to the project, if any, of providing
adequate drainage facilities; also information on
the question of the responsibility for taking care
of storm water which flows from the site into ad
joining streets and properties, and including any
legal question arising from the need of diverting
storm water from natural channels.
Electric current supply, including proximity of
adequate power lines and any question of cost
which may be involved in the extension of serv
ice to the project, and including any question of
differential rates as they may be affected by the
location of the site.
Gas supply (if the use of gas is to be considered),
including proximity and adequacy of the mains
from which the supply must be taken and including
any question of cost to the project for the ex
tension of the mains to the project boundaries.
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Relation to the Thoroughfare System and Condition of Streets.11.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Possibility of Later Enlargement of the Project.12.

(a)

(b)

of the Site and Acquisition Problems.13. Cost

The probable cost of land to be purchased.(a)

(b)

18

(c) Police protection, snow removal, street lighting,
street tree planting and maintenance, and other
municipal services as affected by site location.

The possibility of the donation of land, either
by private owners or by the municipality.

The possibilities as to the closing of existing
streets within the site, taking into account
utility lines in existing streets.

The street or highway system in the neighborhood
of the site as it may affect the safety or con
venience of children in going to schools or com
mercial centers.

Accessibility to the site by way of paved streets
of the prospects for the building or paving of
access streets by the municipality.

Condition and extent of present improvements on
streets within, bounding, or leading to the site
which are to remain open, and cost to the project,
if any, of their paving or other needed improvement.

Relationship of the site to major thoroughfares
which may be objectionable from the standpoint
of noise or hazard, either because they pass
through or are adjacent to the site.

Possibility of future acquisition of suitable
adjacent vacant or built up land at reasonable
cost.
Adjacent barriers to future extension of the
project.

Position of the site in the general street or
highway plan of the community as it may affect
the character of the project or as it may affect
the carrying out of the street or highway plan by
the municipality or county.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

14. Relocation Problems.

(a)

(b)

Site Selection and. Publicity

19

The relocation problem caused by the removal of
present residents, in its relation to an existing
housing shortage.

The racial aspect of the problem of relocating
present residents of the site (as discussed here
inbefore) .

The inclusion within the site of historical land
marks or monuments, which it would be to the public
interest to preserve, or the destruction or removal
of which might cause public resentment.
The inclusion within the site of a considerable
number of good houses, or of stores, churches, in
dustrial plants, or other structures, the destruc
tion of which would be hard to justify.

The prospect of serious acquisition difficulties
which may block delay assemblage of the tract.
The existence of easements for underground or
overhead utilities or of mineral rights, water
rights, or riparian rights, which may complicate
site acquisition or interfere with the project in
any way.

The preceding discussion of site selection may be supplemented to
advantage through the reading of some of the other bulletins of this
series, especially Bulletin No. 1 on Bxcess Land, Bulletin No. 5 on Pro
gressive Steps in the Initiation of a Low-Rent Housing Project, Bulletin
No. 11 on Site Planning, and Bulletin No. 14 on Site Bngineering Design.
An examination of the form provided for the use of local housing author
ities in making formal application to the USHA for financial assistance
will also be of value at the beginning of the site selection task by
indicating the items of information concerning proposed sites which must
be presented to the USHA and also the factors of need, market, and racial
policy which must justify the selection of sites.

The entire procedure of site selection must be conditioned by the
necessity of avoiding premature publicity as to sites which are being con
sidered or have been chosen. In the normal case publicity is generally
not advisable until a certain stage in the progress of the work has been
reached. Sometimes this is not until the taking of options is under way.
Premature publicity may result in increased prices and in obstructive
measures of various kinds. On the other hand, unnecessary secretiveness
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Conclusion.

February 13, 1939.

20

NATHAN STRAUS,
Administrator.
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The foregoing discussion is intended to bring out emphatically the
principle that the proper selection of sites constitutes the foundation
upon which a housing program must be built to be successful. The full
realization of this fact on the part of the members of local housing au
thorities and of their responsible technical advisers will go far toward
insuring the success of local housing programs.

may result in public resentment. Each local housing authority should
use due discretion as to the proper time for publicity concerning its
choice of site.
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UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY■

BULLETIN KO. 19 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE
i

PLANNING ’UTILITY SERVICES AND RATE NEGOTIATIONS

I

I

!
i
■■

!
■

I

I
■■

iI

Tile large-scale planning and centralized, operation and maintenance
which chara.cterize all housing projects naka possible combinations of
services and types of purchase not ordinarily applicable to individual
dwellings or dwellings in multiple ownership. A housing project, by
on arrangement of services which realizes fully its group character
istics, may be expected to achieve lower costs of utility services per
dwelling unit than a. scattered collection of dwelling units.

In planning utility services, the various types of fuel and energy,
types of service, and typos of purchase which may be combined should be
studied from the viewpoint of initial costs of equipment and installa
tion, repairs, maintenance, and replacements, and charges to tenants
for fuel or energy consumed, in order to arrive at a comparative analy
sis of total monthly charges to the tenants for the various feasible
types of service.

/v/ v

-1\l? • 1

The costs and uses of electricity and gas are the primary consid
eration of this bulletin. Where economy will justify its use, elec
tricity may be considered for lighting, refrigeration, cooking, power,
occasionally for water heating, and, in warm climates, for space heat
ing. However, gas should be given full consideration for all services
other than lighting and power. Where the costs of supplying these serv
ices by means of electricity or gas, or both, are not satisfactory, con
sideration should be given to any substitute fuels which will give ade
quate service at a reesenable cost.

Space heating and water heating will be discussed in another bulle
tin. However, in some cases the choice of a single type of energy or
fuel for all of the utility spr^i.Cffs .including space and water heating

In planning for low rents, a basic consideration is the cost im
posed on the tenant, in addition to the shelter rent, for the use of
those utility services which must be provided in order that his dwell
ing shall be "decent, safe, and sanitary”. These services may include
water, heat, heating of water, light, cooking fuel, or refrigeration
energy.. The cost of these services must be carefully considered in re
lation to both shelter rent and the total budget allowance for rent and
household operation of eligible families. It is obvious that it is
this relationship between the budget allowance and the combined cost of
shelter and utility services in the new housing, and not the relative
cost of any one item, which must be the guide to planning for utility
services.
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PART I. RATE NEGOTIATION

2

will result in the greatest relative economy, and. consideration should
therefore "be given to the effect of various methods of providing space
and water heating on the total costs of utility services.

This bulletin discusses the United States Housing Authority’s co
operation in negotiating for the best possible utility rates; and pre
sents a recommended method for analyzing the comparative economy of
various utility services vzhich may be combined, and for estimating the
overall cost to the tenants of various combinations of service. It in
cludes data on the various factors find quantities assumed in such analy
sis, and presents a complete sample analysis for a particular project.

Large-scale, low-rent projects which provide for the wholesale
purchase of energy and fuel for lighting, cooking, refrigeration, and,
in some cases, water heating and space heating, and which are equipped
for ample utilization of these facilities, will generally result in in
creased per capita consumption, and due to their size, improved diversity
factor and load factor. Further, they will realize the economy of single
meter reading, single billing, and collection.

There are various v/aj's in which rate schedules are set up, viz, by
city ordinance or charter, by city franchises or contracts, by a state
utility commission, by a city or county utility commission. The sched
ules are usually set up to take into consideration wholesale or retail
purchase, characteristics and costs of energy or fuel at the point oi

The costs of water do not affect the comparative costs of the other
utility services. For the greatest economy, water should generally be
provided on a wholesale basis. Where water mains exist or may economi
cally be extended to supply service to a project at more than one point,
meter readings at the various points of taking service should be total
ized, and the rate based on the total consumption. Because of the im
portance to health of an adequate supply of water at a cost so low that
it will be freely used, water rates should be low enough to add no ap
preciable amount to the shelter rent.

Utility rate schedules are set Up to take into account the effect
of these factors on the costs to the utility company. To be fair to both
the tenants of a project and the utility company (or the municipality,
if utility is publicly owned), the particular cost factors should be de
termined in each case, and every rate schedule vzhich may be applicable
should be analyzed to find that schedule which is most appropriate and
most economical for the particular project. Where no rate schedule exists
vzhich seems to fit the particular situation, negotiations may be re
quired to set up a new rate schedule.
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PART II - INITIAL COSTS

3

Rate studies should be undertaken early enough in the program to
establish the types of service and equipment which may be employed.
is desirable to have the negotiations for the various utility services
well under way prior to the execution of the loan contract between the
local authority and the United States Housing Authority.

In general, any new rate schedule must be based on load character
istics which differ from existing loads and demands. This does not im
ply, however, the setting up of a special rate for one housing project.
Any new rate schedule which may be set up for a particular project should
be based on its general characteristics, and should apply wherever com
parable characteristics occur. Generally the best rate will be obtained
by (1) complete analysis of all the basic factors, (2) study of rates ob
tained by other large consumers, and (3) a carefully worked out estimate,
based on preliminary sketch plans and outline specifications, of the
alternate methods of supplying service.

In some cases it may appear that the only available method of sup
plying energy requirements at a sufficiently low cost is by means of a
project generating plant. In such cases, the expediency of generating
electricity in conjunction with space heating and water heating, or in
conjunction with wat.er heating through the utilization of cooling water
of internal combustion engines, should be examined.

taking service, use of energy or fuel in various combinations, require
ments of peak loading, diversity factors, and load factors. There must
be a careful examination of the schedules already set up, and other
possible contracts, to discover in which category the project consump
tion with respect to these factors will fall. In various places, the
schedule in use for municipal consumption should be studied with a view
of applying that rate to the project.

In view of the data relative to utility services ’in the possession
of the United States Housing Authority, it is urged that a conference
of the representatives of the local authority and of the United States
Housing Authority be held before utility companies are approached con
cerning rates, conditions of service, etc. The United States Housing
Authority includes on its staff engineers and attorneys with experience
in rate analyses and rate negotiations whose services are
local authorities.

The initial costs of the systems which would be used in connection
with various feasible types of utility services should be compared with
a view to keeping the capital cost of the project at the lowest possible
level consistent with economy in operation. The initial cost will be a
determining factor in making a decision between two types of utility
services which show almost equal operating expenses.
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Comparison of Initial Costs.

(1) The

(2) The

4

Because USHA annual contributions with respect to any element of
development cost are substantially equal to the debt service on the
same element of cost, it is not necessary to include any item for net
debt service in the computation of operating expense.

Exterior Distribution System.

Wherever feasible, exterior distribution systems should be designed

The choice between an overhead or underground distribution system
should be based on careful consideration of!

type of existing systems in the areas surrounding
the project.

trend of the city in the replacement of overhead
systems by underground systems.

in accordance with the usual practice of the local utility companies,
using similar equipment and materials in order to facilitate service or
replacement by the utility company.

When water heating and a small amount of space heating are supplied
by electricity and imposed as an off-peak load, the investment in trans
formers and distribution system should not increase materially, and this
use should reduce the initial investment chargeable to lighting, refrig
eration and equipment. The additional costs of equipment and wiring
will be offset by savings in the cost of other means of providing equiva
lent service.

Initial costs of exterior and interior distribution systems, meter
ing and equipment will vary widely with the type of services and pur-
chase and local conditions. Under retail purchase of electricity or
gas, the utility company will ordinarily provide the exterior distribu
tion system with services to the individual family units, furnishing and
installing the meters. Under wholesale purchase, however, the utility
company’s share of the exterior distribution system may terminate at the
master meter. In this case, additional check metering facilities and the
major portion of the exterior distribution system will, in general, have
to be provided by the project, although utility companies sometimes bear
a share of this cost.

The expense of repairs, maintenance and replacements will, however,
be related to the initial cost of the installation. A method of comput
ing the expense of repairs, maintenance and replacements is presented
hereinafter.
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(3)

(4) Severity and. frequency of electric storms.

(5) Sleet and ice formations and wind velocities.

(6) Soil conditions.

(?)

Interior Distribution System.

Check Meters.

5

Costs of interior distribution systems should be included in the
total estimated initial costs of the various combinations.

The contour of the project and the extent to which
trees and playgrounds may interfere with an overhead
system.

Uhere the site lends itself to an underground system of distribu
tion and the difference in initial cost between an underground and an
overhead system is relatively small, consideration should be given to
the use of an underground system. Among the many advantages of an
underground system are: (1) appearance and (2) ease of repair and main
tenance. The equipment in an underground system is generally readily
accessible to an operating engineer, whereas equipment installed on
pole structures necessitates the services of "linemen1'.

Under wholesale purchase and unmetered distribution to tenants on
the basis of a pro—rata charge, provision for check meters should be
made and a number of meters equal to 250 of the number of dwelling units
may have to be provided. If provided by the project, the cost of these
meters must be included in the total estimated initial costs.

inhere much rock is encountered,
the cost of underground work is naturally increased
and soil of low-bearing value and high water content
may present difficulties in connection with under
ground transformer vaults and manholes.

In addition, the costs of wholesale purchase, based on 1000 meter
ing, should be figured since the project may decide at some future date
to install complete metering facilities. Electric wiring should, there
fore, be planned to provide for separate metering of each dwelling unit
and for metering project light and power.

Comparative costs. Usually, an underground distribu
tion system will cost more than an overhead distribu
tion system. The actual difference depends, to a
great extent, on specific local conditions’.

Under retail purchase of energy and fuel, where individual meters
are supplied by the utility company, the cost of meters is not a factor
of initial cost.
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Equipment.

Fuel Storage.

1. Fuel and. energy expenses.

2.

3.

The operating expense in connection with various utility combina—

Fuel and. Energy Expenses.

(a)

6

Where fuel which requires storage is considered, the cost of the
storage space should "be included in the initial cost.

Repairs, maintenance and
replacement.

Vacancy and collection
los ses.

tions arrived at in the manner described hereafter is for the purpose
of comparing the desirability of the various combinations and is not.
for use in establishing final rents.

PART III - DETERMINATION AND OOMPARISON
OF OPERATING EXPENSE OF DIFFERENT UTILITY COMBINATIONS

Costs of all items of equipment - ranges, refrigerators, laundry
hot plates, lighting fixtures and standards, hot water and space heat
ers, etc. - should be included in the total estimated initial costs of
the various combinations. Care should be exercised to assume comparable
standards of quality in the various items of equipment in order not to
weight the comparison of total costs unfairly.

The operating expense of various types of utility services or com
binations falls into three categories, viz:

Fuel and Energy - The expense
portant factor in determining the monthly utility charge.
in general comprises the following:

Quantity charges based on consumption by
tenants.

Consumption - A careful study should be made of consumption in each
project, based on consideration of location; type of project, whether
urban or suburban; type of tenants and family size, occupation an a
its; and the plan of the project and its disuosition of open areas, pub
lie spaces, play areas, streets and walks as they affect its require
ments with respect to street and yard limiting.

of fuel and energy is the most im-
This expense
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(b)

(c)

(d) This applies

(e)

rates are generally competitive in all localities and. should. re

Repairs, Maintenance and. Replacements.

are

7

The cost of ice, coal, kerosene and any other fuels available lo
cally should be given full consideration for their appropriate uses in
the analysis of comparative costs.

Expense of line and transformer losses.
usually only to wholesale purchase.

Pro-rata expense of energy or fuel consumed for proj
ect services (yard and play area lighting; lighting
of public spaces in buildings; fuel or energy for
laundry hot plates; power for electrically driven
pumps, fans, etc.) In general, the City should pro
vide, maintain and supply electricity for all lighting
on project streets and other areas used by the general
public, as a part of its usual municipal service and
without charge to the project.

Gas
ceive full consideration for refrigeration and cooking, and for water
heating and space heating where the conditions are favorable.

TThere fuel which requires storage and handling is considered, the
expense of handling, including the handling of all residue, should be
included in the operating expense.

Minimum charges based on estimated demand and con
sumption.

For the purpose of such computations, repairs and maintenance
distinguished from the expense of replacement, although in the actual
operation of a project, all of these items will be kept together under
one expense account heading.

The amount to be included for repairs and maintenance should be the
estimated annual expense averaged over the life of the project (in gen
eral, 60 years).

The complete expense of repairs, maintenance, and replacements, in
cluding both materials and labor, for all items of installation and equip
ment must be included in a comparative analysis of the expense of the
various proposed systems.

Demand charges for electricity based on maximum con
sumption per stipulated time unit (15, 30 or 60
minutes, etc.) This applies usually to wholesale
purchase.
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Vacancy and Collection Losses.

8

The amount to be included for replacements should be the level
annual amount to be credited to reserve, which amount, together with
interest on the amount held in reserve, will produce a capital amount
sufficient to replace the various items so covered at the end of their
estimated useful life.

If meters are provided to check the fuel and energy consumption,
the expense of repairing, maintaining and replacing, together with that
of reading and billing, should be included.

The amounts assumed for repairs and maintenance must be checked
carefully against local experience, wage rates, etc., and adjusted for
any variables which may exist in the locality. In this connection,
the possibility of having the utility company supply, repair, maintain
and insure the exterior distribution system as a whole or in part should
be investigated, as cooperation of this nature will result in a reduced
operating expense to the project.

In addition to the fuel and energy expense, and the repair, main
tenance and replacement expense, a factor should be added as a reserve
for vacancy and collection losses on the cost of such utility services
as are supplied by the project and charged for in rent. Five per cent
(5$) of the total annual operating expense is considered adequate for
this purpose.
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APPENDIX MATERIAL

9

Exhibit 10 is a form for "Final Summary" including comparative in
vestment cost and. operating expense data.
provides a summary of the analysis of 1--

form for "Analysis of Utility Schemes" in-
A separate form

Ex-

Exhibit 7 gives supplementary data in connection with utility serv
ices.

Exhibit 1 gives data and factors in connection with the computation
of capital costs and the expense for repairs, maintenance and replacement
for utility systems and equipment. The first three columns of this ex
hibit are concerned with the reserve for replacer?.ent. The third column
gives.a percentage factor which, when applied to the total initial cost
will give the annual amount to be set up as a reserve to cover replace
ments. The.fourth column gives a percentage factor which, when applied
to the total initial cost, will give the estimated amount for repairs and
maintenance. The fifth column gives the total of the percentage factors
covering replacements and covering repairs and maintenance. The last
column gives estimating data for the computation of the initial cost.

Exhibit 8 is a form for computing "Consumption Data". The exhibit
has been filled out to show the use of the material in the earlier ex
hibits in such computations.

The attached exhibits present (1) data on fuel and energy consump
tion and demands, (2) data on capital costs and operating expenses and (3)
forms foi' the recording of data regarding utility services and for the
computation of the complete cost of such services under various alterna
tive schemes.

Exhibits 2 to 6 present estimates of consumption for electrical
energy in kilo-watt hours and of maximum demands in kilowatts and gas con
sumption in therms for various combinations of services and various sizes
of dwelling units. These estimates are based on averages of consumption
derived from the operating records of various utility and manufacturing
companies throughout the country. These have been checked against the
experience records of existing large-scale and low-rental projects.

Exhibit 9 (A, B & C) is a
eluding investment costs and operating expense data.
should be filled out for each alternative scheme to be considered.
hibits 9A, 9B and 9C show the same form filled out for three alternative
schemes.

vestment cost and operating expense data. The first part of this form
■ p__    -u ' ' the various utility schemes (Exhibit

9). The second portion is a summary of analysis for space heating.and
heating water. The third part presents the total cost of all utilities
including lighting, refrigeration, cooking, space heating and heating of

d library J)
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February 24, 1939

10

Exhibits 8, 9A, 90 and. 10 have been completely filled in for a hypo
thetical project to indicate clearly the application of the data given in
Exhibits 1 to 7.

Blank copies of Exhibits 8, 9 and 10 are available to local author
ities upon request to the USHA.

NATHA17 STRAUS,
Admini strator.
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EXHIBIT 1

FOR REPAIRS,

Years

3.161.56 1.5100 40

1.16 3.8527 2.6995

3.011.2431 1.7775

2.171.82.19 37 .35INTERIOR WIRING

W.H.

GAS SYSTEM

.914.415 .525 40

1.4151.0.415Interl or 25 40

$101.0t.O60

iIMPORTANT ROTS:

=

(Continued)

-
-

DISTRIBUTION
Suos tael on

DISTRIBUTION
Exterior

Overhead )
Exterior )

Separate Range
or Heater Vents

Annual Repairs
and Maintenance

% of Total
System Cost

Total Annual
Repairs, ilaln-
tenance and
Replacemen ts

3 of Total
System Cost

$16 - Ltg. 4 Ref.
$23 - Ltg. Ref. Cook.

$95 to $125 - Ltg. 4
Ref. (non-fl reproof)

$35 - Ltg. & Ref.
$45 - Ltg. Ref. Cook.

Estimated Initial
Cost per Dwelling
Unit (Relative
Values for pre
liminary cal-
culatlons only)

Estl-
ma ted
Life

$50 - Ltg. & Ref.
$75 - Ltg. Ref. Cook.

% of
Total
System
Cost

Reserve for Replacement
Annual
Reserve

System or
Equipment
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

DATA FOR COMPUTING CAPITAL COSTS AND EXPENSE
MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENTS

listed above for repairs, maintenance and replacements are
only to equlpment'and materials of the highest grade, f

S165 - Ltg. Ref. Cook.
(fireproof)

$140 - Ltg. & Ref.
(fireproof)

% of
System
Cost for
which Re
serve Is
Provided

$185 - Ltg. Ref. Cook.
(fireproof)

$15 - Cook.
$20 - Ref. & Cook.
$25 - Cook. Ref. space
htg. & W.H.

$15 - Cook. 4 Ref.
$25 - Cook. Ref. W.H.
$25 - Cook. Ref. space
htg. 4 W.H.

Underground )
Exterior )

tr.d rtplaccmcr.ee are assumed to be applicable
Equipment and materials having a shorter life will

-- - -----—■*—-- ------------ . The per-
centages^are^appllcabie^to the total estimated initial cost (100%) in eveyY case. - - - - The estimated
Initial costs given above. In the extreme right-hand column, are not aPPUc^le to a Particular proj.ct but
may be used In a preliminary analysis to arrive at the coai^irattue economy of various combinations of serv
Ice. Estimates of actual costs for a particular project must be based on breakdowns of costs gathered in
the particular locality which are applicable at the time and under the conditions of construction.

The percentages
require an increased reserve for replacements and a larger allowance .or repairs and maintenance.__ _____ . . in pvppv case. — — — — ine esc

rtplaccmcr.ee
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(Continued)EXHIBIT 1

Reserve for Replacement

Years

SQOIPHSHT

100 15 1.00 each 7.75.78

$2024.221.00 eachICO 19.225

METERS
1.60 each100 3.1225

1.60 each100 25 3.12Sis

$508.463.00 each100 30 2.46

IMPOSTAfT HOTS:

-

DATA FOR COMPUTING CAPITAL COSTS AND EXPENSE
FDR REPAIRS, MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENTS

4.12
4.12

System or
Equipment

Kerosene or
oil

Electric
Gas
Coal & Gas

% of
System
Cost for
Wr.lch Re
serve Is
Provided

100
100

100
100

100
100

100
100

100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100

20
15

20
20

10
12
12
12

10
15
15
10

5
5

Annual
Reserve

19.22
19.22

% of
Total
System
Cost

4.12
5.78

Annual Repairs
and Maintenance

Expense In
Dollars Per
Unit

$1.00 each
2.50 each
2.00 each
2.50 each

1.50 to 4.50
2.00 each

2.25 each
2.75 each

1.00 to 3.00
1.00 to 3.00

2.00 each
3.00 each
2.00 each
2.50 each

1.00 each
1.00 each

Total Annual
Repairs, Main
tenance and
Replacements

% of Total
System Cost

14.12
15.78

10.82
10.82

23.56
29.22

19.12
11.12

1 9.04
13.78

$48
$40

$23
$10

Estimated Initial
Cost per Duelling
Unit (Relative
values for pre
liminary cal-
culatlons only)

$25$83$83$125

HOT PLATESElectricGasKerosene oroil

SPACE HEATERSElectricGasKerosene oroilCoal

WATER HEATERS
Electric
Gas
Kerosene or
oil

RANGES
Coal

Esti
mated
Life

9.13
5.78
5.78
9.13

$15 to '$45
$15 to $45

1

REFRIGERATORS
Ice
Electric
Gas
Oil

1
\

)
Electric)

)

1

2.46
2.46

9.13
7.46
7.46
7.46

15.38
11.44
10.66
14.94

13.13
10.47
9.87
9.46

7.14
9.33

30
30

$32
$53
$41
$43

$15 to $50
$20

$10 (no elec.cooking)
$20 (with elec.cooklr. :)
$27 (larger loads)$15

$32, plus $8 forwateroack, plus$12 for tank

The percentages and expenses listed above for repairs, maintenance and replacements are assumed to
be applicable only to equipment of the highest grade-._ W  -^eesti-

equlpment given In the extreme right hand column are not applicable to

be applicable only to equipment of the highest grade. Equipment having a shorter l*fe will require an
Increased reserve for replacement and a larger allowance for repairs and maintenance. - - - e
mated initial costs per unit of equipment given in the extreme right hand column are not appllcaole to
a particular project but may be used in a preliminary analysis to arrive at the conparattve economy of
various combinations of service. Estimates of actual costs of equlpnent for a particular project must be
based on costs gathered in the particular locality which are applicable at the time of bidding.
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EXHIBIT 2

TENANT

75 - 5 6 7

87 866

PROJECT SERVICES

11 121098General lighting and power

775 65Community Laundry, Including Ironing only2.
99999Energy for distribution of central or group heating3.

4. 1110 10109

5. 76665

6. 32221

I

■

III

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
AND REFRIGERATION

Check Metering
25% or more of
Dwelling Units

Check Metering
Less than 25% of
Dwelling Units

ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICITY
IN KWH PER DWELLING UNIT PER MONTH

38
33
71

35
26
61

48
39
87'

S3
35
88

41
30
71

6.0
to
6.9

60

2.0
to
2.9

3.0
to
3.9

4.0
to
4.9

47
33
80

(Lighting
(Refrigeration
(Dwelling Unit Total
(
(Ironing in )
(Dwelling Unit)

IMPORTANT NOTE:

Add to the total energy consumption and demand from 2 to 4% to cover
transformer and distribution losses.

33

I
4328

i!

(Ironing In )
(Dwelling Unit)

ROG-1 RATIO
5.0
to
5.9

Energy for generation of central or group heating
(coal fired)

Energy for generation of central or group heating
(oil fired)

Energy for generation of central or group heating
(gas fired)

(Lighting
(Refrigeration
(Dwelling Unit Total
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EXHIBIT 3

TENANT

11 13 15 1610

2016 1912
PROJECT SERVICES

11 121098General lighting and power
2.

14 16 19 2012

99 ■99 9Energy for distribution of central or group heating3.

4. 1110 10109

5. 6 75 66

6. 2 3221

IMPORTANT NOTE:

Add to the total energy consumption and demand, from 2 to 5%
to cover transformer and distribution losses.

Community laundry, Including ironing and hot plates
for clothes boiling

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
REFRIGERATION AND COOKING

Check Metering
25% or more of
Dwelling Units

Check Metering
Less than 25% of
Dwelling Unit

(Lighting
(F.efrlgeratlon
(Cooking(Dwelling Unit Total

ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICITYIN KWH PER DWELLING UNIT PER MONTH

41
27

1Q4
172

47
30

12Q
197

60
35

i§2
247

38
30
96

164

43
32

109
164

48
35

122
205

28
24
71

123

33
27

_83
143

4.0
to
4.9

2.0
to
2.9

3.0
to
3,9

6.0
to
6.9

35
24

.38
147

53
32

136
221

(Lighting
(Refrigeration
(Cooking
(Dwelling Unit Total

(Ironing and )
(Clothes Bolling )
(In Dwelling Unit)

(Ironing and )
(Clothes Bolling )
(In Dwelling Unit)

Energy for generation of central or group heating
(coal fired)

Energy for generation of central or group heating
(oil fired)

Energy for generation of central or group heating
(gas fired)

ROOM RATIO
5.0
to
5.9
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. 1

Gentlemen:
Attached herewith are revised exhibits

1R, 2R, and 3R for Policy and Procedure

Bulletin No. 19, "Planning Utility Services
These are to re-and Rate Negotiations.11

place exhibits 1 through 6 in the original

bulletin.
Will you please destroy the superseded

sheets in your copy of this Bulletin and

attach these revised forms.
Sincerely yours,

Attachment

102865 H

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY
UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

Washington

JACOB CRANE
Assistant Administrator



June 1, 1940.

Years
. 1 ‘

Ltg-Ref-CookLtg^Ref

$ 32$ 253.151.51.6640100

$ 16 $ 233.151.51.66•40100
3.851.1627 2.6995

3.011.241.7731Underground 75

$110-1502.171.82.35INTERIOR WIRING 3719

$ 10($ .80 (d)3.12,100METERS 25 $ 20
$ 10

$ 20

Cook.-Ref.Cook.GAS SYSTEM:
DISTRIBUTION

$ 201.0Vents (transIte 1.04") - 60

($ .80 (d)
($1.60 (e)

3.12METERS 25100

f

rthe time and under the conditions of

(Continued)
102865 H

J;

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM:

EXTERIOR DISTRIBUTION

System or
Equipment

Exterior
Interior

<£ Of
Sys tem
Cost for
which Re
serve Is
Provided

Esti
mated
Life

40
40

EXHIBIT 1R

Superseding Exhibit No. 1
Issued February 24, 1939.

Annual Repairs
and Maintenance

% of Total
System Cost

8.45
13.78

19.12
11.12

11.12
7.12

$ 15
$ 15

$ 15
$ 15

(a)
(b)
(c)

it ■

•I

■ (.’ cj

Substation
(up to 200 D.U.)
Substation
(Above 200 D.U.)

Overhead

!t>)
(c)

e)
f)!g)

(h)!d

$ 45
$ 35
$ 24

Estimated Initial Cost
Per Dwelling Unit (Rel
ative Values for Pre
liminary Calculations
Only)_____________________

$ 65
$ 53
$ 35

$ 40
3 30
$ 20

(a)
(b)
(c)

($1.60 (e)
(

> f

.914
1.415

; Ii-I

.5 .
1.0

25
25

.415

.415

■ I

r)(g)
(h)
(1)

Reserve for Replacement

Annual
Reserve

$ of
Total
Sys tem
Cost

IMPORTANT NOTE:

The percentages listed above for repairs, maintenance and replacements are

% of Total
System Cost

$ 12
( $ 25
( $ 13
( $ 8

$ 30
$ 22

( $ 15

ij

■ ’

' : si

(

h
J

■

i The figures enumerated in this
Exhibit to be used only for the

I purpose outlined In Bulletin 19

$ 12
$ 23
$ 15
$ 9

DATA FOR COMPUTING CAPITAL COSTS AND EXPENSE
FOR REPAIRS, MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENTS

Total Annual
Repairs, Main
tenance and
Replacements

$ 90-125 S"? ‘
(non-fl reproof)

( $130 S160
( (fireproof)

The percentages listed above for repairs, maintenance and replacements are assumed to be appllcaoleonly ™ equfXt tVXrltls of the highest grade. Equipment and materials having a shorter 11 fe will
require an Increased reserve for replacements and a larger allowance tor repairs and maintenance, pie
percentages are applicable to Che total estimated Initial cost (liOS) a”Dli -able co a particular
mated Initial costs given above, In the extreme right hand column. ect“mv of v^rl^s cmol-
project but may be used In a preliminary analysis co arrlye at the^fOUPARAT^^ ecra.csp o. ^rlous comol
nations of service Estimates of actual costs for a particular project must be cased on b,eakdowns of
costs gathered In the particular locality which are appllcaole at the time an<_ unaer the conditions of
construction.

Includes complete system.
Includes PRI. and SEC. systems only (excludes transformers).
Includes SEC. system only (excludes PRI. system and transformers).
Based on 100% check meters, read quarterly.
Based on less than 100% check meters, and monthly readings.
Based on from one to three master metering points.
Based on facilities for centrally located check meters In oul.ding groups.
Based on facilities for Individual check meters within dwelling units.
Based on no facilities for check metering.

only to equipment and materials of the highest grade. . Theto tuiu v» • ——--------------- -
estimated initial cost (100%) In every case. ------------ The estl-

the COMPARATIVE economy of various comol-



June 1, 1940.
EXHIBIT 1R (Continued)

_Reserve for Replacement

Years

REFRIGERATORS *

$1.00 eachIce 100 12 ’’.46

$2.50 each12Electric 100 7.46

$2.00 each12Gas ICO 7.46

$2.50 eachOil 12100 7.46

RANGES

$1.00 eachCoal 7.7100 5.7815

$ 4111.27$2.25 eachKerosene 15 5.78IOC

$ 65011 #1 $2.25 each 9.2515100 5.78

$‘4211.74Electric $2.50 each100 15 5.78

$ 30.Gas $1.50 each 10.77100 15 5.78

$ 4314.94• Coal and Gas $2.50 each100 10 9.13

HOT PLATES

$ 23$1.00 each 23.56Electric 100 19.225

$ 1029.22Gas $1.00 each19.22100 5

$ 2024.22$1.00 eachKerosene or Oil 19.22100 5

The size of refrigerator Is Increased for larger dwelling milts, resulting In Increased unit price.* r
IMPORTANT NOTE:

102865 H

System or
Equipment

% of
System
Cost for
Welch Re
serve Is
Provided

% of
Total
Sys tern
Cost

Annual
Reserve

Expense In
Dollars Per
Unit

Annual Repairs
and Maintenance

£ of Total
Sysrem Cost

Total Annual
Repairs, Main
tenance and
Replacements

10.24
10.21
10.13

The figures enumerated in this
Exhibit to t>e used only for the
purpose outlined In Bulletin 19

($ 72 - Room ratio 3.5
($ 73 - Room ratio 4.0
($ 75 - Room, ratio 4.5

($ 22 - Foom ratio 3.5
($ 25 - Roon ratio 4.0
($ 28 - Room ratio 4.5

Estimated Initial Cost
Per Dwelling Unit (Rel
ative Values for Pre
liminary Calculations
Only)______________________

Esti
mated
Life

11.19
11.13
11.09

9.56
9.46
9.36

11.96
11.46
11.06

The percentages and expenses listed above for repairs, maintenance and replacements are assumed to be
applicable only to equipment of the highest grade., Equipnienc having a shorter life w'''1 • —

allowance for repairs and maintenance. -

($120 - Room ratio 3.5
($125 - Roon ratio 4.0
($130 - Room ratio 4.5

$ 32 plus $8 for
wateroack

DATA FOR COMPUTING CAPITAL COSTS AND EXPENSE
_.FOR REPAIRS, MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT

Equipment having a shorter life will require an in
creased reserve for replacement and a larger allowance for repairs and maintenance. - - - - The estimated
Initial costs per unit of equipment given In the extreme right hand column are NOT applicable to a partic
ular project but may be used In a preliminary analysis to arrive at the COMPARATIVE economy of various
comolnatlons of service. Estimates of actual costs of equipment for a particular project must be based
on costs gathered In the particular locality which are applicable at the time of bidding.

($ 67 - Room ratio 3.5
($ 68 - Room ratio 4.0
($ 69 - Room ratio 4.5



EXHIBIT 2R

June 1> 1940

Avg. Max.Max.
TENANT:

Room Patio 3.5

5.2 6.17.0
5.35.76.2 5.3

6.15.27.0
6.06.55.67.5

7.66.19.1
6.55.9 7.08.0

10812

.30.18.42

(Continued)

102865 H

58
55

155

37
30
27

107

67
64

171

33
23
20
82

7
7

43
42

116

28
20
19
79

26
17
16
74

25
17
16
70

5
3

19/DU
15/DU

58
56

149

51
49

136

29
20
18
76

31
20
18
87

6 ’
5

or
or

35 KWH/ton of coal
.2 KWH/gallon of oil

The figures enumerated in this
Exhibit to be used only for the
purpose outlined in Bulletin 19

49
47

123

33
25
23
93

48
47

126

42
41

111

(1)
<2) .
Cook.

(1)
(2)
Cook.

(1)
(2)
Cook.

2.0
(Annual)

2.0
(Annual)

35
23
20

100

2.0
(Annual)

56
53

135

Coal
(Tons)
Avg.

Oil
(C-als.)

Avg.

Electric
(KWH)

Min.

PROJECT
Gen. Lt. & Pr.
Com. Laundry:
Ironing
Boiling'

Proj. Ht. Pits.
Coal Fired
Oil Fired

Ltg.
Ref. (1)
Ref. (2)
Cook.

TOTALS:
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.

Room Patio 4.0
Ltg.
Ref. (1)
Ref. (2)
Cook.

TOTALS:
Ltg.’ Ref.
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.

Room Patio 4.5
Ltg.
Ref. (1)
Ref. (2)
Cook.

TOTALS:
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.

(1) = With gas, oil or coal cooking
(2) = With electric cooking

Superseding Exhibits Nos, 2, 3
and 6 issued February 24, 1939

ESTIMATED CONSUMPTIONS PER DWELLING UNIT PER MONTH

Gas
(Therms)

Min. Avg.



June 1> 1940

EXHIBIT 2R (Continued.)
ESTIMATED CONSUMPTIONS PER DWELLING UNIT PER MONTH

IMPORTANT NOTES:

1.

2.

102865 H

Add. to the total energy consumption and demand 20 to 50
to cover transformer and distribution losses.

The figures enumerated in this
Exhibit to be used only for the
purpose outlined in Bulletin 19

Figures for cooking consumption are based on an energy
ratio for electric to gas cooking of 1:2.2. This is an
average figure between the claims of the gas industry,
which range from 1:2.0 downward, and the claims of the
electric appliance manufacturers, which range from 1:2.4
upward.



EXHIBIT SR

June 1, 1940

ESTIMATED DEMANDS PER DWELLING UNIT PER MONTH

TENANT:

Rfom ?=Rt io £•£

4.0

Poem Ratio 4.5

PROJECT

.054.056.058.060.062.064

.043.044.048

NOTE:

102365 ?■

Superseding Exhibits Nos. 4
and 5 issued February 24, 1939;

.244

.238

.353

.232

.226

.796

. 236

.230

.813

The figures enumerated, m this
Exhibit to be used only for the
purpose outlined in Bulletin 19

.208

.202

.727

.222

.216

.772

.170

. 074

.069

.620

.250

.244

.869

.150

.066

.060

.540

.199

.193

.705

Above
1501

(1)
(2)
Cook.

.179

.073

.072

.651

.244

.239

.837

.156

.068

.062

.555

.137

.062

.056

.512

Ltg.
Ref. (1)
Ref. (2)
Cook.
TOTALS:
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.

(2)
Cook.

.174

.076

.070

.625

.145

.065

.060

.541

.162

.070

. 064

.570

.164

.072

.066

.533

.233

.227

.832

.206

.200

.726

.166

.072

.066

.595

.158

.070
• 054
.580

.154

.068

.062

.556

.228

.222

.779

.142

.064

.058

.526

.214

.208

.749

.161

.072

.066

.605

.170

.074

.068

.599

.158

.070

.064

.557

.219

.213

.764
. 257
.251

.228

.222

.802

.224

.218

.773

.216

.210

.750

.151

.068

.062

.551

.144

.064

.058

.525

.239

.232

.827

The demands listed under "PROJECT" are based-on the use of a time clock
on community laundry electric loads to permit removing this load at peak
periods.
In determining maximum hourly gas demand for cooking, assume .06 therms
per dwelling unit; for water heating, assume .03 therms per dwelling unit.

Ltg.
Ref. (1)
Ref. (2)
Cook.
TOTALS:
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.

(1)
(2)
Cook. .902

Room Ratio
Ltg.
Ref. (1)
Ref. (2)
Cook.

TOTALS:
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.
Ltg. Ref.

Gen. Lt. & Pr.
Pro.i. Htg. Pits.

Coal or Oil
______ Fired______ .052______ . 050
(1) = With gas, oil or coal cooking.

___________ ELECTRICAL - 30 Xlml- INTEGRATED
NUM B~ER ' 0 ? D W 3 L L I K G ' U N I T S

Un to 101 to 251 to 501 to 1001 to
1,00_______ 250______ 500_______ 1000______ 1500

.046
(2) = With electric cooking.
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DESIGN 0? LOW-RENT HOUSING PROJECTS : HEATING

INTRODUCTION

ObjectiveA.

Selecting a Method, of HeatingB.

These

!

=
!
i=
i

used?
heat be supplied from a
are questions which must be carefully considered.
be an arbitrary one.
method should be carefully weighed.

Since the hea.ting expense may represent a very material portion of
the total rent, or total expenditure for rent and household operation,
economy in operating costs of the heating system is essential.

Heating systems for low-rent housing involve a variety of considera
tions, with one basic purpose - the provision of suitable heating at the
least possible cost to the tenant. This objective is implied by the
United States Housing Act of 1937, which requires rents (including the
cost of heating) to be within the financial reach of families of 'low in
come. Since the hea.ting expense may represent a very material portion of

What method of heating and what type of heating system shall be
Shall there be individual tenant operated heating units or shall

central source outside the dwelling unit?
The choice should not

The advantages and disadvantages of each type and
For example:

The individual unit places the responsibility for fuel consumption
squarely on the tenant. It is obvious that when he pays directly for the
fuel he consumes he will be more economical in his use of heat, adjusting
his consumption to his actual need and to his capacity to pay. Moreover,
the assumption of this responsibility tends to make him a more responsible
tenant in his other relations with the project.

On the other hand, we nevertheless find that except in warm climates,
the larger project operated plant will often cost less in operation, as ■
it operates more efficiently, is usually equipped to burn cheaper grades
of fuel, and fuel and supplies are purchased in larger quantities and
hence at a much lower cost. Moreover flats and apartments do not readily
lend themselves to individual tenant operated plants, except when gas is
available at a low rate. In cold climates there is also the danger of
freezing the plumbing if the tenant fails to keep the heating plant
operating. •

Thus there are many factors to be evaluated and various methods of
heating to be considered before arriving at a decision. At the outset,
a survey of the methods which arc suitable to the climate should be made
and as many as possible of the factors affecting choice should be eval
uated in terms of dollars and cents. The wider the scope of the analy
sis, the greater the assurance that the ultimate decision will be the
best one.
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C.

(The added, cost of

Effect on Site and Building Plan.3.

4.

Obsolescence and Adaptability to Change to overcome Obsolescence.5.
Ease, Safety,. Quietness, and Cleanliness of Operation.6.

Effect on Tenant Responsibility.7.

Local Practice and Availability.8.

9.

D.

1.

vctred type.

2

I

Because of the technical considerations involved it is usually im
portant to have the services of a qualified heating engineer in the
preparation of this analysis, and in the final choice and the design of .
the heating system. An initial investment in qualified technical advice
may pay for itself many times- over in more accurate and dependable opera
ting and maintenance estimates, greater speed in the preparation of work
ing drawings, and greater operating economy and efficiency.

Factors Affecting Choice

Climate.

Some of these factors relate to the type of system, some to the fuel,.
some to bo£h. There may be other factors in particular cases.

Types of Systems:

Individual Tenant Operated Unit
In regions recuiring only occasional heat, this should be the fa*

___ In climates more favorable to the project operated plant,.
the comparative economy of to£al ‘fuel costs and the difficulties of fuel
storage and handling must be considered.

1. Initial Cost and its Effect on Annual Cost.
providing space must not be forgotten).

2. Annual Cost: Operation, Maintenance, Repairs, Replacements.
(The choice of fuel used for domestic water heating and the use of the
same fuel for other purposes may affect this item).

Coal is usually considered impractical for use above the first floor
since it requires storage space and means for ash disposal. Unless pro-.

. vision is made to enable the tenant to purchase it at close to the whole
sale price, its use will often prove uneconomic except for the stove type
of heater. Soft coal presents a smoke nuisance.

Gas presents no storage or handling difficulties and, when low
enough in price, makes the individual unit available for any type of
dwelling.

Continued Availability of Fuel and Probable Trend of its Priae»
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(a) Fireplace or Circulator

■

(b) Stove
?

(c) Gravity Warm Air

(2)

(d) Forced Warm Air

r

Central or Group Project Operated Plants2.

The major factors favorable to these types of plants are:

3

-
=

(e) One Pipe Steam with radiators:
higher in cost than gravity warm air; : 

Does not permit uniform heat distribution or temperature control but may
be suitable where very low cost and vei^- low 'rent are the aims.

Distribution most effective; no basement required; when gas or oil fired
needs very little space; permits air filtering, humidification and auto
matic control at some increased cost and maintenance.

Low first cost; minimum of maintenance and adjustment; basement space re
quired.

The common types of individual units and characteristics which
affect their use are:

Oil causes storage difficulties due to the fire hazard involved,
except when basements are provided.

: Slightly
requires basement space.

I

(1) Pipeless: Very low first cost;
distribution only partially
effective; basement space required.

When cold weather is occasional and not severe this is the only method
of heating which is justified. Fireplaces may be the ordinary masonry
type or may have a metal chamber to permit the warming and circulating
of air, and may have ducts to other rooms. Circulators may burn any fuel
depending upon local practice, availability, cost, and storage and handl
ing facilities.

With Ducts: Distribution more
effective; ducts require space and
replacement.

(f) Hot Water: Slightly higher in first cost
than one pipe steam; very satisfactory in operation, particularly when
a steady, moderate supply of heat is wanted; requires either basement
or fire retarded utility room.

(a) Concentration of dwelling units in flats
and apartments and to a lesser extent in row houses.
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(b) The types of fuel available at low prices.
(c) Labor rates and. related, factors.

Design fac-

4

II

The decision'between a single central plant and two or more plants,
each serving a group of buildings, will be affected by:

Group plants can usually be located in basements with chimneys re
lated to the buildings; fuels such as oil or gas may be readily handled,
regardless of the number, size and location of the plants. Group plants
should be interconnected, wherever feasible, to permit more flexible
operation and consequently' greater economy in the low demand months.
This is particularly important where coal is the fuel. The site plan
should therefore be arranged to permit nearly uniform sizing of the
group plants and their location for economical interconnection.

A large central plant will usually require a separate building and
high'chimney. Although this may be undesirable for aesthetic reasons,
the delivery, storage, and handling of coal and the disposal of ashes
can be efficiently handled in such a plant.

While these plants commonly distribute heat through radiators in
each room, at least one housing project has successfully utilized the
steam space heater, long used for non-residential heating. One unit
heater, consisting of a steam coil over which air is blown by a motor
driven fan, is used per dwelling unit. The cost for radiators, valves,
and piping is reduced, but shorter life expectancy and motor repair for
these heaters must be considered in comparing annual costs.
tors ■will be found under "STEAM SPACE HEATERS.11

(a) The size and arrangement of the development
and its topography.

(b) Climate requiring nearly continuous heating
for four or more months.

Heating controls of the "continuous flow" and "on and off" and com
bination type used in group or central plants have resulted in savings
of up to 25 per cent of fuel costs. Design factors are given under
"SYSTEM OF HEATING CONTROLS."
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PART I - ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Comparative Cost AnalysisA.

■

B.

designed, to facilitate separate analysis

5

Forms for Analysis
Convenient forms for preparing the economic heating analysis are

attached hereto. These are designed to facilitate separate analysis
of plant and fuel costs.

If individual, group and central plants are being compared, there
should be included not only the costs of boilers, breeching, auxiliary
equipment, and piping, but also fuel storage space or tankage, construc
tion costs of boiler and storage rooms and smoke stack, and heat insu
lation of boiler room ceiling. There may also be the cost cf supply
and return mains, with their supports and heat insulation and trenches
or tunnels to nearby buildings and lines to hot water heaters.

i
Perhaps the most prevalent mistake is to overlook items of expense

which are indirectly involved in the use of a specific type of fuel or
heating, plant. If, for example, coal fired gravity warm air systems are
being considered, the cost of a basement or other space, coal storage
space, chimneys, and possibly additional roads for the delivery of coal
and removal of ashes, should be included.

With respect to items such as maintenance and replacement, the ex
pense for which may vary widely, the greatest care should be taken to
avoid estimates which are either unfairly pessimistic or unduly hopeful.

Several suitable methods of heating having been tentatively selected,
a comparative cost analysis should be made in order to determine which
will result in the least expense to the tenant.- The underlying princi
ples involved in this analysis are simple and require no explanation.
There are, however, certain common errors concerning which a reminder
may be helpful.

The central plant should be charged with its building and smoke
stack, as well as comnlete plant, distribution and return systems, and
possibly cost of land occupied if additional land has to be acquired to
accommodate the central plant.

In general, the present prevailing costs will form the basis of
computations, but unusual price conditions should be discounted and the
long range trend anticipated wherever possible.
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TABLE I - INITIAL COSTS

Central-Group-Building Plants

3. Distribution (Yard.). Cost of underground, piping installation.

Unit Plants

Central-Group-Building - Unit Plants (Related Items)

Cost of water and drainage required for

Cost of proportionate share of gas piping applied

Cost of electrical work necessary for heatingElectric Outlets.

Cost of masonry flues, stacks and foundations.K. Chimneys.

Structures,

Cost of facilities for storing fuel.

N, Extra Roads.

6

L. Gas Piping.
to heating system.

Cost of extra roads required in the delivery of
fuel or removal of ash.

Cost of structures, additional to dwelling facili-
boiler and auxiliary equipment for central,

utility rooms, partitions, etc., for

J.
system.

H, Plumbing Connections.
heating system.

M. Duel Storage. Cost of facilities for storing fuel. Fuel oil
tanks concerned with the immediate operation of the plant or plants nee
not be included here.

L.
ties, necessary to house
group or building plants; closets,
individual dwelling unit plants.

Following are the items which are included in the attached economic
analysis charts to determine the initial costs and annual operating ex
pense:

C. Plant Equipment. Cost of equipment, auxiliaries and piping within
the boiler room. Automatic firing and fuel handling equipment should be
noted separately. Building plants might include one boiler room per build
ing or one boiler room per two or three small buildings.

D-E-F-G. Cost of heating equipment for individual plants only.
Items D, E and F might apply to warm air systems or circulators. Vents
under D include fresh air connections. Items E, F and G are applied to
steam or hot water heating systems.

A, Radiation and/or Pipe; Unit Heaters, Ducts and Grilles-in Build
ings. Cost of heating system within the buildings, exclusive of

equipment, auxiliaries and piping within the boiler room. Radiation can
be estimated by reference to Table III of the charts.
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Net initial cost plus general contractor's

Domestic Hot Water

The summation of

ANNU.AL OPERATING EXPENSETABLE II.
i

Heating and Domestic Hot Water

a. through d. Maintenance, Repair and Replacement.

e.

I

!

7

i

I
i

I
i

!

P. Gross Heating Cost.
added percentage.

g. Labor.
sary to employ the services of
Local regulations may require

i

The total of all maintenance, repair and replacement expense.

f. Fuel. Formulae have been prepared for estimating fuel consumption
which are incorporated in this Bulletin. The influence on the rate struc
ture in the use of gas for space heating and domestic hot water in coordi
nation with that required for cooking and refrigeration should be applied
in the analysis. Where the electric consumption for the operation of aux
iliary heating equipment is a substantial amount, its influence on the
electric rate structure should be thoroughly considered.

0. Net Initial Cost (Heating). Total of above items, each of which
should include the sub-contractors expense and profit. However, it should
not include general contractor's added percentage.

In low press'.ire plant operation licensed men are generally not re
quired unless stipulated by ordinance or labor organization.

In high pressure boiler plant operation it may be neces-
a competent first class licensed engineer.

such services continuously while the plant
is in operation or for supervisory purposes only. In the latter^case a
portion only of the engineer's time might be devoted to the plant. In
any event, it might be advisable to charge at full time the services of
second class licensed engineers.

a. through d. Maintenance, Repair and Replacement. The product de
rived by multiplying the initial costs from Table I by the factors set up
for the respective items in Table IV. Related items generally refer to
plumbing connections, gas piping and electric outlets.

Q. to X. (inclusive): Costs of supplying domestic hot water. The
same procedure should be followed as outlined heretofore for heating. It
is necessary to note that when domestic hot water is supplied through gen
erators deriving its source of heat from boilers used also for space heat
ing, the cost of the extra boiler capacity and heating distribution should
be included in items A, B and C.

Y. - Gross Cost (Heating plus Domestic Hot Water).
items P. and X.
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economic heatinc analysis
COMPARATIVE. INITIAL AMP
ANNUAL OPERATION COSTS
OWL LUNG UNO'S--------- HEATED CUBE----------
NO OF ROOMS----------  CUBE PER ROOM-----
ROOM RATIO

‘ TABLE. I-INITIAL COSTS

HTG.
__________ DOM.H.W.
SYSTEM - HTG.
NO. OF PLANTS

HEATING
DOM. H.W,
TOTAL

B.HP. TOTAL
TYPE

OF
________ FUEL_____________
[.RADIATION AND/OR PIPE

BUILDINGS
DESIGN TEMPERATURE---- NO-------STORY--------COMPUTED BY-
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NO----- STORY------- CHECKED BY.
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BLDGS | 21UN1T HEATERS-DUCTS GRILLE*
distributiqnCYarp)
I.XNTERMEPIATE PRESSURE
2,LOW PRESSURE-

PLANT EQUIPMENT________________

(■BOILERS, PUMP5, AUXILIARIES.
2.FUEL FIRING_________________
3.FUEL HANDLING

DUCTS, GRILLES AND VENTS '
RADIATION AND PIPE.___________
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CONTROLS

PLUMBING CONNECTIONS______
GAS PIPING
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(GENL. CQNTRS. EXP, AND PROFIT}

HEATER AND TANK____________
GENERATORS - PUMPS_________
HOT WATER PIPING____________
GAS PIPING _ ________

ELECTRIC OUTLETS ______
CHIMNEYS OR VENTS
NET INITIAL COST (OOM. HwJ
GROSS DOM. H.W. COST (“Wf fl)

GROSS COSYgHTC.tDOM.H.W. (P+X)



economic HEATING ANALYSIS

A. B. c. D.
I

ITEMS
HEATING

A
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f FUEL
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED5TATE5HOU5ING AUTHORITY

DOCKET NO.—
SHEET NO------
FROM-------TO
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T
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HEAT
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ELECTRIC
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EFFICIENCY
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AS FIRED

FUEL FIRING 4 FUEL HANDLING
'■(CENTRAL-GROUF BUILDING PLANTS)

OTHER HEATING EQUIPMENT
2{central-croup-bwlding-plant^
3, UNIT PLANTS
4. RELATED ITEMS______________
5. STRUCTURES_________________

FUEL FIRING^. FUEL HANDLING
(central- group-building-plahts)

9 OTHER HEATING EQUIPMENT
(CENTRAL-GROUP BUILDING-PLANT^

3. UNIT PLANTS________________
4. RELATED ITEMS 

>-•
S<
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i
z
ulu
u
w

it
«i?
A

I
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id
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I HEATER OR GENERATOR
2 PIPING-GAS 4 WATER________
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TOTALS-MAINTENANCE-REPAIR
REPLACEMENT fa* THRU "d/

1. HEATING________
2. DOMESTIC H.W.

LABOR
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ECONOMIC heating analysis

TABLE-PI CUBIC FEET OF USABLE SPACE PER SQUARE FOOT OF EQUIVALENT DIRECT STEAM RADIATION

50 48 6) GT 7170 75+ 20

5855 4670 63 67 70+ 15
I446070 54 GO 63 66+ IO

65 4 I 5)70 56 GO+ 5 GZ

3870 4770 55JZ 58O

75 35 4370 48 53-5 51

80 32 41 4770 44 49-10

85 2970 37 41 4543- 15

90 26 33 3770 39 42-20

TABLE-rS"

REPLACEMENT
SCHEME ITEMS

A

0.01

B

C

STRUCTURES

D

0.02

0.02.

0.01o.o>STRUCTURES

E

ss

CENTRAL PLANT
HIGH PRESSURE.

STEAM OR FORCED
HOT WATER.

DOMESTIC
HOT WATER

INDIVIDUAL. DWELLING
UNIT PLANT SYSTEMS

ONE STORY
BUILDING

TWO STORY
BUILDING

THREE STORY
BUILDING

FOUR STORY
BUILDING

Docket nq —
sheet no. —
FROM  TO
DATE______  19

SIX STORY
BUILDING

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

TEMP.
DIFF.

DEG."f''

lbz
h
<
u
I

PIPING - GAS AND WATER
RELATED ITEMS

0.02
0.0 2

0.01 GG
0.0913

0,0378

0.0412
0.0)

15
20

HEATER AND TANK
GENERATORS — PUMPS

GRAVITY WARM AIR________
FORCED WARM AIR (jGAS FIRED)

GRAVITY STEAM OR HOT WATER
CIRCULATORS

0.0125
O.OI75

0.003
0,0225
0.0225
0.0175

O.OOS

O.O22S
0.0225

0.02 25
0.0225
0.0175

0.02
0.02

0.005
0.02
0.02
0.016
0.005

0.0575
0.0412

0-0412
0.0225
0.01

40

IO

IS
20

20
35
55

GROUP PLANTS OR
CENTRAL PLANT
(low pressure)
STEAM OR FORCED
hot water___________

INDIVIDUAL BUILDING
PLANTS

(LOW pressure)
STEAM OR HOT WATER

0.02
0.02

0.02
0.02
0.015

0.0412
0.02
0.01

AT
2% INTEREST

0.0412________
0.0175

EXPECTED
LIFE

IN YEARS
20
■3 a
55

20
32
55

0.02
0.02

MAINTENANCE £ repair - replacement factors

MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR.

UNOSR.
300 OMITS

0-0225
0.0223

0.0173
0.0075

FUEL FIRING 4 HANDLING, UNIT HEATERS
OTHER HEATING EQUIPMENT
RELATED ITEMS
STRUCTURES

FUEL FIRING (hARPMNG | UNITHEATERS

OTHER HEATING EQUIPMENT
RELATED ITEMS______________

STRUCTURES__________________
FUEL FIRING 4 HAHDLIWG | UNIT HEATERS'

OTHER HEATING EQUIPMENT
RELATED ITEMS

DESIGN
TEMP.
deg/f*'

0.01
0015

Notes: The steam radiation derived from the factors in table m is to be used for preliminary
PURPOSES ONLY IN PREPARING AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, ANO NOT FOR INDIVIDUAL ROOM
CALCULATIONS. HOT WATER HEATING RADIATION CAN BE TRANSPOSED FROM THE RESULTANT FIGURES.
THE FACTORS IN TABLE TV ARE BASIC ONLY; THEY MAY BE VARIED TO SUIT LOCAL CONDITIONS AND THE
type and Quality of the heating or domestic hot water system, unit heaters under "K.'b",
ANlfcftN table r? APPLY TO THE STEAM OR HOT WATER TYPE. GAS OPERATED HEATERS ARE INCLUDED UNDER D.

OVBR.
300 UNIT.6

0.02
0.02
0.013
0.0075

INSIDE
TEMP
DEG."F ”
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h. Ash Disposal. The expense of removing the ash from the project.

Electric Power,

The total of all operating expense (items
e

The net annual operation (item k) divided.

The net monthly operation divided by the

The summation of items k and n.o. Gross Annual Operation.
The gross monthly operation divided byp.

Selecting the FuelC.

8

m, Net per Room per Month.
number of rooms.

1, Net per Room per Year.
by the number of rooms.

Labor during the non-heating season can be reduced commensurate with
the scheme of heating domestic hot water and the tenant requirements.

k. Net Annual Operation.
through j).

As
an

i. Electric Power. The expense of kilowatt hour consumption of all
electric motor driven equipment.

Gross per Room per Month.
the number of rooms.

j. Water and Supplies. The expense of water incidental to plant op
eration and supplies such as waste, lubricating oil, etc.

When a plant or plants necessitate a twenty-four daily operation, the
personnel per shift (with the exception of the chief engineer if permitted
by reg>ilation) can be multiplied by 3-1/2 times, which should compensate
for relief time. If, on the other hand, the plant or plants do not re
quire operation on this basis, the staff could be reduced proportionately,
with the necessary relief labor of approximately 16-2/3 per cent per man
added. It is advisable that in preparing an analysis of different heating
schemes before a selection is made, only that portion of the firemen actu
ally required in the operation of the plant need be applied to it.

Choice of fuel is dependent in a large measure on local availability
and cost. Other considerations are cleanliness and ease of handling.
the choice of fuel may affect the site plan and the management policy,

n. Debt Service. The product of 0.0017 (which is the difference be
tween the annual subsidy of 3.5 pel’ cent and the interest and amortization
of 3.67 per cent) by the Gross Costs in Table I of Heating (item P), Do
mestic Hot Water (item X) or the total of Heating and Domestic Hot Water
(item Y) , dependent upon the nature of the analysis. No allowance has
been made in the chart to compensate for any changes in these rates, since
the influence of such fluctuations on the heating and/or domestic hot water
per room per month operating expense would oe negligible.
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The price of coal today is lower than

i

I

9

*

■

il

ii

In the selection of fuel, especially coal, consideration should be
given to a possible rise in price.
it has been in a number of years.

early fuel cost analysis should be made, A recommended form for preparing
such an analysis is included in the "Economic Heating Analysis" chart at
tached, additional copies of which may be obtained upon application to the
United States Housing Authority at Washington, D. C.

Low fuel prices are generally required to make individual heating
units practical. There are several ways in which retail fuel prices may
be lowered: purchase by the project at wholesale prices and resale to
the tenants; group purchase sponsored by a "Tenants Association"; or pur
chase through the department which makes municipal purchases of fuel. The
cost of handling fuel, including storage, weighing, delivering and billing,
must be considered in any study of fuel purchasing methods. Fuel storage
by the tenant may constitute a problem.
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PART II - DESIGNING THE HEATING SYSTEM

A. The Central Plant

Boilers1.

Central plants: design to operate at 80 to 100 pounds pressure, with

Boilers up to 100 H.P.: fire box type.

Include water treatment facilities where necessary.

10

Provide for easy removal of ashes; if pulverized coal firing is used,
provide a method for trapping and removal of fly ash.

i?
li

I

5

Boilers 100 H.P. to 300 H.P.: either straight water tube, or low
head three drum bent tube.

n
i

Recommendations and suggestions for the design of heating plants are
presented herein. The United States Housing Authority recognizes that
there are various satisfactory methods of handling particular design fea
tures, and these suggestions are not to be considered the only acceptable
ones.

not less than three boilers; water tube boilers, at 150 percent of rating;
portable fire box boilers, at 100 percent of rating. Normal rating should
not exceed 500 H.P. except where more than four boilers are required.

A clear space of 14*-0n minimum is recommended between boiler fronts
and the wall of the building, not less than 6'-0" between the rear of the
boilers and the wall of the building, and not less than 6’—0n between each
boiler for air-cooled walls and 5*-0" for all others. Each boiler should
have an individual setting.

Provide for easy cleaning of all water and fire surfaces. Provide
soot blowers on water tube, horizontal return tubular, and portable type
fire box boilers burning bituminous coal. I

i

Boilers above 300 H.P.: either straight water tube, or high head
four drum bent tube.

Insulation of settings on coal burning boilers 300 H.P. and over will
be improved by providing air-cooled walls. For oil or gas fuel, settings
may have solid walls and air-cooled floors. For straight tube boilers,
provide solid end and side walls 22 inches thick with full floating bridge
wall to take care of expansion. Provide for expansion in the setting
walls as well as proper clearance between drums and settings and support
ing structural members. Support boilers independently of brick setting.
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Staam Outlets2.

One or more openings for future

Stacks4.

Base peak boiler loads on a chosen minimum outside temperature.

i;

i!5. Overhead Bunkers

11

ii
‘1

p

Stack diameters should be the most economical size, calculated for
peak load demand' at 20° F. above design temperature with provisions for
further extension if contemplated.

Overhead coal bunkers in central plants: design with a capacity of
not less than 10 percent of the estimated maximum annual coal consumption.

a bitumastic paint or

It

Design for fifty percent excess air under peak load demand for oil
and 90 percent excess air for coal,

At least two-tenths of an inch of draft is needed in the combustion
chamber for forced draft equipment when burning either coal or oil*

Specific recommendations for natural draft fuel oil burning equipment
will be furnished by the United States Housing Authority on request.

Where either oil; or gas is used, it is advisable to calculate the
stack size on the basis of burning coal with and without cinder trap.

The steam outlet of ea’ch boiler carrying in excess of 15 pounds gauge
pressure should have an automatic stop and check valve at the boiler, and
globe or angle valve at the header. One or more openings for future
flanged connections may be provided on boiler drums*

In localities where the analysis of the coal shows a content of three
percent or more of sulphur, use overhead bunkers either of concrete or
metal coated on the inside with at least 1/8 inch of
a tile lining set in hot mastic.

3. Cat Walks

Provide cat walks with ladders so that all points on boilers which
must be serviced may be reached.

Where mere storage is desirable, provide outside storage spaces for
an additional 5 to 10 percent. These may be surrounded by a masonry wall .
at least S'-O" high.

Provide proper ventilation over the top of all boilers. This can
best be accomplished by a monitor over each boiler with pivoted sash and ■
extended operating device.
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Underground Coal Storage6.

7. Coal Handling Equipment

Drums ef hoist should be grooved for rope and not flat.
Ash Handling Equipment8.

12

When the annual coal consumption is up to 2,200 tons, consideration-
• must be given to the method of ash disposal.

Underground storage is recommended only where the total annual con
sumption is less than 3500 tons.

Where underground storage is provided, the coal holes should be
raised about four inches above the trucking grade.. They should be suffi
cient in number and so located that at least two-thirds of the total vol
ume of storage can be filled without hand trimming. Openings from these
underground storage bins to the boiler rooms should have a metal door,
to be closed when coal is being placed in the bin.

pinion. The wheel should operate through a
be reached when bucket is raised or lowered.

Traveling weigh larries, electrically operated, should have capaci
ties of not less than 1,500 pounds for boilers up to 250 H.P,, and 2,000
pounds for boilers above 250 H.P,, and should be equipped with switches
to limit the horizontal travel. Electric motors for weigh larries and ,
other coal handling equipment should preferably be the fully enclosed,
fan cooled, type. The use of this equipment ought to be limited to proj
ects where the total annual coal consumption exceeds 3500 tons.

Hoists should have electric lift and travel, and two lifting cables
placed on either side of the bucket to prevent the bucket from turning
when being raised.

The bucket should have at least 1,000 pound capacity with a side
bottom dump and gate of the clam shell type operated with a wheel, rack and

knuckle joint so that it can
Weighing sections should be

placed in the monorails and the longitudinal travel of buckets limited to
50 feet per minute maximum.

Coal hoppers for stoker feeds: design for 1,000 pounds for boilers
up to 250 H.P., and 1,500 pounds for boilers over 250 H.P. Stokers may
be equipped with fully-enclosed, fan-cooled electric motors or steam tur
bines, or may be hydraulically’ operated.

Monorails may be supported from roof trusses of boiler rooms, but
should be placed so that the bottom of bucket, when raised to its unload
ing position, will not be over 18 inches above the top of the stoker
hopper, to limit the swinging of the bucket.
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Instrument Boards and Instruments9.

(b).

10. Draft Control

Test Openings11.

Feed Water Heaters12.

13

It is well to provide insertion points in breeching at stack for pyro
meters for taking test temperatures.

The following instrument boards are recommended for heating plants
burning in excess of 2500 tons annually:

(a).
rected.

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

One main instrument board located in the boiler room as di
Instruments on this board may include:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Control of each boiler should be obtained independently through its
own uptake damper.

Arrange main stack damper for hand control with locking quadrant.

Use feed water heaters of the deaerating type, operating at.not less
than 215° F., with a reserve storage capacity of not less than five minuteq
between overflow and cold water make up inlet.

Electric .clock, 6 inch diameter.
Smoke density indicator and recorder where required.
Recording and integrating steam flow meter, for yard distribu
tion system only.
Steam pressure gauge indicating boiler pressure.
Steam pressure gauge indicating yard distribution system.

An instrument board for each boiler, located adjacent to the
boiler as directed. Instruments on this board may include:

COg Recorder.
Exit gas recording pyrometer.
Indicating and integrating steam flow meter.
Steam pressui’e gauge furnished under boiler trimmings.
Draft gauge that will comply with the draft requirements by
having the requisite number of pointers.

Where cinder traps are used, provide for disposal of fly ash through
the ash handling system. Dispose of the fly ash from the rear hopper of
the boilei’ through the ash handling system, or return into the boiler fur
nace for burning the combustibles.

When the annual coal consumption is above 2,200 tons, a pneumatic or
preferably a mechanical system of ash handling is desirable.
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Condensate Receiving Tank13.

Boiler Feed Pumps for Central Plants14.

that either or both

Primary Pressure Reducing Valves15.

total of 18,777 pounds of

14

In all cases a condensate receiving or surge tank should be used
having a capacity of thirty-minute storage between overflow and automatic
float controlling make-up water.

With installed boiler horse power over 1200 H.P., special considera
tion should be given to the number of pumps.

No pump should have a capacity greater than 75 percent of the peak
demand and all pumps should be steam driven.

When three or more pumps are installed, one should be sized to take
care of the summer load when operating normally. j

Assume a heating load of 12,520 pounds of steam per hour, a hot water
load of 4,550 pounds of steam per hour, equal to 17,070 pounds of steam
per hour plus 10 percent for line losses,—a total of 18,777 pounds of
steam per hour.

Mount the primary pressure reducing valve assembly in a horizontal
position, on one of the side walls, rather than in a horizontal position
near a ceiling. Provide platforms for servicing.

A cold water bypass should be arranged on the boiler feed pump suc
tion, for the purposes of boiler wash, for reducing feed water tempera
tures, and-for the operation of hydraulic tube cleaners. The pumps should
be arranged to maintain feed water service to any boiler, while another
boiler is being given hydraulic service.

Valve all equipment furnished in duplicate so
may be operated singly or together.

Where space conditions will not permit the use of a receiving tank,
the feed water heater should have not less than twenty minutes storage
capacity between the overflow and float valve make-up.

With installed boiler horse power up to 400 H.P., two pumps are
recommended.

With installed boiler horse power from 400 to 1200 H.P., three pumps
are recommended.

Experience has shown that three or more pressure reducing valves,.
arranged so that one valve can take care of the entire hot water load in
the summer, provide a more flexible installation. As a basis for calcu
lation, the following may be used as a guide:
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B. The Group Plant

1.

Boiler Feed Pumps for Group Plants2.

Steam Outlets on Boilers for Group Plants3.

I

15

ha

f

Protect all pressure reducing valve stations By a Battery of pop
safety valves having a capacity of 60 percent of the steam demand load.

discharge water of condensation di
use single stage motor

The pressure reducing valve to take care of the hot water load should
"be adequate for 4,550 pounds of steam per hour, plus 10 percent line loss,
—a total of 5,000 pounds of steam per hour.

Equip steam outlet of each toiler carrying up to 15 pounds gauge pres
sure with one globe valve in each connection.

at 100 percent of rated capacity. Each plant should have at least two
boilers, with the capacity of each boiler not to exceed 12,000 square feet
of direct radiation.

Boilers in these plants should be of the portable fire box type sized
at 100 percent of rated capacity. Each plant should have at least two

Group plants are usually preferable to individual building plants,
although the latter may be practical for very large buildings. Design
recommendations for group plants are generally applicable to individual
building plants. Group plants should be located to allow economical in- .
terconnection to insure flexibility under mild weather and summer load
operation.

Subtracting this from 18,777 pounds of steam per hour leaves 13,777
pounds per hour to be taken care of by two pressure reducing valves, one
valve to take care of 75 percent of this and the other to take care of
the balance.

Piping at Group Boiler Plants

For single or two pipe gravity steam heating systems, equip boilers
with regular Hartford loops, and valve so that any or all boilers may be
operated or drained without interruption of service.

Whenever possible,anangs group plants carrying up to 15 pounds gauge
pressure so that the vacuum pumps can C
rectly to the boilers. Where this is impractical,
driven boiler feed pumps.

By this arrangement, the valves may be opened or closed to meet the
increase or decrease of the demand steam load. In no case should these
valves be larger than 8 inches.
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Motor Truck Scales4.

The scales should, have a capacity of not less than 70,000 pounds.

The Distribution LinesC.

Heating within the BuildingsD.

Radiation and Risers1.

to serve two radiators

16

Supply and return risers: expose and arrange
on each floor wherever possible.

Reduce the number of steam drip traps, located in yard steam manholes
to a mi -ni rpiim, and wherever possible provide for dripping yard steam mains
by traps placed inside the nearest basement.

Where it is not possible to secure certified weights of coal deliv
eries, include motor truck scales of the beam type, installed in pits,
if feasible.

Underground steam and return distribution should be direct; design
layouts to take care of expansion at the point of entrance into each build
ing, where possible.

- - ■ - - . lesser cost should be
All conduit installations should be specified

commercial

Where pipe expansion must be provided for underground lines, use
welding fittings and straight pips expansion bends, installed in minimum
design non-accessible expansion chamber.

Any and all other types of conduit of equal or
given full consideration, a— --------
to be substantially in accordance with the manufacturers*
standards.

Underground piping should be installed in a simple type of conduit,
consisting either of split*'tile, built-up tile, pre-cast lightweight
concrete with a continuous concrete base and gravel backing where required,
sponge-felt asbestos pipe covering with integral waterproof jacket, or of
a combination casing and covering conduit constructed of standard thick
ness 85 percent magnesia pipe covering without canvas wrap, sealed into
an inner core by application of a uniformly thick layer of high melting
point asphalt between the outer surface of the magnesia insulation and
the outside metal jacket.

The design of the heating distribution system should not be deferred
until after the site plan has become set. Both the character and extent
of the distribution system may be influenced by close cooperation between
the heating engineer and the site planner from the beginning. Buildings
arranged compactly will’ achieve economy in heating distribution. Where
plenty of land is available, it is more economical to concentrate the area
not needed for housing in a single large unit than to space the buildings
widely over the entire site.
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E. Drying Room Heating

17

Construct clothes drying rooms in groups adjacent to laundries, lo
cate as close as practical to hot water generator rooms, and equip with
unit heaters delivering 120° air and supplied either with steam or with
hot water from the domestic hot water supply system.

Drying rooms should have exhaust fans capable of exhausting at least
six changes per hour.

Wherever possible, use exposed risers for heating kitchens and bath
rooms.

Install radiator supply and return branches above floor in fireproof
floor construction.

The amount of radiation for each radiator called for on the riser
diagram or schedule should be the minimum required.

Arrange
tor, nearest

connections for both supply and return on same end of radia-
to risers.

No radiator should be installed which does provide at least the amount
of radiation called for on riser diagram or schedule. This is to be based
on the manufacturers’ catalog ratings for cast iron, except that the sizes
given may vary slightly to suit manufacturers’ standards, provided the
total radiation specified for any one individual dwelling unit is not
decreased.

When laundries are adjacent to drying rooms, the exhaust fans may
get the majority of their supply through the laundries. Insulate tne
ceiling of all drying rooms to protect the rooms above from the heat of
the drying rooms.

Install radiator supply branches above floor, in wood joist floor
construction, and return branches under flooring for stability, IToor
joists may be notched near bearing for this purpose. All connections
through floors, walls or partitions should have sleeves and escutcheons.

When steam is used, the supply should be taken from the hot side of
the zone control valve so that heat may be available during the summer
season. When hot water is used, the unit heaters may be supplied from the
basement hot water mains.

Consideration should be given to the installation of cabinet type
drying units in lieu of drying rooms, as substantial reductions m cost
of such equipment have recently been effected through redesign. This
type of drier, using either gas or electricity, requires much less base
ment space, and substantially increases available laundry facilities
through more rapid clothes drying.
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List of Recommended Authorities

Cast Iron Radiator Sizes: manufacturer's catalog ratings.

Convector Manufacturer's Certified

the A.S.H.V.E, and the American Standards Association.Symbols:

18

Mon-Ferrous Convector Sizes:
Ratings.

As a matter of practical application the following inside tempera
tures may be figured:

Living quarters
Sleeping quarters
Kitchens
Bathrooms

See also A.S.H.V.E. "Code of Minimum Requirements of Heat for Build
ing," and "Instructions for the Operation, Care and Repair of Boilers,"
Navy Department, Bureau of Engineering.

Heat Loss Calculations: latest edition of the American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers' Code of Minimum Requirements of Heat
for Buildings.

70° F.
67° F.
67° F.
67° F.

Warm Air Heating Design: Investigations of Warm Air Furnaces and
Heating Systems made by the University of Illinois in Cooperation with the
National Warm-Air Heating Association.

Cast Iron Convector Sizes: certified condensate tests, plus the
allowable additional capacity based on thermal head interpolations, in ac
cordance with the Convector Manufacturer's Certified rating method.

Boilers; latest Boiler Code of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, the Steel Heating Boiler Institute, and the A.S.H.V.E. Standard
Code for Rating Heating Plants.
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The Working DrawingsA.

MaterialsB. The Specifications:
all steam mains and all dry returns.Blade steel pipe:
all wet returns, all underground returns, and

all wet and underground returns.Extra strong steel pipe:
threaded or flanged cast iron or "brass of cast iron

Welding fittings:

19

The use of a common trench for buried heating and hot water lines
wherever possible should be encouraged.

Cast fittings:
steam pattern.

Pipes should not be located in exterior walls where there is danger
of freezing, unless proper protection is provided.

Wrought iron pipe:
boiler feed and boiler blow-off lines.

PAET III - PREPARING THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

Pipe sleeves and openings should be shown on the structural or archi
tectural drawings for all pipes passing through footings, masonry floors
oi' exterior walls below grade. The elevations of sleeves need not be
given except where passing through waterproofing finishes, which require
special sleeve construction. In full basements there should be provided
not less than S’-S11 clear head room under bottom of lowest pipe.

Ample space should be provided for piping and particular care be
taken to avoid structural interferences and conflicts between the differ
ent branches of the mechanical trades. Mechanical drawings should be gen
erally diagrammatic, with all piping and equipment shown as nearly as pos
sible in the location in which it is to be installed.

Copper molybdenum alloy pipe: all wet returns, all underground re
turns, and boiler feed and boiler blow-off lines.

Welding fittings: wrought iron or copper molybdenum alloy may oe
used interchangeably for wrought iron or copper molybdenum pipe. , fielding
elbows should have a face to center dimension equal to not less tnan one
and one half nominal diameters of the pipe to which they are connected.

joints 1-1/4 inch and smaller, screwed;
screwed or welded; 8 inches and larger,

1-1/2 inch and larger, welded.

Z°1974
All heating plans and specifications should be in sufficient detail

so that a minimum of shop drawings will be necessary.

Pipe joints: in buildings: joints 1-1/4 inch and
1-1/2 inch to 6 inches inclusive,
flanged or welded; underground:
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Outline of a Typical SpecificationC.

If

12.

13.

14,

20

32.
33,
34.
35.

5,
6,
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20,'
21.
22.
23.
24,
25,
26.
27,
28,
29,
30.
31.

2f
3.
4.

Brass metal for globe valves should, have a minimum copper 'content of
80 percent and. a maximum lead, content of 5-1/2 percent.

Valves: 3/4 inch and. smaller, globe valves; 1 inch and larger, gen
erally gate valves; 2 inches and smaller, brass; 2-1/2 inches and larger,
iron body brass mounted; 5 inches and smaller, screwed; 6 inches and
larger, flanged.

General note - covering general conditions, and other sub-divisions
of the specif ica,tions.
Correction of faulty materials and workmanship.
Work included, schedule of general requirements; work not included.
Drawings - schedule, correlation to specifications, and shop draw
ings. . •
Testing requirements, prior tests, inspections, guarantee.
Temporary heat requirements.
Removal of debris during and at completion of contract.
Coordination of work with other trades.
Permits, certificates of approval, etc.
Excavation and backfill, grades and elevations.
Description of installation and materials for heating system
within building.
Description of installation and materials for heating system
outside of building.
Description and installation of boilers; type, construction,
capacity, meters, and controls.
Foundations, pits for boilers, and other concrete work for equip
ment.
Smoke breeching - dampers, supports.
Boiler trimmings and tools.
Refractory, sand, cement, lime, etc.
Chimney construction and draft available.
Oil burners.Oil pumps — motors, controls, and description of piping.
Oil heaters, relief valves, oil tanks, meters.
Soot blowers, type and description.
Safety devices, for boilers, oil burners and water supply.
Exhaust heads.
Vacuum pumps, motors, controls. ,
Pressure reducing valves, strainers, safety valves.
System of heating controls.
Radiation.
Radiator valves, thermostatic traps, radiator hangers.
Heating supply mains. . .
Return mains - steam traps, combination float and thermostatic
traps.
Pipe and fittings.
Joints.
Unions, gaskets, bolts and nuts.
Valves, escutcheons.
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21

47.
48,
49,

51,
52,
53,
54.
55,
5CV

58>

39,
40,
41,
42i>
43.
44,
45,
46 }

•36, Metal U covers for pipes in fill.
37, Pipe nipples,
38* Open ends.

Pipe sleeves.
Trenches and covers.
Hangers, anohors-guid ’es, inserts, etc.
Steam connections to hot water generators,
Expansion provisions.
"Welding'for pipe and fittings,
.Insulation for boilers and other equipment.,
Insulation for "boiler room including hanging ceiling if necessary
and ventilating equipment.
Painting.
Unit heaters, motors, controls.
Ventilating fanst motors, controls.

50, ■ Exhaust fans, motors, controls.
Sheet metal work.
Grilles, registers.
Factory inspections.
Testing boilers, pumps, fans, etc.
Testing of piping within building.
Testing of underground distributions.
Special equipment, accessories.
Voliage^and other characteristics of electrical service.
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Steam Space HeatersD.

E.

The systems of zone con-

Continuous Flow System1.

22

Include all necessary steam and return connections, thermostatic
traps and shut-off valve, and an automatic controlled valve.

Any other means may be used which will insure receipt of steam oy
all radiators at the same time, proportionately. T
trol may be as follows:

Use standard air, measured at the inlet, for the cubic feet of air
per minute to be recirculated through the space heaters.

(a) Floating or throttling type.

(b) A valve which functions in progressive steps of opening and
closing.

Complete suggested specifications may be obtained upon application to
the United States Housing Authority, Washington, D. C.

With the fan off, the space heater with the thermal head available
should be capable of releasing approximately 25 percent of the total neat
output. It should be of the blow through typo with direct connected motor
and fan assembly, consisting of one or more forward curved double inlet
fans mounted on the extended shaft of a three speed motor. The motor must
be quiet running regardless of the speed at which it operates.

The heating element (of non-ferrous tubes and fins, with ferrous or
non-ferrous headers) should be suitable for a steam working pressure of
two pounds per squa.re inch gauge with air entering at 67 degrees F. When
operating at full speed and maximum capacity, the final temperature should
not exceed 125 degrees; when operating at less than full speed and maximum
capacities specified, the final temperature should be not less than 110
degrees F.

System of Heating Controls

The purpose of the heating control system is to provide a heating
system in which the circulation of steam will be equalized either by an
adjustable orifice made as an integral part of the radiator valve or as
a properly sized removable regulating plate in each radiator valve assem
bly.

Description of Continuous Flow System.

(a) To be capable of circulating steam at variable sub-atmospheric
steam pressures and steam temperatures by means of a floating or
throttling type continuous flow electric or air operated control
valve taking steam direct from supply at up to 15 pounds pres
sure above atmosphere.
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Panel Boards.

(1)

(2) To be of the automatic type with outside thermostat and selector.
2. On and Off System

(a) A valve that is opened and closed periodically.

(b) A valve that functions to produce pulsating steam flow.

Description of On and Off System.

(a)

(b)

23

To be capable of controlling automatically the quantity of steam
supplied by intermittently opening and closing the control valve
for periods of time with these periods automatically selected by
a combination of outside and radiator temperatures or outside
and inside temperatures, electric or air operated control valve
taking steam from supply at up to 15 pounds above atmosphere.

To be capable of controlling automatically the quantity of steam
supplied by intermittently opening and closing the control valve
for fixed cycles during which the valve is opened, automatically
selected by an outside thermostat, electric or air operated con
trol valve taking steam from supply at up to 15 pounds pressure
above atmosphere.

(b) To be capable of controlling the quantity of steam supplied so
as to heat the radiators fractionally to vary their heat output
by means of a continuous flor/ electric or air operated control
valve taking steam direct from supply at up to 15 pounds pres
sure above atmosphere.

3. The Combination System will include the principal functions of
both No. 1 and No. 2 described heretofore.

Panel Boards for both (a) and (b) to be of the automatic type to syn
chronise the action of the several zones.

Requirements for all Systems.

Each of the above systems should be balanced to synchronize thp ~action
of the several zones so as to produce an even load curve on the boiler

Manual Control should be provided to increase or decrease the heat
flow variably, for producing continuous steam flow and for shutting off the
Steam flor/ entirely and provide means for automatically shutting off the
steajn flow when the outside temperature rises above 65 degrees F.

To be of the automatic type with heat balancer and selector or
other suitable equipment.
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about the same steam demand..
When exposed in rooms, should be considered as heating surface.Risers:

Should pitch down and be free of pockets,

.March 8, 1939
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The heating system must circulate noiselessly and each radiator must
heat throughout to the trap with a pressure differential range of 2 inches
to 6 inches of mercury between the steam supply and the return.

enough
less

NATHAN STRAUS
Administrator

Supply and Return Mains:
sags or lifts throughout their entire run.

Furthermore the control system must be capable of preventing overheat
ing within the range of temperature of 75 degrees to 68 degrees F.

Zone control valves should be located so that each valve will have
The variation should not exceed 10 percent.

Complete suggested specifications may be had upon application to the
United States Housing Authority, Washington, D. C.

Demonstration should show this when the steam flow varies less than
) in an20 percent (10 percent above and 10 percent below the average demand)

interval, of 20 minutes.

Comments on all Three Systems: The heating system must be tight
so that a 15” vacuum produced on a cold system will not be reduced to
than 10 inches within 60 minutes after the pump has been stopped.
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APPENDIX - FUEL CONSUMPTION FORMULAE

1.

STEAM HEATING.2.

(a) Hase formula for coal used for space heating:

(See Table No. 1)

(t>) Base formula for gas used foi' space heating:

E.D.R. x Fuel Factor x Annual Degree Days = M. cu. ft. gas per year.

(c) Base formula for oil used for space heating:

Fuel Factor

25

60$ - Hand Firing
65$ - Stoker Fired (low pressure)
70$ - Stoker Fired (high pressure)

E.D.R. x Fuel Factor x Annual Degree Days = Tons per year
2000 x Efficiency

E.D.R. x Fuel Factor x Annual Degree Days = Gas. oil per year.
Efficiency (Use 75%)

For efficiencies in central or group plants, the following are sug
gested:

—------------------------------------------------ JA-

1000 x Efficiency (Use 75%)

= Gas. oil per sq. ft. Radiation per degree day for cor
responding design temperature and 100$ efficiency.
(See Table No. 3)

Explanatory Note: E.D.R. (Equivalent Direct Radiation) as used herein
is the total heating surface used for space heating, including ferrous
or non-ferrous radiators or convectors - pipe coils - exposed risers -
unit heaters, etc; one square foot E.D.R. being equal to a heat emis
sion of 240 B.T.U. per hour.

Fuel Factor = Pounds of coal per square foot radiation per degree day
for corresponding design temperature and 100 per cent
efficiency. (See Table No. 1)

Fuel Factor = Cu. Ft. gas per sq. ft. Radiation per degree day for
corresponding design temperature and 100% efficiency.
(See Table No. 2)

(d) For formula for estimating district steam consumption; see para
graphs 9 (a), (b) and (c).

(e) For all snace heating estimates during continuous operation, 20$
should be added to the fuel consumption if zone control is omitted
where the design temperature is 0° or higher Fahrenheit, and 15,c
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(f)

(g)

(h)

KOT WATER HEATING.3.

WARM AIR HEATING (Forced and Gravity)4.

(a)

(a) Examples of5.

26

r pi

The line loss percentages suggested herein should be used for
preliminary calculations only.

Five (5) per cent should then be added to the fuel consumption
to compensate for line losses in individual building plants.

Assume 15,000 steam E.D.R. (Low Pressure - Control
Plant - Zone Controlled)

where the design temperature is less than-O0 F. Twelve (12)
per cent should then be added to the fuel consumption to com
pensate for line losses in high pressure central plants and
ten (10) per cent in low pressure central or group plants.

(b) Formula for transposing Hot Water E.D.R. 'to Steam E.D.R.

E.D.R. (Hot Water) x B.T.U. per sq.ft.(Hot Water) = E.D.R.(Steam).
240

(a) The E.D.R, should be transposed in terms of-its equivalent in .
steam radiation. The base formulae including compensation for
line losses and for omission of zone control or other regulation
set forth in paragraph 2 can then be applied.

use of space heating formulae:

Sand Firing, Bituminous Coal - 44$
Hand Firing, Anthracite Coal - 52$
Stoker Fired, Bituminous Coal- 50$
Stoker Fired, Anthracite Coal- 55$
Gas - 70$
Oil ' - 65$

The same base formulae outlined hereinbefore can be applied
to individual building and individual dwelling unit plants for
space heating estimates. The individual building plants scheme
can also include a boiler plant serving two or three small
buildings. The following efficiencies are suggested!

water coiled forced warm air unit heater system, for the indi
vidually fired forced or gravity heater systems. In all cases
compensation should be made for line losses, and for omission
of zone control or other regulation.

The B.T.U. loss per hour should be transposed in terms of its
equivalent in steam equivalent direct radiation by dividing by
240 (see explanatory note paragraph 1). The base formulae as
outlined in paragraph 2 can then be applied for the steam or hot
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(b) Coal

Table TJT

Plus 10$ line losses - 404 + 40.4 = 444.4 Tons per year.

(c) Gas

Plus 10$ for Line Losses - 8,400 + 840 = 9,240 M. Cu. Pt. per year.

(cL) Oil

(a)6.

(b) Coal

or in simplified, form

(c) Gas

or in simplified, form

27

-
=

= Tons Coal
Per Year.

Plus 10$ for Line Losses - 60,000 + 6,000 — 66,000 Gals, oil per
. year.

D.U. x 60 x 1.1 x 365 x 960__________________
B.T.U. per lb. coal x .50 x 2,000 lbs. per ton

15,000 E.D.R. x 5,000 D.D. x .084 (Fuel Factor = 8,400 M. Cu. Ft.
750 from Table 2) Gas per year.

D.U. x 46,254 = M. cu.ft. gas per year
B.T.U. per cu. ft. Gas

5,000 Degree days (Annual)
- 10° to 70° F. Design Range
12,000 B.T.U. per lb. of Coal,
1,000 B.T.U. per cu. ft. of Gas
140,000 B.T.U. per gal. of Oil

15,000 E.D.R. x 5,000 D.D. x .0006 (Fuel Factor = 60,000 Gals-.
75 from Table 3) oil per year.

Base formula for fuel used, for domestic hot water heated through
steam coiled generators. (No. of Dwelling units x 60 gals, per
day, x 1.1. lbs. steam per gallon.x 365 days per year x 960 B.T.U.
per' lb. steam) all divided by B.T.U. per unit of fuel used x 0.50
(50$ assumed efficiency) Units of Fuel used per year.

D.U. x 23,127  -Tons coal per year
B.T.U. per lb. coal

15,000 E.D.R. x 5,000 D.D. x .007 (Fuel Factor  404 Tons Coal
1300 from Table 1). Per Year.

D.U. x 60 x 1.1 x 365 x 960  =M. cu. ft. gas per year
B.T.U. per cu. ft. gas x .50 x 1,000
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(d) Oil

or in simplified, form

= Gals oil per year.

(e)

(f)

(g)

(a)7.

(b) Coal

(c) Gas

(d) Oil

(a)8.

28

The daily gallon consumption and line loss percentages suggested
herein should be used for preliminary calculations only.

100 x 23,1.37 = 192.8 Tons per year.
12,000

D.U. x 46,254,000
B.T.U. per gallon oil

100 x 46,254,000 = 33038 Gals oil per year.
140,000

100 x 46,254= 4625.4 M. cu. ft. gas per year.
1,000

For domestic hot water heating fuel consumption where underground
heat distribution for this purpose is required, the same compensa
tion for line losses may be applied as noted in paragraph 2 (e).
No heat line losses need be figured where hot water generators are
installed in boiler plant buildings.

D.U. x 60 x 1.1 x 365 x 960 = Gals oil per year.
B.T.U. per gallon oil x .50

Examples of use of domestic water heating formulae:
Assume 100 Ewelling Units (Central Plant)
12,000 B.T.U. per lb. coal
1,000 B.T.U. per cu. ft. gas
140,000 B.T.U. per gallon oil
H. W. Generators are in boiler plant (no heat line losses
figured).

Base formula for fuel used for domestic hot water heating through
individual heaters (No. of Dwelling Units x 40 gallons per day

For formulae for estimating district steam consumption, see
paragraph 9 (d), (e) and (f).
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(b) Coal

(c) Gas

Use 55$ efficiency for flue type heater,

(d) Oil

Use 50$ Efficiency

= Gals, oil per year

(e) Electricity
100 x 365 = KW Hrs. per year

D.U.

29

Use 35$ -Efficiency,
or in simplified, form

100 x 365 = Gals, oil per year.
B.T.U. per gallon oil x Eff.

D.U. x 24,332,300
B.T.U. per gallon oil

D.U, x 40 x. 3-1/3 x 100 x 365
B.T.U. per lb. t.

D.U. x 40 x 8-1/3 x
B.T.U. per KW hr. x Eff.
Use 77$ Efficiency; B.T.U. per KW Hr. = 3,412

> = Tons Coal per year.
coal -x Eff, x 2,000

D.U. x 17,381 = Tons Coal per year.
B.T.U. per lb. coal

’ x 40 x 8-1/3 x 100 x 365 = M. cu. ft. gas per year
B.T.U. per cu. ft. gas x Eff. x 1000

D.U. x 22,120 = M. cu. ft. gas per year.
B.T.U, per cu. ft. gas

or in simplified, form

D.U. x 40 x 8-1/3 x

or in simplified form

or in simplified form
x 4,631 = K.W. Hrs. per year.

x 8-1/3 lbs. of water per gallon x 100° F. temperature rise x 365
days per year, all divided by B..T.U. per unit of fuel used x ef
ficiency = Units of Duel used per year.. The water temperature
rise is basic only. Initial water temperatures may vary dependent
upon locality.
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(f)

(a) Base formula for District Steam used for space heating:9.

Note:

Simplified Formula for District Steam (Space Heating)(b)

(c)
■

(d) Base Formula for District Steam used for domestic water heating.

Simplified formula for District Steam for domestic hot water.(e)

(f)

30

D.U. x 2.007= M. lbs. steam per month;
plus compensation for line losses.

D.U. x 24.084= M lbs. steam
plus compensation for line losses.

Plus compensation for. line losses and omission of
control.

The . same line losses as applied to heating should be added where
underground heat distribution for this purpose is required.

The daily consumption suggested herein should be used for pre
liminary calculations only.

The estimate for each month must be computed separately as
District Steam Companies render bills monthly.

Simplified formula for District Steam for domestic hot water
(Annual consumption).

E.D.R. x monthly degree days x Factor (from table 4) = M. lbs.
1000 steam per

month
zone

D.U. x 60 x 1.1 x 365 = M lbs. steam per mo.
12 x 1000

E.D.R. x 96 B.T.U. x monthly degree days x 70° Range = M,_
960 B.T.U.-x 1000 x Design Temp. Range lbs.

steam
for the particular month that the degree days are selected.

The yearly total can be figured from this formula by substituting
the annual degree days in lieu of the monthly degree days. Com
pensation for line losses and for omission of zone control should
be made.

If no zone control is provided 20$ should be added where the design
temperature is 0° or higher Fahrenheit and 15$ where the design
temperature is less than 0° F. Twelve (12) per cent should be added
for line losses, if these losses are to be absorbed by the project.
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where .1 = fuel factor

Plus 12$ for line losses.
Domestic Eot Water = 604 D.U. x 2.007 = 1212.2

Plus 12$ for line losses

Origin of Constant 96 Used in Tables 1, 2 and 3.10. Note:

r

E

31

I

Space Heating - 76,000 x Degree Days x .1 = M. lbs. steam
1000

"About 1926 a

Consequently the constant 96 B.T.U. per square foot of steam
radiation pel' degree day is the basis of all fuel constants used in
the following tables.

(g) Example: 604 D.U. 76,000 E.D.R. 0° - 70° Design Temp.
Range - Zone Control - Hot water generators
located in basement of certain buildings.

M. lbs steam = 7.6 x Degree days (see following degree day
tabulation)

large number of actual fuel consumption figures
(in cubic feet of gas per degree-day per square foot of steam
radiation) was collected by gas utilities. These figures,
averaged, were reduced to a figure (at 0° to 70° design condi
tions "of 0.218 cu. ft. of 535 B.t.u. per cubic foot gas per
square foot of steam radiation per degree-day, or, in other
words, an input of 116.6 B.t.u. per so. ft. of steam radiation
per degreo-day. Here was a figure which was actually obtained
in the field and from which could be calculated a theoretical
figure at 100$ efficiency. It was assumed that these gas heat
ing plants were operating at an overall efficiency of 82.5;i>, so
that if the plants had been operating at an efficiency of 100$
they would have required only 116.6 x 0.825 or 96 B.t.u. per sq.
ft. of steam radiation per degree-day.11
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(Revised July, 1939)
(Substituted for Bulletin No. 20 dated March 8, 1939)

A. Ob j ective

B. Determining a Heating Method

on

Tenant operation is substituted for the paid labor of others.2.

3.
Under

111

a

77420 H-l
1 1 lO.bQ

O .. I 11 ivjv'

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY
)/

BULLETIN NO. 20 ON POLICY AND PROCEDURE

■

1.
the tenant.

i:

J

SELECTING A METHOD OE HEATING

t. V< J~
J/. Z

4-J
P4.

-o

<76
13

The responsibility for fuel consumption is placed squarely.
It is obvious that when he pays directly for the fuel con

sumed, he will not be wasteful in his use of heat and will adjust it to
his actual needs.

The individual tenant-operated heating unit should always be given
consideration and, under conditions favorable to its use, this type should
be the first tentative selection. As compared with the project-operated
group or central plant, the individual tenant-operated unit has the fol
lowing definite advantages:

Heating systems for low-rent housing involve a variety of considera
tions, with one basic purpose - the provision of suitable heating at the
least possible cost. Economy of capital costs is mandatory under the
United States Housing Act which states that "projects will not be of
elaborate or expensive design or material and economy will be promoted
both in construction and administration." The Act further requires that
rents (including the cost of heating) shall be within the financial reach
of families of low income. Since the heating expense may represent a
very material portion of the total rent, or total expenditure for rent
and household operation, economy in operating expense of the heating sys
tem is essential., '

There are conditions, however, under which consideration must oe
given to the project-operated plant. In such cases, its capital cost and
annual expense should be estimated and compared witn the individual plant

Simple, small individual plants are likely to be lower in first
cost tlian large, frequently complex, project-operated plants. Under
favorable climatic and fuel conditions the small heating units are lixely
to cost the tenant less in operating and maintenance expenses.



c. Factors Affectin - Choice

Desirability of tenant responsibility.1.

77420 H-l 2

2.
initial
heating unit

In Zone 3, the most northerly, where a living room space heater may
not be sufficient, various methods of heating may be considered and care
fully compared. Preference, however, can generally be given to tenant-
operated heating units except when analysis shows that costs strongly
favor the project-operated plant.

For purposes of general consideration the country may be roughly
divided into three heating zones, as shown on the attached map. In the
warmest of these, Zone 1, no heat other than that produced by the cooking
stove should be needed. A water-heater may be provided in conjunction
with the stove, or a separate'water tank may be provided in the bathroom.
In the next cooler area, Zone 2, a space heater in the living room should
usually be sufficient and, except under unusual conditions, no considera
tion need be given to the project-operated plant. For two-story row
houses, the space heater may be supplemented by a simple duct arrangement
to direct the flow of heated air to the second floor.

Because of the technical considerations involved it is usually im
portant to have the services of a qualified heating engineer in the prepa
ration of this analysis, and in the final choice and the design of the
heating system. An initial investment in qualified technical advice may
pay for itself many times over in more accurate and dependable operating
and maintenance estimates, greater speed in the preparation of working
drawings, and greater operating economy and efficiency.

costs, and. the advantages and disadvantages of the two types should be
compared and weighed before a definite decision is made. For example,
flats and a.partments do not lend themselves readily to individual tenant-
operated plants except when gas is available at a low rate. In very cold
climates with a long heating season the more efficient performance of the
larger project-operated plant may result in definitely lower operating
expense. The project-operated plant or plants may have a distinct advan
tage in the anthracite regions (indicated in Zone 3 on the attached map)
since such plants may often be operated with the smaller sizes of anthra
cite coal available locally in large quantities, whereas individual units
may require the larger, more expensive sizes. The types of fuel avail
able, possible methods of fuel purchase and distribution, the cost of
project labor contingent upon different types of fuel, and other factors
must be analyzed before making a final decision.

Initial cost and its effect on annual expense. The comparative
costs of providing space and chimneys for the individual dwelling

or the project boiler plant or plants must not be forgotten.



5.

Local practice, acceptability, and. availability.6.

7. Climate.

Labor rates and. related factors.8.

9. Safety and cleanliness of operation.

10. Rate of obsolescence.
Effect on insurance rate.11.

D. Types of Systems

377420 H-l
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4. Effect on site and building plan: The choice of tenant-operated
heating units requiring delivery of fuel to the individual dwellings may
control the layout of service drives, and consequently influence the cost
of utilities. Similarly, the requirements of economical distribution for
the project-operated plant may influence the layout of buildings.

Continued availability of fuel and probable trend of its price.

Coal requires storage snace and means for ash disposal, and. this jnay
restrict its use for individual dwelling unit plants above the first iloor.

Some of these factors relate to the type of system, some to the fuel,
some to both. There may be other factors in particular cases.

In the selection and design of the heating system consideration
should be given to the fact that a continuous temperature of 70° F. in all
rooms is not considered an absolute essential for health and comfort.
Since outside design temperatures are reached for comparatively short pe
riods of time during the average heating season, a temperature range (in
side room temperature minus outside design temperature) 5° to 10° F. lower
than that generally accepted, for the locality may be used in calculating
heat losses. For example, in cities where there is a generally accepted
design temperature of 0° F., the project design range can be reduced
(from 0° to 70° F.) to + 5° to 65° F. Local conditions must be considered
carefully before reductions in the accepted range are established.

Consideration should also be given to the characteristics of . uels
which affect the feasibility of a particular method of heating. Among
these are:

3. Annual expense, including maintenance repairs and replacements:
The choice of fuel used for domestic water-heating and the use of the
same fuel for other purposes may affect this item.



1. Individual Tenant-Op erated. Unit

ii

I
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In Zone 2 and frequently in Zone 3, this should, be the favored type.
In climates more favorable to the project-operated plant, the comparative
economy of total fuel expense and the difficulties of fuel storage and
handling must be considered.

Gas involves no storage or handling difficulties and, when low enough
in price, makes the individual unit available for any type of dwelling.
One hundred percent check metering may be necessary, however, to insure
economical operation and the initial costs and operating expense of indi
vidual gas-fired units with check metering should be weighed against the
costs of an automatic pro ject-op erated gas-fired system.

The common types of individual units and characteristics which affect
their use are:

Oil requires storage space. For the individual plant, a 50-gallon
drum which is set on a stand outside the kitchen door, may be provided.

(f) Hot Water: This type is slightly higher in first cost than one
pipe steam and is very satisfactory in operation, particularly when a
steady, moderate supply of heat is wanted.

(e) One Pipe Steam with radiators: This type is slightly higher in
cost than gravity warm air and requires basement space.

(c) Gravity "Warm Air: This type is low in first cost, and requires
a minimum of maintenance and adjustment. Basement space is required.
The pipeless variety is very low in first cost, but only partially effec
tive in distribution. More effective distribution may be obtained by the
use of ducts.

(a) Fireplace or Circulator; When cold weather is occasional and
not severe this is the only method of heating which is justified. Fire
places may be the ordinary masonry type or may have a metal chamber to
permit the warming and circulating of air, and may have ducts to other
rooms. Circulators may burn any fuel depending upon local practice, avail
ability, cost, and storage and handling facilities.

(d) Forced Warm Air: Distribution is very effective in this type.
Ho basement is required, and when it is gas or oil fired, very little
space is necessary.

(b) Stove: This type does not permit uniform heat distribution or
temperature control but may be considered generally suitable in Zone 1,
and wherever very low cost and very low rent are the aims.



Central or Group Project-Op orated. Plants2.

Climate requiring nearly continuous heating for four or nore

The

(a) The size, arrangement and. topography of the project.

(b) The types of fuel available at low prices.

(c) Labor rates and. related, factors.

i

September 25, 1939

577420 H-l
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(a)
a lesser

Concentration of dwelling units in flats and apartments and, to
extent, in row houses.

NATHAN STBAUS,
Administrator.

(b)
months.

1
-

These types may be justified usually only under the following condi
tions:

decision between a single central plant and two or more plants,
each serving a group of buildings, will be affected by:

Group plants are usually more desirable than a large central plant.
They can ordinarily be located in basements with chimneys related to the
buildings, thereby eliminating the high initial cost of a separate build
ing and high chimney. Fuels such as oil or gas may be readily handled,
rega.rdless of the number, size and location of the plants. Group plants
should be interconnected, wherever feasible, to permit more flexible opera
tion which will result in greater economy in the low-demand months. This
is particularly important where coal is the fuel used. The site plan
should therefore be arranged to permit nearly uniform sizing of the group
plants and their location for economical interconnection.

Economic Analysis, Design, and Contract Documents:

Recommendations for good practice in the preparation of an economic
analysis and the design of project-operated heating systems are covered
in the Appendix to this bulletin.

A large central plant will usually require a separate building and
high chimney. This may be undesirable from a site planning point oi view
or for architectural reasons. The delivery, storage, and handling of coal
and the disposal of ashes, however, may be efficiently handled in such a
plant.
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APPENDIX

Economic Analysis pf Healing Methods.

Fuel Consumption Formulae.
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Design of Project-Operated
Central and Group Heating Plants.

I
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The factors which influence the choice of a heating method are dis
cussed in the foregoing Policy and Procedure Bulletin No. 20, "Select
ing a Method of Heating." Important among these factors is the compara
tive economy of the various feasible methods.

The first part of this appendix to Bulleton No. 20 presents a de
tailed method of studying the comparative economy of various methods of
heating. The second part makes recommendations on practices and methods
in the design of project—operated group and central plants, for use by
the designing engineer. The third part contains fuel consumption formu
lae. These recommendations apply only to central or group plants and
should be considered only where careful analysis, as outlined in Bulletin
No. 20, has clearly indicated the desirability of project-operated con
tra! and group plants.



PART I  ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Comparative Cost AnalysisA.

unduly hopeful.

77420 H-3
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If individual, group and central plants are being compared, there
should be included not only the costs of boilers, breeching, auxiliary
equipment,- and piping, but also fuel storage space or tankage, construc
tion costs of boiler and storage rooms and smoke stack, and heat insu
lation of boiler room ceiling. There may also be the cost , of suppl;' and
return mains, with their supports and heat insulation and trenches or
tunnels to nearby buildings and lines to hot water heaters.

Perhaps the most prevalent mistake is to overlook items of expense
which are indirectly involved in the use of a specific type of fuel or
heating plant. If, for example, coal fired gravity warm air systems are
being considered, the cost of a basement, or other space, coal storage
space, chimneys, and possibly additional roads for the delivery of coal
and removal of ashes, should be included.

With respect to items such as maintenance and replacement, the ex-.
pense for which may vary widely, the greatest care should be taken to
avoid estimates which are either unfairly pessimistic or u.

The central plant should be charged with its building and smoko
stack, as well as complete plant, distribution and return systems, and
possibly cost of land occupied if additional land has to be acquired to
accommodate the central plant.

In general, the present prevailing costs will form the basis of
computations, but unusual price conditions should be discounted and the
long i’ange trend anticipated wherever possible.

Convenient forms for preparing the economic heating analysis are
attached hereto. These are designed to facilitate separate analysis of
plant and fuel costs.

Several suitable methods of heating having been tentatively selected!
a comparative cost analysis should be made in order to determine which
will result in the least expense to the tenant. The underlying princi
ples involved in this analysis are simple and require no explanation.
There are, however, certain common errors concerning which a. reminder may
be helpful.

B.. Forms for Analysis
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TABLE I - INITIAL COSTS

Contral~G-roup-Bu.ild.irig Plants

A.

Radiation can

Distribution (Yard.). Cost of underground, piping installation.B,

C.

Unit Plants

D-E-F-G.

— Unit Plants (Related 11ems)Central-Group-Building

Cost of water and drainage required for

Cost of proportionate share of gas piping appliedI.

Cost of electrical work necessary for heatingElectric Outlets.

K. Chimneys.

Fuel Storage.

of extra roads required in the delivery of
I

277420 H-3

Plumbing Connections.
system.

 ‘ , Fuel oil
immediate operation of the plant or plants need

H.
heating

J.
system.

L
ties, :

Following are the items which are included in the attached economic
analysis charts to determine the initial costs and annual operating ex
pense:

Cost of heating equipment for individual plants only.
Items D, E and F might apply to warm air systems or circulators. T.’„
under D include fresh air connections.
steam or hot water heating systems.

Vents
Items E, F and G are applied to

Gas Piping.
to heating system.

N. Extra Roads. Cost
fuel or removal of ash.

Cost of masonry flues, stacks and foundations.

„ Structures. Cost of structures, additional to dwelling facili-
uu.^0, necessary to house boiler and auxiliary equipment for central, group
or building plants; closets, utility rooms, partitions, etc., for indi
vidual. dwelling unit plants.

M. Fuel Storage. Cost of facilities for storing fuel.
tanks concerned with the i----------
not be included here.

Plant Equipment. Cost of equipment, auxiliaries and piping with
in the boiler room. Automatic firing and fuel handling equipment should
be noted separately. Building plants might include one boiler room per
building or one boiler room per two or three small buildings.

Radiation and/or Pipo; Unit Heaters, Ducts and C-rillcs~in Build
ings. Cost of heating system within the buildings, exclusive of

equipment, auxiliaries and piping within tho boiler room.
be estimated by reference to Table III of the charts.
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Net initial cost plus general contractor’s

Domestic Hot Hater

The summation of

ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSETABLE II.

Heating and. Domestic Hot Hater

Maintenance, Repair and Replacement.

The total of all maintenance, repair and replacement expense.e.

377420 H-3

Y. - Gross Cost (Heating plus Domestic Hot Water).
items P. and X.

The
It

I
!

1 are generally not re
lator organization.

In low pressure plant operation licensed men
quired unless stipulated by ordinance or------

P. Gross Heating Co st.
added percentage.

g. Labor. In high pressure boiler plant operation.it may be neces
sary to employ the services of a competent first class licensed engineer.
Local, regulations may require such services continuously while the plant
is in operation or for supervisory purposes only. In the latter case a
portion only of the engineer’s time might be devoted.to the plant. n
aiiy event, it might be advisable to charge at full time the services of
second class licensed engineers.

coordination with that required for cooking and refrigeration should bo
applied in the analysis. Where the electric consumption for the opera
tion of auxiliary heating equipment is a substantial amount, its influence
on the. electric rate structure should be thoroughly considered.

0. Net Initial Cost (Heating). Total of above items, each of which
should include the sub-contractors expense and profit. However, it should
not include general contractor's added percentage.

Q. to X. (inclusive): Costs of supplying domestic hot water.
same procedure should be followed as outlined heretofore for heating.
is necessary to note that when domestic hot water is supplied through
generators deriving its source of heat from boilers used also for space
heating, the cost of the extra boiler capacity and heating distribution
should be included in items A, B and C.

a. through d. Maintenance, Repair and Replacement,. The product de
rived by multiplying the initial costs from Table I by tne factors set up
for the respective items in Table IV. Related items generally refer to
plumbing connections, gas piping and electric outlets.

f. Duel. Formulae have been prepared for estimating fuel consump
tion which are incorporated in this Bulletin. Tne influence on the rate
structure in the use of gas for space heating and domestic hot water in

operation.it
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The expense of removing the ash from the project.Ash Disposal.h.
Electric Power.

The net annual operation (item k) divided

The net monthly operation divided "by theer Month.

Debt Service.

Gross Annual Operation.o.

P«

Selecting the DuelC.

477420 H-3

and cost.
the choice of fuel may affect the

been made in the chart to compensate for any changes in tfese fates
the influence of such fluctuations on
per room per month operating expense 1

Labor during the non-heating season can be reduced commensurate with
the scheme of heating domestic hot water and the tenant requirements.

i. Electric Power. The expense of kilowatt hour consumption of all
electric motor driven equipment.

m. Net per Noom
number of rooms.

Gross per Room per Month.
the number of rooms.

When a plant or plants necessitate a twenty-four daily operation, the
personnel per shift (with the exception of the chief engineer if permitted
by regulation) can be multiplied by 3-1/2 times, which should compensate
for relief time. If, on the other hand, the plant or plants do not re
quire operation on this basis, the staff could be reduced proportionately,
with the necessary relief labor of approximately 16-2/3 per cent per man
added. It is advisable that in preparing an analysis of different heating
schemes before a selection is made, only that portion of the firemen actu
ally required in the operation of the plant need be applied to it.

a large measure on local availability
cleanliness and ease of handling.

1. Net per Room per Year.
by the number of rooms.

j. Water and Supplies. The expense of water incidental to plant op
eration and supplies such as waste, lubricating oil, etc.

The total of all operating expense (items

The summation of items k and n.

The gross monthly operation divided by

0hoice0^r:o„s:aXeio::‘ai:*
site plan and the management policy, an

n. Debt Service. The product of 0.0017 (which is the difference be
tween the annual subsidy of 3.5 per cent and the interest and amortization
of 3.67 per cent) by the Gross Costs in Table I of Heating (item P), Do
mestic Hot Water (item X) or the total of Heating and Domestic Hot Water
(item Y), dependent upon the nature of the analysis, ho allowance

t the heating and/or domestic hot water
would be negligible.

k. Net Annual Operation.
e through j).



Ths price of coal today is lower than
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In the selection of fuel, especially coal, consideration should be
given to a possible rise in price.
it has been in a number of years.

early fuel cost analysis should be made. A recommended form for preparing
such an analysis is included in the "Economic Heating Analysis" chart at
tached, additional copies of which may be obtained upon application to the
United States Housing Authority at Washington, D. C.

Low fuel prices are generally required to make individual heating
units practical. There are several ways in which retail fuel prices may
be lowered: purchase by the project at wholesale prices and resale to
the tenants; group purchase sponsored by a "Tenants Association"; or pur
chase through the department which makes municipal purchases of fuel. The
cost of handling fuel, including storage, weighing, delivering and billing
must be considered in any study of fuel purchasing methods. Fuel storage
by the tenant may constitute a problem.



PART II - DBSIC-NING THE PROJECT OPERATED GROUP ABB CENTRAL PLANTS

The Central PlantA.

Boilers1.

Boilers up to 100 H.P.: fire box type.

Provide for easy removal of ashes;

677420 H-3

tures,
ones.

Boilers 100 H.P. to 300 II.P.: either straight rater tube, or low
head three drum bent tube.

For oil or gas fuel, settings
For straight tube boilers,

22 inches thick with full floating bridge

Central plants; design to operate at 80 to 100 pounds pressure, with
not less than three boilers; water tube boilers, at 150 percent of rating;
portable fire box boilers, at 100 percent of rating. Normal rating should
not exceed 500 H.P. except where more than four boilers are required.

Recommendations and suggestions for the design of heating plants are
presented herein. The United States Housing Authority recognizes that
there are various satisfactory methods of handling particular design fea-

and these suggestions are not to be considered the only acceptable

Insulation of settings on coal burning boilers 300 H.P. and over will
be improved by providing air-cooled walls.
may have solid walls and air-cooled floors.

L... .
____ Provide for expansion in the setting

clearance between drums and settings and support-

Boilers above 3C0 H.P.i either straight rater tuoe,
four drum bent tube.

or high head

provide solid end and side walls
wall to take care of expansion.
walls as well as proper -------- ------------ -
ing structural, members. Support boilers independently of one. seeing.

Provide for easy cleaning of all water and fire surfaces. Provide
soot blowers on water tube, horizontal return tubular, an^. por^a _e ype
fire box boilers burning bituminous coal.

Include water treatment facilities where necessary.

Provide for easy removal of ashes; if pulverized coal firing is used,
provide a method for trapping and removal of xly ash.

A clear space of 14’-0" minimum is recommended between boiler fronts
and the ian of the buildinS, not loss than J.-C- ~e“h

boilers and the rail of the bulldin., and no. ... s ..u._ - shouldboiler for alr-oooled rails and 5>-0" for all others, aaoh boiler should

have an individual setting.



2. Steam Outlets

Cat Walks3.

Stacks
Base peak boiler loads on a chosen minimum outside temperature.i

Overhead Bunkers5.

for

777420 H-3

I

*

Provide cat walks with ladders so that all points on boilers which
must be serviced may be- reached.

In localities where
three percent or more of sulphur
or metal coated on the inside t._

~ t content of
overhead bunkers either of concrete

‘‘' i a capacity of
annual coal consumption.

Stack diameters should be the most economical size, calculated for
peak loa.d demand at 20° P. above design temperature with provisions for
further extension if contemplated.,

Overhead coal bunkers in central plants: design with
not less than 10 percent of the estimated maximum t--------

Where more storage is desirable, provide outside storage spaces
These may be surrounded by a masonryan additional 5 to 10 percent.

wall at least O’-O" high.

the analysis of the coal shows a
liji‘ i US 6 G» w* —--------
with at least 1/8 inch of a bitumastic

paint or a tile lining set in hot mastic.

The steam outlet of each boiler carrying in excess of 15 pounds
gauge pressure should have an automatic stop and check valve at the
boiler, and globe or angle valve at the header. One or more openings
for future flanged connections may be provided on boiler drums.

Design for fifty percent excess air under peak load demand for oil
and 90 percent excess air for coal..

At least two-tenths of an inch of draft is needed in the combustion
chamber for forced draft equipment when burning either coal or oil.

Specific recommendations for natural draft fuel oil burning equip
ment will be furnished by the United States Housing Authority on reques .

Where either oil or gas is used, it is advisable to calculate the
stack size on the basis of burning coal with and without cinder trap.

Provide proper ventilation over the top of all boilers. This can
best be accomplished by a monitor over each boiler with pivoted sash and
extended operating device.



Underground Coal Storage6.

7. Coal Handling Equipment
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pinion.
"be reached when bucket is raised or lowered.

Traveling weigh larries, electrically operated, should have capaci
ties of not less than 1,500 pounds for boilers up to 250 H.P., and 2,000
pounds for boilers above 250 H.P., and should be equipped with switches
to limit the horizontal travel. Electric motors for weigh larries and .
other coal handling equipment should preferably he the fully enclosed,
fan cooled type. The use of this equipment ought to he limited to proj
ects where the total annual coal consumption exceeds 3500 tons.

8. Ash Handling Equipment

When the annual coal consumption is up to 2,200 tons, consideration
must be given to the method of ash disposal.

Hoists should have electric lift and travel, and two lifting cables
placed on either side of the bucket to prevent the bucket from turning
when being raised.

a wheel, rack and

should be placed so

. Where underground storage is provided, the coal holes should be
raised about four inches above the trucking grade. They should be suffi
cient in number and so located that at least two-thirds" of the total vol
ume of storage can be filled without hand trimming. Openings from these
underground storage bins to the boiler rooms should have a metal door, to
be closed when coal is being placed in the bin.

Underground storage is recommended only where the total annual con
sumption is less than 3500 tons.

The bucket should have at least 1,000 pound capacity with a_ side
bottom dump and gate of the clam shell type operated with

The wheel should operate through a knuckle joint so that it can - •, Weighing sections should be
placed in the monorails and the longitudinal travel of buckets limited to
50 feet per minute maximum.

Drums of hoist should be grooved for rope and not flat.

Coal hoppers for stoker feeds: design for 1,000 pounds for boilers.
up to 250 H.P., and 1,500 pounds for boilers over 250 H.P. Stokers may
be equipped with fully-enclosed, fan-cooled electric motors or steam tur
bines, or may be hydraulically operated.

Monorails may be supported from roof trusses of boiler rooms, but
that the bottom of bucket, when raised to its unload

ing position, will not be over 18 inches above the top of the stoker
hopper, to limit the swinging of the bucket.



Instrument Boards and Instruments9,

10. Draft Control

obtained independently through its

control with locking quadrant.Arrange main stack damper for hand

11. Test Openings

12.

977420 H-3

The following instrument boards are recommended for heating plants
burning in excess of 2500 tons annually:

(4)
(5)

One main instrument board located in the boiler room as di
Instruments on this board may include:

An instrument board for each boiler, locati'1 adjacent to tne
Instruments on this board may include:

(1)
(2)
(3)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(a) •
rectcd.

Control of each boiler should be
own uptake damper.

(b).
boiler as directed.

Electric clock, 6 inch diameter.
Smoke density indicator and recorder where required.
Recording and integrating steam flow meter, for yard distribu
tion system only.
Steam pressure gauge indicating boiler pressure.
Steam pressure gauge indicating yard distribution system.

COg Recorder.
Exit gas recording pyrometer.
Indicating and integrating steam flow meter.
Steam pressure gauge furnished under boiler trimmings.
Draft gauge that will comply with the draft requirements by
having the requisite number of pointers.

Feed Water Heaters

Use feed water heaters of the deaerating uype, a^e niautes
than 215° F., with a reserve storage capacity oi not les
between overflow and cold water males up inlet.

When the annual coal consumption is above 2,200 tons, a pneumatic or
preferably a mechanical system of ash handling is desirable.

It is well to provide insertion points in breeching at stack for pyrom
eters for taking test temperatures.

Where cinder traps are used, provide for disposal of fly ash through
the ash handling system. Dispose of the fly ash from the rear hopper of
the boiler through the ash handling system, or return into the boiler fur
nace for burning the combustibles.



Condensate Receiving Tank13.

14. Boiler Feed Pumps for Central Plants
are

should he sized to take

that either or Doth
may

Primary Pressure Reducing Valves15.

reducing valve assembly in

As a basis for calcu-

Assume a heating

1077420 H-3

Mount the primary pressure
position, on one
near a ceiling.

Where space conditions will not permit the use of a receiving tank,
the feed water heater should have not less than twenty minutes storage
capacity between the overflow and float valve make-up.

In all cases a condensate receiving or surge tank should be used
having a capacity of thirty-minute storage between overflow and automatic
float controlling make-up water.

With installed boiler horse power over 1200 H.P., special considera-
. tion should be given to the number of puups.

No pump should have a capacity greater than 75 percent of the peak
demand and all pumps should be steam driven.

Valve all equipment furnished in duplicate so
be operated singly or together.

lu.a.xj - — J reducing valve assembly in a horizontal
of the side walls, rather than in a horizontal position
Provide platforms for servicing.

When three or more pumps are installed, one
care of the summer load when operating normally.

A cold water bypass should be arranged on the boiler feed pump suc
tion, for the purposes of boiler wash, for reducing feed water tempera
tures, and for the operation of hydraulic tube cleaners. The pumps should
be arranged to maintain feed water service to any boiler, while another
boiler is being given hydraulic service.

Experience has shown that three or more pressure
arranged so that one valve can
the summer, provide a
lation, the following

With installed boiler horse power from 400 to 1200 H.P., three pumps
are recommended.

With installed boiler horse power up to 400 H.P., two pumps
recommended.

-------- > reducing valves,
i take care of the entire hot water load in

more flexible installation.
may be used as a guide:

load of 12,520 pounds of steam per hour, a hot water
to 17,070 pounds oi sueam

total of 18,777 pounds ofload of 4,550 pounds of steam per hour, equal
per hour plus 10 percent for line losses, a
steam per hour.



The Group PlantB.

feet

all boilers may be

2.

3.
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Protect all pressure reducing valve stations by a battery of pop
safety valves having a capacity of 60 percent of the steam demand load.

Boilers in these
at 100 percent of rated capacity.

Equip steam
sure with one ;

can discharge
Where this is impractical,

Subtracting this from 18,777 pounds of steam per hour leaves 13,777
pounds per hour to be taken care of by two pressure reducing valves, one
valve to take care of 75 percent of this and the other to take care of
the balance.

The pressure reducing valve to take care of the hot water load should
be adequate for 4,550 pounds of steam per hour, plus 10 percent line loss,
—a total of 5,000 pounds of steam per hour.

 i outlet of each boiler carrying up
globe valve in each connection.

with regular Hartford loops, and valve so tnat any or
operated or drained without interruption ox service.

plants should be of the portable fire box type sized
 q  1'^ , Each plant should have at least two

boilers', with the capacity1 of each boiler not to exceed 12,000 square
of direct radiation.

By this arrangement, the valves may be opened or closed to meet the
increase or decrease of the demand steam load. In no case should these
valves be larger than 8 inches.

Group plants are usually preferable to individual building plants,
although the latter may be practical for very large buildings. Design
recommendations for group plants are generally applicable to individual
building plants. Group plants should be located to allow economical in
terconnection to insure flexibility under mild weather and summer load
operation.

Boiler Heed Pumps for Group Plants

group plants carrying up to 15 pounds gauge
water of condensation di

use single stage motor
Whenever possible, arrange

pressure so that the vacuum pumps
rectly to the boilers. I------  —
driven boiler feed pumps.

Steam Outlet on Boilers for Group Hants

to 15 pounds gauge pres-

1. Piping at Group Boiler Plants
For single or two pipe gravity steam heating systems, equip boilers



Mo tor Truck Scales4.

The scales should, have a capacity of not less than 70,000 pounds.

C. The Distribution Lines

D. Heating within the Buildings

Radiation and Risers1.

two radiators

1277420 H-3

Reduce the number of steam drip traps, located in yard steam man
holes to a minimum, and wherever possible provide for dripping yard steam
mains by traps placed inside the nearest basement.

Y/here it is not possible to secure certified weights of coal deliv
eries, include motor truck scales of the beam type, installed in pits,
if feasible.

Buildings
Fnere

Supply and return risers: expose and arrange to serve
on each floor wherever possible.

area not needed for housing in a
buildings widely over the entire site.

Where pipe expansion must be provided for underground lines, use
welding fittings and straight pipe expansion bends, installed in minimum
design non-accessible expansion chamber.

Any and all other types of conduit of equal
be given full consideration. —— ---------- ----------

with the manufacturers* commercial

Underground steam and return distribution should be direct; design
layouts to take cave of expansion at the point of entrance into each
building, where possible.

The design of the heating distribution system should not be deferred
until after the site plan has become set. Beth the character and extent
of the distribution system may be influenced by close cooperation between
the heating engineer and the site planner from the beginning.
arranged compactly will achieve economy in heating distribution.
plenty of land is available, it is more economical to concentrate the

single large unit than to space the

p ", or lesser cost should
All conduit installations should be speci

fied to be substantially in accordance x----- ---------- -
standards.

Underground piping should be installed in a simple type of conduit,
consisting either of split-tile, built-up tile, pre-cast lightweight con
crete with a continuous concrete base and gravel backing where required,
sponge-felt asbestos pipe covering with integral waterproof jacket, or of
a <
ness
an inner core by application of

combination casing and covering conduit constructed of standard thick>-
85 percent magnesia pipe covering without canvas wrap, sealed into

.  a uniformly thick layer of high molting
point asphalt between the outer surface of the magnesia insulation and
the outside metal jacket.



Drying Room HeatingE.

the

exhaust fans capable of exhausting at least

1377420 H-3

The amount of radiation for each radiator called for on the riser
diagram or schedule should be the minimum required.

Wherever possible, used exposed risers for heating kitchens and bath
rooms.

When steam is used,
the zone
season.
basement hot water mains.

Drying rooms should have
six changes per hour.

No radiator should be installed which does not .provide at least the amount
of radiation called for on riser diagram or schedule. This is to be based
on the manufacturers’ catalog ratings for cast iron, except that the sizes
given nay vary slightly to suit manufacturers' standards, provided the
total radiation specified for any one individual dwelling unit is not
decreased.

When laundries are adjacent to drying rooms, the exhaust fans may
get the majority of their supply through the laundries.
ceiling of all drying rooms to protect the rooms c-—•-
the drying rooms.

Install radiator supply and return branches above floor in fireproof
floor construction.

Arrange connections for both supply and return on same end of radia
tor, nearest to risers.

the installation of cabinet type
as substantial reductions in cost

effected through redesign. This
riciby, requires much less base-
available laundry facilities

When laundries are adjacent to drying rooms,
- ’ , Insulate the
above from the heat of

steam is used, the supply should be taken from.the hot side of
control valve so that heat may be available during the summer
When hot water is used, the unit heaters may be supplied from the

Consideration should be given to
drying units in lieu of drying rooms,
of such equipment have recently been
type of drier, using either gas or electricity
ment space, and substantially increases t--------
through more rapid clothes drying.

Construct clothes drying rooms in groups adjacent to laundries, lo
cate as close as practical to hot water generator rooms, and equip with
unit heaters delivering 120° air and supplied either with steam or with
hot water from the domestic hot water supply system.

Install radiator supply branches above floor, in wood joist floor
construction, and return branches under flooring for stability. Floor
joists may be notched near bearing for this purpose. All connections
through floors, walls or partitions should have sleeves and escutcheons.



List of Recommended Authorities

■

■

i

Cast Iron Radiator Sizes: manufacturer's catalog ratings.

Convector Manufacturer's Certified

Symbols:

1477420 H-3

i
I
i

Living quarters
Sleeping quarters
Kitchens
Bathrooms

As a matter of practical application the following inside tempera
tures may be figured:

■
a

Non-Ferrous Convector Sizes:
Ratings.

Heat Loss Calculations: latest edition of the American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers' Code of Minimum Requirements of Heat
for Buildings.

Boilers: latest Boiler Code of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, the Steel Heating Boiler Institute, and the A.S.H.V.E. Standard
Code for Rating Heating Plants.

Cast Iron Convector Sizes: certified condensate tests, plus the
allowable additional capacity based on thermal head interpolations in ac
cordance with the Convector Manufacturer's Certified rating method.

Warm Air Heating Design: Investigations of Warm Air Furnaces and
Heating Systems made by the University of Illinois in Cooperation with the
National Warm-Air Heating Association.

the A.S.H.V.E. and the American Standards Association.

See also A.S.H.V.E, "Code of Minimum Requirements of Heat 1 or Build
ing," and "Instructions for the Operation, Care and Repair oi Boi ers,
Navy Department, Bureau of Engineering.

The small sizes of rooms in USHA projects make possible the placement
of radiators on inside walls rather than under the windows. This practice
is recommended for all rooms except living rooms, where radiators may be
placed under the windows. It permits a simplified system of steam and
return piping in the basement and, as a result, economies in the cost of
the installation.

70° F.
67° F.
67° F.
670 p.

Because of the many variables involved in the calculation of heat
losses through walls, ceilings, floors and glass, in localities where the
design temperature is 0° F to 70° F the heat loss can be figured on the
basis of +5° F of the design temperature to 65° F. However, the boiler
size should be figured on the basis of a heat loss of 0° F to 70° F. This
also applies to other design temperatures, for example locations where the
design temperature is -20° F to 70° F, Here the boilers can be sized at
this calculation of heat loss, and the radiation sized on the basis of
-15° F to 65° F.
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PART III - PREPARING THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
H

The Working DrawingsA.

i

B, The Specifications; Materials

Pining:

Steam piping

Dr;/ return piping

Beiler feed riping

threaded or flanged cast iron or brass of cast

1577420 H-3

II
I

)

5

I
t
I

Gayt fittings:
iron steam pattern.

The use of a common trench for buried heating and hot water lines
wherever possible should be encouraged.

Pipes should not be located in exterior walls where there is danger
of freezing, unless proper protection is provided.

All heating plans and specifications should be in sufficient de
tail so that a minimum of shop drawings will be necessary.

wrought iron
charcoal iron
copper molybdenum
extra strong steel

steel
copper bearing steel

steel
copper bearing steel

extra heavy wrought iron
11 11 charcoal 11

for high pressure boilers
standard weight wrought iron

i' 11 charcoal "
for low pressure boilers

Pipe sleeves and openings should be shown on the structural or
architectural drawings for all pines passing through footings, masonry
floors or exterior walls- below grade. The elevations of sleeves need
not be given except where passing through waterproofing finishes, which
require special sleeve construction. In full basements there should be
provided not less than 6 5" clear head room under bottom of lowest oipe.

We.fr condensate piping

Ample space should be provided for piping and particular care be
taken to avoid structural interferences and conflicts between the dif
ferent branches of the mechanical trades. Mechanical drawings should
be generally diagrammatic, with all piping and equipment shown as
nearly as possible in the location in which it is to be installed.

We.fr


Outline of a Typical SpecificationC.

1.

4.

12.

13.

14.
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2.
3.

Brass metal for globe valves should have a minimum copper content
of 80 -percent and a maximum lead content of 5-1/2 percent.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Valves: 3/4 inch and smaller, globe valves; 1 inch and larger,
generally gate valves; 2 inches and smaller, brass; 2-1/2 inches and
larger, iron body brass mounted; 5 inches and smaller, serened; 6
inches and larger, flanged.

Welding fittings: wrought iron or copper molybdenum alloy may he
used interchangeably for wrought iron or .copper molybdenum pine. Weld
ing elbows should have a face to center dimension equal to not less
than one and one half nominal diameters of the pine to which they are
connected. Other kinds of piping to have welding fittings of the same
material as the pipe.

Pipe joints: in buildings: joints 1-1/4 inch and smaller, serened;
1-1/2 inch to 6 inches inclusive, screwed or welded; 8 inches and larger,
flanged or welded; underground: 1-1/2 inch and larger, welded.

General note - covering general conditions, and other sub
divisions of the specifications.
Correction of faulty materials and workmanship.
Work included, schedule of general requirements; work not
included.
Drawings — schedule, correlation to specifications, and shop
drawings.
Testing requirements, prior tests, inspections, guarantee.
Temnorary heat requirements.
Removal of debris during and at completion of contract.
Coordination of work with other trades.
Permits, certificates of approval, etc.
Excavation and backfill, grades and elevations.
Description of installation and materials for heating system
within building. .Description of installation and materials for heating system
outside of building.
Description and installation of boilers; type, consvructi.n,
caoacity, meters, and controls.
Foundations, pits for boilers, and other concrete work -
equipment.
Smoke breeching - dampers, supports.
Boiler trimmings and tools..
Refractory, sand, cement, '•lime, etc.
Chimney construction and draft available.

X -otors, controls, and description of piping.
Oil heaters, relief valves, oil tanks, meters.
Soot blowers, type and description.
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Safety devices, for boilers, oil burners and water supply.
Exhaust heads.
Vacuum pumps, motors, controls.
Pressure reducing valves, strainers, safety valves.
System of heating controls.
Radiation.
Radiator valves, thermostatic traps, radiator hangers.
Heating supply mains.
Return mains - steam traps, combination float and thermostatic
traps.
Pipe and fittings.
Joints.
Unions, gaskets, bolts and nuts.
Valves, Escutcheons.
Metal U covers for pipes in fill.
Pipe nipples.
Open ends.
Pipe sleeves.
Trenches and covers.
Hangers, anchors-guides, inserts, etc.
Steam connections to hot water generators.
Expansion provisions.
Welding for pipe and fittings.
Insulation for boilers and other equipment.
Insulation for boiler room including hanging ceiling if
necessary and ventilating equipment.
Painting.
Unit heaters, motors, controls.
Ventilating fans, motors, controls.
Exhaust fans, motors, controls.
Sheet metal work.
Grilles, registers.
Factory inspections.
Testing boilers, pumps, fans, etc.
Testing of piping within ouilding.
Testing of underground distributions.
Sue ci al equipment, accessories.
Voltage and other characteristics of electrical service.



Steam Space HeatersU.

I

E. System of Heating Controls

The systems of zone
be as follows:

Continuous Elow System1.

(a) Eloating or throttling type.

(b)

(a)

1877420 H-3

Include all necessary steam and return connections, thermostatic
traps and shut-off valve, and an automatic controlled valve.

A valve which functions in progressive steps of opening and
closing.

Use standard air, measured at the inlet, for the cubic feet of air
per minute to be recirculated through the space heaters.

Complete suggested specifications may be obtained upon application to
the United States Housing Authority, Washington, D. C.

Any other means may be used which will insure receipt of steam by
all radiators at the same time, proportionately. The systems of zone con
trol may

Description of Continuous Elow System.

To be capable of circulating steam at variable sub-atmospheric
steam pressures and steam temperatures by means oi a floating or
throttling type continuous flow electric or air operated control
valve taking steam direct from supply at up to 15 pounds pres
sure above atmosphere.

The heating element (of non-ferrous tubes and fins, rd th ferrous or
non-ferrous headers) should be suitable for a steam working pressure of
two pounds per square inch gauge with air entering at 67 degrees E. When
operating at full speed and maximum capacity, the final temperature should
not exceed 125 degrees; when operating at less than full speed and maximum
capacities specified, the final temperature should be not less than 110
degrees E.

The purpose of the heating control system is to provide a heating
system in which the circulation of steam will be equalized either by an
adjustable orifice made as an integral part of the radiator valve or as
a properly sized removable regulating plate in each radiator valve assem
bly. Any other means may be used which will insure receipt of steam by

With the fan off, the space heater with the thermal head available
should be capable of releasing approximately 25 percent of the total heat
output. It should be of the blow through type with direct connected motor
and fan assembly, consisting of one or more forward curved double inlet
fans mounted on the extended shaft of a three speed motor. The motor must
be quiet running regardless of the speed at which it operates.



(b)

Panel Boards.

(1) or

(2) To "be of the automatic type with outside thermostat and selector.

On and Off System2.

(a) A valve that is opened and closed periodically.

(b) A valve that functions to produce pulsating steam flow.

Description of On and Off System.

(b)

principal functions of
I

Requirements for all Systems.

1977420 H-3

balanced to synchronize the action
even load curve on the boiler

Each of the above systems should be
of the several zones so as to produce an

(a) To be capable of controlling automatically the quantity of steam
supplied by intermittently opening and closing the control valve
for fixed cycles during which the valve is opened, automatically
selected by an outside thermostat, electric or air operated con
trol valve taking steam from supply at up to 15 pounds pressure
above atmosphere.

To be of the automatic type with heat balancer and selector
other suitable equipment.

taking steam from supply at up to 15 pounds above atmosphere.

Panel Boards for both (a) and (b)' to be of the automatic type to syn
chronize the action of the several zones.

To be capable of controlling automatically the quantity of steam
supplied by intermittently opening and closing the control valve
for periods of time with these periods automatically selected by
a combination of outside and radiator temperatures or outside
and inside temperatures, electric or air operated control ■valve

To be capaole of controlling the quantity of steam supplied so
as to heat the radiators fractionally to vary their heat output
by means of a continuous flow electric or air operated control
valve taking steam direct from supply at up to 15 pounds pres
sure above atmosphere.

3. The Combination System will include the
both No. 1 and No. 2 described heretofore.

Manual Control should be provided to increase or decrease t. e ea~
flow variably, for producing continuous steam flow and for shutting o.
steam flow entirely and provide means for automatically shutting oi_ ne
steam flow when the outside temperature rises above 65 degrees E.



When exposed, in rooms, should be considered as heating

Should pitch down and be free of pockets,

I
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The heating system must circulate noiselessly and each radiator must
heat throughout to the trap with a pressure differential range of 2 inches
to 6 inches of mercury between the steam supply and the return,

Comments on all Three Systems: The heating system must be tight
enough so that a 15" vacuum produced on a cold system will not be reduced
to loss than 10 inches within 60 minutes after the pump has been stopped.

Furthermore the control system must be capable of preventing overheat
ing i.ithin the range of temperature of 75 degrees to 68 degrees F,

Complete suggested specifications may be had upon application to the
United States Housing Authority, Washington, D. C.

Ri sers:
surface.

Supply and Return Mains;
sags or lifts throughout their entire run.

Zone control valves should be located so that each valve will have
about the same steam demand. The variation should not exceed 10 percent.

ulant. Demonstration should show this when the steam flow varies less than
20 percent (10 percent above and 10 percent below the average demand) in an
interval of 20 minutes.



part III - FUEL CONSUMPTION FOBMULAE

1.=

STEAM HEATING.2.

(a) Base formula for coal used for space heating:

(See Table No. 1)

used for space heating:

steam consumption; see Parar*'

2177420 H-3

I
I

For efficiencies in central or group plants, the following are sug
gested:

Fuel Factor = Ou. Ft. gas per sq. ft. Badiation per degree oay
corresponding design temperature and 100p efficiency.
(See Table No. 2)

(b) Base formula for gas

Fuel Factor x Annual Degree Days = M, cu. ft, gas per year.

E.D.R, x Fuel Factor x Annual Degree Days - Tons per year
2000 x Efficiency

The following fuel formulae are based on a 24-hour day operation.
Deductions in fuel estimates should be made for night-shut-down. This de
duction should be proportionate to the number of hours the plant is
inoperative.

60$ - Hand Firing
65$ - Stoker Fired (low pressure)
70$ - Stoker Fired (high pressure)

Fuel Factor = Pounds of coal per square foot radiation per degree day
for corresponding design temperature and 100 per cent
efficiency. (See Table No. 1)

E.D.R. x___________________________________
1000 x Efficiency (Use 75$)

ft. Badiation per degree day for

(c) Base formula for oil used for space heating:

E.D.R. x Fuel Factor x Annual Degree Days = Gals, oil per year.
Efficiency (Use 75£)

Fuel Factor = Gals, oil per sq. ft. Badiation per degree,day for cor
responding design temperature and 100p e ncie .
( See Table No. 3)

(d) For formula for estimating district
graphs 9 (a), (b) and (c).

Explanatory Note: a.D.R. (Equivalent Direct Radiation) as used herein
is the total heating surface used for space heating, including ferrous
or non-ferrous radiators or convectors - pipe coils — exposed risers -
unit heaters, etc.; one square foot E.D.R, being equal to a heat emis
sion of 240 B.T.U. per hour.



(e)

(f)

The

U)

(h)

HOT WATER HEATING.3.

4.

5.

22

Five (5) pel’ cent should then be added to the fuel consumption
to compensate for line losses in individual building plants.

The line loss percentages suggested herein should be used for
preliminary calculations only.

Hand Firing, Bituminous Coal - 44$
Hand Firing, Anthracite Coal - 52$
Stoker Fired, Bituminous Coal- 50$
Stoker Fired, Anthracite Coal- 55$
C-as - 70$
Oil - 65$

77/1 on

For all space heating estimates during continuous operation, 20$
should be added to the fuel consumption if zone control is omitted
where the design temperature is 0° or higher Fahrenheit, and 15$
where the design temperature is less than 0° F. Twelve (12) per
cent should then be added to the fuel consumption to compensate
for line losses in high pressure central plants and ten (10) per'
cent in low pressure central or group plants.

same base formulae outlined hereinbefore can be applied to

(a) The E.D.R. should be transposed in terms of its equivalent in
steam radiation. The base formulae including compensation for
line losses and for omission of zone control or other regulation
set forth in paragraph 2 can then be applied.

(b) Formula for transposing Eot Water E.B.B. to Steam 4.D.R.

E.D.R, (Hot Water) x B.T.U. per sq.ft.(Hot Water), = S.D. B. (Steam)
240

WARK AIR HEATING (Forced and Gravity)

(a) The B.T.U. loss per hour should be transposed in terms of its
equivalent in steam equivalent direct radiation /
240 (see explanatory note paragraph 1). The J>ase .f or.
outlined in paragraph 2 can then be applied .or . - --■ *
water coiled forced warm air unit heater sys em, -
vidually fired forced or gravity heater sys ems. otlission
compensation should be made for line loss s,
of zone control or other regulation,

(a) Examples of use of space heating formulae,

Assume 15,000 steam E.D.R. (Low Pressure - Contiol
Plant - Zone Controlled)

The same base formulae outlined hereinbefore can be applied to
individual building and individual dwelling unit plants for space
heating estimates. The individual building plants scheme can also
include a boiler plant serving two or three small buildings.
following efficiencies are suggested:



(b) Coal

Plus 10$ line losses - 404 + 40.4 = 4*14.4 Tons per year.

(c) Gas

from Table 2)

I
(d.) Oil

(a)6.

(b) Coal

or in simplified, form

s

(c) Gas

M. cu. ft. gas per year

or in simplified form

2377420 H-3

I-

D.U. x 60 x 1.1 x 365 x 960
B.T.U. per cu. ft. gas x .50 x 1,000

Plus 10$ for Line Losses - 60,000 + 6,000 = 66,000 Gals, oil per
year.

404 Tons Coal
Per Year.

si

1

D.U. x 60 x 1.1 x 365 x 960 _____
B.T.U. per lb. coal x .50 x 2,000 lbs. per ton

.0006 (Fuel Factor — 60,000 Gals.
from Table 3) oil per year.

.007 (Fuel Factor -
from Table 1).

5,000 Degree days (Annual)
- 10° to 70° F. Design Range

• 12,000 B.T.U. per lb. of Coal
1,000 B.T.U. per cu. ft. of Gas
140,000 B.T.U. per gal. of Oil

Plus 10$ for Line Losses - 8,400 + 840 = 9,240 M, Cu, Ft. per
year.

.084 (Fuel Factor c 8,400 M. Cu. Ft.
Gas per year.

- Tons Coal
Per Year.

150,000 E.D.B. x 5,000 D.D. x
750

15,000 E.D.R. x 5,000 D.D. x
75

15,000 E.D.R. x 5,000 D.D. x
1300"

D.U. x 23,127  - Tons coal per year
B.T.U. per lb. coal

Base formula for fuel used for domestic hot water neated through
steam coiled generators. (No. of Dwelling units x 60 gals, per^
day x 1.1. lbs. steam per gallon x 365 days per year x 960 B.l.l.
per lb. steam) all divided by B.T.U. per unit of fuel used x 0.50
(50$ assumed efficiency) Units of Fuel used per year.

D.U. x 46,254 - M. cu. ft. gas per year
B.T.U. per cu. ft. Gas



I

(cl) Oil

or in simplified, form
z Gals oil per year.

(e)

(f)

(g) see

Examples of use of domestic water heating formulae;(a)7.

(b) Coal

(c)

(a)

(a)8.

■

2477420 H-3

For formulae for estimating district steam consumption,
paragraph 9 (d), (e) and. (f).

The daily gallon consumption and line loss percentages suggested
herein should he used for preliminary calculations only.

■

J
••

100 x 46,254,000 = 33038 Gals oil per year.
140,000

For domestic hot water heating fuel consumption where underground
heat distribution for this purpose is required, the same compensa
tion for line losses may he applied as noted in paragraph 2 (e).
No heat line losses need he figured where hot water generators are
installed in "boiler plant buildings.

D.U. x 46,254,000
B.T.U. per gallon oil

D.U. x 60 x 1.1 x 365 x 960 = Gals oil per year.
B.T.U. per gallon oil x .50

100 x 23,127 = 192.8 Tons per year.
12,000

Gas

100 x 46,254 = 4625.4 M. cu.ft. gas per year.
1,000

Oil

Assume 100 Dwelling Units (Central Plant)
12,000 B.T.U. per lh. coal
1,000 B.T.U. per cu. ft. gas
140,000 B.T.U. per gallon oil
H. W. Generators are in boiler plant (no heat line losses
f igured).



(b) Coal

= Tons Coal per year.

(c) Gas

•I

Use 55$ efficiency for flue type heater,

(cl) Oil

Use 50$ Efficiency
or in simplified, form

= Gals. oil per year.

|
(e) Electricity

I

or in simplified, form

D.U. x 4,631= K.W. Hrs. per year.

2577420 H—3

J J

D.U, x 17,381
B.T.U. per lb. coal

Use 35$ Efficiency,
or in simplified, form

D.U. x 24,332,300
B.T.U. per gallon oil

D.U. x 40 x 8-1/3 x 100 x 365 = Tons Coal per year.
B.T.U. per lb. coal x Eff. x 2,000

D.U. x 40 x 8-1/3 x 100 x 365 =Gals. oil per year.
B.T.U. per gallon oil x Eff.

or in simplified form

D.U. x 40 x 8-1/3 x 100 x 365 = K7T Hrs. per year.
B.T.U. per IOT hr. x Eff.

Use 77$ Efficiency; B.T.U. per EW Hr. = 3,412

D.U. x 22,120= M. cu. ft. gas per year.
B.T.U. per cu. ft. gas

D.U. x 40 x 8-1/3 x 100 x 365_______
B.T.U. per cu. ft. gas x Eff. x 1000

x 8-1/3 lbs. of water per gallon x 100° F. temperature rise z 365
days per year, all divided by B.T.U. per unit of fuel used x ef
ficiency = Units of Fuel used per year. The water temperature
rise is Basic only. Initial water temperatures may vary dependent
upon locality.

= M. cu. ft. gas per year



1

(f)

Base formula for District Steam used for space heating:(a)9.

Note:

Co) Heating)

(c)

Base Formula for District Steam used for domestic water heating.(d)

steam per mo.

(e)

(f)

77420 H-3 26

I
i

The daily consumption suggested herein should be used for pre
liminary calculations only.

The estimate for each month must be computed separately as
District Steam Companies render bills monthly.

D.U. x 24.084 = M. lbs. steam
plus compensation for line losses.

D.U. x 2.007 = M. lbs. steam per month;
plus compensation for line losses.

Steam for domestic hot waterSimplified formula for District
(Annual consumption).

I
=

Simplified Formula for District Steam (Space
E.D.R. x monthly degree days x Factor (from table 4) = M. lbs.

1000 steam per
month

Plus compensation for line losses and omission of zone
control.

D.U. x 60 x 1.1 x 365 =M.lbs.
12 x 1000

The same line losses as applied to heating should be added where
underground heat distribution for this purpose is required.

Simplified formula for District Steam for domestic hot water.

E.D.R. x 96 B.T.U. x monthly degree days x 70° Range = M.
960 B.T.U. x 1000 x Design Temp. Range lbs.

steam
for the particular month that the degree days are selected.

The yearly total can be figured from this formula by substituting
the annual degree days in lieu of the monthly degree days. Com
pensation for line losses and for omission of zone control should
be made.

If no zone control is provided 20$ should be added where the design
temperature is 0° or higher Fahrenheit and 15$ where the design
temperature is less than 0° F. Twelve (12) per cent should be added
for line losses, if these losses are to be absorbed by the project.



• 1 - M. lbs. steam

where .1 = fuel factor •

M.

Domestic Hot Water = 604 D.U. x 2.007 - 1212.2

Plus 12$ for line losses

Origin of Constant 96 Used in Tables 1, 2 and 3.Note:10.

2777420 H-3

II
"About 1926 a.
(in cubic feet
radiation) was
averaged, were
tions of 0.218
square foot of
words,
per degree-day.

Space Heating - 76,000 x Degree Days x
1000

Consequently the constant 96 B.T.U. per square foot of steam
radiation per degree day is the basis of all fuel constants used in
the following tables.

lbs steam  7,6 x Degree days (see following degree day
tabulation)

Plus 12$ for line losses.

large number of actual fuel consumption figures
of gas per degree-day per square foot of steam
collected by gas utilities. These figures,
reduced to a. figure (at 0° to 70° design condi-
cu. ft, of 535 B.t.u. per cubic foot gas per
steam radiation per degree-day, or, in other

an input of 116.6 B.t.u. per sq. ft. of steam radiation
Here was a figure which wa.s actually obtained

in the field and from which could be calculated a theoretical
figure a.t 100$ efficiency. It was assumed that these gas heat
ing plants wore operating at an overall efficiency of 82.5$, so
that if the plants had been operating at an efficiency of 10C$
they would have required only 116.6 x 0.825 or 96 B.t.u. per sq.
ft. of steam radiation per degree-day.11

(g) Example: 604 D.U. 76,000 E.D.R. 0° - ?o° Design Temp.
Range — Zone Control — Hot water generators
located in basement of certain buildings.
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This Bulletin contains technical information for use by archi
tects and engineers in selecting the method of heating for USHA-
aided projects. The characteristics of the different heating
methods, and the factors which should be considered in deter
mining the type of heating system most economical and desirable
for a particular project, are considered.

The Appendix to the Bulletin contains instructions for pre
paring economic analyses of the different types of heating sys
tems, and other material which should assist local authorities in
selecting the most economical and desirable heating method for
their USHA-aided projects.
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SELECTING A METHOD OF HEATING

1

i

I

I. Objective.
Heating systems for low-rent housing

involve a variety of considerations, with
one basic purpose—the provision of suit
able heating at the least possible over-all
expense. Economy of initial costs is man
datory under the United States Housing
Act which states that “projects will not be
of elaborate or expensive design or mate
rial and economy will be promoted both in
construction and administration.” The
Act further requires that rents (including
the cost of heating) shall be within the
financial reach of families of low income.
Since the heating expense may represent
a very material portion of the total rent,
or total expenditures for rent and house
hold operation, economy in operating ex
pense of the heating system is essential.

Scope and Content.
This Bulletin discusses (I) the objective

which the local authority should attain in
selecting a method of heating for its
USHA-aided projects; (II) the various
heating methods and their characteristics;
(III) the factors affecting the choice of a
heating system; and (IV) the types of
heating systems and the characteristics
peculiar to each. The Appendix to the
Bulletin contains information and instruc
tions for the preparation of an economic
analysis of the different types of heating
systems and other technical data which
should be considered in the selection of the
heating method.

(c) Simple, individual tenant-operated
units are likely to be lower in first cost
than large, frequently complex, project-
operated plants. Under favorable cli
matic and fuel conditions, the small heat
ing units will generally cost the tenant less
in over-all operating expenses.

There are conditions, however, under
which consideration must be given to the
proj ect-operated plants. In such cases, its
initial cost and annual expense should be
estimated and compared with the indi
vidual unit costs, and the advantages and
disadvantages of the two types should be
compared and weighed before a definite
decision is made. For example, flats and
apartments do not lend themselves readily
to individual tenant-operated units except
when gas is available at a low rate. In
very cold climates with a long heating sea
son, the more efficient performance of the
larger project-operated plant may result
in definitely lower operating expense. The
project-operated plant may have a distinct
advantage in the anthracite regions (indi
cated in Zone 3 on the map on page 4) since
such plants may often be operated with the
smaller sizes of anthracite coal available
locally in large quantities, whereas indi
vidual units may require the larger, more
expensive sizes. The types of fuel avail
able, possible methods of fuel purchase
and distribution, the cost of project labor
contingent upon different types of fuel,
and other factors must be analyzed before
making a final decision.

For purposes of general consideration,
the country may be roughly divided into
three heating zones, as shown on the map
on page 4. In the warmest of these,
Zone 1, no separate means for heating need
generally be provided. In the next cooler
area, Zone 2, a simple individual unit sys
tem of warm air circulation (tenant-
operated) should usually be sufficient and
except under unusual conditions, no con
sideration need be given to the project-
operated plant. In the coldest area,
Zone 3, various more extensive methods
of heating should be considered and care
fully compared.

Because of the technical considerations
involved it is usually important to have the
services of a qualified heating engineer in
the preparation of an economic analysis,
and in the final choice and the design of

II. Heating Methods.
The individual tenant-operated heating

unit should always be given consideration
and, under conditions favorable to its use,
this type should be the first tentative selec
tion. As compared with the project-
operated plant, the individual tenant-
operated unit has the following definite
advantages:

(a) The responsibility for fuel con
sumption is placed squarely on the tenant.
It is obvious that when he pays directly for
the fuel consumed, he will adjust the heat
to his actual needs.

(6) Tenant operation is substituted for
the paid labor of others.
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III. Factors Affecting Choice of Heat
ing System.

(a) Desirability of tenant responsibility.
(6) Initial cost and its effect on annual

expense: The comparative initial costs of
providing space and chimneys for the indi
vidual dwelling heating unit or the project
boiler plant must not be forgotten.

(c) Total annual expense: The choice
of fuel used for domestic water-heating
and the use of the same fuel for other pur
poses may affect this item.

(d) Effect on site and building plan:
The choice of tenant-operated heating
units requiring delivery of fuel to the indi
vidual dwellings may control the layout
of service drives, and consequently influ
ence the cost of the system. Similarly, the
requirements of economical underground
distribution lines for project-operated
plants may influence the layout of build
ings.

(e) Continued availability of fuel and
probable trend of its price.

(/) Local practice, acceptability.
(p) Climate.
(h) Labor rates and related factors

such as municipal and labor organization
requirements.

(i) Safety and cleanliness of operation.
(?) Rate of obsolescence.
(fc) Effect on insurance rate.
Some of these factors relate to the type

of system, some to the fuel, some to both.
There may be other factors in particular
cases.

IV. Types of Systems.
(a) Design.—In the selection and de

sign of the heating system, consideration
should be given to the fact that a continu
ous temperature of 70° F. in all rooms is
not considered an absolute essential for
health and comfort. Since outside design
temperatures are reached for compara
tively short periods of time during the
average heating season, a temperature

range (inside room temperature minus
outside design temperature) 5° to 10° F.
lower than that generally accepted for the
locality may be used in calculating heat
losses. For example, in cities where there
is a generally accepted design temperature
of 0° F., the project design range can be
reduced (from 0° to 70° F.) to -f-50 to
65° F. Local conditions must be con
sidered carefully before reductions in the
accepted range are established.

(b) Fuels.—Consideration should also
be given to the characteristics of fuels
which affect the feasibility of a particular
method of heating. Among these are:

(1) Coal requires storage space and
means for ash disposal, and this may re
strict its use for individual dwelling heat
ing units above the first floor.

(2) Gas involves no storage or han
dling difficulties and, when low enough in
price, makes the individual unit available
for any type of dwelling. One hundred
percent check metering may be necessary,
however, to insure economical fuel con
sumption. The initial cost and annual op
erating expense of individual gas-fired
units with check metering should be
weighed against the costs of an automatic
project-operated gas-fired system.

(3) Oil requires tankage in the proj
ect-operated plants. For tenant-operated
units in the one- or two-story flats or row
houses, a storage drum (approximately
50-gallon capacity) which is set on a stand
directly outside the dwellings may be pro
vided, which would be in addition to the
fuel tank furnished as an integral part of
the oil-burning equipment.

(c) Individual Tenant-Operated Units.
(1) Fireplace or Circulator.—These

types of equipment are definitely justified
in Zone 2. Fireplaces are generally of the
metal chamber type encased in masonry
and so constructed as to permit the warm
ing and circulating of air. Circulators are
self-contained and embody steel casing,
steel or cast-iron combustion chamber and
means for firing, as well as necessary con
trols. Circulators may burn any fuel. .
The fireplace or the circulator may be
placed in the living room and can be sup
plemented by simple duct arrangements to
the other rooms in the larger-size dwelling
units.

the heating system. An initial invest
ment in qualified technical advice may pay
for itself many times over in more accu
rate and dependable estimates, greater
speed in the preparation of working draw
ings, and greater operating economy and
efficiency.
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serving a group of buildings, or individual
building plants will be affected by:

(i) The size, arrangement, and to
pography of the project.

(ii) The types of fuel available at low
prices.

(iii) Labor rates and related factors.
(4) Fuels such as oil or gas may be

readily handled, regardless of the number,
size and location of the plants. Group
plants should be interconnected, wherever
feasible, to permit more flexible operation
which will result in greater economy in
the low-demand months. This is particu
larly important where coal is the fuel used.
The site plan should therefore be arranged
to permit nearly uniform sizing of the
group plants and their location estab
lished for economical interconnection.
The design of the underground distribu
tion system should not be deferred until
after the site plan has become set. Both
the character and extent of the distribu
tion system may be influenced by close co
operation between the heating engineer
and the site planner from the beginning.
Buildings arranged compactly will achieve
economy in heating distribution.

(5) A large central plant will usually
require a separate building and high chim
ney. This may be undesirable from a site
planning point of view or for architectural
reasons. The delivery, storage, and han
dling of coal and the disposal of ashes,
however, may be efficiently handled in such
a plant.

(2) Gravity Warm Air.—This type
is lowest in initial cost of the more exten
sive tyj>es of heating systems. Basement
space is required, however. The pipeless
variety is only partially effective in distri
bution and may be selected for the warmer
points of Zone 3. For colder points, more
effective distribution will be obtained by
the use of ducts.

(3) Forced Warm Air. — Supple
mented by ducts or plenum chamber, or a
combination of both, distribution is more
effective than in the gravity type. No
basement is required, since the equipment
may be located within the dwelling unit,
generally in the utility room.

(4) One Pipe Steam with radia
tors.—This type is generally higher in ini
tial cost than gravity warm air and re
quires basement space.

(5) Hot Water with radiators.—This
type is generally higher in initial cost than
one pipe steam and requires no basement
space. It is very satisfactory in opera
tion, particularly when a steady, moderate
supply of heat is wanted.

(d) Project-Operated Plants.—(Cen
tral, Group, or Individual Building.)

(1) These types may be justified usu
ally under the following conditions:

(i) Concentration of dwelling units
in flats and apartments and to a lesser ex
tent in row houses.

(ii) Climate requiring nearly contin
uous heating for four or more months.

(2) The most common types of sys
tems for the project plants are:

(i) Two-pipe vapor (with return
trap, vacuum, or condensate pump).

(ii) Two-pipe forced hot water.
(iii) One-pipe gravity.
(3) The decision between a single

central plant and two or more plants, each
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Part I

ECONOMIC ANALYSES

maintenance, and
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■

(c) Additional cost of interior and
exterior gas piping for space and domestic
water heating above basic cost of gas pip
ing for cooking, or cooking and refriger
ation.

(d) Structural space above normal
construction required for housing the
systems.

(e) Stacks or flues.
(f) Facilities for fuel storage; addi

tional facilities for fuel delivery.
3. The initial costs of the electric and

gas check meters are listed in Bulletin
No. 19. The initial costs and economic ex
penses of the gas and electric check meters
should be indicated under separate items
on Form USHA 712, “Analysis of Light
ing, Refrigeration, Cooking,” and on Form
USHA 652, “Summary of Utility Analy
sis.”

In the exceptional case where space and
domestic water heating schemes are com
pared independently of lighting, refriger
ation, and cooking, and gas fuel is used,
the economic expense of gas check meters
should be included in the corresponding
analysis.

Initial Cost.
1. For estimating the initial cost of a

heating and domestic hot water system,
the prices included in this Bulletin are rec
ommended unless definite current local
quotations or previous contract prices for
corresponding equipment are obtainable.

2. In addition to complete heating sys
tem, include cost of—

(a) Hot-water piping and equipment.
(b) Related plumbing and electric

work.

Economic Expense.
1. Replacement, maintenance, and re

pair.—Applicable factors enumerated in
this Bulletin are suggested to establish the
above expense, but may be modified when
ever more accurate local expense data are
available. These factors are the annual
average over a 58-year project life, as this
period is the basis of the economic anal
ysis. The replacement factors are based
on 2% interest.

2. Fuel, Heating.
3. Fuel, Domestic Hot Water.
Fuel consumption for space and domes

tic water heating may be estimated accord
ing to the attached applicable formulae.

Fuel prices and their method of pur
chase, distribution, and storage require
careful investigation. Fuel prices for

Comparative analyses should be pre
pared to select the most suitable and eco
nomical space and domestic water heating
scheme for a project, indicating the total
evaluated economic expense for each
scheme considered. The evaluated eco
nomic expense is the summation of the
following applicable expenses:

1. Replacement,
repair.

2. Fuel.
3. Electric consumption.
4. Operating labor.
5. Ash removal.
6. Miscellaneous.
7. Vacancy and collection losses.
8. Debt service.

The resultant evaluated economic ex
pense for the space and domestic water
heating systems should be coordinated and
combined with the similar studies pre
pared for lighting, refrigeration, and
cooking as described in Bulletin No. 19.

In selecting the various heating schemes
and fuels for the comparative cost anal
yses, particular consideration should be
given to local practices and methods.

Forms for Analyses.
Form USHA 637 (see pages 8 and 9)

is intended for use in the preparation of
each space and domestic hot water scheme
and Form USHA 652 (see page 7) for the
combined lighting, refrigeration, water,
and space heating functions.
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project-operated plants may be checked by
comparison with city or institutional pur
chases in the same city.

It is suggested that in investigating bulk
fuel costs, one of the following wholesale
purchasing methods most suitable for the
specific locality in question be investigated.

(a) For project-operated plants,
wholesale quotation based on estimated
annual consumption.

(b) For tenant-operated heating
units, the project should obtain a wholesale
price on the estimated total annual con
sumption based on limited retail delivery
(at designated point in each block or if
service road permits, at each dwelling
unit). The tenant completes wheeling
from sidewalk to individual bulk fuel stor
age compartment. Project collects indi
vidual bills from tenants. Project is
billed by fuel supplier for periodic delivery.

(c) Purchasing method same as in
paragraph (b) with exception of delivery
which should be in 1-ton or half-ton quan
tities chuted in individual storage bins but
a minimum of one truckload per delivery.

(d) Purchasing method same as in
paragraph (c) but tenant pays directly to
fuel dealer.

(e) Any of the above-described meth
ods from (b) to (d) through tenant coop
erative contracts instead of project man
agement guarantee and project accounting
methods or any other tenant cooperative
method.

The gas fuel unit cost for space and do
mestic water heating should be established
on the total gas consumption used for all
utility functions within the project in the
scheme considered and the average fuel
price applied in this analysis.

4. Electric Consumption.—Electricity
consumed for the operation of heating and

hot-water systems may be estimated ac
cording to the attached formulae. The
average electric rate based on all electric
functions within the proj ect should be ap
plied in the analyses.

5. Labor.—In estimating labor costs, it
is advisable to formulate tentative operat
ing schedules. Care should be taken that
such schedules conform to applicable regu
lations and local requirements.

6. Ash Removal.—The cost of ash re
moval need be considered only when ashes
are not removed by the city.

7. Miscellaneous.—Such items as oil,
waste, water, tools, wheelbarrows, etc., for
project plants should be included.

8. Vacancy and Collection Losses.—
When vacancies occur, project expenses
continue and affect the operating expenses.
For this analysis, 3 percent of all the above
items with the exception of fuel purchased
directly by the tenant should be included.

9. Total.—This total is the sum of the
actual operating expenses exclusive of the
debt service.

10. Debt Service.—The debt service is
interest and amortization of the initial
costs. This rate may vary according to
government interest rate; for comparative
purposes, 3.67 percent is now used.

11. Economic Expense.—The sum of
the operating expenses and debt service
gives the economic expense which should
form the basis of comparison.

Note.—After local authority has selected a
combination of utilities considered to be practical
and lowest in economic expense, a check of this

■expense should be made, basing the consumptions
on the formulae and quantities given in Bulletin
No. 36, “Budgeting Dwelling Utility Costs.” This
check is for the purpose of assuring that the selec
tion made will come within the “Utility Cost Con
trol Figure.”
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TENANT-OPERATED HEATING SYSTEMS

Initial Costs, Annual Replacement, Maintenance and Repair Expenses

Initial CostsItem Total

S215 and up. 40 0. 0166 0. 01 0. 0266

PROJECT-OPERATED HEATING PLANTS
Initial Costs, Annual Replacement, Maintenance and Repair Expenses

Item Initial Costs Total

■

within

■ 38 0. 0175 0. 0175 0. 035

■

10

Life,Years Repl.Factor

Repl.
Factor

30/hp.
75/hp.

250500
9001, 300

1, 750

11090
15

7090

7050
4510

2030
20
3015
20
1530
15

10
1010
20
10
101010
10

. 0913. 0913. 0913. 0412

. 0412

. 0246

. 0412

. 0246. 0578

. 0913

. 0913. 0913. 0913. 0913

. 0412

. 0246. 0578

. 0412

. 0578. 0578

. 0246

. 015

. 015

. 1113

. 1088. 1063

. 0612

. 0562

. 0396

. 0562. 0878

. 0396
. 1078
. 0612
. 0396. 1078. 0612
. 0728. 0828. 0396

. 0512

. 0396

. 1078

|

50/hp.35/hp.
25/hp.

10-25/hp.

140
5515

50-6030-50
40-6015-30

$1. 20-$l. 50
per sq. ft.radiation.
6-10/1. f.

Life,Years

2030
15
2015
1530

. 0412. 0578

. 0246

. 0578

. 1113. 1113. 1113

. 1113. 1113

. 02

. 0175. 015. 02

. 01

. 015. 05

. 015

. 03. 015

. 05

. 02

. 02. 02

. 02

. 02

. 02

. 015. 05

. 02. 015

. 025. 015

• This figure t.
> These figures
■ Life based on

One pipe steam, or gravity hot water........... .......
Gravity warm air—coal (furnace in basement):

Furnace and casing ..........................
Duct work and registers________________

Gravity warm air—gas (furnace in basement):
Furnace____________ _______________
Duct work and registers_______ _____ —
Electric control and gas connection_____

Forced warm air—coal:
Furnace and casing____________________
Motor, blower, etc_____________________
Duct work and registers________________
Electric connection and control________

Forced warm air—gas:
Furnace
Duct work____________________________
Electric control and gas connection_____

Coal circulators____________________________
Gas circulators
Oil circulators_____________________________
Duct work used with circulators

Maint.,
Repair
F actor

Maint.,
Repair
Factor

Piping, radiation, and specialties
buildings________________________

Exterior pipe distribution__________________
Boiler-room equipment less fuel-firing equip

ment: 2
Low pressure _______________
High pressure

Fuel firing equipment: 2
Oil burners (heavy oil): 3

40-50 hp ____
60-100 hp_________________
100 hp. and larger_________________

Stokers and comb, control_______
Oil storage tanks:3

3,000 gallons
5,000 gallons______________

10,000 gallons
15,000 gallons
20,000 gallons ...................

applies to the over-all heating system less the fuel firing apparatus.“■ applicable to nominal ratings.
obsolescence due to uncertainty of oil supply.
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Initial Costs TotalItem

. 0578 $1 . 0578 and $11540
. 02 and $135 $160 . 02

. 0578 and $1$130 15 .0578

11

*>

820/D. U.
22/D. U.
26/D. U.
20/D. U.29/D. U.32/D. U.

250375
450600
750800950

1,200

151535

151535

151515

1515
151515
151515

254040
254040

0. 0312
.0166
. 0166

Repl.Factor

.0312

. 0166. 0166

0. 0512.0266
.0266

.0878. 0878. 0878. 0828. 0828. 0828.0828. 0828

Life,
Years

. 0578 and SI. 0578 and $1. 02 and $1
. 0578 and SI. 0578 and $1. 02 and $1

.0778.0778

.0778

.0512.0266. 0266

303550

65
4565

.0578. 0578. 02

. 0578. 0578. 02

. 0578. 0578

. 0578

.0578

.0578.0578.0578. 0578

. 0578. 0578. 0578

DOMESTIC HOT-WATER PIPING AND EQUIPMENT

Initial Costs, Annual Replacement, Maintenance and Repair Factors

75
100
150

2/ft.
4-6/ft.

SI
Si
$1

$1
$1
$1

0. 02
. 01
.01

. 03

. 03

. 03

. 025

.025

. 025

. 025

. 025

. 02

.02

. 02

. 02

.01

.01

1

Maint.,
Repair
Factor
or Exp.

2 1 ,._i re—galvanized tank insulated.
Coal pot stove—nonferrous tank insulated..

Hot-water piping within buildings:
With individual hot-water heaters:

Galv. W. I____________________
Copper tubing_____________________
Brass I. P. S_______________________

With project hot-water heaters:
Galv. W. I....
Copper tubing_____________________
Red brass I. P. S. ______________

Exterior supply and return hot-water piping
when installed in conduits provided by
others—------- ------------------------- ------------ -----

When separate conduits required____________
(Note.—Expected life as listed above Is based on a

Judicious selection of piping materials, In view of local water
conditions.)

For hot water piping, use factors
given above.

Project domestic hot-water equipment:
Storage tanks with heating coils:

200 gallons _______ _________
500 gallons _______________
750 gallons.._______ _________

1,000 gallons..------- ------------------------
1,500 gallons —
2,000 gallons_________________
2,500 gallons. —-------------
3,000 gallons ________

Hot water circulating pumps to be used with
hot water storage tanks:

750 gallon storage tank----- -------------- -----
1,000 gallon to 1,500 gallon.. ..............
2,000 gallon to 3,000 gallon_____________

Individual hot-water heaters:
Gas-flue type—galvanized steel automatic

insulated_____________________ —
Gas-flue type—nonferrous automatic in

sulated.. —---------- ------------- --
Gas-flue type—galvanized steel automatic

uninsulated_________ -
Oil-flue type—galvanized steel pot or

sleeve burner insulated--- ------- -----------
Electric—galvanized steel insulated--------
Electric—nonferrous insulated---- ------ .....
Coal pot stove—galvanized tank unin

sulated____
Coal pot stov<
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STRUCTURAL AND RELATED ITEMS
Initial Costs, Annual Replacement, Maintenance and Repair Factors

Initial CostsItem Total

30 0. 0246

38 . 0175 . 0275. 01

. 01 . 02. 01

12

1, 1002, 500
7, 000
5, 000

350

78
117104144
1430

$1622
2028
25302536

48
72648810

355347
647

Life,
Years

1. 001. 00
1. 00
1. 001. 000. 01

. 75

. 75. 75

. 75

1. 001. 00
1. 001. 001. 00

0. 0346

. 005. 005. 005. 005
. 005

. 50

. 50

. 50. 50

578475102
11

75
75 .75

. 75

. 005

. 005. 005

. 005. 005

. 75

. 75.75.75

. 75.75. 75

. 75

$0. 25
. 25
. 25. 25. 25
. 25. 25. 25

. 50. 50

. 50. 50

$0. 25
. 25. 25. 25. 25. 25. 25
. 25

60/D. U.3-4.50/D. U.

Maint.,Repair
Factoror Exp.

Repl.
Factor

Transite flues with:
1 story—flat roof|g” ...............

1 story—pitch roofjg^ ......... ..........-

2 story—flat roofjg^ .............. ...............

2 story—pitch roofjg^ ------ ------- ------
Masonry flues:

Single 8" x 8" flue:
1 story—flat roof__________
2 story—flat roof__________________
1 story—pitch roof................. ...............
2 story—pitch roof________________
Add for basement__________________

Two 8" x 8" flues:
1 story—flat roof 
2 story—flat roof__________________
1 story—pitch roof________________
2 story—pitch roof________________
Add for basement__________________

One 8" x 8" and one 8” x 4" flue:
1 story—flat roof .........................
2 story—flat roof
1 story—pitch roof________________
2 story—pitch roof________________
Add for basement_________________

Two 8" x 8” and two 8" x 4" flues:
1 story—flat roof______________________
2 story—flat roof
1 story—pitch roof_____________________
2 story—pitch roof
Add for basement-_____________________

Individual coal bins (exterior)______________
Additional cost of boiler rooms and stacks

above normal construction when located
in basements of dwelling buildings:

20 D. U.—coal fired____________________
50 D. U.—coal fired
200 D. U.—coal fired___________________
200 D. U.—oil fired____________________
Machine rooms__________ _________

For larger boiler rooms, sketches should be
prepared for estimating purposes:

Crawl space (additional cost over slab on
ground)______________

Electrical work for project plants________
Gas piping:

Basic exterior and interior gas piping for'
cooking and refrigeration included ini
Bulletin 19. Add $5 for gas piping for -----
each function, heat or hot water______
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For

AdjustmentsEfficiency

i

13

)

65
75
80
80

35-45
60

44
55
50
55
70
75
65

Percent
65
63
55
70
70
90

FUEL AND ELECTRIC CONSUMPTION FORMULAE

The following fuel consumption methods are suggested for preliminary calculations to be
used in the preparation of comparative analyses. The following figures are based on average
consumptions. If more accurate information is available, it should be reflected in the analyses.

Add 5 percent for line loss.
Add 5 percent for line loss.
Add 5 percent for line loss.
Add 5 percent for line loss.
Add 5 percent for line loss.
Add 5 percent for line loss.
Add 5 percent for line loss.

Add for line losses as follows:
Central plant (high pressure or purchased

steam), 15 percent. Central plant (low
pressure), 12 percent. Group plant (low
pressure), 8 to 10 percent.

Heating

1. Fuel for space heating may be estimated by the following formula and adjustments.

w! yMut'S K F'Seb. CONSUMPTION.
(a) EDR equals total amount of steam radiation (heating load) in square feet or total

heat output equivalent to 240 B. t. u. per square foot per hour. EDR may be
calculated in accordance with the table on page 15.

(5) The factor “82” is 82 B. t. u. per EDR per degree day, based on a 0 degree to 70
degree design condition and 100 percent efficiency. It is based on annual operation
for all systems, adjusted for night shut-down and presumes automatic heat control on
project-operated plants. When automatic heat control is omitted, fuel consumption
estimate for heating should be increased 15 percent.

(c) Suggested efficiencies are listed below.
(d) Design range is the temperature rise for which the system is being designed or basis of

calculating the EDR.
2. The resulting estimated fuel consumption will be expressed in the same units as used for the

fuel heat values. It may be more convenient to convert the results to other units. Tv
example, when figuring coal, the number of pounds may be divided by 2,000 to convert
the amount to tons, or cubic feet of gas may be divided by 1,000 to give MCF.

(a) Central or Group Plants.
High pressure, coal stokers ______
Low pressure, coal stokers...........................
Low pressure, coal hand fired ...............
OU fired (No. 6 oil) ..................
Gas fired............................................................
Purchased steam ,________ _______

(6) Building Plants.
Bituminous coal, hand fired____ ____
Anthracite coal, hand fired_____________
Bituminous coal, stokers ...............
Anthracite coal, stokers______ ______
Oil fired ___________
Gas with gas designed boilers _______
Gas with conversion burners. _____

(c) Individual Dwelling Plants.
Gas Burning.

Gravity H. W.—Conversion burner......
Gravity H. W.—Gas boiler.....................
Forced or gravity warm air ..............
Circulator................................ .....................

Coal Burning Units ......----
Oil Burning Units—pot or sleeve burners...

Deduct 15 percent.
When tenant purchases his own fuel, the

following is suggested: Less than 4000
degree days, deduct 20 percent. From
4000-6000 degree days, deduct 25 percent.
More than 6000 degree days, deduct 30
percent..
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30 minute—0.175 kw.-hr.
30 minute—0.125 kw.-hr.

55 percent.
35 percent.
77 percent.
35 percent.
50 percent.
60 percent.
65 percent.

to be about

Electric Consumption

Group Plants.—Including fuel firing, fuel handling, controls, boiler room and

Forced warm air...
Forced hot water..

The hours of operation may be estimated as follows:
Gas Fired—Automatic Operation.

Fuel consumed (CF)XB. t. u./CFxEff.Xl.l
Average output/hr. (EDR X 240)

Coal Burning—Hand Fired—Approximately 300 hours of operation per ton of coal burned.

Central or C
remote pumps, boiler rooms and machine room lighting, etc.

Coal burning plants—35 kw.-hr./ton coal burned.
Oil burning plants—20 kw.-hr./gal. oil burned.

Individual Heating Systems.

0.175 kw.-hr./hour of operation
0.125 kw.hr./hour of operation...

Hot Water

1. Fuel for hot water may be estimated by the following formula.
2. For direct fired units:

D. U.Xgals./D. U.X8.3Xtemp. rise in deg.X365 days=ANNUAL FUEL CONSUMP-
Fuel heat valucXeff. TION.

Individual gas heater, flue type ________________________
Individual gas heater, side arm ______________
Individual electric heater __________________
Individual oil heater, flue type _____ ______________
Steam supplied heaters, coal burning plant
Steam supplied heaters, oil burning plant __________________
Steam supplied heaters, gas burning plant __________________
For individual coal burning units, the consumption may be estimated

IX to 2 tons per year.
6. Hot Water Consumption.

For supplied hot water as in central or group plants, estimate 60 gallons per day per
dwelling unit.

For individual units where tenant supplies the fuel or the fuel is 100 percent check
metered, estimate 40 gallons per day per dwelling unit.

3. For steam supplied hot water heaters: (Includes steam line losses, generator losses, and hot
water distribution losses.) 

D. U.Xgals./D. U.Xl-1 lb. steamX960 B. t. U.X365 days^ANNUAL FUEL CON-
Fuel heat valueXeff. SUMPTION.

4. If average water temperatures are not known, 90 degree rise may be used for northern cities
and from 60-80 for southern regions.

5. Applicable Over-all Efficiencies.
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Design
Temp.,
Deg. F.

Inside
Temp.,
Deg. F.

61
58
54
51
47
43
41
37
33

71
67
63
60
55
51
47
43
39

70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70

67
63
60
56
52
48
44
41
37

75
70
66
62
58
53
49
45
42

Temp.,
Diff.

Deg. F.

50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90

48
46
44
41
38
35
32
29
26

Six-
Story

Building

Three-
Story

Building

One-
Story

Building

Four-
Story

Building

Two-
Story

Building

20
15
10
5
0

—5
—10
— 15
—20

Note.—The above to be used for preliminary purposes only.

Building Cube (less basement, crawl space or attic) Per Square Foot of Equivalent
Direct Steam Radiation
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Boiler Plant.
1. For low-pressure steam, design to

operate at up to 15-pound gage; for high-
pressure steam, design to operate at
80-100 pound gage; for forced hot water,
generally design to provide 200-240 B. t. u.
per hour heat transmission at the radiator,
with system in larger plants placed under
pressure by means of an air compressor
automatically controlled and connected to
expansion tank.

2. Group Plants should be so located to
allow economical interconnection for flexi
bility in operation under mild weather and
summer load operation.

3. Boilers.—Effective heating surface
not less than 10 square feet per nominal
boiler horsepower, equal to an evapora
tion of 34% pounds of steam per hour
from and at 212° F. for each 10 square
feet of effective heating surface; up to
approximately 160 b. h. p. each, either
portable fire box or horizontal return tubu
lar, sized to operate at not less than 100
percent of nominal horsepower rating
under maximum load; 160-300 b. h. p.,
either straight water tube or low head
three drum bent tube; above 300 b. h. p.,
either straight water tube or high head
four drum bent tube; all water tube boilers
size not less than 150 percent of nominal
horsepower rating under maximum load.
Nominal horsepower rating per boiler
should not exceed 500 b. h. p. except
where more than four boilers are required.
Minimum of three boilers is recommended
where installed horsepower per plant is in
excess of approximately 200. Otherwise,
two boilers may be used; for small indi-

Appendix
Part II

DESIGNING THE PROJECT-OPERATED PLANTS
Note.—Suggestions for the design of project-operated plants

are presented herein, and should be considered only where careful
analyses have clearly indicated the desirability of such plants.
The United States Housing Authority recognizes that there are
various satisfactory methods of handling particular design fea
tures, as well as various suitable classes of materials and equip
ment. These suggestions are not to be considered as the only
acceptable ones.

vidual building plants, one boiler per plant
is satisfactory (portable steel firebox or
cast-iron sectional).

(a) Include necessary trimmings and
tools.

(6) Protect each high-pressure boiler
at steam outlet connection with automatic
stop check valve; control feed water to
each boiler’ through a regulator.

(c) Equip each low-pressure boiler
with Hartford loop when feed water regu
lator is not furnished. When firing is
automatic, include low-water cut-off.

(d) Properly valve each boiler for
operation, singly and in combination.

(e) Control each boiler separately
through its own uptake damper. Support
breeching adequately, erect to assure min
imum friction, and provide for expansion
and contraction. Arrange main stack
damper for hand control with locking
quadrant.

(f) Protect furnaces (stoker, oil, and
gas fired) with high-grade fire-brick lin
ing ; checker-work floor construction is ad
visable in oil-fired installations (industrial
rotating cup type).

(g) Support boilers independently of
brick settings. Provide for necessary in
sulation. In boilers of more than 300 in
stalled b. h. p., consider air-cooled walls,
in which case boilers may be sized in excess
of 150 percent of nominal horsepower
rating under maximum load.

(h) Include internal protection,
water treatment and blow-off facilities
where necessary.

(i) Provide for easy cleaning of all
water and fire surfaces. Consider soot
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(1) One combination recording
C02 and flue gas tempera
ture recorder (one per
plant) 300-1,000 installed
boiler horsepower, ar
ranged so that the per
centages of CO3 in the flue
gas and gas temperature
can be measured selec
tively from each boiler.

8. Pumps (heating service—forced hot-
water systems, and for other services such
as pumping from condensate receiving
tank to boilers in low pressure steam
plants when condensate or vacuum pumps
are located in outlying buildings and when
pumping from condensate receiving tank
to feed water heater in high-pressure
steam plants).—Generally electric motor
driven, centrifugal design, single stage;
multistage for larger sizes.

9. Instruments.—Consider the follow
ing for measuring:

(a) Quantity of steam produced (in
plants burning in excess of 1,500 tons
coal annually per plant or equivalent in
other fuels): Use hot-water meter in
stalled on pump discharge line to boilers,
suitably designed for service intended
(preferably rotating vane or shunt type).

(b) Quantity of make-up water (in
plants burning in excess of 1,500 tons coal
annually per plant or equivalent in other
fuels): Use commercial type of water
meter installed on cold water make-up
line.

(c) Boiler load (in steam plants
burning 2,000-3,500 tons coal annually per
plant or equivalent in other fuels) : Use
recording steam-flow meter (integrator is
not necessary) installed on main steam
line.

(d) Boiler load (in steam plants
burning in excess of 3,500 tons coal annu
ally per plant or equivalent in other fuels):
Use recording steam flow meter (integra
tor is not necessary) installed on each
boiler lead.

(e) Boiler load (in forced hot-water
plants burning in excess of 2,000 tons coal
annually per plant or equivalent in
other fuels): If type of system makes it
practicable, provide means for measuring
flow.

(f) Means to guide operator in
firing:

blowers for boilers in excess of approxi
mately 100 b. h. p. when burning bitumi
nous coal or Bunker “C” oil.

(?) Provide catwalks and ladders
where boilers are of such height as to make
access to all parts requiring servicing diffi
cult under ordinary means.

(fc) Furnish adequate ventilation in
boiler rooms. In large detached plants,
this can best be accomplished by a monitor
over each boiler with pivoted sash and ex
tended operating device.

4. Cinder Trap.—The use of a cinder
trap in breeching should be dependent
upon the type of stoker, locality of proj
ect or local regulations. Spreader or
overfeed type of stoker generally requires
this equipment.

5. Firing Equipment.—Size on basis of
rated capacity being not less than 25 per
cent in excess of total maximum boiler load
(total demand load).

(a) Provide necessary controls for
regulating boiler operation.

6. Pumps for high-pressure plants
(boiler feed service)—steam driven, hori
zontal duplex, outside packed, plunger
type; minimum of two pumps recom
mended. When three or more pumps are
used, size one pump to handle summer load.

(a) Equip each pump with governor
and control generally from pump dis
charge.

(b) Arrange for cold-water bypass
on boiler feed suction for purposes of
boiler wash, for reducing feed water tem
peratures and for operation of hydraulic
tube cleaners.

7. Pumps (heating service-steam sys
tems).—Either condensate or vacuum
type, generally electric motor driven, cen
trifugal design, equipped with receiving
tank and necessary controls. Design sys
tem (low pressure) wherever practicable
so that pump discharges directly into boil
ers accomplished by locating pumps (du
plex type) in boiler rooms. When pumps
are located in outlying buildings, design
system to pump returns into condensate
receiving tank in boiler room (low-pres
sure plants) and into feed water heater or
preferably into condensate receiving tank
in boiler room (high-pressure plants).
Condensate and vacuum pumps when in
outlying buildings need not be of the du
plex type.
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plant, provide mechanical (electric-motor-
operated) system of handling. Where in
excess of approximately 4,000 tons, con
sider a pneumatic system. Ash conveyor
pipe should be not less than 8 inches inside
diameter.

13. Feed Water Heaters.—Use gener
ally in high-pressure steam plants. They
should be of the deaerating type, of suffi
cient capacity to heat to approximately
210° F. and deaerate the total amount of
water per hour delivered to the boiler feed
pumps. Figure approximately 15 percent
of the total incoming water to be make-up
(entering at wintei' temperature) ; the bal
ance to be condensate (returned at ap
proximately 110° F.) Increase heating
capacity approximately 100 percent when
no condensate receiving tank is provided.

(a) Provide adequate venting.
(b) Equip heater with oil separator,

vent condenser, float valve, and other nec
essary equipment.

(c) Protect steam exhaust line to
heater with back pressure valve and ex
haust head.

(d) Design water storage compart-
ment for not less than 5-minute storage
between overflow and opening of float
valve, when used with a condensate receiv
ing tank.

(e) When arranged to receive dis
charge directly from the various conden
sate or vacuum pumps, design water stor
age compartment for not less than 20-
minute storage between overflow and
make-up water inlet.

(/) Install thermometers to measure
temperature of condensate return and
boiler feed water.

14. Condensate Receiving Tank (low-
and high-pressure steam plants).—When
pumps (condensate or vacuum) in outly
ing buildings discharge into such tank,
size for not less than 20-minute storage
capacity between overflow and make-up
water inlet.

(a) Provide adequate venting.
15. Primary Pressure Reducing Valves

(high-pressure steam plants).
(a) Design for reduction from boiler

to yard pressure.
(b) Provide a minimum of three

valves, all operated through pilot piping
and mounted in assembly in a horizontal
position on one of the side walls (easily
accessible).

In plants in excess of
1,000 installed boiler
horsepower, one instru
ment for each boiler is
desirable. Separate i n -
strument for each func
tion may be used.

(2) Where smoke ordinances are
rigidly enforced, a smoke
density indicator and re
corder (one per plant) is
desirable. This instru
ment is useful in oil-burn
ing (heavy oil) plants as
an indication of combus
tion efficiency and is rec
ommended on such plants
in excess of 300 installed
boiler horsepower.

(3) Three point draft gage (one
per each boiler) in plants
in excess of 300 installed
boiler horsepower.

10. Coal Storage:
(a) Underground.—Floor of storage

should not be below boiler-room floor.
Coal holes should be raised about 4 inches
above trucking grade, sufficient in number
and so located that at least two-thirds of
total volume of storage can be filled with
out hand trimming. Provide opening
from storage to boiler room fitted with
metal door. Provide means for handling
and weighing between storage and boilers.

(b) Overhead Bunkers.—Consider
generally where annual consumption is in
excess of approximately 2,500 tons per
plant; coal handling and weighing equip
ment is necessary. Topography of site at
boiler plant should influence selection of
underground or overhead storage.

(1) Use concrete or steel bunk
ers ; when of steel, protect
to resist corrosion.

(c) Design storage for capacity of
not less than 10 percent of the estimated
maximum annual coal consumption.

11. Motor Truck Scales:
(a) Use where not practical to secure

certified weights of coal delivery.
(b) They should be of the beam type,

installed in pits, if feasible, and have
ample capacity for weighing maximum
coal deliveries.

12. Ash Handling.—Provide for easy
removal of ashes. Where in excess of ap
proximately 2,000 tons coal annually per
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avoid lifts on gravity or vacuum returns.
(1, . .

following need not be insulated:
(1) ~ . ,, ’

welding fittings, expansion U bend, quarter
bend, etc.) installed in reinforced concrete
expansion chamber having removable sec
tion (approximately 3 foot square), in slab
covering; provide sufficient headroom for
servicing.

(a) Bends should be “cold sprung”
in place after anchors, guides, and sup
ports are set in their respective positions.
“Cold spring” should equal approximately
one-half the expansion.

3. Where drips are required for yard
steam mains, provide traps in nearest
building, wherever possible, to preclude
necessity of using manholes.

(a) Manholes, when required, should
be of reinforced concrete, furnished with
heavy cast iron frame and cover and, when
over approximately 4 feet in depth, with
wrought iron or steel ladder imbedded in
concrete. Extend tops of manholes to 4
inches above grade.
Heating Within Buildings.

1. Supply and Return Mains.—Ample
space should be provided for piping and
particular care be taken to avoid structural
interferences and conflicts between the dif
ferent branches of the mechanical trades.
Drawings should be generally diagram
matic and all piping and equipment shown
as nearly as possible in the location in
which they are to be installed. In full
basements, provide minimum headroom of
6' 3" to underside of lowest pipe.

(a) Mains should have proper pitch,
avoid lifts on gravity or vacuum returns.

(b) Include necessary insulation, the

Return mains and branches
(vapor systems).

Supply branches to risers
(vapor and steam sys
tems) less than 6 feet long.

Supply and return branches
to risers (forced hot water
system) less than 6 feet
long.

(c) Provide sleeves when lines pass
through walls.

(d) Design for proper support and
expansion; secure hangers to inserts,
wherever practicable.

2 Risers,
' (a) Leave exposed and arrange

wherever possible so that each set of sup*
ply and return serves two adjacent radia-

(c) Arrange as follows: One valve to
take care of domestic hot water load; one
for 75 percent of the heating load and the
third for the balance of the heating load.
Specify maximum capacities with valves
in wide open position, at corresponding
pressures. Do not indicate valve sizes.

(1) Equip with strainers.
(2) Protect valves with pop

safety valves having ca
pacity of 60 percent of
demand load.

16. Secondary Pressure Reducing
Valves (high-pressure steam plants).

(a) Design for reduction from yard
pressure to heating service pressure.

(b) Valves maybe piston or weighted
diaphragm type.

(c) Equip with strainers.
(d) If heating control valve is de

signed for pressure reduction service, sec
ondary pressure reducing valves may be
omitted.
Underground Distribution :

1. Underground piping should be in
stalled in conduits or tunnels. Conduit
should be of the simple type, constructed
of terra cotta tile, concrete (poured in
place or precast) or cast iron; or of the
presealed unit systems, such as the gal
vanized iron, impregnated felt or asphalt
conduit. Wherever possible, house the
heating and domestic-hot-water lines in
one conduit when using tile, concrete, or
cast iron, and in a single trench when
using the presealed conduits. House each
line singly in presealed conduit.

(a) Include necessary pipe insula
tion. Returns (vapor systems) need not
be insulated when installed in tile, con
crete, or cast iron conduit or in tunnels.

(b) Show all pipe sleeves and open
ings on the structural or architectural
drawings for all pipes passing through
footings and exterior walls below grade.
The elevation of sleeves need not be given
except when passing through waterproof
finishes.

2. Distribution should be direct; design
system wherever possible to provide for
expansion at point of entrance into build
ing by means of swing joints, bends, or
long offsets. Where expansion must be
taken up in yard, use expansion bends
(such as double offset U bend, U or
“hairpin” bend with tangent lengths and
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tors on the same floor. Include as heating
surface when calculating radiation re
quirements. When necessary to conceal,
do not locate in exterior walls where there
is danger of freezing, unless proper pro
tection is provided.

(b) Use wherever possible to heat
kitchens in flats and apartments and in all
bathrooms, properly valved.

(c) Provide sleeves for risers passing
through floors and extend not less than %-
inch above floor. Furnish escutcheons.

3. Radiator Branches.
(a) Install above floor.
(b) Arrange generally for both sup

ply and return on same side of radiator.
(c) Provide sleeves and escutcheons

where branches pass through partitions.
4. Radiators.

(a) Cast Iron.—Narrow tube, hot
water pattern, generally with high legs;
base sizes on manufacturers’ catalog rat
ings.

(b) Convectors.—Cast iron or non
ferrous: Base sizes in accordance with
code promulgated by the American Society
of Heating and Ventilating Engineers.
“Heating effect” should not be included in
ratings. Secure cabinets adequately to
wall, when not recessed.

(c) Place radiators, wherever pos
sible, along inside walls (farthest from
window), except in living rooms, in which
case, it is advisable to locate radiators
along partitions at outside walls or along
outside walls. This will permit a simpli
fied system of piping. Reference should
be made to the architectural unit plans to
avoid interference of radiators with furni
ture arrangement.

5. Forced Warm Air Steam or Hot
Water Coil Heaters.—Nonferrous tubes
and fins with ferrous or nonferrous head
ers; blow through type, with direct con
nected motor and fan assembly (variable
speed).

(a) Base sizes on entering air at 67
degrees F. and outlet air temperature not
exceeding 125 degrees F. when operating
at full speed and minimum of 110 degrees
F. at less than full speed operation.

(b) Thermal head available, with fan
off should be capable of releasing approxi
mately 25 percent of total heat output.

(c) Supplement heaters with re
quired controls and in larger dwelling

units with necessary ducts or plenum
chamber or a combination of ducts and
plenum chamber.

6. Heating Controls—Steam Systems.
(a) Continuous Flow.—Type capable

of circulating steam at variable subatmos-
pheric steam pressures and corresponding
temperatures, automatically controlled by
heat balancer and selector or other suitable
equipment; or type, capable of controlling
quantity of steam to heat radiators frac
tionally, automatically controlled by out
side thermostat and selector; either type
operated electrically, pneumatically, or by
other means.

(b) On and off.—Type capable of
controlling the quantity of steam for fixed
cycles, automatically selected by an outside
thermostat; or type capable of controlling
the quantity of steam intermittently with
the periods of operation, automatically se
lected by outside and radiator tempera
tures or outside and inside temperatures;
either type, operated electrically, pneu
matically, or by other means.

(c) Circulation of the steam should
be equalized by either an adjustable orifice,
made as an integral part of the radiator
valve, or as a properly sized removable
regulating plate in each radiator valve
assembly, or any other means; all of which
to insure receipt of steam by all radiators
at the same time proportionately and to
heat the rooms within a temperature range
of 73° to 65° F.

(d) Each system should be designed
so as to produce an even load curve on the
boiler, demonstrated as such when the
steam flow varies less than 20 percent (10
percent above and 10 percent below the
average demand) in an interval of 20
minutes, with outdoor temperatures of
40° F. or less.

(e) Type of controls selected shall
have been in successful operation in simi
lar installations for a period of two full
heating seasons.

7. Heat Control—Forced Hot Water
System.

(a) Arrange control valves so that
temperature of the water delivered to the
heating system is varied in relation to the
outside temperature. The operation of
such valves (either electrically or air oper
ated) as may be required to supply the
water at the proper temperature should
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por, preferably by motor
less ventilator.

(3) Provide air circulation.

mately 10 gallons storage of water per
dwelling unit with heating element area
under normal operation capable of rais
ing temperature of water in tank a mini
mum of 110° F. over a 2-hour period.
(Size proportionately higher for gener
ators used in small individual building
plants.)

(d) Where hot water is used for
space heating (such as laundry drying)
and domestic purposes, heating element
must be increased in size accordingly.

(e) Include necessary control valve
with suitable material for bulb on con
troller.

(/) Provide aquastat to control
circulating pump operation.

9. Drying Room Heating.—Locate dry
ing rooms adjacent to laundries as close as
is practical to constant source of heat
supply.

(a) Preferable consideration should
be given to the cabinet type of drying,
steam or gas heated, properly vented.
Careful analyses must be made of operat
ing expenses before such selection is made.

(j>) Where clothes are dried in com
partment groups separated by wire mesh
partitions, arrange for heat supply prefer
ably near floor line with proper control
(unit heater is recommended); when
steam heated, take supply from hot side of
heat-control valve.

(1) Segregate from laundries
and other rooms.

(2) Arrange for exhausting va-

be governed (automatically when operator
is not in constant attendance), from out
door control equipment and from addi
tional equipment, if necessary. The
change in heating water temperature per
degree change in outdoor temperature
should be adjustable. One set of controls
is recommended for each circulating pump.

(1) Design system to permit
equalized distribution to
all radiators by means of
orificing each radiator
valve, or by other suitable
means to insure heating
the rooms within a tem
perature range of 73° to
65° F.

(2) Provide thermometers for
measuring supply and re
turn water temperatures.

(3) Type of controls selected
shall have been in success
ful operation on similar
installations for a period
of two full heating sea
sons.

8. Hot-Water Generators and Controls.
(Generally furnished and set under
Plumbing Division of the Specifications;
however, heating supply and return con
nections including installation of tempera
ture control valve generally included under
Heating Division.)

(a) Locate wherever possible in
boiler room.

(b) Materials for tank construction
should be selected suitable to local water
characteristics to insure long life.

( c) Size generally on basis of approxi-
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Part III

Service ClassMaterial

Steel (standard weight)Pipe. WW-P-403a, types I
and II.

Pipe

Pipe.

Pipe. Brass. WW-P-351, grade A.

Pipe nipples. WW-N-351.
Fittings.

Fittings. Steel.

Fittings. All other ferrous screwed lines.

Fittings. Brass screwed lines.

Unions. All ferrous lines. Malleable iron.

Unions. All brass lines. Brass.

Flanges.

Flanges............... ..... Ferrous blow-off lines (high pressure
boilers).

Materials.
The following table indicates the types of materials which are generally considered

satisfactory for the sendee noted.

considered sufficient to determine whether it is as durable as wrought iron piping.)
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MATERIALS, CODES, AUTHORITIES, AND
SYMBOLS, SPECIFICATION OUTLINE

(c) Charcoal wrought iron
.(d) All extra strong.........

Same weight and material
as pipe.

Cast iron threaded (250
pounds).

WW-P-501, type B,
class 1.

Cast iron threaded (125
pounds).

Brass (threaded)___ ____

All steam (supply and exhaust) pip
ing in boiler plants and within
buildings (except as otherwise
noted); all hot water heating sup
ply and return lines throughout
project.

WW-P-441a, for
wrought iron; and
WW—P—403a (type
III) for copper mo
lybdenum.

All return lines (vapor systems, grav
ity and vacuum) in boiler plant
and within buildings; boiler feed
and blow-off lines in low-pressure
plants.

Generally on boiler water column
connections; soot blower drain and
gage glass drain; may also be used
for boiler feed lines.

All ferrous lines; 250 pounds on full
boiler pressure and boiler feed
lines (high pressure boiler); 125
pounds elsewhere.

Fed. Spec. No. or
Other Designation

All ferrous screwed lines on full
boiler pressure and boiler feed
lines (high pressure boilers).

Blow-off lines (high pressure boilers)..

'WW-P-441a, for
wrought iron; and
WW—P—403a (type
III) for copper mo-

. lybdenum.

'(a) Wrought iron____
(b) Copper molybdenum

open hearth iron.
(c) Charcoal wrought iron

,(d) All standard weight...

'(a) Wrought iron________
(b) Copper molybdenum

open hearth iron.

All return lines (vapor systems,
gravity and vacuum) under
ground; boiler feed and blow-off
lines in high-pressure plants.

Cast iron; 250 pounds
or 125 as indicated;
flanges for fittings and
valves to be cast inte
gral.

Steel. ________

As required by A. S.
M. E. Power Boiler
Code.

WW-P-501, type A,
class 1.

WW—P — 448 and
WW-P—461 compo
sition B.

WW-U-531, type A,
black, brass seated.

WW-U-516, compo
sition B.

Dimensioned and
drilled to conform
to A. S. A. stand
ards.

As required by A. S.
M. E. Power Boiler
Code; dimensioned
and drilled to con-

I form to A. S. A.
■ standards.

(Note.—Experience to date indicates that copper molybdenum is satisfactory, but the experience is not
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Material Service Class

Brass lines.Flanges.

Valves.

Cast brass. WW-T-696.

<

Traps (float)

Valves.

HH-M-61.
(

HH-B-671b.Brick, fire clay. Boiler settings.<

HH-C-451a.Clay, fire. Boiler settings.

Escutcheons. >
I

Bolts and nuts.

Gaskets.

Strainers.

Hangers.

Hangers.

23

Union ells.
Insulation.

MATERIALS, CODES, AUTHORITIES AND SYMBOLS, SPECIFICATION
OUTLINE—Continued

Traps (float and
thermostatic).

Sleeves..
Sleeves..

All lines in boiler plant and within
buildings.

Coordinate with type of
fire brick used.

Stamped steel____________

Steel (standard weight)____
26-gage galvanized sheet ..

metal.
Commercial bolt steel

Grade dependent on serv
ice (specify type to be
used).

Red brass_____________
85 percent magnesia or

fibrous glass of equal
thermal equivalent to
85 percent magnesia.

Iron body, noncorrosive __
parts.

Red brass (packless type). 

Iron body, noncorrosive 
parts.

Dimensioned and
drilled to conform
to A. S. A. stand
ards.

Threads, U. S. Stand
ard.

HH-P-46.

I

Radiators (hot water heating)......
Boilers, breeching, necessary boiler-

room equipment and all necessary
piping, return lines on vapor sys
tems need not be insulated except
underground lines when installed
in presealed conduits.

Piping not connected to gravity or
vacuum vapor returns.

Radiators_________ ________

Fed. Spec. No. or
Other Designation

Risers through floors, and branches
through partitions.

Lines passing through walls. .......
Lines passing through floors and

interior partitions.
All flanges ................ .................. —

Flanges, and elsewhere______ _____

Pressure reducing valves (preferably
vertical type) and drip traps where
necessary.

For proper control of pipe and
equipment; 250 pounds on full
boiler pressure, boiler feed and
blow-off lines (high pressure); 125
pounds elsewhere.

Brass; same grade as
specified for pipe to
which connected.

Radiators, heat risers, low pressure
mains less than 100 feet long.

Piping and apparatus where con
densate exceeds 50 pounds per
hour; mains in excess of 100 feet.

Screwed brass on lines 2
inches and smaller,
screwed iron body
(brass mounted) 2ft
inches and larger,
flanges 4 inches and
larger (high pressure),
flanged 6 inches and
larger elsewhere; 250
pound or 125 pound as
indicated.

Ring type, compressed
asbestos sheet.

Cast iron, vertical or Y
types; 250 pounds on
full boiler pressure
lines (high pressure);
125 pounds elsewhere.

Two meh and smaller;
split cast ring, 2% inch
to 6 inch, adjustable
clevis; larger than 6
inch, adjustable swivel
roller. Support piping
on multiple hangers
wherever practical.

As recommended by con
duit manufacturer.

WW-V-76b for gate
valves; brass for
angle, check and
globe valves, 80
percent minimum
copper content and
5% percent maxi
mum lead. Blow
off valves as per
code requirements.

Traps (thermo
static) .

All underground lines.
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or more sections of the specification.)
Item No. 20, “Materials” may be placed in
forepart of specifications.

1. General Note.—Covering general
conditions and other subdivisions of the
specifications.

2. Work included.—Schedule of general
requirements; temporary heat.

3. Work not included.
4. Drawings.—Schedule, correlation to

specifications and shop drawings; coordi
nation of work with other trades.

5. Testing requirements, prior tests.
6. Description of system in boiler plant,

underground and within buildings.
7. Boilers.—Type, capacity, construc

tion and insulation; trimmings and tools;
internal protection; foundations and set
tings.

8. Smoke Breeching.—Dampers,
ports, cinder trap, soot reclaimer.

9. Chimney construction and size (for
information only).

10. Firing Equipment.—Type, capacity,
construction, and controls.

11. Coal and ash handling equipment
and controls; walkways and ladders.

12. Boiler Auxiliary Equipment.—Soot
blowers, tube cleaners, feed water regu
lators, automatic stop check valves, blow
off valves, back pressure valve, and ex
haust head.

13. Feed water heater, oil separator,
condensate receiving tank, blow-off, and
cooling basins, water treatment equip
ment; pumps for boiler feed and other
services in boiler plant.

14. Pressure Reducing Valves.—Pri
mary and secondary, strainers, and pop
safety valves.

15. Instruments and Instrument Boards
required in connection with boiler and
plant operation.

16. Heating controls; radiators, radi
ator hangers, radiator specialties (valves
and traps) ; steam specialties (float, and
combination float and thermostatic traps).

17. Heating supply and return mains
(within buildings) and radiator runout
requirements.

18. Vacuum or condensate pumps re
quired in connection with heating system.

19. Welding requirements.
20. Materials.—Pipe, fittings, nipples,

unions, flanges, gaskets, bolts and nuts,

Pipe Joints—In Boiler Plant and in
Buildings.—Lines carrying steam over 15
pounds gage—up to 3%-inch, screwed, and
4-inch and larger, flanged; all other lines—
up to 6-inch, screwed, and 8-inch and
larger, flanged. Valves, 6 inches and
larger on lines except on those carrying
steam over 15-pounds gage, flanged. All
boiler supply and return header work
should be flanged. Joints iy2 inches and
larger may be welded.

Pipe Joints—Underground.—1%-inch
and smaller, screwed; 1%-inch and
larger, welded.

Welding Fittings.—Should be of same
material as pipe to which welded; and be
of wrought or forged construction. In
lieu of tees for branch outlets, welding nip
ples may be used. For flanged connec
tions, use welding neck flanges conforming
to A. S. A. standards. Employ qualified
welders for all welding.
Codes, Authorities, and Symbols :

1. American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers’ Guide and its rec
ommended codes; use the infiltration
method for calculating heat losses; a 5°
to 10° F. temperature range less than that
generally accepted for the project locality
is recommended (refer to Section D, para
graph 1, “Types of Systems,” under
“Selecting a Method of Heating”).

2. American Society of Mechanical En
gineers’ applicable boiler codes.

3. National Board of Fire Underwrit
ers, particularly for oil-fired equipment.

4. American Gas Association, particu
larly for gas-fired equipment.

5. State, local, and municipal codes and
regulations.

6. Symbols.—As recommended by the
American Society of Heating and Venti
lating Engineers and American Standards
Association.
Outline of a Typical Specification :

The following is a typical arrangement
of items for a high-pressure steam plant
specification. The same arrangement may
be followed for low-pressure steam or
forced hot-water plants insofar as the par
ticular items apply. Necessary additional
items should be included when required.
(Numbered items below may comprise one
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backfill, expansion provision, anchors, ex
pansion and anchor chambers, manholes.

26. Ventilating equipment. — Motors,
controls, voltage characteristics, grilles,
registers, sheet-metal work.

27. Painting.—Equipment, pipe, struc
tural work, and insulation.

28. Protection of open pipe ends and
electrical apparatus and protection of ma
terials for transit.

29. Tests.—Boilers, piping vzithin build
ings, piping underground and combined
test on complete system.

joints, valves (gate, angle, globe and
check) escutcheons, pipe sleeves, metal
U covers.

21. Expansion; hangers, anchors and
guides in buildings.

22. Connections to hot-water
ators.

23. Trenches, pits and covers in build
ings.

24. Insulation of piping and other
equipment.

25. Underground Distribution.—Con-
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